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FOREWORD

In September 1966, the then Ad Hoc Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD (Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) held its
first symposium in Paris on the subject of man machine interactions in guidance and control
systems. In March 1967, the Panel held its second symposium, also in Paris, on the subject
of reliability aspects of guidance and control systems. By the end of the second symposium
the significance and growth potential of this new Panel activity of AGARD was rather clearly
established and this was amplified by the large attendance and great interest shown by
attendees at the next two Panel symposia. The first of these was held in Oxford, England,
in September 1967, and its subject was "Inertial Navigation: Systems and Applications".
The second was held in Braunschweig, Germany, in May 1968, and its subject was "Inertial
Navigation: Components". During this same time the Guidance and Dontrol Panel was taken
off ad hoc status and given full fledged status as one of the AGARD Panels.

This volume of Symposia Proceedings of the Oxford and Braunschweig meetings represents
the first publication of the Guidance and Control Panel. The reader will find contained
herein coverage of the broad areas of inertial navigation: components, systems and applica-
tions. Fourteen papers were presented at the Oxford Symposium and all but two of these are
included here as indicated in the table of contents. Twenty-one papers were presented at
the Brauaschweig Symposium and all but three of these are included here, also as indicated
in the table of contents.

It is a pleasure to express gratitude to a number of people who made these Panel Symposia
Proceedings possible. First of all, a great deal of credit must be given to Profe.,sor
W. Wrigley, who in his tireless efforts as the first Chairman of the Guidance and Control
Panel, was the person most responsible for establishing it as a full fledged AGARD Panel.
These published Proceedings are. of course, one of the fruits of his efforts.

Professor B. Fraeijs de Vpubeke, as the first Panel Vice Chairman, and Mr H.G. R.Robinson.
the present Panel Vice Chairman, deserve a great deal of credit also for the development of
the Panel's programs and activities. To %tr H.G.R.RRobinson. Chairman of the Oxford Symposium.
and to Leonard Sugerman. Colonel USAF. Chairman of the Braunschweig Symposium. goes the
credit for developing the programs of these symposia. A great deal rf credit must also be
given to Mr Prank Sullivan for his important contributions to Panel activities and to the
development of these Proceedings. Appreciation is also expressed to Professor 0.1hitfleld
and to Monsieur l'Inghnieur en Chef G.Bonnevale. who in their capacity as Panel Associate
Editors. provided valued assistance in the development of these Panel Proceedings. Finally.
gratitude is also expressed to the British Government for offering to serve as the host
country for the Oxford &ymposium and to the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany
for hosting the Braunschweig Symposium. The facilities In both Instances were excellent
and contributed significantly to the success of bulh Symposia.

C. T. LWONDES
Editor
Guidance & Control Panel. AGARD
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INERTIAL PRINCIPLES IN NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

C. S. Draper

I. INTRODUCTION

Navigation is the process of purposefully determining motion so that desired objectives
are achieved. Activity of this kind has been among the important endeavors of man for the
many thousands of years he has traveled on foot, with animals, with sledges, with wagons,

in canoes, in boats and in sailing vessels. Modern times have intensified the need for
always higher performance from navigation as the t echnology of transportation has expanded

to include power driven ships, subsonic and supersonic airplanes, helicopters. VTOLs,
orbiting capsules and soon-to-come craft for travel between the earth and the moon with
perhaps the planets ahead within a few decades.

XMoving entities incorporating means for changing speed and direction are essential for

accomplishing desired results by reaching selected destinations. The function of navigatior
is to determine the modifications in motion needed to cause the entity involved to follow

a path that results in mission success. The action pattern that must be carried through
"in order to realize these results may he considered in terms of five functions:

1. Selection of desired results and the generation of procedures for their achieve-
ment through plans and programs which give the necessary position, speed, direction.
etc.. as functions of time in a convenient reference space.

2. Determination of the actual situation at known instants of real time.

3 Comparison of actual situations as they develop in real time with desired situa-
tions at corresponding programmed instants to determine deviations of actual states
from desired states oif the essential geometrical quantities.

4. Computation from the dleviation data of correction:' needed to bring the actual

states into agreement with the desired states.

5. Application of these' corrections as caands for the, -',ontrol system of the moving
e'nt it v.

When the, last four ;unctions or- carried out continuously and the control system

operates effectivel. the result ii a course' for the moving entity that carries it over
an actual path that c:sely approaches the programmed path with respect to the reference
svac'e. Until fairlv rrcent vear% all of the five component functions were carried out
by ,me, or nourt men. At first, a single man provided all the component ftinctions from

rianning to makii., propwr chantes in the directions in which he may have been walking
then it hetase obvious that corrections were needed. Much later develoImentr led to

operate.s working levers and steering ships in response to instructions from superior
officers responi•le for navigation, while today many systef are automatic and only

require human attention for monitoring purposes. The sec, ,hird and fourth functions.
which are determination of position, in.lcation of deviations and computation )f correc-
tions belong to the method of traditional NAVIGATION. then the functions of planning

and programming and of control to carry out corrections are added to navigation, the
resulting complex of functions is .%hGIDAM.



Before either navigation or guidance can be effective, the wving entity must be
STABILIZED so that it is capable of respondS'ig properly to control commands. In effect,
stabilization is the process of causing all the et-sential variables associated with the
moving entity to remain near desirable equilibrium states established either naturally or
by instrumental means. CONTROL acts by changing these equilibrium states so that in
seeking the new stabilization conditions the moving entity makes corrections toward

desired positions and states of motion.

It is the purpose here to review the fundameýntal functional requirements of
STABILIZATION, CONTROL, NAVIGATION and GUIDANCE with particular attention to the essential
services that are provided for modern equipments by devices based on inertial principles.
After some twenty-five years of practice and discussion, inertial systems are still some-
times regarded as basically rather low performance devices struggling in competition with
optical, radio and radar navigation equipments. This is an unfortunate opinion which has
retarded progress and substantially increased the cost of advancing modern navigation
technology. This technology will inevitably achieve performance and reliability in-
creased significantly beyond the levels now realized in practice. These improvements
will come from engineering developments of inertial oomponents and subsystems integrated

into overall systems incorporating radiation contacts of various kinds with computers to
couple all subsystems into complexes of ilways improving effectiveness. The technical
details involved provide subject matter for the presentations of this conference. This

particular paper is not concerned with particular equipments, rather its purpose is to
" set the stage" for later papers by reviewing the generalized requirements of navigation
and the contributions that can be provided by devices based on inertial principles.

2. GFONETRICAL RFQUIREMlF%1S

Missions for moving entitits must be defined in geometrical terms with time as the
basic " fourth dimension" that ties all other variables together in a continuous sequence
of instants uniquely associated with the general progress of changes in the essential
physical qua..:'ties. The formulation of plans and programs to specify the chain of events
needed to achieve a desired result from motion of a controlled entity must be referred to
some geometrical reference space within which destinations and moving entities can be
described in position and orientation. For example, if the moving entity is an airplane
and the destination is a certain city. it is convenient to select a reference space deter-
mined by the ea:th coordinates of latitude, longitude, north and the vertical. The
position of a destination city is easily read from a map in terms of its position in this
reference space. It is the problem of navigation to locate the airplane in this sune

space and relate its position and motion to points on the path it must follow in reaching
its goal.

With known landmarks visible in good weather, simple sight inc% make it possible to

pinpoint an airplane, to select a suitable path for rcaching a ;viected destination and
to determine the actual path and the necessary corrections. Ihen torr,,strial landmarks
are not available but star sightings are possible, the traditional method of using
celestial space for an auxiliary uenartrtcal reference, correcting for earth rotation
by chronometer time and applying known stellar positions, make it possible to determine
aircraft positions by the traditienal computations of celestial navigation. Shen both
terrestrial and celestial contacts by visual observations are eliminated by unfavorable
circumstances. man-generated radiation with known patterns determined by cooperative
ground stations make it possible tt. navigate hv means of ground and airborne receivers
and properly designel computing aids. With visibility denied and cooperative radiation
stations lacking. self-contatned on-hoard methods must be used to measure or predict
changes in vehicle position as functions of time. The time honored method of dead-
reckoning based or estimates of air speed, flight directions, wind spoed, mind direction.
etc.. is always a ailahle for the computation of future positions, but cannot provide
high accuracy.



Navigation and guidance subsystems operating without outside cooperation during
relatively long periods of time and free of dependence on estimates of air speed, flight

lirection or wind can give much better results than conventional dead reckoa,'ng. These
systems developed only during recent years depend upon computations using data sensed

by on-board instruments mechanically held in known orientations with respect to earth

coordinates. Equipment of this kind is made possible by inertial principles which are
inherently ideal and free from saturation effects within the necessary operating ranges
for components and subsystems of navigation and guidance to operate for considerable

periods of time without external contacts for geometrical information.

Indications from inertial sensoi, are not absolute, but represent changes from artifi-

cially introduced initial conditions that are related in known ways to timre and the
selected geometrical reference space. Once initial ronditiors are, set, inertial equip-
ments operate by a modern form of dead reckoning that uses, not estimates of speed and

direction, but measurements of velocity changes along. coordinate axes associated1 with

instrumentally maintained internal coordinates. Position changes with respect to the
external reference space are computed from the indicated velocity change rr,'fponents. it
is obvious that for systems of this kind the accuracy of results dependIs on the perfor-
mance of the inertial sensors, their associated computer.N cuid other necetssp~y subsystems.
Many theoretical, engineering and tecInological problems are important for the technology
of inertial systems that are beyond toie scope of this ;laper, which i. 'c-ocrnedI 1nl with
an introduction to general principles.

3. CONPLFTE %AVIG4TIO% AND G LiDA%CF. %1STFAS

Navigation must have acc-urate contacts with a geometrical refereiice space in which the

desired motions of the moving entity are completely defined. For paths involving terres-
trial problems.. earth coordinates are particularly *ell suited for reference purposmes and

are used by direct visual contacts by artifcical long save radiation, by use of intermediate
celestial objects and by instrumented iner? aln ref.*ren'e members. The *'sson~ial function
of the geometrical reference space is to provitlt an orthogonal coordinate sysem to which

displacements of the moving vehicle may be relatod in t.'rms -)f compon~ents ass*ociatel with

the space in which the %ehicle path is cvsý-ri~ovd. Ilben grouni stations are available
these components may be measured by opticl.a! radio or radar means, so there 1% nio qjurt inn
of coordinate relationships, the coordinates actual!" used In measurement aire identical
with those to which vehicle motions are referred. Radiation receivers, either (in the

ground or in the vehicle, produce signals suitable for proce~ssing by properly designed
computing au'bsYstems which generate -outputs that lvid to indicatitwns of pnIfion. velocity.
off-course deviat ions. velocity rorr.'ction comminils etc.. that are the userful 00' ptts of
navigation systems, To bo effective thes.e outputi- Aust it" nsed as the inputs, U)r a cn

tro~l syste that aetuaIIy causes the vehicake motion tii chance' n ways t at fcrr#% it to

fojilnw a p~tt. that leadit to the' deired ,ientinataon..

Wien ~he functions of surpphing destination Iforzat ton mnd prngram. for operation. of
providing reference coordinates. sensing mot~ion components., crrputing controil c'-mand.s
ani executing these c'mandit are Integrated t!igrth!'r, the resuilting c'repie i% a
Gt)IDAM( SYSTEM. 1f the program funct ion and the' c,vitroi finrtlin" ar., omitted1 the result

is a NAVIGATION SYST!Vl.

COVMOL SY.S'! serve to interface navigation %rnter-t with the ve'hicle~a that th~v guide.
in the sense that they receive informat ion level -orrect iin casands ax InpeAts and pr('Viie*
changes in vehicle motion as their outputs. In order for thin action to 'he efferCtiT. 'he
control itystes must first provide STAfiILIZATICIN alirh. in effect. Is contro. alsoi e"iuli'
brius conditions correqtpondIngr to "no-change" Input ctsmands. For ea'l.If an
airplarte is to properlv Pitecute c-meands related to earth coordinates it must have orilon-
tatlonal Informat ion suppliled to its controls so that right-turn. Is-lt-turn. up-+)tm and

ai I



roll-right, roil-left are related to the on-board geometrical reference in the same way
that these angular motions are related to the flight path defined in terms of the external

referencr coordinates.

It has been common pract~ce fur almost forty years to provide aircraft with stabiliza-

tion and control reference coordinates by means of gyroscopic instruments. Thc bank and

cl'irtb indication, which in effect provides an instrumentally established horizontal plane
reference with accuracies in the rsinge of a few degrees, is as satisfactory today for

flight control purposes as it wan when Geaeral Doolittle first used it for blind flight

in 1929. In a similar waj the g.roscopic turn indicator has shown, and shows today, right
and left turns of aircraft with about the same level of accuracy.

The combination of these two gyroscupic instruments to form automatic pilots has been.
and still is, effective for the purpor.-.3 of Prcraft stabilization and control, but devices

for sensing changes in linea: i:otion have in the past never been used in autopilots to
provide indications of naviga•ional information. A fundamental limitation of conventional

gyroscopic aircraft instruments lies in their inherent indication inaccuracies of a few
degrees and their inherent drift rates of approximately ten degrees per hour. When it is
recalled that one degree angle betwecn local gravitational directions corresponds to sixty

miles distance on the earth's surface, it becomes obvious that ordinary aircraft instru-

ments can not provide suitable internal reference coordinates for navigation and guidance
systems with accuracy requirements of one mile error for each hour of operation after an

initial fix.

4. INERTIAL GUIDANCE

Inertia] guidance is the term applied to the operation of an equipment subsystem which

has three generalli functions. The first function is that of establishing and maintain-

ing an internal geometrical reference space which has an associated set of coordinates

and means by wh-.h their orientations may be accurately adjusted to the desired relation-
ships with the external reference space in which the destination to be reached and the

path to be rollowed are specified. The second function of inertial guidance is to receive

specific force, which is the vector resultant of gravity force and inertial reaction force,
in terms of components related to the internal coordinate system and to generate output
signals that accurately represent these components. The third subsystem function is com-

putation, ir r3cent times almost universally carried out in digital terms, by equipment
wOich accepts these output signals for inputs and, as its own outputs, provides control

commands and the indications needed for effective vehicle operation. Control, a fourth
function which implements control nommands, has its low power level input side interfaced
with the computer and its output .;ide driving a control subsystem that is usually closely
associated with the vehicle itself. When men are involved, displays, input pushbuttons,
a.! operating knobs to select and adjust mode3 of operation are included in guidance
systems for the purposes of communication and interaction between human operators and the
arrangements that cooperate with them as inanimate working partners.

The technology of computing equipment is now capable of meeting all the requirements of

Inertitl guidance for storing data on plans and programs, for carrying out calculations
and :or transmitting information to proper interface points. Similarly, the technology

of displays and relay systems is so well developed that almost any desired arrangement
may be realized by which a man can be informed by systems as to actual states of affairs
and oe given tho power to impose his will upon the machine as to its modes of operations,
its tasks and the disposition of its results. Control systems capable of forcing actual
vehicle motion into substantial agreement with programmed motion are well developed and
generally designed i•to operational vehicles.

With good design aad eff'ctive quality control, computing, display and control sub-

systems of inertial guidance equipment will not limit performance of overall systems.
Reliability is another matter, in that it is sometimes determined by these three functions

xii



but is more often set by electronics, either associated with the reference member or with
the computer and the displays. This state of affairs means that currently the overail

system performance levels are generally established by the inertial sensors. For this
reason these components become subjects for particular attention in an.; discussion of

inertial guidance systems.

5. INERTIAL SENSORS

Inertial sensors must provide functicns of two kinds. The first function of an in-
dividual unit is that of sensing small angular deviations with respect to inertial space
about a sharply defined input axis and producing an electrical output signal, with its
sense determined by the direction of the deviation and its magnitude proportional to the
size of the deviation. In practice three angular deviation sensors of this kind are used
in a triad configuration with their input axes held accurately at right angles on the
genmetrical reference member to which the instruments are rigidly mounted.

The reference member has three degrees of angular freedom with respect to a base upon
which it is mounted and which in turn is installed in the vehicle to be guided. The
three axes corresponding tz. the degrees of freedom are each fitted with a tightly oper-
atinr Fervo-drive that draws its input signals from Ehe properly combined signals from
the angular deviation sensors. In o,,eration the overall servo-drive system keeps a set
of orthogonal axes fixed to the reference member accurately aligned with the orientations
of the three sensors for which their output signals have null (i.e. minimum magnitude)
levels. Current servo practice is developed to levels that allow the realization of
drives capable of keeping the reference member coordinate axes in substantially perfect
alignment with the signal-null orientations of the sensors. This is accomplished by
designing high torque capabilities into the servos and providing "noise free" output
signals from the angular deviation sensors. This state of affairs means that the refer-
ence member departs from ideal performance only because of sensor imperfections that
cause the orientations for which their output signals have their nulls to differ from
initial settings. Uncertainties as ociated with "drift" effects of this kind are the
limiting factors for angular deviation sensor performance.

The second type of sensor required for inertial guidance system operation is the
receiver for srecific force, which is the vector resultant of gravitational force and the
reaction forces that accompany accelerations of material particles with respect to inertial
space. If their operation is to be ideal these sensors must respond only to the specific
force component along a single sharply defined direction, which for any given instrument
is its input axis. In practice, three specific force sensors are mounted rigidly on the
inertial reference member wits their input axes mutually at right angles and carefully
fixed in knowp orientations with respect to the geometrical reference member. With thip
arrangement the sensor output signals in the process of being generated are already
accurately resolved into components associated in a known way with the coordinates of the
geometrical reference member. Because of practical considerations, specific force sensors
are usually designed to generate output signals representing, not specific force directly,
but the first integral of specific force starting from initial conditions selected for
convenience in the operations currently in progress.

Performance for inertial sensors ranges over several orders of magnitude in terms of
inputs and the quality of the corresponding outputs. Details of construction belong to
the subject matter discussed in the technical papers which follow, not to this intro-
ductory paper.

6. PLACE OF INERTIAL PRINCIOLES IN NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

Navigation and guidance deal with problems of dynamic geometry with changes in

orientation and in position, as they change with time, as the elements of basic interest.
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To deal effectively with the situations of navigation it is necessary to establish refer-
ence for time, for orientation, and for position. With such reference available navigation

and guidance are matters of determining changes in time and correlating changes in orien-

tation and position with these time chances. The accuracy of navigational results depends

on the performance of the means for measuring the basic physical quantities. The effec-
tiveness of the means employed in navigation depends upon its ability to work under oper-

ating conditions ranging from completely free and continuous interchange of information
with the environment to situations in which this interchange is not available for long
periods of time in which moving vehicles must be located and guided.

It has been noted that, when visual, radio and radar contacts with the ground and the
sky can be used, so that the earth and the stars may serve directly as reference$, long
established methods are available for navigation. When continuous radiation contacts are
eliminated, self-contained equipment able to provide high quality navigation for extended
periods of time is required. Today navigation must deal with motion in three dimensions
over a very wide range of speeds, but the general situation is somewhat similar to that
which existed for sailing ships before the day of John Harrison, 1735, who invented the
first operational chronometer. The problem was that of longitude, which could be solved
only by an accurate means for indicating time so that the rotation of the earth could be
properly taken into account for the interpretation of celestial observations. Once the
marine chronometer was available navigation became a process of greatly improved accuracy
and reliability.

Harrison faced the need for a timekeeper to operate for se'eral months, there being no
radio stations to provide updating signals, within accuracy lim.its unheard of in the year
1713, when the British Government offered various rewards for solutions to the problem of
longitude. He accepted the basic law of physics that a unique rclationship exists every-
where between the acceleration imparted to any massive particle and the force associated
with this acceleration. He understood that gravity interfered with this relationship in
a way that centuries later would be stated by Einstein in his PRINCIPLE OF EQUIVALENCE,
but he also realized that there were ways of eliminating this disturbing effect. Rela-
tively had not as yet been discovered and fortunately lntroduce n significant effects
in 4arrison's time, or in ours of today, because as yet vehicle speeds are very small
compared to the velocity of light.

Realizing that inertial reaction forces were available everywhere without the need for
mechanical or visual contacts with outside spaces, Harrison made use of effects that were
being successfully used in clocks and watches after millennia of applying considerably
more awkward and less accurate methods. He refined the mechanism by which the elastic
action of a spring, working against the inertial force reaction of a miniature flywheel

carried by low friction bearings, produced an oscillatory mechanism with a period adjust-
able to a desired constant value which, with proper temperature control and leveling by
proper gimbals, produced the timekeeping accuracy required for good longitude measurements.

It is history that, after Harrison showed the way during the middle 1700's, many

chronometers were built with performance that removed time measurements from the unenviable
position of limiting the accuracy of navigation. It is pertinent, but not basically im-
portant, that radio stations with crystal-controlled oscillators, atomic clocks and very
precise determinations of star transits now provide excellent monitoring for on-board
electronic clocks, which certainly eliminates inaccuracies in time as a limiting factor in
the overall processes of navigation and guidance.

The marine chronometer and the many devices that are its descendants have solved the
availability of accurate time indications on board moving vehicles. However, navigation,
which to be completely satisfactory must solve problems in dynamic geometry by self-con-
tained on-board equipment of high accuracy and reliability, requires that internal refer-
ence coordinates and internally generated indications of vehicle position, velocity and
acceleration be continuously available within moving vehicles. Monitoring by radiation

xiv



contacts of any and all kinds is certainly desirable but not necessary during extended
time periods and is to be considered as a functional part of overall systems, not as an
arrangement competing with inertial principles.

Sensing of angular deviations with respect to inertial space with self-contained
instruments is accomplished with angular momentum provided by gyroscopic rotors. Forced

precession of such rotors away from an initial orientation requires torque, and that can
be used to drive a viscous integrator which produces an angular input to a signal gen-
erator, whose output represents the angular deviation of the gyro unit case with respect
to its reference orientation. The gyro output signal from a single gyro provides -:,C of
the three inputs needed to establish and hold an inertial reference member in its refer-
ence orientation and is maintained within limits dependent upon gyro drift rates which

are made as low as possible by design and manufacture.

Sensing of linear displacements of components of the reference member from an initial
position in inertial space depends upon an instrument that uses an unbalanced mass to
impose a torque on a calibrated restraint element. Signals dependent upon the output of
this calibrated element are proportional to the input specific force component along the
sensor input axis. Effective double integration of this acceleration signal and correc-
tion of the result for the effects of gravity produces indications of changes in position.

Inertial components have been in existence for some time to prove the feasibility of

inertial navigation and guidance. The future surely holds advances in technology that
will lead to ever-increasing usefulness of navigation and guidance equipment. Details of

these future developments are the basic subject matter of the papers that follow.

7. CONCLUSIONi

Navigation and guidance are dependent on time, reference coordinates in which the
desired path of the guided vehicle is defined and a means for measuring vehicle displace-
ments with respect to these coordinates. Time is generally available everywhere from
watches, clocks, chronometers, vibrating crystals, tuning forks, molecular drivers,
earth's rotation against the stars etc., and certainly does not present more than routine
engineering problems today.

Geometrical orientation for reference coordinates may be taken from lines of sight to
stars of known location on the celestial sphere, from the earth, from instrumentally
driven inertial reference members, and from any other available space that may be con-
venient. Just as instruments for measuring time based on vibrations determined by the
dynamic balance between elastic forces and inertial reaction forces are used because of
their continuous operation with no more than infrequent monitoring contacts, inertia
reaction effects mechanized by gyro instruments are essential for the accurate sensing of
angular 'tsvistions from initially set orientations.

Once an initrumentally established inertial reference member is available with means
for close alig,,ment to an external reference space, sensors for specific force along
well defined input axes can provide signals that accurately indicate the components of
specific force, the resultant of gravity and inertia reaction force, along the three
orthogonal inertial reference member axes. Proper computational processing of these

signals, to correct for gravitational effects and to transform results into a convenient
external reference space, gives navigational information on position, velocity, direction
and ground speed for the moving vehicle. This information can be displayed to human
operators and may also be used as signals in automatic control.

Inertial principles make it possible to have continuous outputs for navigation and
guidance from on-board equipment for significant periods of time without monitoring by
contacts with external space. Operation of this kind is essential when radiation contacts
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are not available and is very helpful when such contacts are intermittent. The useful-
ness of basic inertial equipment obviously depends upon the accuracy of its indications
as functions of time, its reliability in operation and its hours of satisfactory perfor-
mance per dollar of combined first price and total costs of maintenance. In any case,
inertial equipment is here to stay - it does not represent gadgetry that will disappear
after its novelty has worn off. The false claims of particular mechanisms will in time
be replaced by true engineering information and sound technology.

Many implementations of inertial sensors and all the other components of complete
inertial systems have been advertised and reduced to practice. It is not the purpose
of this paper to discuss these details or the sort of performance that has been achievdd
in operational systems. However, one remark based on much personal experience may be
in order. This remark is that the quality and overall hours performance per dollar of
total cost will surely be much better for future systems than it is for present systems.
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SJUMMARY

A broad treatment is given of the requirement for the use of hybrid
Inertial Navigation systems in the light of continual development in the
capability of pure Inertial systems. and the availability of new navigation
aids and computing techniques. The main characteristics of the pure Inertial
system are described, with particular emphasis on those aspects of perform-
ance and integrity which require the support of other aids. and the advantages
and limitations of some early examples of hybrid systems are discussed.

Future trends in hybrid inertial navigation systems are discussed, empha-
sising the important role that modern digital computing techniques are going
to have in such systems for both military and civil airborne use.
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NOTATION

R local earth's radius of curvature

V effective vertical gyro drift rate

V1  aircraft's velocity component as measured by Inertia

VD aircraft's velocity component as measured by Doppler

nAv error in measurement of aircraft's velocity component

Q earth's angular rotation

aircraft latitude

angle between platform azimnth datum and true North

error in measurement of A

K1.IC2  scaling factors in feedback loops

LD error in resolved Doppler speed component

i
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TECHNIQUES AND PHILOSOPHY OF MIXING OR AIDING
INERTIAL NAVIGATION WITH OTHER NAVIGATION AIDS

G.E.Roberts

1. INTRODUCTION

We may define a hybrid Inertial Navigation (I.N.) system as a system in which the
overall capability is based on the use of I.N. in conjunction with one or more other
navigation aids of a basically different type. The term overall capability is here used
in its broadest possible sense to include accuracy, operational flexibility, error dis-
tribution characteristics, reliability, and system credibility. System performance is
defined here as including the first two of these characteristics and system integrity the
last three, and the objective of hybrid systems can then be defined as optimising system
performance and integrity.

This paper examines the case for "hybrid" as opposed to pure" I.N. systems in the air-
borne application in the light of continual development in I.N. performance. and the
availability of new navigation aids and computing techniques. The term Mixed I.N. system
is normally employed for a hybrid system in which the accent Is an accuracy of the com-
bined system. Since the required accuracy is only attained with both sensors operative.
this type of hybrid system does not in general add much to system integrity. In "Aided"
system the additional aid is used to improve system integrity or operational flexibility.
The tendency towards ever increasing I.N. accuracy will obviously be accompanied by a
tendency towards the use of Aided I.S. rather than Mixed I.N. systems.

As far as the additional navigation aids are concerned we shall be talking about two
main types of aid. according to whether the prime information is defined in aircraft or
in ground axes. The first type are of the Dead Reckoning type. typified by Doppler Radar.
and in general they provide continuous information which has been very suitable for use
with mixed I.N. systems using analogue techniques. The second group are normvlly called
"posatiou-flxing" aids and have tended in the past to be available only at discrlse Inter-
vals and have been used mainly in simple aided I$. systems. The use of modern d,.gital
computing techniques hba extended the potential use of discrete fixes and this. coupled
with the availability of continuous position information from ground based radio aids and
automatic astro. my mean a considerable extension to the use of such aids in the future.

. 3.6. €'CNAtACTHRISTICS

It would be pertinent at this stage to emawne the performance and Integrity chara'titer-
Istics *f the pure 1.16. system so as to alighllgt tlaoee areas where hybrid systms ow be
of value. Fbr the iehe of simplicity the following treatment of performance Ignores the
very Ioa8 term (nominally 24-hour period) oscillatory effects which tend to booed a large
proportion of the I.S. errors for a slowly aomiss vehicle. These effects are 0. say case
drastically modified at aircraft speeds sad tend to be of less Importance for the rela-
tively short sortie duration of aircraft. It will further be assumed that the Iwrtial
Platform Is nominally aligned to local North sod esst axes in order to simplify the
presentation. the enmeral pattern of errors applies equally for other auimuth precession
configurations.

h koftnsiGs
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Fundamentally I.N. performance depends upon three basic assumptions, each of which can
be associated with a particular error source.

The first assumption is that the system continually defines the earth's local vertical
axis. In a pure I.N. system the vertical defining system is an undamped Schuler tuned
system, and velocity and tilt errors introduced either during initial set up or during
take-off and flight are perpetuated in the system as oscillatory terms of approximately
84-minute period. The importance of this type of error term is that it can have a signifi-
cant effect on the velocity or short term dead-reckoning capability of the system, which
in turn can be important in weapon aiming applications and possibly in terminal area
navigation for civil airlines.

Next, we have the assumption thott the system rate of rotation of the inertial axes are
a true measure of the rotation of local earth axes in inertial space. This gives rise to
a long term system velocity error of the form R . where R is the local earth's radius
and w is the precession error term, which includes both the drift rates of the gyros and
scale factor errors in the precession terms. While this term contributes to the short
term performance its most important effect is in the long term accumulation of position
error in the system.

The third basic assumption is that the rate of rotation of the local vertical axis in
inertial space can be related to the notion of the aircraft over a rotating earth, which
brings in the important factor of azimuth alignment. There are two separate cases to
dietingulsh here:

(i) Where the requirement is to determine the aircraft's velocity in aircraft ases an
in some weapon aiming applications, or in hybrid systems with Navigation aids
operating in these axes. This gives rise to a Iong term velocity error term
NO2 coo X4 in the nominally North -orientated inertial axis. il is the angular
velocity of the earth, k the latitude, and l the error in alignment of the
North axis.

(1i) For normal navigation purposes, or for hybrid systems with navigation aids opera-
ting in earth axes. the I.N. mat produce outputs defined relative to earth axes.
In this case me have a additional long term velocity error in the across-track
direction gives by VM , viere V is the velocity of the aircraft, and at very
high aircraft speeda this will obviously become an important factor.

In a pure I.N. aystem the normal method of aliening the system In atieuth is by the
techniqlue of gyfro-€ompassi8 before take off. and relying no the azinth gyro to salatain

this aMgment subsequently. balmm use is sade of the fact that the system is practically
statioasry oa the earth during ground gyro-cumpeasinS. to speed up the resil-1e of the

system Od to dM out oscillatory terms. Shm the sytem has settled down the velocity
error in the nominally North channel Is given hy

She platform cm he procemsed is azimuth etil t•V is turo. or the valee of AV can
be used as a me re of the correction to be applied is atimuth. In either case the f(na
error Is all$est is Livet b

Wbh operatim8 at latitudes belom 'Me this mmI that the 43i10th error Is reduced by
grro-compawiag to a level consisteat with other errors is the *ystu.

Zhere is. bowever, m conflict betwuen the military requiremt for rapid reectioe
time and the aligmet tim before take off require by gino-cmlae. mud so far there
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are operational or technical reservations on all the schemes designed to overcome this
difficulty. Wher thiq Is taken in creujunction with the fact that there will still bi an
accumulated error due to drift rate of the azimuth gyro in flight, it is clear that there
are great potential benefits to be gained from the possibility of air alignment of the
1. N.

In summary we can therefore say that the possible areas where I. N. performance may need
enhancement are as follows:

(i) Reducing the effect of the 84-minute oscillatory terms

0ii) Improving the performance limitation imposed by the drift rate of the vertical
gyros.

(III) The possibility of air alignment.

In the early days of I. N. development the vertical drift rates were tell below the
requirement for a self-contained navigation system and the accent was on mixed IN.M
systees, particularly Doppler Inertia Mfixing. At the present stage, with pure I.N. per-
formance capability of the order of one nautical mile per hour or better, the accent is
more on Aided Hybrid I.N. systems, with the stress perhaps more on areas (1) and (III).
depending upon the requirement. With the expected line of development in the future. and
rarticularly through the use of the very promising cluster rotation technique in 1.11..
which considerably reduces the effect. in areas (1) and (Ii). it could well be that air
alignment will be the area in which hybrid I.N. systems will play the most Important part
in the future from the performance aspect.

The integrity aspects of I.N. are receiving a considerable amout of attention at
present because of its application to civil aircraft, both as an attitude reference for
flight control and as a navigation ail. Prom the reliability standpoint the moat strinor-It
requirement is set by the flight control application and there is little doubt that thia
can be met by a duplex or triplex I.N. Installation. As far as navigation is concerned
the critical aspect is meeting the lateral separation safety standards for civil aircraft;
in this context tao are"s are nos hMghlitbted.

The first Is the phenomenon known as error distribution tail, a typical example of
which is shown in figure 1. The important feature here Is that the frequency of occurrence
of large errors Is considerahly greater than -*# would expect from a 0aumsisn distribution.
sand It Is therefore dangerous to predict the chance of a lamge error on the basis of the
standard deviation error. The particular aspect of I.M. ahich makes It valnerable trom
this point of view Is that partial malfunctions which cam lead to unsfe navigation errors
art diffficult to detect is such by the crew. Until I.M. development leads to an adoeqate
,self-checkiug capability. there *IIl be obvious adantages in using flaiag aids as credi-
bility checks.

The secohd critical area is coacerned with the possibility of 0oaMiom navilation errors
in multiplex I.P. sstames. produced either to a common aircraft system faluare. such am
electrical power saupply. or by houam blunder. The advantage of a hybrid systiem in this
context is that the possibility of casnon error Is faadwametallyv remote. whereas *dsiplag
out- this possibility In a multiplex system cam be a formidable task.

3. 1IANFLES OF NVBUIO 551MIN

he cobiastiom of Iii. with Doppler Radar provides an interesting tumle of hybrid
%.N. yartms. walosg alosM compting teckseiues. to the follosiag examles the Duppler
Mdsr velocity output Is first resolved thromab the platform heedisg angle to provide the
conmpa ts of Doppler derived velocity to isert ift awes. This is them subtracted from the
inertial velocity adi the velocity differeace sigsal ham the tagort~amt property of separa-
tiag the effects of platform tilt from those of vehicle acce leration, so that it cam be
used either as a duming toer or for modifyims the system oscillation frepancy as desired.
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The simplest form of Doppl,±r-I.N. hybrid system is the Doppler damped system showal in
Figure 2. Here the only difference fror the pure inertial configuration is the feedback
term K.(VI - Vn) . in which the value of K1  is adjusted to provide semi-criiical damp-
ing of the system Schuler tuned oscillations. The system characteristics are practically
idertical with those of the pure I.N. system, except for the fact that the Schuler tuned
oscillations are damped out, with a consequent improvement in the short term velocity
performance. The system does, in fact, have an in-flight alignnment capability, but this
is too slow to be of practical importance, and the same ground alignment techniques as
for pure I.N. are normally used with such systems.

Figure 3 shows the configuration for the Doppler-Inertia mixed system in which the
objective is to combine the long term navigation accuracy of Doppler with the smooth
velocity response of I.N. and have a system capability for in-flight alignment. The velo-
city difference signal (V1 - VD) is now fed bacd along two paths; K:(VY - VD) to th,
input of the integrator and K2 (V, - V.) as an additional vertical gyro precession term.
The value of (K2  l/R) determines the overall system period and K. is chosen as a
compromise between system response time and total velocity error.

Once the value of K. is fixed, K. is adjusted to provide the required damping and
is normally chosen to give approximately semi-critical damping. A much improved overall
performance can be obtained if the values of K, and K, can be varied as the system
settles down, but this degree of complexity is probably better handled by the digital

computing techniques to be rentioned later.

Considered solely as a system for defining the aircraft's velocity in inertial or air-
craft axes, the requirement on inertial accuracy is not particularly severe and the system
characteristics can be summarised as follows:

'a) It will settle down to a definition ,f the vertical good to a few minutes of arc
in flight, in a period of the order of ten minutes.

(b) Inertial errors and oscillatory terms in velocity will decay in the same time.

(c) The white noise content of Doppler is considerably reduced by an effective filter
equivalent to the system period and damping. There is, however, no equivalent lag
in acceleration response whicn remains practically as good as a pure I.N. system.

(d) The long term accuracy is determined mainly by Doppler.

The steady-state value of Vi - VD for the nominally North axis is given by the
expression

AD R(w co.,:)

(Vi - VO)NS K2R f I K2R + I

AD in this expression is the error in the resolved Doppler component and does not include
errors in azimuth alignment to true North. The value of (K2R * 1) is typically about
100 so that the contribution of Doppler + Inertial errors to the right-hand side is very
small.

When we consider the Navigation requirement, however, there remains the important prob-

lem of alignment in azimuth, and here we have to distinguish between operation with low
quality or high quality Inertia, When the vertical gyro wander rate is too large for
gyro-compassing to be possible, air alignment in azimuth is only possible by using an
additional aid such as astro or ground fixes. Note that the use of ground fixes in this
case is not a gyro-compassing mode but a comparison of Doppler Dead Reckoning with fix
information and is available world wide.
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4ith high quality inertial components the system is capable of a self-contained azimuth
alignment mode in flight by gyro-compassing. This is obtained by using the velocity
diflerence signal in the nominally North channel to precess the azimuth gyro in the direc-
tion ti bring .', to a minimum.

The steady-state value of is then given by

-- D' Rw

- R:. cos.

Apart from the Doppler error term r, this is the same expression as is obtained for
ground gyro-compassing, and the effect of vertical gyro wander w and latitude & are
similar. T-he effect of the term -* is to give an additional error in azimuth which, for
subsonic speeds and at normal latitudes, is consistent with the remaining system performance.
For very high aircraft speeds or at high latitudes, better performance can be obtained by
reverting to the Fix Monitored Azimuth technique.

It will be noted that, if K_ is reduced to zero and the value of K, correspondingly
adjusted, the Doppler M•ixed system reverts to Doppler Damping and, once the system has
settled d(le: rom its initial errors, there would be some advantage, in terms of total
system errur, in making this change. However, it must be realised that, when the gyro-
compassing loop is included, the value of V1 - VD for the North channel is reduced to
zero and the system output on the channel will therefore be controlled by the error in
Doppler rather than by Inertia, as in the simple damped system.

The performance enhancement obtained in hybrid Doppler-I.N. systems is to some extent
at the expense of system integrity. In a Doppler Mixed system using low quality inertial
components there is obviously very little capability if the Doppler or the Inertial ele-
ments fail. With high quality inertia there is a system capability in ti-e event of
Doppler failure, provided this failure is detected and the Doppler cut out early enough.

bInce catastrophic errors can be introduced into the I.N. in the case of undetez'ted
Doppler failure, the integrity of the overall s-slem rather hinges on the availability of
a reliable automatic cut-out for Doppler.

1he use of ground fixes as a credibility aid for I.N. has already been mentioned, as
has the use of fixes in conjunction with Doppler in the Fix Monitored Azimuth technique.
The use of fixes for credibility can also be readily extended to the up-dating of I.N.
position and this form of hybrid I.N. system is almost invariably used in military air-
craft in the target area.

More extensive mixing of IN. with intermittent ground fixing aids to improve the sys-
tem velocity performance are not in general amenable to analogue techniques. However, in
the particular case in which the I.N. system has been set up on the ground but there has
been no time for gyro-compassing, it can be assumed that azimuth alignment is the pre-
dominant error and a form of in-flight gyro-compassing using ground fixes 'an be employed.
It is of interest to note that in this case the gyro-compassing is, in terms of the total
angular rotation rate, composed of the earth's rotation and the aircraft's motion around
the earth. This means that there is no specific latitude limitation to this form of gyro-
compassing, but the system is inoperative whenever the aircraft's motion is equal and
opposite to the earth's speed at any particular latitude.

One other specialised form of hybrid I.N. system is perhaps worthy of mention at this
time. This is the combination of automatic star tracking with the Inertia Navigator in
the Astro-Inertial system. With a line of sight defined on two known stars the astro
component supplies all the information required to provide a continuous fixing aid and to
determine true North, if it is supplied with a knowledge of the local vertical. The role
of inertia in the system is to supply the definition of the local vertical and to provide
an inertial memory for the periods when the stars are obscured. Since a precise azimuth
datum is available when operating in the astro mode and information is also avcllable for

+a
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correcting the gyro wander rates, the inertial memory will be operating under optimum
conditions during the inertial memory mode.

In the Astro-Inertial system the only basic inertial error remaining arises out of the
Schuler tuned oscillations of the inertial platform. With the addition of Doppler to the
system these can be damped out in the manner indicated previously and the Doppler damped
Astro-Inertial system is capable of giving a bounded error of less than one nautical mile
for any flight duration and independent of position over the earth. At the same time the
system will provide accurate datum directions, both in the local vertical and in azimuth,
for flight control purposes.

The main disadvantages of astro in the past have been the fact that the stars can be
obscured by clouds and the cost and complexity of achieving the capability of detecting
stars by day. However, the modern trend for flying faster and higher are in its favour
and it may well be that the cost can be justified in terms of its capability for future
aircraft.

4. FUTURE TRENDS

The development of the airborne digital computer is now well advanced and there is
little doubt that it will find increasing use for datc processing task- in future aircraft,
both military and civil. As applied to the integration of hybrid systems, the flexibility
and computing accuracy available with these techniques can m.ke a profound change to the
philosophy of mixing in several respects:

(a) The high computing accuracy inherent in digital computing enables error models of
the I.N. to be constructed without loss in nverall accuracy. This opens up the
possibility of mixing at the output of the I.N. in such a manner that three separate
navigation outputs are available, Pure I.N.. the Nay-Aid and Corrected I.N., and a
credibility check made between them. Operating in this manner considerably
increases overall system integrity and does away with the distinction between mixed
and aided systems.

(b) The flexibility of digital techniques allows the effective gain in the mixing loops
to be varied as required by system parameters so that it is operating in the optimum

manner at all stajes.

(c) Maximum use can be made of the knowia error characteristics cf the I.N. and the
Nav-Aids so as to get the best possible correction in a given time.

These advantages can be obtained by using Optimal Filter theory in which corrections
are applied at anv time on the basis of maximum probability in terms of all the known sys-
tem characteristics. The Kalman filtering system is one that is particularly suitable for
use with digital computers bNcause the information required to make the future best estim-
ate of the I.N. errors is stored in two sets of numbers, the current estimate of the I.N.
errors (called the State Vector) and the current estimate of the variances of these errors,
and it is rot necessary to store the error values occurring Each time the I.N. is up-dated.

Figure 4 shows, in block schematic form, the operation of a Kalman Filter network com-
bining I.N. with another Navigation Aid. In the top loop we see the way the current estimate
of the I.N. errors (the state vector) is processed by simulated Inertial Platform equations
so that they are continuously up-dated in the absence of external information and then
added on to the I.N. outputs to provide the current best estimate of the combined system.
When Nay-Aid information is available the error between it and the corrected Inertial out-
puts, after adjustment by a suitable weighting factor, is used tc correct the values of
these error estimates in the state vector. The weighting factor is computed frc"I the known
noise-variance in the Nay-Aid and the variances and covariances of the various elements of
the state vector, which are continuously up-dated in the bottom loop from pre-set values.
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In this way the weighting factor logic apportions the measured error between the elements
of the state vector in the most probable manner on the assumption of normal error dis-
tribution.

The pre-set matrix of the variances of these elements are similarly up-dated by I.N.
equations with the additional provision for the addition of random changes coming in with
the passage of time. The gradual deterioration in the value of the variances is, however,
restored each time externF.1 information is available, to an extent depending upon the noise
variance of the Navigation Aid, thus taking into account the improved certainty with which
the errors are known after each correction. This process of continually up-dating the
variances used in determining the weighting factor for error correction is equivalent to
continuously variable feedback gain in analogue terms, and gives the filter its property
of making the best possible use of the information available.

The advantages of the Kalman Filter approach to hybrid I.N. systems can then be
summarised as follows:

(a) It will provide optimum correction with any Nay-Aid or combination of Nay-Aids
whether operating continuously or intermittently.

(b) The number of I.N. characteristics corrected depends solely on the choice of ele-
ments in the state vector. A full air-alignment capability is available with
either Doppler or Fixing types of aid.

(c) Besides providing the corrections to the I.N., the computer provides a measure of
the credibility of the correction which can be displayed to the operator. This
facility, coupled with the ability to preserve the uncorrected I.N. output, makes
the system very flexible as a man-machine interface that optimises the use of the
individual sensors from the overall integrity aspect.

Another interesting trend in the future will be the increased availability of continuous
fixing aids with a world-wide capability, which will probably replace Doppler as the back-
up to I.N. Apart from Automatic Astro, VLF navigation aids, such as Omega, and the use of
satellite navigation may be mentioned as interesting possibilities for future integration
with I.N. which, apart from specialised military applications, may well be competitive on
a cost-effectiveness basis with multiplex I.N. installations in the civil fleld.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Despite the rapid progress which has been made in pure I.N. capability, it has still a
long way to go before the complete mission in civil or military terms can be completed with
I.N, as the only navigation aid. In terms of en-route navigation, hybrid I.N. systems are
likely to have ar important role, both for long range civil aircraft and for military
maritime reconnaissance. In the terminal area and landing phase, and for weapon aiming
purposes, specialised aids will in any case be employed and there are many potential advan-
tages in closely integrating these aids with I.N. The ability of the digital computer,
using techniques such as Kalman filtering, to make optimum use of the available sensors
at each stage of the mission would appear to make this approach the ideal means of each-
anising hybrid I.N. systems in the future.
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NOTAT IONs

(a) Coordonnies de position

L.a latitude et longitude giographiques

LO~rj*latitude et longitude auxillaires dans le systiem ayant pour

equateur le grand cercie AB dont le p61. est le Nord* (Nord auxillaire)

(b) Paranetres angulaires

ýP angle gie fait l'iquateur auxillialre avec leiquateur geograpbique

V) ~angle aue fait l'ax. de refirence OX de I& plateforme avec: Is direc-
tion du Nord giograpbique

a angle quo fait l'axe de reference OX de Ia plateforue avsc Is direc-
tion de V'Est auxiliaire (Rsmarque: l'angle a eat une constant.
quelle quo solt I& route suivie pour aller de A i B).

(c) Vitesses et accilirations liraeaires

VI, VY composantes de la vitesso sol horirnontale sur lea axes OX et OY

VIZ. V~y intigrales des meaures accilerosetriques

C2. C3, accelerations de Coriolis

V~,* V6 composuates do Ia vitease aol borimontalei aur lea axes giograbhloa

VZ vitesse verticals. ccmpt~e positivemut vera ls bas.

(d) Vitesses ongulaires et teau at precession

L 6 viteases migulaires en latitude et longitude auxilisirea

vitesse de rotation do Is terre

taux do boveclage do Schuler

tau% de convergence des miridleas auxiliaires

D,1.DO ~ comWehatigas do Ia dirive des gyros

'atau do Pritm~ion coummdis

(e) Auatres sysboles

S eangle we fait I& route salvi leleaw1 frG giagrophlque

Ytit raoms Ge courbqars priacipear (rqoortes gas axes geogSraip0s)

o-%q-P-*q coastestes de Vollipsolde tormetre:

62537 No a

= 0.0030206
0. 0016762
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R rayon de courbure normale

T inverse de I& torsion giodisique

b altitude au dessus de 1'ellipsoIde de riference

pr rayon de courlure normale et inverse de Is torsion giodesique
rapport6s k I'altitude h



NAVIGATION PAR INERTIE SUR DE LONGUES DISTANCES

B. de Crmiaers

I. INTRODUCTION

On salt que 1l avion do transport mupersouique Concorde" sera iquipi de systb~oes do
navigation par Inertie. Les systiems destines ka equipor lea avions prototypes sont
actuellement construits par Is Societi frmsqaiso SAG et I& Soclite britannlquo Ferranti.
Cleat i cotte occasion one !a Societe SAM a en Is charge d itudior 1' application des
systimos k inertie a Ia navigation does avions sur do longues distances.

11 ettmi. necessaire do rechorcher los ioillouroe solutions capatiblos avoc certainoss
caractiristiquos do I'utilisation. ot flotoment lea esuiveates:

- sutonrale do Is rechercho du Nord avant 1*onvol. on evitant ai possible Io recours i
des compensations on calibrations prialablee

- navigation univormullo. c'ost-i-diro pouvuat couvrir toutos& lea regions, do gl~ob. at
en particulior lea amne polaires

- dicoupago dos routes Puivios on troagooe on fambre quolcoaepo. ot poesibilite do
diversion en dobore do ces tron~one

- oconamie soubsiteble des capectits du cslculatear do bord.

S La niceseito' do I& couverturo des noa palettes a domui a 1 ietde amn point do dipert:
ton offet. un fometionnoment correct do I& plataformo Inortiollo loraoqs l~avai. fevigue
*o voIsinas du pble cxist wue catto platoforme no salt Des meosrvie am Nord". cola set
di an fait pa le taut do pricosaiom pe Rloa pout matirielleeeot mle irooser ustour do
Ilaze d'auimut oat Haitit.

Obs lore, I& omestiom soat Poo". du cboia do Ploroeatatiom Initials lore do l'aligme-
meat do Is platetorme avunt PIanovo: I& roebtoreo do Nord pout *tre offoctues cm offet
suit par I& mdthode casauique do Syrocompas unit par we mfthode do ealcul. Cleat cotto
deorniersoisthods qua a eti eboisle ot devoloppeo sfin Woe titer. came am I*Re rs, plus;
Roin. lea deus& ftetages, priacipoas silvents:

(a) Le made d~allguesat set uvales.

(b) La correction do is dirt"o does aymo at estretemma same pa11 soit micossaire do
grocider i des calibrations piriodiesee.

No ce saI coserse Is savigatiom. as a choisi d apdror toss loea calcls, does urn systim
do co.rdoomies spbiriqusa. 1R set $Opou am offet p. leaos etiges do loottlisatios do
systioc do savigatiom micessitaloet Ma else ea place tlur mon do risolottias do trimlRee
spwdipw..

Clett. resolution vat operio pe as aou-prasromme do. calculate.r *1 cometitme o em ba
top.me mat trices do ttassformation do coardomaeos, sobiripom qualcaegao.. om a dom
comeldor on Re passage tim systime do coogdommim sebiripess k as mur oat mme opera-
tins bomalo effectsio oar oppe dm soms-programin. et on Re sombre do systimmes do cma-1 domsmos ss0driqjr! amalllalres utilied sleet peas Rimit. Die jars. Roea calcuis do smvi-
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gation peulent, en toutos circonstancos, y coupris dans les zones polsires. btre effectues
dens un systiem de coordonnios shpiriques muxiliaires convenablement choisi, et eel&
touJours de Is mfem fajon. Ainsi ny a-t-il qu'un soul mode de caiculs do navigation, et
Is meimoir. d' instruction3 du ceicuisteur Von trouve allegie..

Fn rhiuei. ie systems do navigation a inertie qui a eti etudie en vue do son utilisation
sur do longues distances eat csractiris6 par Is fait remerquable qu 11 no comporte, en ce
qul concerns los culculs. aco deux modes d'operation: un mode alignement et un mode navi-
gation.

La description do ces modes, sinai que loura avantages et leurs particularitis font
P objot des paregrepbes Eqai suivent.

2. MODE ALIQNEMENT

2. 1 Dlescription

La plateform.. Cu plus exactement Is coeur do 18 plstoforme. W'est peas aservi au Nord;
or. particulier. bora do Is mis" en route, eon orientation en auimut est quelconque. et
set maintenue flixe ak as, valour Initials pendant Vsignoeont do IL plsteforme.

Ona dmet quo 10 esiculateur connalt Ia latitude du lieu. et a conserve en minoire lea
valours des dirives propres des gyr-s mesuriea anterieurseent (d10,dyo.dxd2 .)

A Is ait" en route do lPeq~aieunsmt. un calage prilimineire star aynchros eat oprir en
borlsontsliti. on premant comms rifirnmce roulis ot tenAge nuls: d'autre part Is syncbro
de cap do I& platotorme eat recopie par urn repetiteur.

Apris ceauf fag* cenvonablte t mlse on route des gyros. It ripititew, do cap platoftrae
eat Inmobililsi. Is calculateur Impose wxa gyros I#* taut de pr~cessiorn suivanta;

ou30 str I. gyro de verticale Gi doet I'eus d'#atie. fait. svc Is airidion, me

oustr It gyro do vertical* By dont Vat* dsatrve fait, avec celut du fly"o

Ga . me sangl do 7T.2.

n L2 sn- d., ur ItgYro d'astaut Os2

Watr &ijert. Its booclsegs suiveats sont opires:

LsC4hiftfami~re As sot bonds sar Is Lmr Cy . tt I'mcc~ilrogitro Ay star IV
&Mr Oa . "Ione Is ditato 4a Princiape Go Is Figure 1. Los permatrou do cas
bamcles most choisia poor tour dauser use periods eaturelie do I'ordre do 6 minutes
et ainrtiasearat do 10oidre do 0.7.

11 sot tattle do moatrer opli I& pnitiom tiquilibre. la sortie do I --eiieroistrw
Ansoet *%Ile #t Is sortie do Pisltdgratour sevars la vitesso m~palire gentle pat I#
gyro * . cOOt-i-dift ltearn do Is cooosane do It rotation torrostre our soa ane
doatree ot d'se derive progrs risidwelle dý (diffierace saLre 1s dirt". propre
actuslia et I* dirivs tM*ooae mattirear at "74 . C'eat-'s-dire !riv" do jeer it
Jawr).

La POSitio. Wi'gllibe. d&0 boaclee thorixomtaliti eat difiaie Wa lea relations
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& 0

-U 0Cos L Cos l-+ d1

Deautre part le calculateur effectue lea op~rstloos:

4, =-arc tg (UY/U]x)

dl + d ICos 4,

d - dl sin *1.

Ces r~sultats ont Is signification suivente: *. eat Ia valour do Vuigle que
fait &Yec Io meridion Is diroctioe OX do I& pisteforse. k use orrour pros c doot
le calcul oat indigui dana I' mosoe. et dost is valour pr~visiblo eat pratiq~suawt
egale mu rapport do Ia derive do Jour a Jour des gyros do vertical* 'a Ia cospossate
horizontale do I& rotation torroatre. d, oat It valour de la deny.e do Jour i Jour
des gyros do verticale. an prjojction sur l'axe ON. at constitue done us test do
conflasco dans lea gyros.

411 ot d sot Its tenses couplien~taires fte compensation qu'il faut ajoutor
resortve dj otdypou anule Itcacmosanto Nord do Is dirivi" des dme

gyros do vertical@..

(b) An ditaut

La liaison synchro do cap pletofors. our I. ripititeur Jumobilliu eat bouclie our
I# gyro d~ahimat *olon I* diagram do principo do Ia figew* 2. tao parm~tres do
cotteo bwoui sorit choisix pour lus dosotuserw periode usturello do V ordne ýf 6 sinvUts
ot us mortlasedoot do Vordro do 0,7.

A I* position d, iqeil thre. is swtio do I*istigraetur msecr Is dorive do jour a
)our s,. do arro Ox

to mowe operatox Iro moaeI. to wrtia. oat placi # so Ailposat- spris oe oSsance eatu-
eamttwe reelisont lo ckfteqago,6 do Is plateoforu. I* calag. pr4ittaslere our ,qaftros. ot
Is Oise to routo des gYMo.

Apria 6 sioutes ostitwe de foactloha~at sur I* wod@ alipesoat. It calculat~st pris*Ut
des resultats. ear dos affidkages *"mopttos:

I# ito do tIe avi C (obloem petdifformte dos Ito platOforw." Cp , dlivri We
onm syutro. ot do 1 eagle calcult *1 i =CO * )0

Its derives dujeer iljour desgarm d, otd

I* piloto out slors #a eveere do porttr ow. appmeitioc sur It fosctloissmet do as-
tosw. ft of fet. it cap C pust bite isadistmat compare so cap SAae9"m. an toweat
cu~te do Ia doclislmai local*. d' ostrw Wat. I"e dirivee affichies dl *cal
dolveat Unt lafiriveres ass tolirm.. fisoa poor lea derives do jour a Jour.
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Lors du passage' en mode 1Navigation" les valeurs des teraies d1 I d3 1 et d., seront
automatiquee,-'t prises en coapte par le calculateur pour la mise ka jour des termesd.
d YO , d2 0 conserves en nmkoire.

Si le pilate dispose d'un. temps suffisant. ii pourra. au lieu de passer on mode
`Navigettbn", "repeter" le mode alignoment. L'ordre de repetition deckenche les opera-
tiorns sui,,antes:

- les teiires d11 I , et dZ. sont pris en compte par le calculateur,

- la plateforme est decalee de 901 en azimut (en imposant au gyro d'azlmut une pre-
cession rapide).

- un nouvel alignement est opere.

Lc calculateur elabore lea nou-.eaux resijtats:

ý-2---arc tg (UYAJx)

d 2  -:V (Ux 2 +UY2 ) -COS L

d122 = +d 2 COS Y2

d32=-d , sin%

Ces nouverux r~sultats ont la signification suivante: tP2 est la valour do l' augle wue
feit avec le miridien la direction OX de la plateformo; mais 11 n'y, a plus d'errour 4E
la di.-,'x ve d, ayant ite corrigie d2  eat la valeur de la. drive do jour 'a jonjr des gyros
do vorticale, en projection sur l'axe ON. et. fu fait de la rotation de go?~, on a

d 1 4.d 2  =d 1 + d7

d., et d.2 sont lee termes compl~imentaires qu'il faut &a4outer respectivement ka dx1 et
dpour annuler totalement la derive des deux gyros de verticale.

Ct, mode pout, bien entendu, itre r6p~t6 a nouveau, la platefornie itant placee en aligne-
ment apr~s des oacalages successifs de 900. L'observa-Lon du cap :alcul6 et &~s mesures
successives des derives d et dz qui, 'a partir du troisi'eme alignement doivent itre
nulles, ou inf~rieures auix tolgrances admises pour les dirives 'a court terme, constitue un
test de bon fonctionnement au sol, l.e d~lai nicessaire pour passer en i'ode navigation itant
toujours au plus 6gal 'a la dur4~ minimum d'un alignement (10 minutes environ).

2.3 Avantages

La mithode d' alignement pr6c~demmezpt dicrite poss~de un certain nam~bre d' avantages
romarquab les:

(a) 1l n'y a qu'un seul mode d'alignement, il en risulte uno simplicit6 des commutations
et des programmes do calcul.

(b) L'orientation do la plateforme en azimut e'tant quelconque, la connaissance approxi-
mative do la direction du Nord Wlest pas n~cessaire Dour favoriser lee conditions
initiales do l'alignement.

(c) Le mode alignemont pout Atre ripiti a volonte - avec decalage de la plateforme do
900 en azimut -pour parfairo Ia correction des ddrives des gyros, sans qu'il soit
n~cossaire do connaltro a priori le dilai dont on dispose; 1e d~lai n~cessaire pour
passer on mode n&ývigation est toujours au plus igal 'a Ia durie minimum d'un aligne-
mont.
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(d) La repitition du mode alignement. constitue le moilleur test de fonctionnement an
SOL.

(e) ini mode operatoire normal. comportant on seul mode alignement. !a correction de la
derive des gyros est entretenue par le fait du caractire jkleatoire de l'urlentation
de la plateforme en azimut, lors des mises en route successives. 11 en re'sulte
Qu' il n'y a pas lieu de faire une rivistion p~riodique de la compensation des gyros,
,elle-ci 6tant ontretenue par l'utilisation op~rationxzelle du syst~ue.

3. NODE NAVIGATION

3. 1 Description

3. 1.1

La mi~thode utilisee pour lo oaode navigation repose Sur deux id~es de base qiii ant k4

inspirees par les conditions normales d'utilisation:

(a) La premi'ore Wde de base est que i'avion a P intention d'aller d'un paint origine
A ii un point de destination B, en suivant un arc do grand cercie, et qu'il importe
autant do connaltre 'a tout instant la positioni par rapport 'a cos points - c'est-'a-
dire 1'4cart lat~ral par rapport a la route 'a suivre, et la distance do point de
deetmnatian - que la position exprim~e Pa latitude et longitude g~ographiques.
Cettc notion montre Quo le systime est orionte vers la fonction 'guidage"l de l'avion.
plutbt gue vors la Soule fonction de "navigation", cette derniire pouvant so r~duire
'a la connaissance do la position pr~sente. de la route actuelle et de la vitosse
Sol.

Il faut ajooter que les points A et B sont d6finis par lour latitude et longitude
g~ographiques, qo'ils sont en nombro quelconque, le plan de vol pouvant comportor
on grand nombre de tronqons successlfs, et clue leors coordonnies sont soit cansorv~e'e
en m6n~oire dans le calculateur, soit introdoites manoollemont 'a volont6; enfin, la
position presente pout en outre 9tre choislo 'comme point origine pour one destination
quelconc~ue.

(b) La deuxiiem id~e de base est gue P'are do grand corcle AB 6tant cholsi comme 6qua-
tour d'un systime do coordonne.es sph~riques auxillaires, lea calculs de navigation
seront toojours effectues en totalit6 dans ce syst'ome, y compris los int6grationa
n~cessaires 'a la connaissanco de ha position, la latitude et la longitude ge'ographi-
qoes 6tant obtenuos finalemont par transformation do coordonn~es. Cependant, on
calculo lea composantes Nord et Eat de la vitesso aol &fin d'en d~duire Ia route
soivie, e6 l4ment utlllsg 'a titre dlnformatlon, et non comme paraabtre do goidago.

3.1.2

Pour mieux d6criro lea equations do mode navigation aui sont traities par le calcula-
tour, 11 faiit toot d'abord pr~cisor ce quo P'on attend des sorties do calcolateur:

wa Conduite de' la plateforne
La caluolateur devra fournir lea taux de jýrkcosson 'a imposer aux gyroscopes de

Ia plateforme afin d'une part do mairtenir cello-cl horizontalo ot d'autre part do
ha faire pricessionner en azimot 'a on taux 6gal 'a celul do Ia rotation do m~rldien
auxillaire (grand corcle joignant la position prisente au pbl. do l'arc AB).

(b) Conduite de l'uuzon
Le calculateur devra fournir lea coordonn~es do 'position do l'avlon par rapport

'a arc AB 'a parcoorir, alnal quo Is transformation do cos coordonnges en latitude
et longitude,
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Le calculateur devra fournir en outre divers facteurs, fanctions de la position
presente, necessaires 'a l41aboration des taux de pr~cession de la plateforme,
ainsi que la route suivie.

3. 4.3

Les 4quations trait~es par le calculateur sont explicities dans les Figures 3 et 4.

On remarquera que la chazge de travail du calculateur a k6 r~partie en deux groupes:

(a) un groupe de calt.Als est op~re' ka fr~quence rapide. soit 10 Hz; ces calculs sont
tous des calculs de vitesses :vitesse horizontale, taux de bouclage des boucles
de Schuler, vitesses angulaires en latitude et longitude auxiliaires, convergence
des ateridiens auxiliaires. taux de precession 'a i'nposer aux gyros de la plateforme.

(b) l'autre groups de calculs est op~r6 'a fr~quence lents; une fr~quence de C,25 Hz
serait suffisants, mais la capacit4 du calculateur autoriss en fanit une fr4Tuence
de 2 Hz. Ces calculs sont surtout des calculs do position pr~sente et de facteurs
fonctions de ln position pr~sente (fonctions sinus et cosinus de la latitude auxi-
Haire, do la latitude geographique, de l'angle y; de r6f~rence de la plateforme
par rapport au Nord, rayon de courbure et torsion de I& trajectoire engendr6e par
is vecteur vitessa horizontale). On y ajoute ie calcul des acc~l6rations de
Coriolis. ainsi quo colul des composantos Nord et Est de la vitesse af in Seulowent
W'en deduire !a route suivie.

3.2 Remarquea

3.2.1 Difinit ion de la navigation sur un arc de grand cercie

Comme on 1' a dit plus haut, les calculs de navigation sont effectu~s dans un systeme de
coordonne'es spheriques dont l'equateur est ie grand cordse de ia route 'a suivrs. Ii est
int6ressart, 'a ce sujot, do faire une remarque sur la signification des 6quations utilis6es.

La ioi de guldage de 1'avion sur is grand cordse ' suivre pout a' ecriro tr'es simploment
sous la forme

L 0

soit --f-tgci , a 6tant uns constants caracte'risant le grand cercle 'a suivre.
liy

Si on se reporte aux 4quations du bouciage de Schuler qui font apparaitre quew
est diff~rent de -VY,/V1 en raison de la pr~sence du terme de torsion g6od~sique, on en
d~duit que l'arc dont la tangents eat -VY,/Vx eat non pas une constants, mais une variable,
c' sst-'a-dire que le "Cap plateformel nWest pas constant.

11 s 'ensuit que la loi de guidage adopt4e,

1'. =0

eat l6g~rement diffirente de ia loi, familiire aux navigateurs, solon laquelle ia route
orthodromique eat suivie en maintenant 'a une valour constante le cap fourni par un systmem
conventionnel de rf4ference gyroscopiqus directionne lie (corriged de la rotation terrestre
et non do la convergence des m6ridiena).

On a calcui4 quo la diff~rence entre con deux los ase traduit par un O6cart lat~rai de
6 nautiques environ sur ie parcours Paris - New York, St unr icart nigligeabie ls long do
la route.
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_.2 N %avitgation suns Destination

Cn a dit qu'une des id~es de base qui ont servi 'a l'tablissment des 6quations de la
navi .gation est l'intention dWaller d'un point A ha un point B. Or, il est tr'es concevable
ega.'ement de prendre I'air sans qu'une destination soit 'a priori imposee.

Ence cas, on choisira cosine destination arbitraire un point quelcongue da m~ridienI. ~orlgiri,', le pble Nord pour plus de slimplicit6, ce aui revient 'a adopter un s3'stbme de
coordonaees spheriques auxiliaires dont le meridien origine est l'6czuateur.

Comrpte tenu du fait que la convergence des m6ridiens de ce syst~me auxiliaire est
toujours entretenue, ii sera possible de naviguer sans destination dans toute Is zone
comprise entre les paralliles auxiliaires ± 600 c'est-'a-dire au moins jusau''a 3600
nautiques du point de d~part. Avant que cette distance soit atteinte, il est plus que
probable qu'une destination aura pu 6tre choisie et qu'alnsi on aura pu adopter un autre
syst~me auxiliaire ayant pour equateur le grand cercie joignant la position pr~sente a
1' instant du choix, 'ala destination choisie.

3.3 Avantages

La m~thode utilis~e pour le mode navigation pr~sente les avantages suivants:

(a) Le mode navigation est universel. Les calculs sont en effet toujours leg m~mes,
Quelles que soient les destinations ou les regions survolees, y compris les zones
polaires.

(b) Du fait de l'unicitg du mode navigation, le programme d'instructions du calculateur
est a116g6; ii l'est d'autant plus Que le sous-programme de transformation dei
coordonn~es spherlques est en outre utilise' a d'autres fins.

4. CONCLUSION

On a montr6 brie'vement pourquol et comment un systime de navigation 'a inertie a k
conqu en vue de son utilisation sur de longues distances.

Les avantages au syst~me d~crit sont manifestes; les deux seuls modes d' operation
sont

- le mode alignement, qui perinet, outre sa fonction principale, d'entretenir la correc-
tion de la d~rive des gyroscopes, rendant ainsi inutiles lea calibrations p~riodiques,

- le mode nii~vgation, qui non seulement perumet de couvrir de fagon universelle toutes
lea rigions du globe, mais aussi est particuli~rement bien adapte' 'a la fonction
"guidage" de l'avlon.

11 faut ajouter qu'un tel syst~me n'a pu eitre conqu qu'en faisant app~il 'a l'aide
puissante d'un calculateur num~rique dont le r6le eat dvidemment primordial, tant dana la
recherche du Nord, lore de l1alignement, que dana 1'41aboration des signaux de guidage
lers de la navigation.
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ANNEXE

CALCULS RELATIFS AUX DERIVES DES GYROS Gx ET Gy

NN

w

U d, Cos L .

yd

La d6rive d. du gyro Gx est iquivalente i un vecteur rotation d, porti par OX
de mime la d6rive du gyro Gy peut &tre representie par le vecteur dy port4 par OY

La risultante de dx et dy , ajoutge au vecteur £? cos L portg per ON donne la

direction du Nord apparent ON1  avec lequel l'axe OX fait I'angle tP difini par

V11 =-arc tg (Uy/Ux)

avec -Uy = -fcos L sin V + dy

-Ux - fcon Lcon' + di

En projection our 1 axe OW perpendiculairo i ON1  lar~sultante du vectuer +x y
a pour valeur

dx sin Y1 + dy, Cos

L'angle e , angle que fait 1e Nord apparent avoc lI Nord vrai, eat un petit angle, et on
pout ecrire
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dx sin *1 + d Cos 'P
fQ cos L

En Projection sur 1' axe ON1 , la r 6 sultante du vectour d+ + a pour valeur

di = dx co IPI - d. sin ýi

dont une autre expression est, pour e petit,

d /(Ux 2 + UY2 ) - cos L
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JUMPAIT

The advent of inertial navigation systems is approaching its twentieth
anniversary and during this period major emphasis has been placed on per-
formance. This has required the design and manufacture of equipment in
which performance has been the dependent variable to be maximized. In many
instances, state of the art designs were needed on almost a continuous basis.
It Is the contention of this papr that. while performance should be given
prime emphasis. the economics of using inertial navigation equipment sIrculd
also be given serious consideration. The Air Force previously bu . te,'d
the joint cost-performance approacb through the establishment of lbchment
I of the AP Avionics Laboratory at Nollomman AP. Now Nexlco.alona ith u;•er
stimuli to the various potential contractors for inertial navlgst1,•n systems.
Some members of the Industrial inertial community now are consi.r ring the
use of their equipment from not only a performance but from a&I * cost
totality aspect. For many years. over-simplified expressions wPnre applied
to determine system acceptability - acceptable or non-accvita'1= - with little
regard to system reliability. Consequently, what can eodily happen, and %bat
has happened in the pst. is that equipoents which aptear ,seri . t:,wtive
from an initial cost standpoint, can require slmgific;ný funding ii. support
of operational use. Uls paper support& the need for a Wtal terformance
(Including reliability and malntainability) cost'!-.-onerebip approach
tomard Inertial navigation notem design and selection. N addition. a con-
cept entitled COM - an acronym for Coat-of -Oership Performa#ce is pres-
ented. defined and applied to inertial navigati-on system design and selection.
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COST-OF-OINEISUIP PIILOSOPUT
APPLIED TO INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

W.J.Laubendorfer. R.V.Plank ad I.J.DeNezza

I. INTRODUCTION

Has should a umer procure inertial equipmnt to provide tt beat combination of economy
mnd performance? Without question the application of two discipl.Aies 1t necessary, the
all too faaliiar state-of-the-art with reogrd to performance and the less famillar state-
of-the-.conomy wiLh respect to cost. For may years these two disciplines were applied by
first dettraining technical acceptability and then the low bidder with respect to hcquisl-
tion cost. It Is our contention that this procurement philosoAy Is an oversiaplifi~d
application of these two disciplines. All too often this procurement philosophy. whom
applied. It" resulted in the Air Force buylie equipment which appeared very attractive
f;ýa an initial cost standpoint but reqlred ecessive funding for operational asunot.

We hope to show that the Technical Acceptsbiltty - Low Ridder hilosogoy should ha
replaced by a acre cobpeshasivo Porterw.ce Cost-of-Ownership rhilouoyt, In esame.
ge maintain that

4i) The state-of-the-ur- with re4ard to performance nut include not only wouracles,
rectsion tiftes. power. weight. sian. etc, but rellability ad wistalability.

(I1j) lbs tat,-*f-tbh4;-*baovY with ;Vspewt to cost must i•ludse sot -,Qly initial cots
but complote user coat or coeot-of -owenrsbtD

16 hope to devel.op ead comblie thu.e dislpjlw io.to a quantitative, aaale tool that,
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Under the aforementioned procurement philosophy, the user would probably procure
inertial System A. On the surface, this appears to be a reasonable choice. However, let
us analyze this decision with a very simple cost-of-ownership model usinv the IMU.

Assume:

(i) An aircraft utilization rate of 20 hours per week.

(ii) A depot repair cost of $8.000 per IMU (System A) and $9,000 per IMU (System B).

(iii) A depot repair cycle for both IMUs of ten weeks.

(iv) A base repair cycle (pipeline time*) for both IMUs of two weeks.

(v) A depot/base repair ratio of 2:1 (i.e. for every three IMU failures, two are
repaiied at the depot and one on the base).

Table II summarizes the results of Figure 1.

TABLE II

System A System B

No. of IMU's required for 1 aircraft 3 2

No of eepot repLirs (1 yr) 5 2

(3 yr) 15 5

Computing cost of ownership in this mouel as

C.O. -- (Cost per IMU x No. IMUs required) -r (No. of Depot Repairs x Cost of
Depot Repairs) ,

the cost-of-ownership versus years of service is shown in Tuble III.

TABLE III

Ye ar s / IMU A B

1 $145,000 $114,0CO

3 $225,000 $141,000

Thus, when translated into the meaningful terms of user costs, the selection of System
A indeed becomes the poorer economic selection. Further analysis of the IMU's utiliza-
tion, as presentft It, Figure 2, shows the number of systems required increases with air-
craft use rate. It is of interest to note that if the depot/base repair ratio is chrnged
incrementally from 1:1 and then finally all depot, the net result is that the same number
of IMU's is required; however, the margin of availability is significantly decreased.
The margin of availability is defined as the number of system weeks a spare IMU is avail-
able prioi to an in-use IMU failure. For the all-depot case, the margin of availability

• Pipeline time is defined as the elapsed time to repair defective equipment, including transporta-
tion time.
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is approximately two system weeks. For the 2:1 case, the margin varies from 8:5 system
weeks tlý two system weeks. The user must determine the acceptability of this margin.

The above analysis, while hypothetical, is based upon realistic data on repair cycles,
repair costs, depot/base repair ratios, etc. and we feel it clearly illustrates the
limitations of the technical acceptability-low bidder procurement philosophy.

%e propose that technical acceptability be replaced by total performance (i.o. include
WIFP. maintainability, etc.) and that serious consideration be given to the elimination
of the low bidder philosophy in favor of a low cost-of-ownership philosophy. We advocate
this philosophy not only for selection but for the design of future inertial navigation
equipment. This approach would result in the identification, collection and analysis of
all costs from equipment design inception to obsolescence and phase out. The need for
selecting equipment on this basis is acute.

3. PERFORMANCE - COST-OF-OINERSHIP PHILOSOPHY

It is now necessary to present in more specific terms what we feel should be considered
as part of performance and cost-of-ownership.

3A 1 Performance

There are many specifications which can be applied to the procurement of equipment.
Probably these specifications increase in direct proportion to equipment complexity and
environmental use. Should it be required to procure a sphere of 7075 T6 aluminum, measuring
three inches in diameter with a sphericity of 5C u" at 72°F having a 16 u" r.m.s. finish,
the possible specifications are few. The requirement3 have been specified fully and can
be demonstrated adequately by available measuring equipment. But notice that no require-
ments have been stipulated for any aspect of time or for use in any environment. A pro-
curement as nimple as this one appears would become significantly complex should a time
and environmental aspect be included. Ml1en s user desires to procure equipment as complex
and expensive as an inertial navigation system, the specifications are many and equally
complex. The specifications are either the complete responsibility of the supplier nor
the user. However, there must be a beginning. It must start with the user, who must be
in a position to describe in intelligible terms his performance needs ahd economic require-
ments. It is here that realistic, achievable MBW and maintainability requirements must
be specified. His performance needs should not be directed toward the best obtainable,
but rather toward that whict, is sufficient for the task at hand when a reasonable growth
factor is applied. This requirns personal judgment which must be based on experience and
judiciously applied. Furthermore, the method of demonstrating performance characteri.stics
must be included with performance models and mechanizations. Certainly this places a
significant technical burden on the user, but that is exactly where it belongs.

3.2 Cost-of-Ownership

The assignment of cost items is aore complex and one in which significant latitude can
be expected unless meticulously defined and continuously controlled. wiis area is prob-
ably more of a joint effort between user and supplier. While specific cost breakdowns may
vary, we believe you will agree that all costs can be included under four general cate-

gories: materials, people, facilities and transportation. This costing should follow a
"cradle to the grave philosophy" as indicated below:

(I) cquisition costs
(a) Research and development
(b) System procurement
(c) Non-recurring equipment

(ii) Operating costs
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(iii) Maintenance costs

(a) Base
Materials spares, aerospace ground equipment (AGE), etc.
People
Facilities
Training

(b) Depot
Materials -spares, AGE, AGE spares, etc.
People
Facilities
Training
Transportation,

The obvious question is where and how does the user secure these cost figures? The
answer is that the cost-of-ownership rationale, if used by the user and supplier from pro-
gram inception, will provide data and cost figures necessary for system selection. This
can best be illustrated by considering the use of cost-of-ownership in inertial system
design. We shall do this in part, by outlining our own history and experience and the
cost-of-ownership techniques we have developed.

4. COST-OF-OINERSHIP - PERFORMANCE IN DESIGN

In 1963 the Air Force Systems Command expressed deep concern over the rising costs and
low reliability of Aircraft Inertial Navigation Systems. Those developing and delivering
inertial navigation equipment have had to increase perfc-mance, due in part to higher
performance aircraft and more severe operational r.equirements. The accomplishment of t!:i.s,
actually or theoretically, has required designs to be advanced to the very brink of the
state of the art. In some areas, this increased risk and complexity has resulted in
reduced reliabi.lity. The Air Force concern has had a multitude of results, one of which
was the establishment of Detachment ol, Air Force Avionics Laboratory, at Holloman Air
Force Base, New Mexico, in July 1963. Ibis organization was established t oi two major
reasons:

(i) To accomplish the in-house design, development, fabrication and test ýf a low
cost inertial navigation system which utilizes the best components available
without being restricted by the walls of proprietary bias.

(ii) To increase substantially Air Force in-house capability in the inertial navigation
and guidance area 2.

There are two main ideas in (i). First, the equipments from different manufacturers
are used and integrated into an operable system. Second, the approach is to low cost-of-
ownership, not merely low cost. Neither of the foregoing has been accomplished previously
for inertial navigation equipment used for military aircraft. In order to select the best
components, the Detachment embarked on a subsystem basis as the only reasonable approach
leading to a correct selection. Why subsystems? Consider the following:

Mr Magellan requires gyroscopes for his inertial navigation system. He listens to
various manufacturers extol the advantages of their particular approach and design. As a
result of discussions with many manufacturers, Mr Magellan selects three gyros whose
characteristics are summarized in Table IV. He quickly select3 Gyro B by reasoning that
its cost per MTBF hour is $5.0/hr and the cost for two gyros is $8000, as opposed to
$10,000 for dyro A and $10,500 for three of Gyro C. Further investigation uncovers the
need in Gyros A and B for a redundant axis capture loop which Mr Magellan determines will
cost $700 with an MTBF of 6000 hours. Table V is a revised cost effective table showing
more of a total approach.
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TABLE IV

Gyro

A B CU
Type Two-degree- Two-degree- Single-degree-

of-freedom of-freedom of-freedom

Performance 0.010 /hr 0.010 /hr 0. 01 0 ,/hr

Cost ($) 5000 4000 3500

MTBF (hours) 1000 800 700

Cost/MTBF 5.0 5.0 5.0

TABLE V

MW! (hours)
Gyro A Gyro B Gyro C

Gyro $1 858 705 700

Gyro 02 1000 800 700

Gyro #3 -.-.-- .700

Gyro "subsystem" 460 375 254

COST ($)
Gyro A Gyro B Gyro C

Gyro Ol 5000 4000 3500

Gyro #2 5000 4000 3500

Gyro #3 .... 3500

Redundant axis 700 700 ....

Total 10. 700 8,700 10, 500

Cost/MTBF ($/hr) 23.1 23.1 45.0

Next he realizes that the output signal from Gyro B contains high and undesirable signals
at particular frequencies, and that various filters must be added to his servo loops at an
estimated cost of $90/servo loop for a total of $270, exclusive of assembly time. The
basic servo loops for Gyros A and B are estimated to have an MTBF of 4500 hours which, with
the addition of the notch filters, becomes 3200 hours. The estimated costs for the servo
loops are $3500 without filters and $3770 with filters. Similar values for Gyro C require-
ments were estimated to be a cost of $2750 with an MTBF of 5000 hours. Another revision
shows the values in Table VI.
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TABLE VI

Gyro A Gyro B Gyro C

Cost/MTBF 33.9 37.3 59.3

Additional thought on Mr Magellan's part coupled with subsequent tests by manufacturers

A and B provides the data of Table VII.

TABLE VII

Gyro A Gyro B

Temperature sensitivity 0. 1°/hr°F 0. 010/hr°F

In order to maintain adequate system performance using Gyro A, a temperature control of
better than 0.05°F is required in order to reduce this error source to 50% of the specifi-
cation value. This is translated into a cost differential of $1000 and a lower MTBF. The
cost/MTBF between Gyro A and Gyro B is reversed, and Mr Magellan reflects on his original
decision. This line of reasoning can be continued to the level of detail necessary to
determine which of several possible choices should be made. Naturally, the selection can
be only as good as the input data but, nonetheless, an ana1ýsis based on valid assumptions
is significantly better than none at all. Furthermore, it users apply essentially the same
reasoning to equipment selection, manufacturers will have no alternative but to determine
and supply the information as needed. Admittedly, the foregoing example is a simplifica-
tion of the real problem at hand. However, its main purpose is to provide the user with
the desire for a solution. All too often drift data, such as gyro rates, are questioned
without equally important emphasis being placed on equally important parameters. The
application of a subsystem philosophy precludes the inadvertant omission of these important
parameters. In addition, this philosophy provides a base line by which components of
widely varying characteristics can be combined and optimally selected.

As a further example of the trade-offs to be made in subsystem design, consider Table
VIII, which is a partial listing of Unipolar Mechanization Errors 2 at the end of four hours
flight (Initial latitude 450, Velocity 1000 ft/sec, Northeast two hours, Southeast two
hours):

The example of Table VIII serves to illustrate that at the component level design trade-of fs
can be similar in manner to a linear programming transportation problem: maximize the
profit (performaiuce) and minimize the cost-of-ownership. By using the 0.05% scale factor,
the gyro performance cculd be adjusted to provide comparable system performance (0.01
noise, 0.1% scale factor) which, in reality, probably is the more proper approach. Ob-
viously, the next step is to ascertain the cost and reliability differential between using

a 0.010/hr gyro as compared to 0. 015 0/hr and a 0. 1% scale factor as opposed to a 0. 05%
design. With the inherent stability of magnetic materials, the 0.05% design is considered
to exhibit a relatively minor impact on design difficulty, cost and reliability, as com-
pared to the 0. 1% design. However, since gyro assemblies represent a complex assembly of
interconnected and inter-related precision parts, the 0.015 0/hr component probably will
represent a component of lower cost and greater reliability. Obviously, this process can
and should be analyzed more adequately for the entire ensemble of errors within each sub-
system. All too often, equipment has been procured on the basis of what is available
rather than what can be manufactured on the basis of sound technical and cost-of-ownership
trade-offs.
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TABLE VIII

Error Source Position Error

X gyro noise ( 0/hr) 0.01 2200 8700
(Tc = 1 hour) 0.015 3300 13050

Y gyro noise (°/hr) 0.01 18000 4400
(Te = 1 hour) 0.015 27000 6600

X gyro scale factor (%) 0. 05 3250 14000
0. 1 6500 28000

Y gyro scale factor (%) 0.05 6500 6000
0.1 13000 12000

Z gyro scale factor (%) 0.05 8000 500
0. 1 16000 1000

RSS error after four hours using components having
0.010 /hr noise and 0.1% scale factor is 42,600 ft.
RSS error after four hours using components having

I. C150/hr noise and 0.05% scale factor is 36,100 ft.

The preceding cxamples show how, by using a technical and cost-of-ownership trade-off
rationale, the system designer can select and design the best components for each sub-
system. Plrther, the system designer is accumulating cost-of-ownership data for each and
every component and subsystem. In order to design a low cost-of-ownership system, quan-
titative data describing each component is necessary. Such detailed data, concerning cost,

performance, reliability, maintenance, etc. can be gathered only if cost-of-ownership is
considered in each step of the design process. The Detachment, in order to accomplish
this, divided into four major subsystems as follows:

1. Gyro Subsystem

(a) Gyros
(b) Signal conditioning electronics
(c) Stabilization and compensation electronics
(d) Gyro torquing electronics
(e) Redundant axis electronics

2. Accelerometer Subsystem

(a) Accelerometers
(b) Signal conditioning electronics
(c) Rebalance loop electronics
(d) A/D conversion electronics

3. Gimbal Subsystem

(a) Gimbals
(b) Platform torquers and resolvers
(c) Resolver A/D conversion electronics
(d) Wiring interconnections

(e) Platform vibration isolators
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4. Computer Subsystems

(a) Computer
(b) Display

(C) Cnntrol Panel
(d) Altimeter encoder

Each subsystem has three additional items which are common. These are

(I) Subsystem AGE
0(i) Subsystem non-recurring equipment

(iii) Ancillary equipment.

Once the subsystems listed previously are defined, the total cost-of-ownership of the

system (CO...) is the summation of the cost-of-ownerships of each subsystems (CO_,) plus
miscellaneous costs associated with their integration. Therefore,

Total COs.y = COGs + COAs + CO0 1 s + COcs + CM

where COs9y is the cost-of-ownership of total system
COOS is cost-of-ownership of gyro subsystem
COAs is cost-of-ownership of accelerometer subsystem
COGIS is cost-of-ownership of gimbal subsystem
COcs is cost-of-ownership of computer subsystem
CM miscellaneous costs required by integration.

Each of the foregoing subsystems has associated costs as shown on Figure 3. A detailed
discussion of the subsystems developed by the Detachment is included in the Appendix.

5. COST-OF-OWNERSHIP - PERFORMANCE IN SYSTEM SELECTION

We now have indicated how a user can secure the basic selection data from suppliers by

directing the use of performance and cost-of-ownership trade-offs during the design phase

of the initial system. But it must be emphasized that this is only the basic data. The

user must consider at least the following additional factors:

A. Use Rate, Pipeline Time and Repair Costs

Considering again our previous example of Systems A and 8 in Section 2. it is obvious

that total costs are extremely sensitive to use rate Lnd pipeline time. Ibis sensitivity

is so great that the user should concentrate his effort on increasing tne effectiveness

of the pipeline in addition to the hardware at this stage of the procurement cycle. This

sensitivity and its importance is illustrated in Figures I and 5.

After reassessing the use rate, pipeline ti"r and repair costs with the aid of appro-

priate Air Force repair facilities, the user can amplify or modify the contractor's cost-
of-ownership data. Specifically, this will include the requirements for additional sys-
tems, end/or spare parts, which will have an end effect on cost-of-cwnership.

B. *perating and Maintenance Procedures

Aviation Week states that ¶4ew data on avionics equipment failure rates indicate that

the user and his maintenance procedures may have as great an effect on reliability as the

equipment manufacturer".

Further. Avtation Week found that the soe equipment which is subjected to different

user operating and maintenance procedures can have variations in MThF by a factor of as
much as 10:1. It is imperative that acceptable procedures be defined at the outset (or
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at some milestone date) and attendant costs be assigned. With such information, the user
will be able to assess his operating costs per hour and to identify those cost items in
the contractor's proposal that require modification. In addition, some repair philosophy
has to be established so that an economical break-even point is determined. This, i1

effect, stipulates an acceptable cost to be incurred in the repair of a piece of eqvuiment.
Newark Air Force Station has determined this to be 6K, of the original system procurement
cost for any one repair. Therefore, in the total cost history one must account for this
funding requirement.

C. Inventory Control

The cost-of-ownership should include those items previously outlined in addition to
inventory management as defined by the Logistics Management Institute3 . LMI states that
"estimates of the annual cost of holding an item in inventory range from 15 - 25% of the
average inventory value". While this statement is significant in itself, one readily
can see that now the basic maintenance concept must be defined with regard to a repair or
throw-away concept.

We have already accumulated the data on pipeline time, use rate and repair costs. Using
these, the user can generate more specific cost factors and draw a comparison between two
basic approaches: repairable and throw-away.

Using the repairable approach the user must of course consider all costs: acquisition,
operating and maintenance, both base and depot. Using the throw-away concept, the user
considers all costs except depot maintenance but he must add further costs for spares.

The consideration uf these two basic approaches is considered significant from two
standpoints:

1. Will the throw-away concept have less effect on system MTBF as a function of the
number of repair cycles?

2. Will the reduction in pipeline equipment requirements offset the additional base
inventory required?

Now that the contractor's or suppliers' cost-of-ownership data has been amplified and
modified, a comparative tool is necessary to complete the selection process. Since the
parameters of greatest concern are cost-of-ownership and performance, these parameters
can be considered to be factors of a product and are defined as follows:

COPE • Cost-of-Ownership x Performance (Ref.4)

CO now is defined as the total cost of the system in dollars per hour of operational life.
System PE is defined ab the accuracy of position indication in nautical miles per hour
(31 radial) for a selected flight path and duration. That system which exhibits the lowest

COPE number for a given performance or for a given cost-of-ownership represents the best
selection. Unless applied to % specific requirement, either performance or cost, the
lowest overall COPE number would provide a system probably either too expensive to operate
or performance much better than needed. Regardless of how the cost categories are grouped,
they must include all cost items such that their total is the total cost-of-ownership of
the system. The user could:

(M) For a given cost, select the system that maximizes performance.

(ii) For a given performance, select the system that minimizes the cost-of-ownership.

But why not select the development concept that will minimize the COPE product which is
suitably weighted with cost-of-ownership and performance factors? These weighting factors
may be considered, fo)r example, as
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COPE = COTs [W(Pratio 1) ' W2(Pratio 2) + "" + Wj (Pratio J)0

where COTS is the cost-of-ownership of the total system Prat.o is a ratio of desired
performance (P' desired) to contractor proposed performance (Pj) which is always equal
to or greater dian 1.

i.e. if desired performance is better than that proposed by contractor

P ratio j = Pj/Pj desired

and if contractor performance is better than that desired then

Pratio j = Pj desired/PJ

J = 1 to total number of performance factors considered, for example, I = position
error, 2 = velocity error and 3 = azimuth error, etc.

wj = weighting factors determined by mission requirements.

The cost-of-ownership performance product, as applied to an inertial navigation system,

provides the rather unusual units of dollars mi/hr 2 or, for the weighted case (normalized).
dollars per hour. The units of fiscal acceleration while unusual, should not preseat any
insurmountable problem. These units would apply also to the various subsystems, since
their particular errors would be related to equivalent mi/hr. We recognize that, in all
probability, the information required to generate -ieighted COPE numbers is extremely
limited. Perhaps it is not available. Nonetheless, this should not deter us from providing
means for future data accumulation so that the most effective product selection can be made
by the user.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We have discussed the need for the application of a cost-of-ownership approach to iner-

tial navigation sybtem procurement and future development. A great deal of the information

necessary to generate cost-of-ownership criteria is not available; hrwever, the user.
better than any other, can and should provide manufacturer motivation. It Is not important
that the approach discussed herein be adopted; however, scme approach should be focused
on navigation equipment from a total cost standpoint. This undoubtedly is necessary and
action, perhaps through the medium of a government-industry committee or an organization
such as AA.RD. should be taken immediately to establish acceptable definitions, approaches

and criteria.
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APPENDIX

The Locating System

The history of our Detachment and detailed descriptions of Low Cost Aircraft Inertial
Navigation System (LOCATING) development have been the subject of previous papers
Therefore this appendix is included for completeness only. in order to provide the reader
with a brief description of our system development efforts.

As a result of various laboratory tests. industrial surveys, proposal evaluations. and
in-house design efforts, the Detachment has completed the design definition of two inertial
navigation systems. These LOCATING Systems, an acronym for Low Cost Aircraft Inertial
NaviGation Systc'.s. have been designated Gyroflex/Sperry (G/S) and Gyroflex/Kearfott (G/K).

The G/S System is in the final stages of fabrication and test and will commence develop-
mental flight test during late August 1967. The G/K System will enter this phase 8 - 10
months later.

The goals of each system are essentially the same, to minimize the cost-of-ownership
for a given perfosmance. The cost-of-ownership goal in $10/hour over the life of the

equipment with a performance characteristic of 3 a ml/br (3 o radialW.

The G/S System designation arises from the use of Gyroflex gyro with a Sperry glbal
set. A listing of the components and their suppliers included in each of the four major

subsystems is as follows:

I. Gryro Sbsystem

a. Gyro - Gyroflex
b. Signal conditioning electronics - General Precision. Detachment *1
c. Redundant axis electronics - General Precision
d. Gyro torquing electronics - Nortronics
e. Stabiliution electronics - Detachment *1
f. Ancillary equipment (temp controller, power suppliers. etc.) Detachment #I

2. Accelero'meter Subsystem

a. Accelerometers
(I) Horizontal - General Precision. Nod 2414
(2) Vertical - Autonetics. Mod A-40

b. Capture electronics and AMD
(1) Horizontal - Autonetics. Detachment #I

(2) Vertical - included In A-40 case
c. Ancillary equipment - Detachment al

3. (GmbaL Subsyste,

a. Gimbals - Sperry. Detachment e1
b. Platform A/D - Ditram. Division of Chfton Precision Products Company. Detach-

ment 61

c. Ancillary equipment - Detachment #1
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1. (•oputer Subsystem

a. Computer - Nortronics
b. Control - Nortronics
c. Display o Nortronics

The interface engineering required to integrate the foregoing equipments haM been com-

pleted in-house. In addition, other in-house accomriishments of significance are

(1) Design and manufacture of azimuth cluster.

(Ii) Complete re-wiring of gimbal set to system requirements.
(iii) Programing of system mechanization equat~ons.

(iv) Design and fabricaticn of all power supplies, various ancillary electronic

equipment, power interrupt circuitry and system AGE.

The G/K *stem designation arises from the use of the Gyroflex gyro and the Kearfott

ASH 58 (modified) gimbal set. In addition to the aimbal subsystem change, other major

differences are

(i) All electronic toards have been redesigned to improve performance and reliability.

(ii) Vertical accelerometer - General Precision 2401.

This approach was taken since it appeared obvious that. with thn Gyroflex and 2414. a

new gimbal set would either have to be procured or designed in-house and manufactured on

contract. Since a large portion of the developmental funding had already been applied by

the government to the basic ASN 57/58 equipment, the decision was made to procure a

modified version of the ASN 58 to Detachment o1 specifications. This approach provides a

more effective utilization of In-house manower and available funding.

The results of the laboratory and flight tests will be the subject of a technical paper

when appropriate.
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Fig.4 Number of IMU's in 68-day depot pipeline versus TSBF of IMJ. Total IMU hours/year

for 100 aircraft = 104,000, for 300 aircraft = 312,000. Use rate 20 hours/week per

aircraft
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200 520 97 67 47
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s Aeomnee a depot/baas repair ratio of 2t1 and a base repair
200.. cycle of 9 days for each pipeline time.
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F~ig.5 Effect of pipeline ti.•. •usber of 111's zeqdre D for 100 aircrat versus M

of I1. 100 aircraft. 20 bours/wLek t040 hours/rear) use rate. Total system
hours/year for 100 aivcraft = 104,000
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SUMMARY

The history of inertial navigation contains a trend in wI.Lich the hard-
ware is becoming progressively more simple mechanically and at the same time
more complex electrically. This trend is examined with particular emphasis
on large rocket boosters. Attention is given to the gpnerotlon of meaning-
ful performance specifications. The system chosen at the Marshall Space
Flight Center for detailed study and the reasons for its choice are dis-
cussed. Methods of statistical data reduction and some comparisons between
testing components for a platform and for a strapdown system are presented.
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NOTATION

a rectilinear acceleration of the float along the ith axis, referred to the
float

D drift (deg/hr)

H angular momentum of wheel

IAF input axis of float

liiF moment of inertia of float about ith float axis

IijF product of inertia of float between ith and jth axes

IRA-RAW moment of inertia of wheel about its spin axis

Jaf polar moment of inertia of float about its input axis

Jag polar moment of inertia of cradle about its input axis

Ka anisoelastic drift coefficient

Kb uquivalent torsional spring rate of gas suspension bearing (cradle to
float)

Kbias g-independent drift rate coefficient

K 1 2, 3  drift coefficient (deg/hr)/(deg/s)

V14. drift coefficient (deg/hr)/(deg/s) 2

LIA projection of the distance from the float mass center to the flotation axis
along the input axis of the float

LRA projection of the distance from the float mass center to the flotation axis
along the spin axis of the float

a mass of complete float assembly

-.,. constant drift term (def/hr)

' 1  g-sensitive drift coefficient (deg/hr)/g

OAF output axis of float

RAr spin ieference axis of float

ST. net torque applied to the cradle input axis

TO torque applied to float about its output axis (usually awound zero in servo
stability analysis)

inertial rate to gyro (table rate t earth's rate (deg/s))Ik natural frequencies of system

angular velocity of the wheel vith respect to the float
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angular velocity of the float about its ith axis, referred to the float

time differential of w

a cradle input axis angle about the input !oxis

added term in drift equation, second harmonic

float output axis angle (assumed signal generator input angle)

y added term in drift equation, second harmonic

6 float input axis angle

!U
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A STUDY OF STRAPDOIN INERTIAL NAVIGATION
AT THE MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

F.P.Daniel, G.B.Doane III, and R.R.Kissel

1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 General

As time has progressed, the application of gyroscopic navigation systems to vehicles
has become more and more complex, both mechanically and electrically. Today. however, the
new trend is that the mechanical features appear to be relatively simpler, even though
systems are becoming more complex overall.

In this trend, which reduces the number of mechanical parts, it is helpful to examine
the roles in which gyros have been applied. In doing this, one point becomes clear;
i.e. gyroscopes have been applied in both a crude and a precision sense.

By way of illustration, one may cite many vehicles which used two-degree-of-freedom
gyroscopes for basic attitude measurement and spring-restrained single-degree-of-freedom
gyroscopes for attitude rate measurement. This application may be considered crude in the
sense that the quality of the data derived from the gyroscopic instruments was not suitable
for use in a self-contained inertial navigation system. In the past two or three decades,
many systems have used gyroscopic attitude references to determine and control accelerometer
orientation with respect to space on a stabilized. gimbaled platform. Typically, in this
service, the attitude drift rate required for the precision navigation function is on the
order of 0.5 deg/hr (2.4 x 10-3 mrad/s) down to such mall claimed values as 0.001 deg/hr
(4.8 - I0" mrad/s). By contrast, the rate gyrc a.uLiu ed previously have accuracies on
the order of 10 deg/hr (48 x 10-3 mrad/s).

The foregoing illustrates how equipment has become more sophisticated in Its functions
and thus complex in the overall sense. Most of the resulting systems use several gimbals
carrying a stabilized inertial base on which, in turn, are mounted gyroscopes and accel-
erometers. Carly systems had five timbals; subsequent full inertial systems have used
both three and four gimbal configurations. In general, the systems that do not have the
extreme attitude requirements of aircraft have tended to use three gimbals. In the con-
ventional platform inertial system, the stable element is either fixed in attitude with
respect to inertial space or is slowly varying in attitude with respect to Inertial apace
and fixed with respect to a moving navigational coordinate frame, such as an earth local
vertical system. The gyroscopes used in this application are not required to sustain
angular rates on the order of those experienced by the vehicle frame. Likewise, the
accelerometers are not experiencing the severe angular motion environment of the vehicle
frame. Indeed, there is still a rather large number of Inertial system experts who
believe that the gimbaled platform environment results In sufficiently improved sensor
performance to Justify the use of gimbals in any precisico system.

StrWdosn guidance is defined here as a system which consists of measuring instruments
mounted to the vehicle frame. i.e. gyroscopes end acceleremeters that provide Information
suitable for inertial navigation and the associated computer for interpreting this
information'. In a strapdoea system, the instruments are "bjected to the total dynamic
environment of tbe vehicle attitude. Additionally. the gyroscopes must provide informs-
tion from which vehicle attitude will be deterined. bWaua sinsgle-degree-of-freedom
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gyroscopes measure only angular rate. they must be followed by some form of integration
procedure to determine attitude. The attitude data, when ijuitablv combined with the
accelerometer outputs, provide all the necessary navigation informtion. The mechaniza-
tion concepts treated here are related to the inertial sensors and their operation. In
particular for the attitude measurement, single-degree-of-freedom gyro sensors may be
applied in two fundamentally different ways.

The first category is one in which a single-degree-of-freedom gyroscope is used to
stabilize a "single axis platform" (SAP). A measurement of angular rate between the plat-
form and the vehicle will provide the necessary measurement discussed previously. The
second concept consists of single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes, body-fixed to the vehicle.
In this concept, a measurement of gyro output axis angle is used to hold the output axis
angle at a very small value by applying a known torque to the output axis of the gyroscope.
The value of torque is used as a measurement of vehicle angular rate.

1.2 Application

The application considered here is for the navigation of a large boost vehicle during
mission phases including liftoff, ascent to earth orbit, earth orbit, and injection into
a translunar or interplanetary trajectory. There are applications in which much time must
be spent in earth orbit, perhaps as much as several weeks or even months. For this case,
no known inertial systems are capable of achieving the low drift rates required. Therefore,
realignment of all inertial systems is required after long duration in earth orbit or else-
where. Thus, this discussion is restricted to ascent from the earth and injection into an
earth orbit, coast in earth orbit for several orbits (e.g. four to ten), and subsequent
injection into a transfer trajectory. For this case, it is feasible to use full inertial
systems, unaided by realignment, for navigation to final injection. Such systems, aug-
mented by a suitable realignment scheme, would be appropriatp for the longer duration
missions. The mission used to generate performance specifications is typical of many
current and projected boost missions.

The figure of merit used to characterize the quality of an inertial system in the fore-
going application is the accuracy with which a low circular orbit Is achieved. The under-
lying reasons for choosing thiscriterion are as follows: Pros a propellant efficiency
point of view. a nominally low altitude parking orbit is desirable; whereas from orbit
lifetime considerations, a high orbit altitude is desirable. In general, therefore, we
desire the lowest nominal altitude which has sufficient life for mission accomollshment
when allowances are made for orbit uncertainties.

A simplifying assumption may be made to eliminate the absolute nominal altitude from
further consideration. Briefly stated, the percentage loss in orbit lifetime caused by a
perigee altitude error in proportional to this altitude error. For a typical configura-
tion studied recently, this ratio is 101 loss in lifetime for 3500 meters altitude error
at perigee. A safety factor of IL, is used to account for additional uncertainties in orbit
lifetime prediction and unaccountable items. The result is an allowable perigee altitude
error of 5 km, which must be added to the ideal circular orbit altitude to obtain the
nominal design altitude. When characterised &t lo0o by just am angular drift rate. the
required inertial system accuracy for a launch to a 165 km altitude parking orbit is 0.25

deg/hr (1 2 il"0'3 mrad/s). This value is a composite consisting of the equivalent
average value of drift ratt when all causes of error are considered. For a typical mix
of error sources, this qualit) is adequate for final injection into the trumslunar or
interplanetary orbit. Such arrumcies are consistent with tracking accuracies ad mid-
course maneuver fuel requirements, i.e. the use of this criterion results in an inertial
system that Is adequate, but not owerly so. for the entire mission. Thble I gives the
error seUsALIvitles relating various inertial semsor errors tP perigee altitude error.
Figures I snd i shoo perilee altitude error resulting from degradation of certain types of
error sources.



In the st rapdowr application. it ha. h•er st, ated that on+, f the crit• a& dosigr rara-
meters is angular rate of the vehicle body to which the inertial .ensor- are subjecrte,
The total angular rate results from many reuses however, the following three categorles,
provide a sufficient description: (1) Th nominal slow, steac.y attitude rates i-omsnanded
by the guidance system, (ii) rates caused by atitude maneuvers (resulting from changes
in desired thrust direction, aerodynarically casted motions, bending, Lad sloshing), and
(iii) random angular vibration. The characteristic values of these motions for a given
system must be determined by analytic simulations and flight test measurements. Flight
mes.urements are particularly important in this regard because none of the known vehicle
simulations contain complete vehicle vibration -odelq and lItt!, )r no appilable, detailed
flight data are available from the past. The most useful information currently available
appears to be the telemetered signals from control rate gyros. These instruments seem
most often to have a range of ±10 deg/s (0.17 rad/s) and respond to inputs of frequencies
up to 30 or 40 Hz.

A frequency spectrum of some actual angular rates has been examined; typical results
are shown in Figure 3. These analyses were run on worst case 10-second time slices. In
general, they show a level of 0.0005 (deg/s)'/Hz 15.2 x 10-0 (rad/s) 2 /Hzl with super-
imposed spikes between I and 6 Hz and between 35 and 40 Hz. The low frequency components
correspond to the natural vibrational modes of the particular vehicle from which this
information was obtained. It has been suggested that the high frequency components are
caused by local mechanical conditions within the instrument itself, and that these could
be brought down to 0.0005 (deg/s)2 /Hz 115.2 - l0-' (rad/s)2AHzl by suitable design of the

control rate gyro mounting.

It is recognized that the upper limit of 40 Hz in the instrumentation may be restrictive.
and Instrumentation with wider bandwidth capabilities is being planned for some of the
future flights. Other than to note that the strapdown instruments experience both trans-
lational and rotational vibrations, whereas a platform mounted component only experiences
the translational, this nominal acceleration and velocity environment will not be discussed
further because it is typical of large llquid-propellant rocket boosters.

Several flight tests have been made using single-degr"-of-freedom gyroscopea in a strap-
down configuration. Notably, the Ford Instrument Company's SAP and pendulous integrating
gyro accelerometer (PIGAI concept was flight tested in an airplane in 1962.

Also. sIngle-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes are being used in the precision r*balate•d
strapdiwn mode in the lunar module (IU) abort guidance system and thv USA? PltlIkWi/
series of maneuverable reentry body trots. It is more reasonable to consider for the near
future the use of single-dear"-of-'reedom gyroscopes as exoeplified in these ewmples
rather than other, more unusual types (such as laser gyros and sagnetohydrodynamic iLr.a).
Single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes have been in use for a long time and much is known
about them. Although this is a Do* application, many of the problems have bon solved or
are known to have solutions. Therefor,. the mechanical and electrical probles associated
with the application of sinale-desre, of-frsedom gyroscopes are analyzed in some detail.
A mathematical analysis of the henhaaice and the servo of the slngle axia platform, as well
as the Oechanics of the precision r.A4lanced gyrn. is included. isuch of the analysis is
the samw for the two gyroscopes. ouwvvr. the diffrences are Indicated.

1.3 %k bMIE" Ia-Ise Imeti.il Ovemer Illoria

Durina the early in-hoL.p. studies (about 1954). it ns determined that "MV could and
should fill a gap hich laisted in the developent of strapftme Inertial hardware, the
nest step sav to fomralate an appropriate program. Oe of the ground rules decided uon
•ms to maik maxiamu use tf applicable equipment stemmina from •urrent programs. .Another
ground rule required that the resulting system be competitive in performance with the
best gimbaled platforms. Accordilgly. the A£3 (3.-m wheel diameter) PICA mad the *elv
and float of the A3S gyro were postulated a composnats of U eventual Inertial mesuring
unit (IIU). 1tus. little chagel mws necessary in a highly itccesaful and available PICA
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design; the only new design required was for the angular rate sensing device (SAP). To
make a breadboard SAP available for laboratory testing in the shortest possible time, a
cradle, with trunnion bearings, from a previous test program (Fig.4) was used. Its mount-
ing surfaces were lapped to a tolerance of ±5 arc seconds.

The first system tests will only be of the IMU. The raw data from the sensors will be
recovered for comparison with various known position time-line data. Later, however, full
system tests will include a digital differential analyzer (DDA) type of computer which will
operate on-line, processing each bit of data as it is generated by the SAP's or PIGA's and
producing attitude and navigation (position and velocity) information. This computer is
being designed and fabricated ir-house at MSFC (as well as the I112 and the SAP's and PIGA's)
and is reported upon in detail elsewhere2.

2. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 General

Although the gross theory of the single axis platform used for angular rate measurement
is well known 3, the salient points will be reviewed. The desired information from the
instrument is the rate at which the instrument base is rotating, with respect to inertial
space, about one axis, which is usually designated the "instrument input axis". Rotations
about the output and spin axes of the instrument should, ideally, not affect its indication.
Considering an ideal instrument, it is readily seen that rates about the spin axis of the
instrument will not be sensed because a gyroscope does not respond to rates about its spin
axis. Rates about the instrument's output axis will, ideally, not be sensed either because,
to keep the signal generator nulled, the input axis torquer will supply just enough torque
to precess the gyro at the exact rate that the instrument is rotating about the float's
output axis. The output from the instrument is obtained by measuring the angular rate
between the instrument base and the gyro case. Unfortunately, errors can creep into any
mechanization of this ideal operation.

2.2 Analog-to-Digital Conversion Considerations

The instrument's errors fall into several categories, one of which depends upon the
choice of angular rate transducers. From a purely theoretical standpoint, an analog rate
sensor (tachometer) would be ideal because the exact desired information would be con-
tinuously available. However, practical tachometers do not meet the accuracy requirements
necessary for inertial navigation, and recourse must be made to measuring time and angular
distance because these quantities may be most accurately measured. Since many transforma-
tion computer programs are available that can accept properly conditioned angular inputs,
no fundamental limitation is imposed on the overall system if such a program is designed
into the system from the outset. As a further practical matter, most modern guidance
systems employ digital data processing, and one notes that the transformation computer will
probably be amenable to operating on the discrete data resulting from the use of digital
shaft angle encoders.

The remaining question then is what angular resolution is required. The answer depends
on the accuracy sought from the overall system and hence is a figure distilled from many
trade-off studies combined with knowledge of the technology of encoders, inertial sensors,
and data processing equipment. (It would not be reasonable to install a 10 kg encoder on
a 1 kg SAP, for example.) In this case, considering required system accuracy to be com-
petitive (but not necessarily equal, in all respects) with a platform specifically designed
for a high accuracy boost mission (roughly a 10-minute boost into a 185 km circular orbit),
the required resolution, as determined by engineering simulations, is about 17 or 18 binary
bits referred to 360 degrees (277 radians). Further refining will be done in future studies.
Unfortunately, there currently appears to be a change in the class of shaft angle encoders
available to achieve 18 bits (or more) as compared to 17 bits (or less); the dollar pro-
curement cost is much greater for an 18-bit device, In addition, the requirements of the
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various trunnion bearings along the instrument's input axis become more stringent as more
resolution is required. MSFC's first breadboard was built with a 16-bit resolution
encoder, which happened to be available in-house from a previous encoder test program.
Initial rate table testing soon showed the 16-bit resolution to be too low for determining
the neressary performance data in a reasonable length ol time (a dwy). Shortly thereafter
a 19-bit encoder became available in-house for this program and was installed on the
breadboard. The performance of this encoder waE very satisfactory; the results, presen-
ted in Table II, were distilled from raw data obtained from the 19-bit encoder. A market
survey of encoders suitable for a flight model of the SAP was conducted, and an 18-bit binary
bit (resolution of 2- radians) incremental encoder is now being procured. These encoders
must provide accurate information to calculate the rate data with tolerances on the order
of the basic gyro drift rate. over a slew rate rarge of from 0 to ±1 rad/s. (Platform
gimbal angle encoders only provide information for guidance command resolution.) The
slew rate range, although somewhat arbitrary, since it must encompass rigid-body vehicle
motions as well as local angular vibration rates, will include most practical large launch
vehicle applications. Each of these two sources has been allotted approximately half of
the total range. Other trade-offs are possible, depending principally upon the mission,
vehicle, and vibration mount (if any).

2.3 Basic Dynamical Error Model

Basic instrument systemn errors ray be irepced in a fundamental, steady-state fashion by
writing Euler's equations ir which the angular .- ces are referenced to the gyro float. A
rigid float in which an angular momentum. vector is embedded provides a good model if none
of the oscillatory mode- associated with thp contents of the float are excited. The IMU
mounts must be designed to rreclude this possibility, since large unpredictable drift rates
would otherwisp ensLe. The torque summation equation about the float output axis is of
particular interest here si ce it defines the gyro drift rate. This summation is as
follows (see Notation):

Applied torque = inertial reaction torque

"-mIAalAF ' mLIAORAF ' K~aIAFapAF + Kbias AF!OA - OAF

I'IAF41AF (IIA - lAF - IRA - RAF) + IOA - RAF (4AF4 bAF - WAP) "

IIA - OAF (-bAF4*A P 'iff) + IIA - RAF MAP - "AF) +

4 %-AF1 OAOAW - "OIAF'RA - RAW (WS + "RAF) + "iRAF&IAF 1 IAIAW

Although well known, this equation still projects a rather formidable image. It may
first be simplified by dropping all terms containing angular acceleration factors. one
nay also define, in the usual way, a quantity H which is called the wheel momentum
(tacitly making the excellent assumption that »a >>> (10):

H RA - RAW 'S'

The remaining inertial reaction terms are transferred to the left side of the equation.
This procedure allows each "drift producing source" to be considered separately. Note
that no viscous torque term is Included in the equation; one might have been included
for generality, but it is negligible for gas output axis suspension instruments such as
the AB3 PIGA and the AB5 SAP.

From these analyses, one immediately notices that, if a gyro float were to be designed
specifically for the strapdown application, the ideal moment of inertia tensor of the
float would correspond to that of a sphere (all cross-products of inertia zero and all

moments of inertia with respect to the OA-IA-RA triad equal). If this were accomplished,



• terms would immediately drop out of the inertial reaction description. "hile some
attention is given to "end-to-end" float balance in the course of designing gyros for use
in three-axis stabilized platforms, there is no universally recognized requirement for

dyntaic (as opposed to the usual very careful static) balance. Some float designs have
been proposed by others to achieve the spherical inertia tensor characteristic, but to our
knowledge few have been built.

All the simplifications inherent in the output axis torqued case have been explored;

however, in the SAP approach, all terms containing a'IA automatically become negligible
since the drift rate of the gyro about its IA will be very low (typically 0.5 deg/hr
10.25 x 10-3 mrad/s!). Thus, for the SAP, attention becomes focused on the terms

-IiAOAFV"AF and -IIARA iP' as error sources in addition to those normally associated
with inertial grade gyros for platform use. The only way to decrease these terms in a
given environment is to reduce IIAOAF and IIARAF by redesign of the float or by
sophisticated balance procedures, or both. Another phenomenon, which may or may not be
immediately apparent from this equation, is the so-called output axis torque problem.
It may be made visible by assuming that the servo, so far only tacitly a part of the
instrument, has no long-term memory; i.e. the electronics transfer function is a constant
at d.c. (the idea of using servos with memories in connection with gyros is an interesting
separate research area which we have studied and designed into our latest SAP and PIGA

servos). The terms of interest, which must balance. are

1OAOAP bAf = H

If a constant angular acceleration about the output axis of the float orcurxed, the g~ro
would "drift" with respect to inertial space about its input axis at a rate given by

IOAOAF O
"i F H OAF'

This particular phenomenon has been reported".

2.4 Instrument Servo Design

Many servos for gas output axis suspension gyro instruments havp beer designed at

MSFC; however, the problem was still of interest because, in designing such a large amount
of angular momentum (approximately 2.5 x 106 g cml/s) into so small a package, the ratios
of the various parameters are very different from those in any rrevious design. The ana-
lytical model actually used in-house for numerical design purposes Is discussed here for
the first time to the best of our knowledge; however, many more simplified versions are
commonly known. Not nearly as detailed as the error model, the mathematical model used

for servo and synthesis is developed from the following set of linearized (small angular
motion) equations (see Notation):

(a) Torque equation assuming a torque applied to the cradle input axis:

d 2•

T d J u ' + Kb(a -

(b) Torque equation about the float input axis:

Kb(a 6) Jaf t + H dt

(c) Torque equation about the output axis of the float:

d2ý d&
T, Jea j -H ;-, • T : Jd• 'et'
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The usual techniques of servo analysis yield the following transfer function for the mech-
anical portions of the loop.

I- 14 +s2 s

The output axis angle 13 is sensed by a signal generator, which produces an amplitude

modulated voltage. A detector is used to convert the signal generator output to d.c. and

to lower its impedance level. This signal, filtered to remove most of the ripple, is then
used to drive a compensation network, which is mechanized by the use of operational ampli-
fiers. The output from the compensation network is used as the input signal to a pulse-
width power modulator which has low equivalent output impedance, reasonably linear input-

output voltage characteristics, and small threshold values. A block diagram of this sys-
tem is shown in Figure 5. A time constant is included in the description of the d.c.

torquer because of the low output impedance of the pulse-width power modulator and the

rather high natural frequencies of the SAP.

It is of interest to note that, if the torsional stiffness of the gas suspension bearing
had been assumed infinite, as has been done in previously published accounts, only one

natural frequency would appear in the SAP description; for this case, that frequency is
on the order of 520 rad/s (83 Hz). This contrasts to the two natural frequencies in the
description previously given (assuming a finite torsional stiffness), the lowest of which
is 431 rad/s (68.5 Hz).

The compensation design must assure loop stability (all real parts of the roots of the

characteristic polynomial corresponding to the system must have negative real parts) and

achieve a rationally-based minimum loop stiffness (to assure physical maintenance of the

instrument's float to case alignment). The actual form of the system's transient response

is not too important as long as the settling time is short. A lower bound on the d.c. loop
stiffness was established by assuming a cradle unbalance torque of 45 g cm in a Ig field

and, hence, 450 g cm in a 10g field, which is the maximum design value of rectilinear

acceleration used for Saturn. This requires a d.c. loop gain of 7 x 103 per second.

Because the breadboard SAP had a much higher friction level than anticipated, both servo

redesign and trunnion bearing preload adjustment were necessary. At this point, an active

integrator was incorporated in the servo-loop electronics by using integrated operational

amplifiers and a loop gain of 1.55 x 104 S-2 was achieved.

These overall requirements, combined with the necessity to avoid a conditionally stable

loop in the linear mode, because conditional stability in the linear mode easily leads to

limit cycle behavior during the initial nonlinear synchronizing mode, are sufficient to

initiate a design cycle based on the classical root locus and Nyquist/Bode methods. Since

these thoroughly practical methods require insight and intuition, tempered by as much

experience as possible, we will merely exhibit the pole-zero plot (Fig.6) which resulted

from the design iterations. This design results in a bandwidth around the loop of approx-
imately 100 Hz, This bandwidth is required because of the high natural frequencies of the

gyro. The eleLtronic mechanization of the compensation used with the breadboard (which it

is felt would probably be typical of flight systems) employs two commercially available

operational amplifiers, although one of these is used to provide a telemetry pickoff point
and therefore could, in principle, be eliminated. This design works well and yields a

loop settling time of approximately 80 ms to a pulse disturbance (Fig.,7). Further refining

could always be done in designing future systems.
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3. LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS WITH BREADBOARD SAP

Upon completion of the breadboard, it was necessary to design an experiment to verify
the SAP's inertial sensing behavior. The central piece of laboratory equipment used was
a heavy duty, precision drive, rate table. The table is accurately oriented with respect
to the earth's polar axis so that its precision rate driven axis is adjustable (by hand)
in the north-vertical plane. As supplied by the manufacturer, this table was accurately
instrumented only up to 200 earth's rate; however, instrumentation was added to make it
accurate up to a table rate of 10 deg/s. This value, while still short of the design
maximum of 1 rad/s. was at least only half an order of magnitude low. The next step in
this type of testing is to assume some form of regression expression and then to determine
if this expression adequately accounts for the gyro behavior. The expression chosen is
(see Notation)

D = Mc + Mep gOA + Muby gIA + Mubz gRA + Kl1bA + K24RA + K3 I + K4'OACLRA + K5"RA'

The first four terms are those most often used in describing gyros intended for platform
use (perhaps one should add the anisoelastic term, E0gIAgRA , as we will probably do in
future SAP testing). The fifth, sixth, and seventh terms were included to account for and
evaluate the overall alignment of the test set-up. The effects of these terms should not
be charged against the intrinsic gyro or instrument accuracy because they may be made
negligible by either mechanical or computational realignment, or both. The last two terms
are those predicted for the SAP from the original look at Euler's equation applied to the
gyro float.

Since MSFC's normal method of determining the M coefficients is to place the basic gyro
in a planetary stand, isolated from earth's rate, no effort was made to design into the
test set-up a really significant determination of these coefficients. Rather, attention
was focused on determining the K coefficients, which evaluate phenomena unique to the
SAP application. For these tests, the rate table rotation axis was permanently aligned
parallel to the earth's polar axis. After some experimentation. 34 combinations of angular
rate and gravity vectors, referred to the float, were chosen to yield thp data for roeffi-
cient evaluation. These positions are tabulated in Table I11; note that only In positions
33 and 34 does gIA enter into the drift measurement (which is why these two p ,tions
appear). The other positions give combinations of values to the remaining terms. The high
resolution (19-bit) encoder worked very well compared to a 16-bit encoder which was tried
in the first test series. Test time in each position was only 7.2 minutes.

Typical results of the regression fits are tabulated in Table II. In general, the
experimental accuracy improved with time. The most important error-causing factor was
temperature. It was discovered that the first tests of this series had been started
before the gimbal had temperature-stabilized in its thermal cover. When the cover was
removed and the gimbal was exposed to room temperature only, the error was reduced by a
factor of about four. Gas pressure was controlled to a nominal 103 N/m2 (and readjusted
each day on the sawe highly accurate gase to 103 N/mW). Some a terms became significant
and the misalignments were usually highly significant. The last two terms, however, were
never significant at the 95% confidence level. The statistically significant values were
usually very repeatable.

Tests were made in the given sequence most of the time, however, on set was run back-
wards and one was randomized, but the results were not much different from the other tests.
The best tests have correlation coefficients of over 0.99 and standard errors of estimate
less than 0.1 deg/hr. As is our standard practice, gyros were not recalibrated between
runs nor wos any output axis torquer used at any time during the tests.

These data represent very literally the first runs made on a new instrument being tested
by neo procedures for new phenomena. There has not yet been time for a long bard look at
these data that are so necessary and productive in the long run. The program is progressing
as expected and considerably more data will become available as additional SAPs finiab the
fabrication cycle and are tested in our inertial laboratory.
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4. FUTURE PLANS

Future plans call for a two-phase experimental program backed by a continuing analytical
effort. The first phase of the exp,.rimental program calls for the assembly and sled test
of a complete IMU, without the transformation computer. Mock-ups of the IMU are shown in

Figures 8 and 9. The outcome of this test series will provide both flight qualification
testing of the IMU aid raw instrument output data, which are desired for the computer
development.

After completion of the sled program, it is planned that the IMU will be mated to its
companion coordinate transformation computer and further rigorous testing will be pursued.

Some improvements in the instrument design details are anticipated but no major re-
designs within the present experimental program are expected. Continuing development of
engineering simulation, data recovery, and reduction software are programmed.

As an exercise in determining the growth potential of this concept with second genera-
tion instruments designed from the beginning for this application, a layout was made of an
advanced IMU. The resulting mock-up is shown in Figure 10.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The work accomplished under MSFC's direction since 1964 has established that there are

no analytical reasons barring booster navigation utilizing SAP's and PIGA's as strapdown
inertial instruments. Simulations have demonstrated that, for injection into a 185 km
circular orbit, accuracies competitive with platform derived navigation date are attain-
able.

It has also been realized that actual flight tests are needed to completely validate
the assumptions used in the analysis. One of the most important areas in which it Is
necessary to gather flight data is that of the rotational vibration environmect. These
data are needed for further investigations into its effect on the instruments.

MBFC's choice of instruments has been shown to be a good choice for booster navigation.
The results obtained from the VSFC developed methods of testing the SAP's and PIGA's, the
accompanying error models, and the numerical results of the reduction do not, to date,
exhibit any anomalies.
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TABLE I

Error Sensitivities Relating Various Inertial Sensor Errors to Perigee Altitude Error.
Mission Profile: Two Stage Ascent to Nominal Circular Orbit of 185 km Altitude

Error Source Error Source Perigee Altitude
Name Unit Value Error (meters)

Roll axis accelerometer bias 10"1 g 180

Yaw axis accelerometer bias 10"1 g 96

Roll axis accelerometer scale factor 10"1 parts/part 295

Yaw axis accelerometer misalignment 1 arc sec 71

Initial system misalignment around 1 arc sec 71
pitch axis

Constant drift rate around pitch axis I deg/hr 20,000

g-dependent drift of the pitch axis gyro I deg/hr g 31,000

TABLE III

SAP Test Input Conditions
(Test No. versus Acceleration and Angular Rate Input)

D M + MepgoA + Mubv g + Muhz g + KO K2A K3"i + K4 I KC .AIA R R,, IQA +2"RA +31 4 OA 'RA +5~RA'

1 0 0 0.5686 0 -0.831 -0.831 0 0.69
2 0 0 0.5686 0 0.840 0.840 0 0.71
3 0 0 0.5686 -9.988 -9.988 0 99.76
4 0 0 0.5686 0 9.982 9.982 0 99.64
5 0.4021 0 0.4021 -0.588 -0.588 -0.831 0.35 0.35
6 0.4021 U 0.4021 0.594 0.594 0.840 0.35 0.35
7 0.4021 0 0.4021 -7.063 -7.063 -9.988 49.89 49.89
8 0.4021 0 0.4021 7.058 7.058 9.982 49.81 49.81
9 0. 5686 0 0 -0.831 0 -0.831 0 0

10 0.5686 0 0 0.840 0 0.840 0 0
11 0.5686 0 0 -9.988 0 -9.988 0 0
12 0.5686 0 0 9.982 0 9.992 0 0
13 0.4021 0 -0.4021 -0.588 0. 5 8 -0.831 -0.35 0.35
14 0.4021 0 -0.4021 0.594 -0.594 0.040 -0.35 0.35
15 0.4021 0 -0.4021 -7.063 7.063 -9.9•68 -49.89 49.89
16 0.4021 0 -0.4021 .011" -7.056 9.962 -49.81 49.81
1? 0 0 -0. 5616 0 0.831 -0. 431 0 0.69
to 0 0 -0.5686 0 -0.840 0.840 0 0.71
19 0 0 -P. 506 0 9.96" -9.968 0 99.75
20 0 0 -0.5666 0 -9.962 #.96Z 0 S9.64
21 -0.4021 0 -0.4021 0.36" 0.586 -0.831 0.35 0.35
22 -0.4021 0 -0.4021 -0.594 -0.594 0.840 0.35 0.35
:23 -0.4021 0 -0.4021 7.063 7.063 -9.966 49.19 49.59
24 -0.4021 0 -0.4021 -7.061 -7.05$ 9. N2 49.81 49.81
25 -0.56A 0 0 0.831 0 -0.831 0 0
24 -0. 354 0 0 -0.840 0 0.840 0 0
27 -0. 56" 0 0 9.966 0 -9.968 0 0
26 -0.5$W6 0 0 -9.936 0 9.962 0 0
33 -0.4021 0 0.4021 0.588 -0.b$6 -0.631 -0.35 0.35
30 -0.4021 0 0.4021 -0.5394 O.S4 0.540 -0.35 0.35
31 -0.4021 0 0.4021 7.063 -7.063 -9.35M -49.69 49.89
32 -0.4021 0 C.4021 -7.050 7.00 9.962 -43.81 49.61

S33 0 0.5112 0.5684 0 0 0 0 0
34 0 -0.8wfl -0.566 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. I Perigee altitude error rvsulting from degradation of gyroscope and initial align-
ment accuracies. (Based cn typical state-of-the-art high perforlmarce systems)
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Fig.2 Perigee altitude error resulting from degradation of accelerometer accuracies.
(Based on typical state-of-the-art high performance systems)
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SAP Signal generator,SAP amplifier, and detector

Input axis Pulse width Active network

De torquer Modulator compensation

Fig. 5 Strapdown instrument servo
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Fig. 6 Instrument servo root loci
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Fig.9 Strapdown platform, top view

Fig. 10 Conceptual strapdown system
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SUMMARY

A strapdown inertial reference package has been developed for space
vehicles based on single-degree-of-freedom instrumentation. A number of
these packages have been built for the Lunar Module's Abort Ouidance Sys-
tem. Production-acceptance test data, which include both periodic calibra-
tion sequences and environmental tests and data acquired in connection with
sled testing at Holloman Air Force Base, are reviewed. Error sources are
examined for boost operations. Development problems encountered to date
are highlighted and an assessment is made of strapdown applications.

i
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DESCRIPTION OF A STRAPDOUN INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

Joseph Yanron

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years. gimballed platforms have been synonymot� with inertial navigation.
Although strapdown components havt� been used from the earliest days of aviation i� control
systems, the problem of continuously measuring high rates and electronically perforwiug
base motion isolation has been a formidable one indeed. The development of small, high
speed digital computers reopened the possibility of producing a strapdown system. In 1950.
United Aircraft Corporation undertook to exanine the feasibility of building a high per-
formance inertial guidance system using strapdown single-degree-of-freedom instr�inents.
In 1963. under Air Force sponsorship, a system aimed at boost applications was successfully
demonstrated in the laborator' and, in 1964. the development of the Abort Sensor Assembly
for NAFaA'5 Lunar Module was begun by United Aircraft �rporation.

During the course of these efforts. a new test methodology and test eaipment had to be
developed. Analysis and simulation teckmiaes were given extensive early attention. end
these test and analytical tools mere then brought to bear on the design of initriments end
electronics to evolve the current system. Much of this work has been reported in the
literature. Four complete generations of hardware have been produced and enough data
accumulated so that this art can now be assessed. The long-held view that strapdom qs-
tens were impractical because of hidden dynamic effects on the one hand end impoesible
computation problems on the other was disp.lle�1. The effects of temperature were fotiod to
be predictably critical. and long-term stability had to be traded off against the problems
of calibration and alignment. The computer interfaces, in a vehicle system where the strap-
down computation was only one of many tasks. had to be evaluated as pert of this development
progrin. This paper is concerned primarily with recent performance data on strapdoen
inertial ackages which have resulted from this effort.

2. OIICVSSION OF TUE PACKAGE SESION

:. a package eucriptlem

The atrapdomn inertial measurement unit (101W) is a self-contaimed asaely designed
to sense incremental displacements whout the vehicle axes and velocity Increments aloes the
vehicle axes, and transmit these sIgnals in the form of discrete pulses to a digital flight
computer in order to perform the functions of:

Ci) Calibration and/or alignment.
(ii) Attitud. determination (base motion isolation transformation matrix).

(iii) Ikvigation.

(iv) Vehicle control.
(�) Glidance.

The wzrn must accurately memre angular end linear motion while mJected to powered
limit cycle mud free fall emvir�inemts dinning the comm of its mission. ftr the man
module A�art Glamor Asm�ls (15/MA), it has the fbllowiag charactenisticw:
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Size: 623 cubic inches (with mounting feet).

Weight: 20.7 pounds.

Steady-State Power (vacuum environment): 74 watts.

Operating Life: 5000 hours with maintenance
1000 hours without maintenance.

Reliability Goal: 0.9991.

Dynamic Range: 28 degrees/second angular rate
100 feet/second2 linear acceleration.

4 Resolution: 2-16 radians/pulse (- 3 arc seconds) angular displacement

'• 0.003 feet/second velocity increment per pulse.

The assembly as shown in Figure I consists of three UACSC RI-1139 floated, rate integ-

rating, single-degree-of-freedom gyros; three Bell VIIB pendulous accelerometers and

their associated pulse torquing electronics; a frequency count-down subassembly; a

temperature controller unit; computer interface electronics; and an Integral power supply.

Both the tyro and the accelerometer selected for the SDIlU operate on a torque balance

principle. In the gyros, electromagnetic torquers are used to balance gyroscopic input

torque. The average current In the torquers is equivalent to angular rate, and pulses (or

time-modulated increments) of current are equivalent to, and used to indicate, angular

increments. Similarly in the accelerometer, current is used to generate a torque that

opposes pendulous torquers caused by acceleration (or gravitation). The average current

level Is proportional to acceleration, and pulses of current are counted to measure incre-

ments of velocity. All of the sensors contain torquers with permanent magnet stators for
use with the pulse torque servo amplifiers (PISA's).

The frequency countdown subassembly provides precise timing and reference signals for
both the MA's ad the gyro wheels. The temperature controller provides warmup and fine

control; no Instrument hieatrs are employed. The fine temperature controller utilizes
two temperature sensors mechmically located in optima smsing locations, electrically

in diagonal legs of a bridge, to detect temperature variations within the ABA housing, and
stabilises its temperature by applying poser to two heaters on the housing. The housaiu

thermal conduction mId gradient patterns are analyzed and synthesized In the mechanical
design process to create for the sensors m optimum thermal environment with minimum

compleui ty.

All electronics wae eicrominiaturized. utilizing fully qualified integrated circuitry
for minimm weight and maximm reliability. The packaging density thet has been achieved
is quite high for this type of e*qipmeat. The pulse torquiag amplifiers provide sensor
readout with an accuracy that approaches the sensor itself. Tese amplifiers furnish
comatnst posr to the sensor torquer to give the best possible sensor stability. 7be net

current delivered to the sensor is a function of the input, while the power is ldependeat
of the input; eqml negative and positive currents are delivered to the torquer when the
inertial input is sero. Ue rebalanee electronics Include a output switching circuit

that approaches the capability of mechanical switches (e.g. the ratio of open-circult
resistance to closed-circuit resistance Is in the order of 10'). The error caused by the
circuit Is related to the full scale torquing rate hy this ratio A system with a 25-deg@ee!
second (100.000 degree/hour) mimima input rate thus can eapect to have an electronic

circuit equivalent Wo drift rate of 0.01 degree/bour.

A feature of this design Is that although the switching rate is held at I ic, en
istorlation rate os 04 Ic is achieved. Is the came of the accelerometer. increasimn the
switching rate *ill miimsivm vibropusduloon errors. A smitching rate of I kc wms selected
for both instrumets. howeer. for simplicity.
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The sensor loop implemented in the strapdown package is shown in Figure 2. It utilizes
a form of time modulation to provide the rebalancing current for the sensor.

2. 2 Key Development Problems

About 30.000 hours of testing were accomplished on several progress prior to the release
of the production design for the [U/AIAA. Since then an additional 70.000 hours have been
accumulated on the production hardware. Early in 1967 a modified version of the ASA was
tested on the rocket sled at Ilolloman Air Force Mase.

The development of the gyro and Its rebalance electronics had first priority. This
mechanization has been treated by tbcoville and Ysnron1 and further by Scoville 2. The gyro
design was intended for pulse torqued. high rate operation from Its inception. and the
principal requirement for this design was to provide excellent torquer stability in con-
junction with high sensitivity.

The torquer stability was obtained by minimization of the sensitivities of torquer scale
factor to axial. radial. sand rotational motions of the float. Figure 3 depicts acale
factor stability obtained on a group of 20 production gyros. A )a value of 2 we Is
evident. Figure 4 plots gyro/PitA scale factor stability versus time for the three gyros
In the slide-tested unit. The average 37 value for a 5% month period Is 72.8 ppe.

One interesting proble, was a nonlinearity caused by the magnetic time constant of the
torquer. that Is, a lag between the rise of current In the torquer and the rise of flux In
the air gep retarded by eddy currents In the torquer frame. In the first model of the
gyro the value of this time constant was over 25.0 milliseconds. which seriously compromised
the linearity of the scale factor at rates over 0.33 radians/second. This was minimized
by designing a slotted low resistance torquer frune which afforded a factor-of-three
reduction. Figure 5 illustrates the excellent linearity achieved on an early gyro/PYSA
channel.

A strapdoso gyro must have a high doping coefficient In order to restrict float motion.
Initially, this proved quite troublesome in the IN/ASA Program. A fluid with two components
of different density bad been chosen to meet certain low temerature aspects of the spe-
ification. 7b achieve hiob viscosity, a fluorocarbon no blended with a viscosity improver.
Thermogravitational diffusion soepration of the too components Into discrete bensily layers
resulted in amn =mbalance torques. The drift rate asociated with this effect Is Inversely
proportional to viscosity. Th e mjor effect, however. takes place once separation has
occurred and a given orientation of the Instrument is established. A drift will be experi-

4.eaced whenever the gyro's orientation with respect to gravity Is chenged. The lime re-
quired for this drift to settle out will be a function of viscosity and the differeace in
densly of the fluid components. It may vary from several hoaw# to a foosweeks. men
calibration is sot practical for days or msks before flight, however, the problem can
become severe. BY storing the gyros at high temperature (to accelerate the diffusion)
prior to ama unbalance trim, and by using a preferred package orientation In the storvse
container, this problem is mialmined. Incorporation of a marrow cut. single component
fluid elmloates the difficulty altogether., To complete the argument. an experiment mes
conducted with a gar using a viscosity improver of the naedensity as the fluorocarbon.
and so auob effect am observed.

A veaing "14ae peculiar to strapdoem operation am umooverud baring the early develop-
meat testing of a complete noates on a centrifuge. As apparent drift rate in the bae

noice estri a calculations during the dynmmic rate eavirammumt occurred des to dissimilar
bandeidth characteristics of the gyro chsanml lonps. This effect a. emaboad as a
peembdo-esin drift rate in nine clbmel an a result of phase mismatch is the other two
chinels when the latter experienced sinusoidal impus. figure 6 illustrates the relation-
ship of the pseudo-coaiag drift an a tmctios of cobmel Omane mismatch and sinusoidal
rate uplitede. becomse of this error soure. all gyro channels aft triammd during is-
lise testing to be withis a martt. bad at low frequecies.
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The RI-1139 gyro was optimized to control input axis stability by the use of 25-
microinch clearance, pivot-jewel output a"is bearings. Also, the equalization of thfe
inertia of the gyro float for axes In the plane normal to the output axis was Incorporated.

The accelerometer ul.lised In the ODIKUIis the Bell Aerospace Cbrporstion Model VIIB
single-axis. pendulcou. permanent-usguet. pualse -rebalanced unit. In pulse torquing opera-
tion. the torwer Is operated at a voltage above ground which creates a difference of
potential between the pendulum and the sensing capacitor Dick-off plates. The torquer
coil is wound on the pendulum. This results in a force of attraction which disturbs the
Initial trimmed "electrostatic null position" away from the mechanical null. The bias
Is perturbed until the charge is bled off each time the unit is energized. This problem
was Initially corrected through the use of trim capacitors. A superior method uses bleed
resistors placed In the capacitance bridge circuit. These resistors decrease the bias
sensitivity to a negligible value and improve turn-on time to reach steady-state outputs.

2.3 Error Sources

The performance of a strapdown inertial reference package Is contingent upon the magni -
tude of errors from these principal sources:

(1') Initial alignment procedure.

(11) Sensor measurements.

(111) Computational algorithm.

The errors in the alignment procedure are associated with local. unknown anomalies and
noise at the launch site, end measurement errors isk optical and other launch site instru-
mentation, as well as the sensor errors.

The errors In the sensor measurements are functions of time, temperature, voltage, and
environment. The sensor errors can be categorized as quasi-steady linear accelerations
and angular rates of the vehicle. The gyro error model whith has been usedo Includes
sno-g-sensitive drift (bias), a-sensitive drifts (ama unbalance), scale factor errors.
end gyro Input axsi msoalianwents. Ima accelerometer error model includes bias, scale
factor errors, sod accelerometer Input axis misalignment. T1he object of the calibration
procedure Is to determine the sensor error model coefficients In order to make possible
ia-flight compenstiom of the errors. A quasi-stead error budget for a boost-type
mission mast describe not only the basic accuracy of the sensors (or of the compensation)
but also the time stability of the particular terms.

00e the sensor Package has; been moun teoi the vehicle. most calibration coefficients
Camel be found. timen the strepdoo calibration procedure reqalreo the placing of the
semr package Is a sasher of prescribed orientations relative to a reference rate vector
end the local gravity vector. Good long-term stability of the soenor performance coeffici-
eats Is etssntial.

A partial calibration of the strapdoos asytem ceam he accomplished on the vehicle in
comajactios with the aligomnt of the c006utational finel to the local earth coordinate
frune of the launch poist. Various procedures for musobeging em-the-pad aligmunat of a
atrWgown Inertial rfetrenc PachaGVecat be ased. Uses include pare optical alignment.
0melemumter leVelinG Plus optical Asumth aligeMest. sad self-contained (gyrocowaossimp)
aligsmet schsems. The terms that awe calibrated are the biases of the too gyros (gem-
emil., Pitch Wd IS) 6hWs ImPut as.. at l1unc saw misall4y1 vertical. sad the biases

ofthe too level accelerometers. Is% the optically aided alignment ahnstea bae
are automatically obtained. drshera to the self-ccataimed aligamast they are byprodocts
Of the levelling loops. 10 both comsa. the accelerometer bluses cam be obtained by filter-
ing the system velocity outpot. during a cheat verioip of savigatlos on the pad.

Table I lists the diumic error sores, the .ations, mad the coefficients.
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Evaluation of these dynamic error sources requires knowledge of the mission v~bration
environment and the specific sensor channel electronic loop characteristics. In the
design of a strapdown inertial reference package, many of the requirements with regard to
total system performance can be related directly to the requirements of the individual
sensor loop dynamic response characteristics. A qualitative suamary of the major factors
which influence the overall design of a particular strapdown sensor loop configuration in
light of mission requirements can be made as follows:

(I) The requirement on dynmic rectification errors due to vibratory inputs imposes a
limitation on the compensation network and electrical gain at the frequencies of
the expected vibrationb. This implies that the closed loop float (pendulum)
notions be kept to a minimum at these expected frequencies. In the ASA. the 11396
float notion is held to about 20 arc seconds; the pendulum in the Bell VIIB
accelerometer moves only about 60 arc seconds.

(Ii) 7he requirements for the tracking error, both steady-state and transient. Impl) a
relatively high electrical gain to yield fast responding loops.

Besides the individual sensor loop dynamic errors, total system dynamic errors can exist
due to the simultaneous processing of sensor outputs during vibrational inputs, and due to
the noncoincidence of the sensor package with the center of mass of the vehicle. The
functional forms of these type errors are also included in Table I.

The computational errors associated with a strapdown package present no basic limitation
in navigation accuracy. Both the present and projected state of the art for digital com-
puters pemit repetition rates (of high order integration schemes) that exceed the band-
width of the gyro sensors. This combination, in conjunction with sufficient word length.
maintains the computational error below anw required level. The other aystn computational
error to be considered is that of sensor quantiastion which. in esase.. places a time lag
in the data stream (for angular data below the quantization level). Using time-modulated
torquing. this pulse quantixetiou can be made as fine a required, and this does not theu
constitute a signilfcant system comr'tational error.

The computation error types, round-off. quantilation. and truncation. can be controlled
by computer word length, pulse quntination maguitude. Integration approach. and a prac-
tical cutoff point for high frequency inputs that are related to computer integration cycle
tim•. The control of computational error is illustrated in Figure 7. fete that there is
a trade-off available for ay given set of system requirements between a possitle Ahock
mount design and the computer integration method and spoeed'.

3. ACCOPTANCE TEITINGt

The poductioa acceptance test program consists of operational, vibration, mad thermal
vacme tests. Wring exposure to the test efl ro afnts. perfomance parsieters are moal-
toredIn eo h instrumnt channel.

Smut ma rewnrheomts of the acceptance test are to follows:

(i) Velry the Inertial performance cbaracteristlcs of the SPEl.

(11) E•lmae the effects of vibration aid thermai-vacum eavimaonta by perfomlag
tests Watore. during. 60, after the lntaMeastal condition.

(111 0tserve the critical characteristics of the SDIW is a sufficieatly detailed
eamo.r so that the projected reliability sad performance characteristics cam be
evaluated from a limited ""lI of data.
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Operational testing is concerned primarily with calibrations. The parameters that mu,;t
be determined are the scale factor. bias, Input and spin axis, mass unbalance, and input
axils alignment for each of the three gyro/PTSA channels, and scale factor. bits, and input
axils alignment for each of the three accelerometer/VISA channels.

The calibration procedure developed consisted of six static teats and six dynamic tests.
In the static case, the package is held stationary, and data are gathered over a fixed
time Interval. The package is accurately aligned with respect to gravity and earth rate.
permitting the evaluation of all performance parameters except gyro/VISA scale factor and
input axis alignments. Each input axils Is aligned both vertically up and vertically down.
7W accelerameter/PTSA scale factor is obtained from the d~fference of the data accumulated
with the input axis up and down, and the bias Is determined from the sun of these data.
Mhe input axis alignment for each accelerometer/PYSA channel is obtained frov the differ-
ence In outputs when the accelerometer input axis Is horizontal. ?be gyro/PISA bias Is
obtained from the sum ol" the data with the gyro oriented with its input axils up and down,
and the spin axils mass unbalance for each gyro channel is determined from the difference
in the data when each gyro is oriented with its spin axils vertically up and down.

Six dyassic teats are required for the evaluation of gyro/PTSA scale factor and the
direction cosines. These tests consist of rotating the IM about each gyro vertically
oriented input axis at a constant rate over a precisely known angle, first in a clockwise
and then in a counter-clockwise direction. For moat applications, rates in excess of 1
degree/second must be seansd. Each gyro/VISA scale factor Is obtained from the difference
In the data obtained from the clockwise and counter -clockwise directions. The input axis
alignment is obtained from rotational data when the gyro Is oriented with '&ts Input axis
horizontal. A production test set for calibration is shown In Figure B.

The vibration tests that are performed as part of '.he acceptance testing are designed
to verify the fiunctional operation of the SDIM during a simulated mission level random
vibration enviroomat (se Figure 0). The SDIEJ Is attached to a vibration fixture In
such a owner that the linear vibration input can be applied along say one of its primary
axes, During vibration, critical performance parameters are monitored. Crystal accelero-
meters are positioned with their sensitive axes along the vibration input and located next
to each WIMI mounting point. Data from these Instruments are recorded during the random
vibration teat to provide power spectral density spectra. Th. change In performance across
the vibration test Is determined both by observing the change to the ame value of the
GaIm calibration coefficieata. obtained from calibrations performed before and after the
teet. and by observing the change In the "static" outputs of the slwor channels from
Immediately before to iinediately after the test.

I*e objective of the thermal vwcoi test Is to verify the operation of the 8013) when
subjected to simulated mission teeperature mud vacuum ..nviromet*. 7he WDIN is instal led
on an adapter on a thermal sbroud within a thermal vacuum; chaewr. After the cbwher
pesere Is reduced to I a 10* torr or loser, the SODSVL is subjected to high 13QeP) and
lot r30PP) teoeraturo coeditiome for oae hour at each test level. I'ee 200-second pulpe
counts a"e accumulated from the sensor choamos eveny 1 minutes during and at the @ad of
the one-hoar period. T"e palse coat* accumulated at each times specified are compard
against a gri-mmenirommst reference messuremeat io order to proide a measure of perform.
ame during the simulated misisan. environenetal extreses. The change in porformieace across
the thermal vacuum test Is also determined by oheery ins the change in the sera "alue at
the calibration coefficients obtained from "eto of colibrattoas performed before and after
the test.

AtO~tIMM test data for sev"ra Production U1MWS sae presented Is Ibbles It. III
an IV. hable It presmts a 011014y of 5)33) performanc for aiesion-level vibration and
therma vocum environmeents. Thes data show the total difference to the so" *also of the
calibrstoab coefficients from before to after the envirometal test, io toerm of a aver-
Wg of the three I -eIs per 8013. hngovesat is gmr errwa. durI"g thealI vacua

testing has been obtained recently ow a change in the method of processing the surface of
the gyrmoosutifg meat to permit better tomerstusre cotrol.
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Table III summarizes SDIMU stability data over the four-day acceptance test period.
These stability data, expressed as 3a values, include the effects of vibration and
thermal vacuum testing. A technique has been developed to separate accelerometer bias
from the bias of the rebalance amplifier. Analysis of the data shows that most of the
bias shift is associated with the instrument, and that scale factor data for both gyros
and accelerometers can be markedly improved by better control of noise in the power supply.

7he short-term repeatability of EDIMU performance coefficients is defined as the root-
wean-square of the standard deviations for each day's calibration test data. Six callbra-
tion testR are porformed during each day.

Table IV summarizes The short-term data. which are principally of laboratory interest
but are useful for comparative :urposes.

4. SLED TESTING

4.1 Deacription of Test wmW Test Article

Recently a series of laboratory tests and rocket sled runs were conducted at Hollaman
Air Force Base. New Mexico. The test item was an early model of the LMI/)IEJ with the
accelerometer loops rescaled to a dynamic range of 181 without altering the bandwidth of
the closed loop. In additioc. an optical reference cube and mounting structure were
attached to the package.

The objectives of the test progrrm cn be sumarized as follows:

(1) Verify the ability of the LM strapdown systen to maintain its functional Integrity
and to operate in the simulated missile envircmmet of the A~ high speed test
t rack.

(li) Evaluate the operation of the stradowm inertial measurement unit and compare the
output data with spale/time reference data to determine the mpatem accuracy.

fill) Dwtermine. If possible. error sources of the system with respect to gyros. accel-
srometers. and associated electronics.

(iv) tvaluste the co"utor algorithem plumed for the system.

In all. a total of 14 sled tests divided Into three phases (throe Phase I rams, five
Fhsme II runs, ard six Phase 111 runs) mere conducted. In addition, the 8I0)a me labors-
tory tosted and evaluated for static oeeratiosal performance prior to sled tests to provide
a base to which the sled test results could be copared.

1be purpose of the Phase I ruo ass to establis a rotational mad tralstiomal vlbra-
tios protf I. The objective of the Phase II rom as" to chacd out and cOtialme the fisal
system configuration for a walitative performasce evaluatiom. I*e Phuse III rue smere
them performed with a detailed questitative asalyals of system peforme#e gs the objective.

1be following is the seoeral sequoue of events i the Phase III sled test:

ii) Pre-rum laboratory calibration of IDIW and electrmics.

(i1) Costrolled trasfer of 8DIM from laboratory to sled,.

(1i1) Pre-rm optical aligmt of MA oa sled.

(iv) Sled rnm ad data atheriag.

(v) Pbst-rum optical alignmemt heck of Sit ou almd.

it4
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(vi) Controlled transfez of SDIWU from sled to laboratory.

(viii Post-run laboratory calibration of SDIMU and electronics.

4.2 Environment

The Phase III sled test profile had a maximum linear acceleration of approximately 8g
and a maximum velccity of 1500 ft/sec, occurring in the first 8 seconds of boost. Booster

engine cutoff is followed by a decelerating coast of the sled toward a eater brake approx-

imately 27,000 ft down track. The water brake slows the sled velocity to approximately

200 ft/sec ani the sled continues to coast to a stop at approximately .36,000 ft. A typical

sled run profile !s shown in Figure 10.

Power spectral density characteristics of the guidance pallet vibrations indicated that

the most severe vibration levels occurred at the time of booster cutoff, with the highest
level appearing as pitch vibrations of almost 10 degrees per second (R.S). Typical roll
"angular rate vibration spectra at various times during a sled run are shown in Figure 11.

Linear acceleration vibration levels at booster cutoff are on the order of Ig (RMS).

4.3 Preliminar3 Results

The SDIMU sensor channel data were recorded on twn test vehicle tape recorders during
the sled runs. Simultaneously, signals from the track space/time reference displacement
measuring system were recorded. The space/time system measures the times the sled passes
the accurately surveyed light beam interrupters spiced along the 7-mile track. The
recorded sensor data, the space/time reference, as well as all track survey data, are used
to generate velocity error functions to indicate SDIVU performance.

Velocity error plots are usually obtained in either one of the following coordinate
systems:

Track Coordinates - Velocity error functions are computed using the SDIMU accelerometer
outputs only to obtain a quick-look indication of performance, by assuming that the
pallet follows the track rails 3nd has no high frequency oscillations due to sled
angular motions and vibration isolator characteristics. Corrections are made for
initial arcelerometer alignment with respect to the track rails.

Astronomic Tangent Plane Coordinates - In this case, the ABA gyro channel data are used
to transform the accelerometer channel data into astronomic tangent plane coordinates.
The computed system velocity is compared to the space/time reference, resulting in
error functions representing total SDIMU velocity error.

The data reduction used to obtain the velocity error functions utilized a CDC-3600
computer which was programmed to incorporate the strapdown algorithm. The system errors,
therefore, include those of the computational scheme. Deterministic SDrIMU sensor error
coefficients of bias, scale factor, and input axis misalignment are compensated for in the
computational scheme, using values obtained from pretest calibrations.

Preliminary results from the first of the Phase III sled runs are presented in
Figures 12-14. The computed velocity error functions in track coordinates are shown
in Figure 12. These error functions computed by subtracting the space/time reference from
the compensated accelerometer output3, exhibit two main effects: the curvature of the
earth in the space/time reference along X (down track), and a tipping back (pitch rotation)
of the ABA Z-axis (vertical) during boost. The space-time data are compensated to account
for earth curvature, whereas the accelerometer outputs (in the absence of the gyro-dependent
transformation function) are not. The tipping back of the Z-axis can be observed in the
plot of Figure 13, which displays the angular displacement about the pitch axis as sensed
by the ASA Y-gyro. The ASA appears to tip backward during boost, forward post its starting
orientation (approximately 2 degrees elevation of X) during booster cutoff and coast, and

___________
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then forward again upon entering the water brakes. Again, in the absence of the gyro-
dependent coordinate transfcrmation function, the tipping motions are not tracked by the
system, and components of earth gravity and the sled thrust acceler'ation are erroneously
reflected as velocity errors in the track coordinates.

The velocity errors computed in astronomic tangent plane coordinates in conjunction
with the space/time reference are shown in Figure 14. Several significant error sources
are displayed. Tbe crosstrack (Y) velocity error is most sensitive to yaw (Z) gyro
misalignment in tracking the direction of the thrust acceleration in the level plane. A
misalignment of the yaw gyro allows the thrust velocity profile to be reflected in the
crosstrack velocity error. The vertical (Z) velocity error Is similarly sensitive to the
pitch (Y) gyro performance in tracking the direction of the thrust acceleration in the
vertical plane. The downtraek (X) velocity error is sensitive to the pitch gyro perform-
ance in resolving the directing of gravity.

It should be noted that the computational algorithms that were used to reduce the data
of Figure 14 do not include gyro mass unbalance compensation. Since the output axis of
the roll (X) gyro is perpendicular to the thrust acceleration, and sit.,•e the crosstrack
velocity error is also sensitive to the roll gyro drift, the magnitude of the X-gyro spin
axis mass unbalance gains added importance. In addition, the output axes of the pitch (Y)
and yaw (Z) gyros are perpendicular to gravity, thereby inducing a drift in pitch and yaw
due to uncompensated Y-gyro input axis mass unbalance and Z-gyro spin axis mass unbalance,
respectively.

Complete results of these tests will be described in a forthcoming Air Force technical
report.

5. APPLICATIONS

The SDIMU which has been described in this paper lends itself admirably to spacecraft
operations. Accelerometer bias can be updated in free flight if necessary; gyro drift is
adequate for many existing missions. The relative ease of combining a strapdown package
with an optical sensor to update bias adds to its usefulness. In an orbital transfer, the
strapdown system shows some advantage over a platform. The vehicle roll axis is maintained
perpendicular to the radius vector so that the sensor package will rotate at a constant
rate with respect to inertial space. Th! s condition serves to introduce a modulated drift
rate (at an angular frequency equal to the pitch rate) which contributes to the attenuation
of system burn velocity error due to sensor biases, and also reduces the divergence of the
velocity error. This effect is illustrated in Figure 15, which displays the idealized
functional behavior of system velocity error due to gyro bias for both a strapdown and a
"1imballed navigator.

In general, techniques for filtering and schemes for sensor error attenuation which are
implemented in navigation systems using gimballed inertial measurement units may also be
employed with the SDIMU system. Digital or pulse filters as processed in the flight com-
puter will yield characteristics similar to those provided by analog filters employed in
gimbal systems.

The preliminary pled test results indicate that, for bov,;t "nd injection applications,
the SDIMU is competitive with platforms. Pad alignment prior to launch is beat handled
optically for high performance, although gyrocompassing can be readily accomplished.
Figure 16 shows injection errors as a function of coast angles based on 30-day sensor
stability'. The ability to align the package in a preferred orientation with respect to
the thrust vector tends to minimize gravity-sensitive errors. Platform errors tend to be
compounded, since the angle between the thrust vector and the triad is changing. This
advantage can only be realized, however, If the float motion in a strapdown gyro is held
to very small values. Also, as previously noted the rebalance loops must have equal phase
shift.

SiA
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Considerable thought has gone into aircraft uses of an SDIMU. The high rates encountered
in fighter aircraft produce an error which needs more engineering attention; howe,"er,
there seem to be no inherent problems in minimizing this effect up to 200 degrees/second.
For transport aircraft, inflight alignment of a Schuler-tuned system shows considerable
promise. The use of electromagnetic position fixing makes the SDIMU very attractilie. In
addition, such a system makes possible the combining of both fight control and navigation
sensory functions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn as a result of this strapdown system work which has
been accomplished:

(i) High quality inertial system data, particularly suited fPr boost applications,
can be obtained with a single-degree-of-freedom strapdo"n reference pack.ge.

(ii) The dynamics problem can be treated on a rigorous basis and, at this time, poses
no barriers to further development.

(iii) Long-term stability and its relation to calibration and alirnmeat is of paramount
importance.
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TABLE I

Summary of Dynamic Error Sources
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TABLE I

suimmary of Dynamic Error Sources (continued)

0 SYISTEM.

ERROR SOURCE ERROR FQVATTON COEFriciE%'T cAEry1cilrf UI~fTS

NON-KDEN'T'ICAL___

OUTPT AMT _ _ _ * 1_ _

ANGULAR MAOflON DX, 2 It,

PSEUDC-o LUING 1 X ~egac

lEZi I FFlICT at X. ---~

ERROR MODEL NOME[NCLATURE

IA. OA, SA Input. output. spin sziis
D Angular rate amplitude
A Li.near acceleration stmplitude

- vibration angular frequency
-Oj Averzge drift rate

M Slaps of the float-wheal combination
Effective nmass unbalance of abeel
Fffectiyv mate unbalance displacement from *bast wanter of
rotation

It Spin angular miomnentum,
j %lomniet of Inertia of the float about thle output aide

'%A FMomnent of Inertia of the float abouti the spin caxis
ILAF. %foment of inertia of the float about the tiqiut axis

INA W Momnent of inertia of the wheel about the apin sale
IM1W Moment of inertia of 0-0 w'heel about the ieput aKids

'IA.Combined mioment of inertia of the float and -beel about the
input safes
Combitned momient of inertia of the float end wheel about the
opin ants

KnA Etastic compliance of float-bhet combination s.10mg the apin

K1.01 Elaastic omplitance of flont..aleel combination along the input

[tOUT~r Gyro closed loop responae evaluated at the Input vibration aowt-
- Ittude and frequercy

(1 Gyro closed loop float response evaluated at the t out vibration
tilA. amplitude and frequency

Closed loop phase shift en abuated at the input vibration
frequwencyK ~Gyro motor transfer f6uictjio magnitude ovalvAted at the vibration
frequency along the ac il axis
Gyro motor transfer hit.. tton phase evaluated at the vibration

frequency along the spi,. ixij
SG Average gyro scale factw.

Gyro scale fact~ir for positive argcular rate input
%G, -Gyro scale factor for negaive angular rate inpuit

F Gyro viacoua damping
TkýFined error torque about the mtutat aids

Unit reference aids of vehictle

r Radius of lhe float hearings
4 Distance between the two float herUari

Coefficient of static friction
Mfaximum tortuileg rate of doro

EIon Accelerometer closed loop flost reapiase evaluated a. the
-m JAZ.inptoi vibration amplitude and frequency

p Accelerometer pend~iosit)
ji Moment af Inertia of acceleromettr ganduilum shout the

output "ax
.SA Average accelerometer channel o, a.3e factor

a I.Av'raae avclerorneirr MR!.
'i phase dlffrence berween simultaneous linear and angular

vibraaior

X, Displacrment of accelercmeter input aid. fr.,m axts of
rotalt~on,
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TABLE III

SDIXJ 4-0ky 30Accepteace Test Perforawe

AVERAGE OF THREE CHANNELS

ERROR SOURCES CSC -2 CSC -3 005 006 007

GYRO CHANNEL
Bias(/hr) 0.18 0.10 0.17 0.36 0.25
Scale Factor (ppm) 38 51 22 60 68
IA Unbalance(/hr) 0. 19 0. 11 0. 32 0.09 0. 12
SA Unbalance(/hr) 0. 32 0.21 0.32 0.18 0. 17
IA Allgnment(arc see) 25 22 15 25 23

ACCEL CHANNEL
Blas(ug's) 44 28 36 58 36
Scale Factor(ppm) 5 15 2 14 29
IA Alignment(arc see) 12 26 12 24 16

TAKLE IV

am1 sort Tern ftrfwumms

RMS OF
PERFORMANCE PARAMETER FOUR DAILY 1 a

GYRO/PTSA BIAS (/HR) 0.06

GYRO/PTSA SCALE FACTOR (PPM) 12.0

GYRO IA MASS UNBALANCE (/HR/G) 0.01

GYRO $A MASS UNBALANCE (/HR/G) 0.02

GYRO IA ALIGNMENT (ARC SEC) 3.0

ACCELEROMETER/PTSA BIAS (MICIiO-G) 2.5

ACCELEROMETER/PTSA SCALE FACTOR (PPM) 2.0

ACCELEROMETER IA ALJGNMENT (ARC SEC) . 0

r
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SUMM ARY

The Inertial platform used in the EWO-A Program has to be tested ano
alipaed prior to launch. This will be done by means of a Field Test and
Alignment Unit, described in the paper. The Field Test Unit performs all the
necessary switching between the platform system and the measuring and record-
Ing Instruments. For easier operation and for the purpose of documentation
all data are delivered digitally and printed. The applied method of the
platform alignment starts with coarse alignsment by synchro caging. 7hen the
platform is leveled to the local vertical and subsequently aligned to North
by closing the gyrocompassing loops. In this mode the calibration of the
torquer scale-factors will be performed by aligning the platform in different
positions. As a last step of the procedure the two vertical gyros will be
trimmed. to achieve a higher aligiment accuracy.
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FIELD TEST. ALIGNMENT AND TRIMMING
OF THE ELDO-A PLATFORM

Manfred PUtz

I. INTRODUCTION

In the ELDO-A Program. an inertial platform is used as a reference system for the
attitude control of the vehicle. In a subsequent program this platform will be completed.
as a full inertial navigation system, by the addition of a computer and the necessary
interface equipment. In both cases, whether used for attitude reference only or as a part
of an inertial navigation system, the platform has to be tested and aligned before launch.
This can be done bY means of a Fleld Test and Alignment Equipment, which allows a coMPre-
hensive testing of the platform, calibration of the torquer scale factors, triming of the
gyro drift and gyrocompassing alignment.

The rlatform testing is not part of the count-down. It will be undertaken, when the
platform system is in the Preparation Building. to ensure that the system is working
properly before it is installed in the vehicle. If a fault occurs, it can be localised to
a certain extent by the test equipment, to detemine whether the system can be repaired
in the launching area or must be sent back to the manufacturer.

The alignment of the platform by gyrocompassing and the gyro drift-trim will also be
done in the Preparation BulJding. at present. This alignment can be regarded as part of
the test procedure, because the essential components of the platform, such as gyros and
accelerometers, will be used for this purpose, and their accuracy can be checked. The
actual alignment, of course, will be dEne when the platform is mounted in the vehicle.

2. PLATFORM TESTING

The Pield Test UuIt (Fig. I) In rack-mounted in a console and consists of the following
parts:

Fanction test unit
Recording and measuring unit
Three angle repeater unit.

In addition there is the alignment unit sad the switch-on-unit; the latter, being deliv-
ered by the platform manufacturer. cm also be built into the racks.

By maw of the field test unit the following tests can be performed:

Insulation and continuity testing
Testing of platform electronics
Temperature Measurements
Testing of gyro motors
Testing of gimbal servo motors and msrvo loops
Testing of gyros end accelerometers.

These tests will be done with the system operating at the nominal voltage, with under-
voltage and overvoltage corresponding to the rane given by the specifications.

hA
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The function test unit represents the central switching equipment, by means of which the
complete field test is effected semi-automatically in relation to a specified program.
After the cables of the platform, the electronics, and the switch-on-unit have been coupled
to the test-equipment, the approximately 170 monitoring points of these systems are
connected to the corresponding measuring and recording devices according to the sequence
selected. This sequence is given by the test program. The appropriate connections are
provided automatically by operating push-buttons. In addition, the operating voltage
necessary for the tests is switched to the system to be tested.

the measured values of the resistances, voltages, currents, and frequencies are deliv-
ered digitally. Fbr the purpose of documentation, and for proper identification of each
measurement, the test point number, measured value, and dimension are printed out. The
measured transient responses are recorded. These are the transient responses of the
gimbal servo loops and the accelerometer servo loops, the output signal of the accelero-
meters when rotating the cluster about the different axes, and the platform temperature.

Switching is done in the relay-unit, which contains 2 relay matrices of 200 Hercon
relays, 2 diode matrices, and an electrical dummy of the platform. This dumy is used to
test the platform electronics before connecting it to the platform. By this means platform
damage due to faults in the platform electronics is evolded. Whereas the platform elec-
tronics can be repaired in the launching area at Woomora, the platform has to be sent
back to the manufacturer in Europe if a fault occurs.

In the relay-unit of the Field Test Equipment, as well as the 200 Hercon relays, there
are additional relays belonging to safety circuits which will protect the platform system
in the event of incorrect operation. 1:e 2 diode matrices deliver the test number and
dimension of the measured value to the printer in BCD code.

As experience during the operations in Woomera has shown, the Field Test Equipment
allows comprehensive testing of the platform system in a relatively short tire.

3. GYROCONPASSING ALIGNMENT

As already mentioned, the alignment of the platform before launch is done by gyro-
compassing. The platform used in the EW0-A Program for attitude reference is a four
gimbal SP 600 made by Ferranti Ltd., of Edinburgh. The relations given in Table I exist
between the axes of the platform, the axes of the vehicle. and those of the earth-fixed
coordinate system in the position of the initial vehicle, the platform axes being numbered
from inside to outside.

TABLE I

Pliaforo axis Vehicle "is Earth-fixed
coordinate systea

No. 1 (innermost Pitch E-W
axis)

No.2 Redundant rnll Vertical
axis

No.3 (inter- Yaw N-8
mediate
axis)

No. 4 (outer ais) loll Vertical
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The platform contains 3 single-axis floated gyros. Type SAGEM 10 675 A. and 3 single-
axis accelerometers, Type SAGEN 10 625 A. As the natural frequency of the servo loops Is
several orders of magnitude higher than that of the alignment loops and the stiffness is
very high, the function of the servo loops can be neglected for the present. i.e. it is

assumed that the platform is exactly aligned at any time with respect to the gyro axes.

The inertial components have the accuracy given in Table II.

TABLE I I

Gyro SAGEM 10 675 A

Mass unbalance drift 10/h/g (max)
Fixed restraint drift 10 /h (max)

Anisoelastic drift 0. 040/b/g 2 (oax)
Random drift O.A. vertical 0, 03 0/h (1a)
Random drift O.A. horizontal 0.050 /b (1a)
Torquer scale factor 20/h/mAl

Accelerometer SAGE1 10 625 A

Range t 20g
Linearity 10" for ± Ig
Bias 2 x 10"' g
Bias discrepancy 0. 4 x i0'"g
Zero stability (day to day) 2 - I0"g

The configuration of all the elements for the essential alignment Is illustrated in
Figure 2. where the 3 gyros are shows with their relationship of axes and the 2 hori-
zontal accelerometers are represented by pendulums. The x amd y axes of the coordin-
ate system used are horizontal, the y axis points to the North. sad the s axis Is
vertical. The earth's rotation wa. is resolved into its two cmponets along the y
and z axes. % cos k and % sin A, . A further resolution of the % cosk commeonnt
relative to the axes of a coordinate system rotated about the x axis by an angle -to
yields the components . con .4. com •t (along the input axis of the WS gyro) and
we coa N sin Oz (along the Input axis of the IM gyro).

Vertical alignment of the platform is achieved by connecting the outputs of the 0
and/or the NS sceeierometer across filters mad amplifiers with the torquers of the 14 and/
or 0V gyros. Two simple control loops are thus created, in ohich the effect of the dis-
turbances must be kept sufficiently low by eaens of suitable filters and proper selection
of the parameters.

The horlizontal component of the earth*s rotation. w coo A, coo . represomts the
predominat disturbance factor. and should therefore be compensated. An In the aligned
condition (t r 0) its value is constant and varies only slightly In the vicinity of
this point (we cot h cos 0.) . such a compensation can be effected by a constmat bias
signal on the torquer of the MS gyro. W!; -equires. hoe.ver. tkat the scale factor of
the torquer is known snd constant. A furZer possibility of comensettag this disturbece
factor is the us* of an additional integrator in the loop. Ibis eliminates not only the
effect of the earth's rotation but also that of the constant imount of gyro drift *a the
accuracy of the vertical alignmant. A disadvantage of using mn integrator is the higher
sensitivity to acrelviations caused by vehicle notion.

7o achieve alinment to North. a connection hetween the M accelerometer mnd the sat-
math gyro is made. as before. by maes of a suitable electronic unit. If there is a
deviation of the cluster-fixed coordinate system f.i . from the earth-fixed coordinate
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system x,y,z by the angle ýP . the component co cos k sin P. of the earth's rotation
appears as a disturbance factor for the vertical sligneeipt loop, monitored by the NS
accelerometer. This results in a vertical deviation proportiu•al to we cos & sin •z •
A corresponding signal is thus applied to the azimuth gyro which disappears when ýPz = 0
and the platform is thus aligned to North. Inverting the sign in the loop results in a
state at 1800 . which corresponds to an alignment of the platform to South. The
vertical component of the earth'm rotal ion represents a disturbance factor for the
azimuth loop. which can again ba either compensated by a constant bias signal or made
ineffective by using an integrator in the azimuth loop. Figure 3 shows the root loci
of a system with first-order filter with and without integrator. It can be clearly
seen that, using an integrator, a certain damping level of the system cannot be
exceeded by reducing the gain factor R0 I as can be done in the system without
integrator

The block diagrams of the gyrocompassing loops (Pig.4) can be derived from the system
equations. They show that the mode of operation of the system can be represented by sa
independent vertical aligniment loop and a coupled vertical and azimuth alignment 1oo0.
Prom the 3 components of the earth's rotation the first two components. - , k cotX
and We sin k . are disturbance factors. whereas the component w cos k, sin 7z i- t!-:,
control input producing alignment of the system to North.

4. ALIGNMENT AND TRIMINU G PROCEDURE

The gyros used in the platform Bi 600 were originally drvejomsi -or an applicatiun not
requiring an accurate torquer. Por this reason, both the linearity and the long-term
stability are not very good with respect to the gyrocompasaing ru*q~irments. la order to
obtain maximum accuracy from the components. the gyro torquer #111 be calibrated immediately
before the actual alignemant and trimaing procedure.

The fundamental idea is as follows. U1en the platlors li1s within the aliktrment loop
and a steady state has been attained i.e. when the slr;amet •peratýop is completed. a
current corresponding to the borimontal component of the *Qath's rotation. % Cos , Cos ;s •
mut &lays be fed into the NS gyro torser. As the value ; c cog & os b. for P - 0
Is nown exactly for the given latitude, the scale factor representing the proportionality
constant between the current and the resultang rotation eoulV b deteorined by meaturing
the current in the torqer.

The special problem is now that the drift. weibh is still unknown, also octs upon the
gyro. in addition to the earth's rotation. IN* esaarmwnta art therefore necesary to

tepent. these too quantities. PFr the stationary cesL. the current La the torquer as

wbes the systes is alignd to North. The tern ( 0sin "k results from cuopling
Induced by the vertical aligment error ;,, and thie *isaligmet betsen the inertial
omponets t

If the Syatem i tben allned to South. the sig of the horijoetal 04mpoest of the
earth' a rotation bhn chuafed. Provided that the drift remains cnstant durisg rotstiom
of the platform, the curreat is the torier is

Y j - e co k a t" t'e 36  Sin ý'k

The drift ead the coupliag errors can therefore be oeimliated from theme tic aquatis t*
derttAe the scale hctor.
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The accuracy l~mits of this measurement depend an the value of the random drift. More -
over. errors can occur when the trimming state of the gyros changes during rotation from
North to South, This may occur particularly when summing networks are used, The gyro
should be pre-trimmed before measurement, in order to avoid excessive deviation errors

from North.

For small angles ýP the term cos Pcan be nej.ected. The error thus caused Is
approximately 10/o0 for ýP 2.5 50

For scale factor calibration of both vertical gyros, the platform has to be aligned

s uccessively in the positions t, = 00 * goo. 180& and 2700. and h'? current flowing
through the torquer of the gyro whose input axis is actually positioned in the NS direction,
must be determined. Elimination of the still unknown gyro drift Is possible from the four
measured values. using the given relations, permitting the calculation of the two torquer
scale factors.

The next step is the trimming of the two vertical gyros. The gyro drift ccnsists of
different components. which are acceleration-independent, aicceleration-dependent and
random. For the NS gyro a&W the EP gyro, which are pobsitiond with their output eases
vertical, the acceleration-dependent drift is zero and only the two other components are
present.

A great advantage of gyroco~mpsing a~lgment is that the constant scant of the drift.
shl-ch may change froa switch-on to switch-on. can be trimmed before the actual application
of the platform. Ibis trimming Is done during the alignment of the gyro, whose in-put axis
Is "~itioned in the NS direction, For Mbir purpose, the equations tor the torquer current
in the steady state are again used:

K1!? cc COS 1' - * (`%C* nl5 4' gin X

I.e.. the current tý#eratea a gyro precession corr*!ýp~odiag; the sum of the borinontal
component of tOe *artbs rotttion. .ht drift ad the froctiab of the vertical cwompoent
of the earth* a rotation induced by coupling errors. 13k# gyro trimming can now be done so
that the appropriate trim Potentioweter of the NSS gyro lw !Oiusted until the torquaer current
of the INS gyro io

ad, the active amr drift ub z 0 lb tunge~ v111k. dome by meslectiag the terms

Coxt , 00 ( * IN)-**U Aý , M resulting; errors In drift triesial are. for

Pbr trisitag the sweod vertical gyro, the cluter Mes to be rotated through 30P.

11. EKC? Of TOR C0UPENOT M9S.R

The dI fferemt compoent errors can affect both the dymmic respoem sad the static
mccurac of the aisste.

The first 2rou Islacte. the errors due to sisallisae t of the inertial compoesta on
the platform. IbsY Ind to couplings betwee the Inilvldtial loop., an sell me to adil-
tional croas-complifa of the variales within theme loops. nsueer s Illustrates all the

mIt"*g couplings of this kind.
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The following definitions of misalignment errors are used:

ENS NE gyro and NS accelerometer

E EW EW gyro, and EW accelerometer

EAZ AZ gyro and AZ accelerometer

bNS NS gyro and AZ axis of platform

•EW EW gyro and AZ axis of platform.

A closer examination of these effects shows, however, that a misalignment between the
input axis of the EW gyro and the AZ axis of the platform has the greatest effect on the
dynamic response of the system. This causes the EW-gyro to sense a component of the
cluster rotation about the azimuth axis which results in a component additional to the
control signal :e cos & sin *z as a function of the speed .z • Ir the steady state we
have ;z = 0 , i.e., the static accuracy of the system is not affected. Because of this
effect between the output and input value of the control loop there is a proportionally
acting element Hwe cos k , and parallel to it a damping elerr-nt with the transfer function
H8EWS . Depending on whether the alignment is made to North (00 position) or to South
(1800 position), the sign of this element changes, whereas that of the proportional ele-
ment remains unchanged and the da-iping will be higher or lower compared to a system without
coupling.

It should be noted thp.L similar effects can also be caused by electrical couplings of
circuits.

The dominant Quantities on which the accuracy of the system depends in the steady state
are

gyro drift, the earth's rotation, zero stability of electronics, and accelerometer
bias.

The resulting errors are listed in Table III

TABLE III

Vertical Alignment

Accelerometer bias 2 x 10-"g 40

Amplifier drift 0.3 4V/vC 3 X 1O-2"/°C

Earth rotation e cos Cos

Constant amount of gyro drift
(EW and NS)

A: imuth Alignment

Accelerometer bias 2 x lO-g 11

Amplifier drift 0.3 LV/OC ....

Random drift of EW gyro 0.030/h 10'

Torquer linearity of F% gyro 0.5% 15'

Constant amount of gyro drift (AZ)

Earth rotation we sin

Misalignment of inertial components

I mrad 3'
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It can be seen from Table III that the vertical alignment accuracy mainly depends on the
accelerometer bias. The accuracy of the azimuth alignment is determined by two dominant
error sources, the random drift and the torquer linearity of the EW gyro.

[0
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PREDICTION DE L'ERREUR D'UNE
CENTRALE INERTIELLE

Miguel da Silveira

I. MODELES O ERRELJR

Les modbles d'erreur des centrales de navigation inertielle (CNI) interviennent aussi
bien dans 1'analyse des erreurs des CNI que dens les itudeb d'optiuisation de systbmes
dont fait partie une CNI. be choix du modlle est fondamental et de noambreux travaux ont
k6 publigs o'u plusieurs modbles sont 6tudi~s.

En analysant les divers modees propos~s, on s' apergoit QU' us font touj curs intervenir
des processus stochastiques reguliers. Les modeles basis sur des processus singuliers
(Doob1) dits encore diterministes (Middletn) ne semblent pas evoir retenu lattention
caes chercheurs.

Au cours de plusieurs etudes etfectuees depuis 1961 p~our le Service Technique des T61e-
communications de 1 Air, et plus tard, pour ia Direction des Recherches et Moyesn d'Esseis
ainsi que pour le Service Technique Aeronautique, nous evons etudii us modele d'erreur do
CNI base sur tn processus singulier. Ce modele a A-t progressivement perfectionn6 ka meaure
que des resultats experimentaux devenaient disponibles.

2. MIODELI. "SINCLJLIER"

Rappelon., que 1't6volution d'un procesaus stochastique aingulier (Doob) ou determinist.
(Middleton) W~ defini per lea valeurs d'un nombre fini do psarambtres. Dana 1. cia des
CNI, cette circon~t~,tor' cct 'a peu pr~a virifiie. car Verreur de position ob6it k un
systime d'iquations differentielles; masi elle nest peas exactoment vent 16. car dona co
system., interviennent or perametre des procesaus reguliora (bruits). 11 so trouve quo
l'influence de ces bruits, au moins 'a court term., eat faiblo et on pout en protitor do Is
fa~on suivsnte. Si on intigre le systimo d'd'quations diftirentiellea par la m6thods do
Lagrange, en 1e reaplaqant d'abord par uns ystbab auxilisire no couportant pas de source
do bruit, on trouve une ivn!ution giniraie du syatimo auxilisire du typo

ia(t,; CIO.. .  ..C5 ).()

ou I eat lo vecteur erreur, is1 vecteur pesition, t 10 temps courant et c1 ,..., 05
des conatantos d'intigration. Alors Is solution du aystimo donni. coupronant lea sources
de bruit, eat do Is force

oii J()...%t soot des fonctions convenabiemont diterminiea, qul tiennont couptc
des bruits, co seront donc des processus. [A fait quo les bruits. on taut quo procoasus
riguliers. nWont quo peu d'infiuonce. se traduit par Is fait quo lea 'P1(t) no s'cartent
pas notabloment des velours des constazatos c1 qu'ils remplacont.

L'exprossion (1) doe pout itre considiris como obtenuc on nigligeant done (2) Is
variation des fonctiona wi~(t) . C'est 1'expression (1) qui constitue 10 modile xtn~ujae-.
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La forme de Z est connue, mais les valeurs des constazites Cj sont inconnues. Par la
suite, on no s'occupera plus des fonctions tP . c'est 'a dire qu'on ne s'occupera pas des
bruits internee en twit que processus.

3. FORME EXPLICITE

En simplifiant converabloment lee eiquations d'une CNI. on trouve l~exprossion approch~e
suivante pour le systkem diff~rentiel dont est solution:

D3(D' + [ E]D 3 & (3)

Les simplifications sont valables pour des dur~es et des parcours correspondant aux
applications airiennes, mats pas pour des applications do grando duree. La Figure 1
indique l'erreur sur le mod'ele qui r~sulte do ces simplifications.

Dana (3), [f2?1 et (E] sont des (2 x 2) - matrices diagonales. la premi~re 6tant

scalaire. Les 6l4ments de [(l2] ant. pour valeur le carri do la fr~quence angulaire
do Schiiler, et ceux de [E] definissent lea desaccords relatifs des deux voles par
rapport 'a Ps

4. ESTIMATION DES COEFFICIENTS

La solution do (3) est constituie par deux fonctions du temps. une pour chaque vole de
la centrale. Nous allons nous occuper uniquement d'une vole. La forme do la composante
correspondante, ý . eat la somme do la solution genirale ý0 de l'4quation sans second
membre et d~une solution particuliere do l'iquation co.~lete, ý = ý0+ ",. Soit
une suite do relevis aux instants t, 441~t) (1 =0, 1.....N) ; alors ;0 correspond
a Ia propagation dane le temps des erreurs existant a linstant to et V influence
des accelerations du vehicule pendant l intervalle Ct0, t)

Lestimation do ;0 t apartir do la suite ' . so fait par la mithode des
moindres carres. pour minimiser la variance d'estimation. Eni offet. le relevi de
eat affect. do deux erreurs, cello du systeme do re'ference, par rappjrt auquel on evalue
loa erreurs do la contrale, et encore l'orreur do lecture do cotte dornfere.

Loxpression do ;0 s'obtient comme une coatbinaison liniaire do cinq solutions

liniairement indipendantes do 1' equation sans second smebre:

DD2+ Q')ýo 0 .(4)

Par oxomple. on pournait prondro comme systiem fondmasntal Is suivant,

Cox fQt, sin i~t, 1, t. t2
,()

masi 11 present., du point do vue do l'estlmation. X* difaut d'itre oblique. 11 ost

prifirable do prendre cinq fonctions ortbogonalss. quo nous prewons auzsi normiee, soit

Poack k (6)

to prodult scalaire oat defini. a un factour constant pres, par I& matrice inverse de
Ia eat rice do covariancos deserroursoqui affoc tent 4, (Ref.2). Ef afhvttmat quo 1'ichantillon-
nags do ;,. eat suffisammnt lent pour quo leaos enure deviomnont decomrileos. et quo
lour variance eat constants, on pout poser



En partant du syStime fondamental (5) et en lul aPpliiuant Ia mithode dlorthonormalies-
tion de Schmidt, avec le produit scalaire (7), on trouve une base orthomormie (f)b

Les avantages statistiques de l'emplci des bases orthonorm~es soot bien connus :non
corr6lation des valeurs estim~es. faciliti de 1' analyse de variance, remplacesent de Ia
distribution de F'isher-Snedcor par celle de Student. qul eat robuste, etc. Du point de
vue num~rique, on 6vite les inversions de matrices. et un sAme syatime de coefficients
permet de trouver tous les ajustements partiels 2 .

Nous avons encore profiti de la souplesse qui r~sulte des bases orthonormales pour
comp1iter {9) par tin terse d' alarme Ce terme eat choisi de fagon i tie pas 6tre
solution du systeme (4). Si 1' analyse de variance conduit k lul attribuer tat coefficient
significatif, cela Indique que l'intervalle (toetN) est trop long.

Les coefficients cb des ý' s'obtiennent 'a partir de la coaposante Tb..r de ;b (qui
correspond 'aT~ dans ;b) par les foraules ciassiques

ch ': "-h- or>

leurs variances ktant 4gales entre elles et igales 'a celle des erreurs de mesure.

L'estimation des coefficients de Tb0 pr~suppose que V'on a pu prialabiement dicoqioser
Tbr en 4br et 6bir Four ce faire. nous employons Is mitbode des "fooctiouis modulsuites&.
En effet. de l'iquation qui definit *ý on pout diduire c . en appliqumnt aux dcii:
membres une fonctionnelle lineiare continue convenable, que Dous reiprieaetons au moyen do
la formule de Riesz. Ch obtient sinai l'exprossioe suivente pour Pleatinateur do 6

<D3 + .& >

o4 ai est une fonction qul satisfait cortaines conditions an: limites. Cleat a qui
conatitue I& Ofonction sodulmnts"3.,"

oni chitosit a par ls condition do mininsisr Is variance do £*co qui conduit
liqumtion diff~rontielle du 1(dso ordre stir a

DDI* 1'8)~'a DVt.(0

avec lea conditions au: linites suivantes:

a ( t o) Q' ( t r) . . . . a k( t 0 ) = o
a*(t.) *..=a~'(w

Connaisomnt I1cstimstion du dirialaae. on obticot Ilostimation ,.do t o1  i
Intiarant 1'6quation avec second membre qul difinit lb h introduisant lot conditions
au: litutes conwenables. on trouve

61 A)sinaqt [ft-to)H (tý -tWC-t)J (12)

04 N d4s1g00 l'4Cbdon Uitit Ot . Is convolvldas. Dais cos conditions. Ilestiogtiolm
de ý s'obtient par soustraction,

;o~)='e~)- ýtbu(t) - (13)

Cleat %:vtte foaction &or. ai permit do caicu)er 1.. coefficients %par (8).

OD obtient finalement Is reprismtatiao nalvmnto do I-rmr
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(t) 2.. b c (t ) + Z1(t) (14)

On desontre que Is variance destimation de ý'(t) eat donnee par

5 D (D2 + i)aD3 (D2 +

r x

a2 etant is variance des erreurs de mesure.

5. RESIJLTATS

1*s idies ginirales Qui viennent dWtre rapidement expos~esont ite deigsages peu a peu

au fur et 'a mesure que les du £jeiv ýxperimertales devenaient disponibles en France. C'est
grace aux resarquabies companex d'essals entreprises par le Service Technique AeronautiQue
que, nousa vobs pu eprouver Is validite des concections theoriques.

5. 1

Ainsi. un easel, priliminaire effectui en 1964 a permsi une premiere verification Won

mod~ie singulier ne coaprenent Paz If partie I,' due miii accelerations do vihicule. La
Figure 2 montre le, risultat obteou. Lajuatement seitendait sur une duree do 2000 3.
li~chantilloonage, so faisant ' a i cadence dun point toutes Its 100 a. Les points employe's
pour i'etination des coefficients portent lea num~ros 0 k 20. et lea points sulvenits
correspondent 'a P extrapolation. Four chaque point 'a partir du Ninem. I& croix indique I&
valeur sesuree et lea cercies lea valeurs extrapolees. L~e chit fre indique au-dessus donne

le raog du dornier terse do de'veloppesont veploye. L'analyae de variance indique qije lea

ttorss do rang 1. 2. 3 et 4 sont significatifs Pat% celut d,,, rang 5 et It terse daslams
(range 6) no le, %out pan. On volt qia. Iextrapolation oat nettoment amolioree qiisnd on
ajoiate It terse de rang 4. L~e terse de rang 5 toon signhficatif) tWajouto rie. ft,19 IV
fait rewarqnable. c'ext quo si on introduit It torso do rang 6. 1 *xru~t~ r s*,anl
,aberrante Ce phinosente eat dri 'ace quo la faet ion j, re~t piax solution do, I'Equation
(4).

Cot example eat intiorssernt. car I& toumction '~a lite, obtonvo on ajomtutant Is suite
(S) wa terse etbiquo 0~ . or. on peut considiror quo e It% torwo 1. t. t, et t~cunstttu-
eat It debut Won diveloppsownt do Taylor qut perse ttralt do asorrer I% rialiti do plusa pro-ik
a sesure quo des termes sant rajoutis. Ct itorat It eas Pi Verrouar .' corroi~poadait a
unsmodie. -igulter. car linso saurait paxs Pro d~flnl par use equation diffiroattieill a
coefflcitats certain*. Or. on volt Quo Vaugsmtakion do dogre du dovolopposent Wmlpnrte,
mouase ow'lloratlon. StOt sicm on It poomas au degre, 3 tzf.,) , ii deviont Opanrwt. Donac.
If teome i t' (apporte, par W~)eaest pax Incorrect. o5ats rolma on 0) or-t cospl.'te-
mont faux. Cette cireonstance a wofltre4 quo P evolution 4o Ilerreur oboit bien mu
modoel sin~ulier praoqc.f

Depot. d'matres e~asas oat #to riallise. qail ant montre It bownin do U-vir cw'a~te at
Pacoelirstion do vibicule. Vest ce gal a conduiut i ittradulrt I@ torsow~ emdl
plus complot W a pas encore iti esUWy. W eassAs realises santrent qu oraque It
inouvemnt oft 'a pro pris rectlllgar et uniferse. l'oxtrapolation eat excel lent#. waims
lorsgac des acceliratiooas scat prisentes. )'oxtrapolation deviont imowdiatorm~'t fausse.

or~ "easl poster I or*apamza 0 oM" oat iti of fectues. "as &,GmS oa mAdiltif lea reseltats
d j obeam su 1.f it~ i c0 0N41 cnelot.
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Lea courbes de Is Figure 3 montrent des exemples d'ajustement sur des segments oii le
mouvement du vehicule etalt i peu pris uniforme, aulvis de virages. On volt que 1'extra-
poistion est carrecte jusqu'au moment des virages. uasi qu'apres 1'erreur devient con-
aldfrab 1g.

Loes courbes de Is Figure 4 montrent ce qui arrive rquand l'intervalle d' tiustement
contlent des accilerations. Lestimatlon conclut ,a l'exlstence de terues en t
(coefficient de signiflcatif). alora, que ce terse eat prstlquesent absent. Ceci
est dfi six accelerations qui, 'k travera le terse dont 11 fl5 pas iet teflu compte.
deforment Is courbe (t)

Oni volt sinsi qu'11 eat necessasle de tenir compte de l influence de P'acceleration.

Lea risultats expirimentaux analyses jusqusi present, bien que ne falsant pts usage dui
.od~1e complet (14)&. Gnt montri que )a plus graaide partie des erreurs, praviont du
desaccord de is centrsle et non de l'e'lolgnesent initial. V'est en analysant ces risul~ats
que nous avons eti conduits a completer , par le terse ~

6. ADDITIF

Des essais recetat ont ete* eftectues spre's l introduction du terme de deriglase de
piriode. Un exemple taract 'imi~tque eat fourni it Is Figure 5 :on peut y conatater une
variation rapide de 14 petite des erreura a l'instuit d'un virage, brutal eftectue par
1*aviton. un w54-ýne du genre no pe-ut ividemment pas itre decrit par lea termes du sockIte

0 .;orrespond i Uti dericalage de periode de 1321. Les valeura primes pa ., upris
z* vrsag attela~nent 8 im. etncontront 1' Importance de ce tcerr.

Luibsioable des resultats obtenus' aver le modelt' (14 traplet a toiutefois *is en evidence
Is presence d'un rosidu Wcrrour fonctitin do Vaccoeirstion du v~i'.ule. cc qui conduit a
envisawr l'influence do terwra to Is quo Irx baltairds des gyroscepes do Vert Icale rt Ia
derive du gyroscope d'aiimut. Cori ctmfirvw Vopiniva Taprimo par Ie, Dr Froy gut le
sadjtlq 1141 otait incomplot rt qu ii f. drait toci coopto desk balourds.

I. D0i0b. J'1 .. I. 1' "OeexA' John ljq-r. *aE Tork. 10!'".

'.Kendall. M.G. the Aditear Thror% oi litfi~ttgie Vol.2. Charit., Griffith.
$tart, 1961.

3. Viddlcton. 0. tdtt(:'-urrafn .e UrGrav-14111. %Ien York.

D"12 Mtcbrc IM63.

5. i~l I Ji" Wor P"w~~tNoces Iav'ta'iraitio' ?raftsarticm,. Institute
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SUMMARY

The paper deals exclusively with digital computing techniques. The
dominance of digital computing techniques in the inertial field is now
almost complete and a resume is made of the reasons leading to this situa-
tion.

However, there is a very wide range of digital computing techniques avail-
able and for the purpose of discussion these are divided into three broad
classifications:

(1) General purpose computers

(ii) Digital differential analysers

(iii) Special purpose computers

Fach of the classifications is taken in turn and the merits and disadvan-
tages are discussed. The technical merits of the computing system itself,
however, are not the only consideration, and many other influences may affect
the final choice.

Finally, a survey is made of some typical systems and the probable reasons
leading to their particular configuration. An attempt is made to forecast
the future trend in the light of present day inertial system requirements.

$I
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FACTORS INFLUENCING TH. CHOICE OF
COMPUTER FOR AN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

P. Wilson

1. INTRODUCTION

The dominance of digital computing techniques in the inertial field is now virtually
complete and this paper deals exclusively with the various digital techniques available.

The overwhelming advantage of the digital computer is, of course, the achievement of
consistently high computing accuracy over extended periods of time without the inherent
errors which necessarily occur in analogue computing such as variations in scale factor,
calibration drifts and similar instrumental errors. It is significant that, whereas the
first inertial navigation systems used in missile applications having relatively short
flight times could satisfactorily rely upon analogue computing techniques, as these systems
have become more widely applied to cruise vehicles, digital computing has steadily
replaced the analogue approach. Indeed it is probable that without the inherent and con-
stant computing accuracy available with digital technirques, it would nnt hav'% heen po-si!8le
to mechanise inertial navigators for modern day long-range aircraft without excessive
penalties in weight and cost.

From a practical point of view, in the wide-scale application of inertial systems, the
relative freedom from maintenance problems and the improved reliability given by the
digital approach is a factor of great importance.

Of nearly equal importance is the ability to use the digital computer to mechanise
complex mathematical relationships. The most obvious example is the use of the digital
computer to provide a trans-polar flight capability by one of several different means, one
of the most widely used being the wander azimuth mechanisation. Another example is the
compound navigation sy-stem in which the DR position derived by the inertial systems is
continuously compared with, and sometimes corrected by, the position outputs of other
navigational aids.

In considering the various digital techniques available it Is convenient to divide them
into three broad classifications:

(I) General purpose computers.

(ii) Digital differential analysers.

(iIl) Special purpose computers.

2. DIGITAL COMIPUTING TECHNIQUES

2. 1 The Gemeral Purpose Omuter

In this context *general" implies a generalised method of handling the IN calculations.
rather than the use of a computer suitable for Instant application to other problems.

This type of computer makes use of a central processing section capable of arithmetic
operations and certain decision functions. and under the control of a stored instruction
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sequence. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 1. In this type of computer,
calculations are performed or, whole numbers, usually represented in binary notation.
and calculations are performed sequentially according to the instruction sequence. Where
calculations are performed on basically analogue or incremental data and smoothly varying
outputs are required, the input data must first be calculated to whole number form, and
the calculations must be repeated at a sufficiently frequent interval to give the output
resolution required.

There are three main variables in the design of a general purpose computer which are
relevant to its choice for an IN system. Firstly, the number of digits in the computer
word has a direct effect on the calculation accuracy. For most IN applications a word-
length of 18 binary digits is adequate but various expedients can be used to extend the
accuracy of calculation, thus allowing a shorter basic wordlength to be used. Secondly,
the capacity of the computer memory governs the length of the programme (instruction
sequence) which can be stored and the quantity of present data available to the programme.
Additional capacity can usually be provided quite cheaply and may tempt the designer to
extend the use of the computer to functions other than navigation; however, other con-
siderations, such as integrity, usually rule against this. A memory capacity of 2000 to
3000 instructions is usually sufficient for a typical navigation problem. Thirdly, the
speed of the computer is related to the repetition frequency of the instruction sequence
and to the number of instructions which may be obeyed in that sequence in a given time.
Unless other functions are to be performed by the computer, the speed requirements for
inertial navigation are usually quite low and seldom present a major problem.

From the inertial system designer's viewpoint one of the main advantages of the GP
approach is that he will probabl3 have available to him an existing design of computer
with a known performance and reliability record and will thus be able to avoid the heavy

financial burden associated with the design and development of a computer special to his
requirements. This advantage may, however, be offset by the fact that as a rule most OP
computers have a store capacity of 8000 words or more, which is significantly in excess
of the 2000 to 3000 words required for the basic navigation functions. There is naturally
a higher manufacturing cost associated with this size of computer and it is therefore a
matter for careful judgement as to which is the most economical solution overall. In
recent years the tendency has been for the requirements of the IN system to increase
(storage of waypoints, computation of great circle course and distance to go, steering
outputs to autopilot) which favours the GP machine. Indeed, this ability to cope with
changes and additions to the original requirement specification is perhaps the second
most important advantage of this class of computer.

A disadvantage often encountered is the sometimes extensive com.erseon circuits neces-
sary to convert output signals to the required electrical forw:, (usually analogue). This
problem can often be avoided if the computer is tailor-made ,or the application, as is the
case with the special purpose type of computer. It Is expected that. with the wider
application of digital techniques to other avionic equipmrnt, this particular problem will
disappear.

2.2 1The Digital Differential Mialymer

Unlike the general purpose computer, the digital differential analyser grows with the
size of the problem. In operation, Its major difference is that it computes incremental
changes to quantities rather than changes to the whole values of the quantities themselves.
Its use. therefore, is limited almost exclusively to sums on continuous variables and.
because of the method of mechaniasation. to time-dependent variables.

The basic computing process of a O)DA Is one of counting, or of incremental integration.
as showu in the block diagran (Fig.2). In mathematical terms, a problem is broken down
into equations of the form dz = ydx . stere 1,y . and a are all time-dependent vari-
ables, and Incremental quantities are represented by pulse trains synchronised with the
operating cycle of the computer. Addition and subtraction of pulse trains are possible;
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decigion functions sr, -tiallv avaslabl.-, but they are much eK•re clumsv in Operation than
the equivalent functions in a general purpose "omputer.

There are two main types of DDA. the parallel and the serial. Th. parallel [MA has
separate hardware for each incremental integration performed, and is therefore very nearly
the digital equivalent of the conventiorutl analogue co=|uter. Its logic is fixed by means
of physical interconnection of integrators and it is rather rigid in its operation. The
serial DDA is more closely related to the general purpose machine. The parts of the serial
MDA conceraed with arithmetic and control are time-shared in a sequential series of
operations on stored data. In one cycle, one complete iteration would be performed. The
sequence of instructions is usually stored along with the dnta, and in some machines the
interconnection of the integrators may be stored likewise. This makes its operation more
flexible than that of the parallel DDA, but nevertheless it is more clumsy than the gen-
eral purpose computer and is strictly limited in the type of problem it can solve.

The word length and speed of operation of a DDA are related to the accuracy and smooth-
ness of output in much the same way as the general purpose computer. However, besides
smoothness, one must consider the rate of change of variables and ensure that the maximum
rate of change expected is within the speed capability of the DDA. This is because
transitions from one value to another must be based on incremental changes of limited step
size and frequency, as compared with the GP computer which recalculates on the basis of
the whole number value of new data each cycle.

The main value of a DDA is its ability to tackle small problems efficiently and its
convenience when used as an extrapolation device where simplified functions within the
capability of the DDA can be used over very limited periods. Its disadvantages are the
difficulty in programming large problems except on a very sophisticated machine, its
inflexibility, and drift problems arising from the impossibility of representing exactly
many commonly used functions by incremental equations.

In summary, therefore, the DMA type of computer is suitable only for those applications
where the system requirements in terms of facilities and outputs are small In number and
not likely to change. In view of earlier comments on the tendency for requirements to

increase and the desire of the system designer to retain flexibility to cope with additiomi
to the initial requirements, the DMA approach is losing most of its former popularity.

2.3 The Special Purpose Computer

Any computer designed to perform a particular function can be considered to be a special
purpose computer. However, here the term is used to describe computers that are neither
purely general purpose nor purely digital differential analysers, but may include some of
these techniques and others, including counting and pulse modulation.

It is not proposed to deseribe any particular special purpose computer. since each
design is likely to employ different principles.

The advantages of the special purpose computer are the fact that it can be optimised
both overall and in local areas of calculation to employ the most suitable computing
techniques, accuracy and speed for that particular part of the problem. This can take
into account the form of input data and types of output concerned and will miniaise
apecialised interface circuitry required.

However, the adoption of a special purpose solution results in a nm-standard device.
both at unit and at computing element level. This brings with it economic disadvantages
compared with an equivalent size standard machine and Inherent difficulties In maintenance
and testing.

I
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The sp~cial purpose computer therefore presents a good solution to the prrbhleu flom a

cost-effective viewpoint in cases where the computational problem is not too cpip'ix. A

good example of this is a system which requires only outputs of latitude and longitude.

As the req• irement for addizional outputs and facilities is increased, this advantage

rapidly diminishes. The summary applied to the WvA class of computer is therefore appro-

priate here also, and the lack of flexibility of the special purpose machine is probably

more restrictive than that of the DDA.

3. FUTURE TRENDS

It already seems clear that the size of the IN computing problem (ARINC 561 being a good

example) has reached the point where the DDA and special purpose computer approach can

show little or no cost advantage over the GP machine (see Figure 3). From its very nature

the general rurpose computer can be expected to find wider application in avionics as well

as in other fields and this will do much to reduce both manufacturing costs and mortised

development charges. With the growing use of digital techniques within other avionic
systems, the general purpose computer offers an increasingly useful method of distributing,
combining, and comparing information between different parts of the aircraft in a common

signal format. The advantages of this rationalisation of signal transmission have already

been recognised and valuable work is going on within AIINC to attempt to establish a
common digital signal transmission format for an increasing number of types of information
within civil aircraft. Application of this technique will permit very significant simplifi-
cations and weight reductions in aircraft cabling.

In addition, the greatly superior flexibility provided by the general purpose computer
is of inestimable value. It provides the ability to accommodate changes to the require-
ment specification, it enables the designer to supply basically the same hardware to

applications having different requirements and, from the overall systems aspect, it makes
possible the engineering of redundancy modes in a very practical way.

For the reasons already outlined. it seems likely that future inertial navigation
systems will concentrate on general purpose computers. For reasoni of integrity, it does

not seem likely that these computers will be large single unit:, with an extensive memory
capable of carrying out msa other functions additional to the nsviration system. Such a
system concept poses many organlsaticnal problems, even If the safety requirewwnat is met
by a duplicate computer installation. furthermore. with l.o, emoputers of 16.000 words

or more capacity, the system capability is no lorger limited by the storage capacity of
the computer but tends to be restricted by the time tamen up in the computing cycle.
Programing techniques have been developed to alleviate this problem, hut they Involve a

more complicated programme which Is difficult to change In the light of operational
experience.

In the post. the high cost of general purpose computers has necessitated thir use &or

a number of different tasks In order to "Justify" their cost. However. the rapid reduc-
tion in computer costs, arising from their wider application and from the introduction of

microelectronlcs now mkes it possible to manufacture "single task OP computers at costs
competitive with the "large" computer syst.

Such single task *inimal" computers will have a relatively small storage capacity of

around 4000 words, and will have a short word lentth around 12 bi t ., employiag double
length working ahere hitgher accuracies are required. R'zamse the computer will be res-
tricted to a single task. the spd lialtstion. of the larger eosputer should not intrude
and a 2ja parallel store will probably be quite adequate.

The future envisaSed is that a standard ##nora& purpose comuter in this minimajl form
will be the basis of moat inertial navigation systems. It is expected that the sane
machine will then find wider @pplication to other single task funtios suc+ as air data
systems, autopilots, engine control and geseral flight mnagoent problems.
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Fig. 5 The MCS920 computer, hinged open

Fig.6 Airborne display unit
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SUMMARY

The performance of inertial navigation systems can be improved by using
additional or redundant data from various sensors. Several methods are

available to update the inertial navigator, reaching from pure resetting
to optimal filtering. These methods, their possible implementations, th-.ir

different influences on the behaviour of the system, and the resulting errors

are described.
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OPTIMAL USE OF REDUNDANT DATA IN INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

F. G. Unger

1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate and reliable navigation is a very stringent requirement for military aircraft.
The required outputs from a navigation system are position, velocity and orientation of
the sensors and the vehicle with respect to a navigational coordinate system. A pure
inertial navigation system can provide all this required information, but the errors of an
inertial system are not bounded, i.e. they increase with time. Therefore, with large
mission times, the errors can become intolerably large. Other methods of ravigation, like
Doppler dead reckoning, radio, stellar etc. can provide only part of the information
reqiired, but with bounded errors in velocity or position. A navigation system that ful-
fils a wide variety of requirements for relatively long mission times will, therefore, be
a combination of an inertial system with other navigational aids.

This paper presents the different methods of aiding a pure inertial system with addi-
tional or redundant navigation information. The available sensor outputs are categorised
and a general block diagram for navigation systems is derived. The pure inertial system
in a Schlfler-tuned mode is included in this block diagram as a special case. The use of
redundant information in a conventional way, by proportional or integral feedback, is
then discussed. The last section describes the use of a Kalman or minimum variance filter
to update the navigation loops.

2. GENERALISED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The central element of a navigation system is the navigation computer. Its inputs are
data from sensors, such as inertial acceleration, ground speed, air speed, heading, posi-
tion information, stellar angles, etc. These data may be continuous, in analogue or
digital form, or intermittent, like ground fix points. The computer has to calculate the
required navigation outputs: position, velocity and orientation of the sensors and the
vehicle with respect to a navigational coordinate system. In addition the computer must
also compensate for sensor biases and calculate torquing commands for platform gyros or
positional servos for stellar or radar equipment.

Figure 1 shows the possible inputs and required outputs of a navigation system.

The sensor information available, as well as the computed output data, can be classified
into three, levels. They are:

Level 1: Acceleration
Level 2: Velocity
Level 3: Position and Orientation.

Orientation belongs to the same level as position, because angular measurements lead to
position information and both data complement each other. Furthermore, in a rotating
coordinate frwe, orientation angles can be derived by integration of the angular rate
vetor W , Just as position is derived by integration of the velocity vector .
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Figure 2 shows the three levels and the equivalent inputs.

Information Ifcr a higher level can be derived from a lower level by integration; bat
it is generally not possible, to derive lower level information from higher levels by
differentiation.

The information in each level is a vector in the navigation coordinate frame except
for orientation, where the information is in the form of three angles or the direction
cosine matrix (M) for possible coordinate transformations.

If the navigation frame is rotating with respect to inertial 3pace, corrections for
acceleration must be included. This can be done by writing the basic equations as

-dl- a +gm (1)

kdt 2/ 1

=(;+ (2)

,,-flt

=t ) (dv)N +cox R +26oxv + wx (w x R) c(3)

where • = position vector

d = time derivative of R with respect to inertial space

(d = v= time derivative of R with respect to the navigational coordinate

dt frame

= rate of change of navigational coordinate system with respect to inertial
space

a thrust acceleration vector

gm = vector of mass attraction

S ;t = total acceleration in navigation coordinates.

Substitution of Equation (3) into Equation (1) yields

+ -~go- wx R -2wx v- wx (cw xR) (4)

Equation (4) shows that the following corrections are required on the acceleration level

in addition to the thrust acceleration:

1. Acceleration due to mass attraction: g-

2. Coriolia acceleration : 2W P V

3. Tangential acceleration : X N

4. Centripetal acceleration : w t (• K I)

If the sensitive axes of the sensors do not coincide with the axes of the navigational
coordinate system, the sensor outputs must be transformed, using the orientation matrix
(M).
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Figure 3 shows a general block diagram of navigation systems including the corrections
for a rotating frame. Redundant data may enter the system at levels 2, 3a and 3b. The
problem of how the redundant data are used within the level blocks is discussed in Section
4 and 5.

3. ERROR BEHAVIOUR OF PURE INERTIAL SYSTEMS

In a pure inertial system thrust acceleration represents the only input informaticn
measured at the first level. In most cases the input axes of the sensors are directid
parallel to the axes of the navigational coordinate frame. If this is not the case, a
coordinate transformation is necessary.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of a pure inertial system used for navigation over
the surface of the earth. In this case the velocity _V of a vehicle is defined as the
rate of change of the vector i with respect to the earth. (V = di/dt!E) . Therefore,
instead of Equation (4), the following is now the relation for acceleration corrections:

(- +g-) &x )(2( +p~v (5)

where ? = earth rate vector

W= - ý = rate vector of the navigational coordinate frame with respect to
an earth-fixed frame.

As can be seen from Figure 4, a feedback loop exists, owing to the gravity vector .
i.e. the system is capable of oscillating. The oscillation occurs with the SchUler period

Tje error behaviour of a pure inertial systel in a SchUler-tuned mode Is now discussed.

Figure 5 shows the error block diagram for one horizontal channel of such a system.
The errors considered are accelerometer bias. gyro drift. and azimuth misalignment.

The following notation is used in Figure 5:

A X computed ve.ocity error in i-direction

:x = computed posi'ion error in x-direction

z x-aecelerometer bias

yw fixed drift of the y-gyro

P'y :y-component of the error angle vector betseen the navigational and platform
coordinate frate

-a :z-component of the error angle vector between tae platfor and computer
coordinate frame (azimuth misalignment).

The velocity and position errors, as derived from Figure 5 M are

,. - 'h " 607 +- ='v s),
= a(6)

L'a

i• ~ -le (7)
(5 * , . . I
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The characteristic equation (denominator of Equation (6)) is that of an undamped oscilla-
tion with Sch~iler frequency. For constant sensor errors, the mean value of the velocity

error is

g
Ail - 2 (E y + WXYýZ) -(8)

The position error constantly increases with time,

AxI.s. 0 - J. (9)

The unbounded position error is due to gyro drift and azimuth misalignment; accelerometer
bias does not cause an unboun ded position errui.

4. UPDATING METHODS AND RELATED ERROR BEHAVIOUR

Although Schiiler-tuning is of great importance in navigation over the surface of the
earth, it has been shown that for longer mission times the position errors can become
intolerably large, especially because of gyro drift and azimuth error. To avoid this, the
pure inertial system can be aided with additional or redundant navigation information
from other s(circes. Continuous or discrete data available for the navigation computer may
be of level 2. 3a and 3b. No additional information on le'el I is available, because we
do not know any other method of measuring acceleration except by inertial means.

Accordingly. we distinguish different kinds of aided s~stems:

I. Velocity aided systems (redundant data at level 2).

2. Position aided systems (redundant data at level 3a).
3. Stellar monitored systems (redundant data at level 3b).
4. Stellar monitored and velocity damped systems (redundant data at level 2 and 3b).

The additional or redundant data can be of intermittent nature and used to replace the
computed data at certain time periods. If it is always available, it can he continuously
compared with the computed information; the difference signal, multiplied by various gains
K, , can be added to the accelerometer output signals or the gyro torquing commands either
directly or over additional integrators. If the difference or error signal is introduced
at the nest lower level, it is used to danp the oscillations 3f the system. If it is
introduced at the same level Inside the SchUler loop, then the frequency and amplitude can
be changed. If additional integratora are used, sensor biases can be compensated.

Ficure 6 shows the x-channel of a SchUler-tuned system and the mechanisation of the
different updating methods.

These mnthods are now discussed In more detail. If Doppler veltcity is available as
redundant information. The Doppler velocity signal cannot very well be used to reset the
inertial velocity signal directly, because of Its high noise level. The direct resetting
method Is not very useful and is only feasible if angular measurements or position fises
we available.

As Figure 6 Indicates, the difference signal can be used to provide three different
correction signals, C1. C2 and C.. into the Schuler loop.

Tbh first signal C1 . the difference signal multiplied by the gain factor K9 . is
added to the accelerometer output. This provide* dmping of the Icliiler oscillation. The
second signal Cp . the difference signal multiplied tb the gain factor K/Kt . Mae an
influence upon the oscillation frequency by adding It to the gyro input. The third Imput
C3 provides cmpenation for some steady-state errors of velocity by introducing a
additional Integrator with gain K)4R
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Assuming that both sources of velocity information - the computed inertial and the
measured reference velocity - are subjected to errors, the three corrections corresponding
to the x-channel error block diagram can be written as follows:

C1  -K1(V01 -ri) -K 1 (• - Xv2 ) (00)

Sc -(v - "ri) = 2A. - •v 1 ) (11)

1z 11(c vrz.

C31  - - J(Vcx- Vrx) dt J- bvx) dt (12)
J RJ

where ai and 8v, represent the errors of the computed inertial and the measured
Doppler reference velocity, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the x-channel error block diagram of the Doppler inertial system deS-
cribed.

The transfer functions of the velocity and position errors can be derived from Figure
7 as follows:

Sa ss - sg(B e + +9Y) + [U (K25 + K,) + s2
1 JK]v1

+ KIs 2 + (I + K2)css + K3S

s g- s(f, + aj-) + I +'(K a K ) + s 2KIbv()

'Oi 2 (14)
asf. + Kis 2 + (I + K2)48 + K4

6il too = 6Vya. (15)

tquations (13) and (14) can be used to evaluate the velocity and position errors for gaindifferent values of K,, K, and K3 . or to obtain optimal values of thene three gain

factors. 1he steady-state velcity error now contoins the reference velocity error bys
only (Eq. (13)). Us fixed gyro drift nd azimuth error are compensated by the additional
Integrator.

Figure 8 sobos. " an example, the time function8 of the velocity error do* to gyro

drift for the pure inertial system (11t = I, z K3 = O and for the different methods of
updlating (K. 0 0; it and K-1 $ 0Oand K1, IJ. K3 A 0)

So far coustao, errors (blaes) have been discussed. but in mam canes the errors are
not constant, but rather stochastic processes characterised by their uatoeorrelatioo
functions 1,CT) and their spectral density functions 0,Cw) . Pbr linear, non-tim-
vw~las~l #yota, the statistics of the output signal y(t) follow directly from the
tim-Indepedent statistics of the input signal Mt) . Te mean value of the output
signal to nero If the som value of the Input signal is sere. The average value of the
square of the output signal. the time.depemdent varlmce t .cm be crmuted 1w the
following expression':

1:(t) f )"l',)8(" 1 1,• 'r " "l"I 116)
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where g(7) = 1 f G(s)eslds = system impulse response
2J c-J

G(s) = system transfer function

P1(ITI) = input signal autocorrelation function.

If the input signal is white noise, the autocorrelation function is given by

PX(I'r 1-r 2 1) = A8(-r,--r 21) . (17)

Equation (17) substituted into Equation (16) yields

VL g f (Ti -( 2 )Ak8(Iir7-r.1) dtrdr 2fo I og(22
A ki g(1) dr f g(r 2)S(1r 1 -T2I) dT 2 •

The inner integral can be evaluated by using the distribution property of the S-function

ft d•T) for or, in d. t(18)

0 1 0 for 'r not in [o.t] .

Using Equation (18). the expression for o,(t) becomes

( = AJ g?(r 1) d11 . (19)

If the input signal is bandwidth limited white noise with autocorrelation function
.- I-I/-x

A;.1(ll) e * . (20)

Equation (19) can also be used if Tx is small compared with the system time constants.
Squation (20) can then be approximated by

, l 2"rxcl'ýC) (21)

and the output variance yields. in this case.

72 2 2r fa 2Cr) d7 (22)

notber methed of determining the steady-state velue of the variane O(t) a if it is
coawergent, Is given by the following eapression:

t-.t at) j Oy (w), d A~w. (23)

U9e output spectral density function is given by

Pt( 0(J'.) I' *(W~) .(24)

*4.'
F:
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For bandwidth limited white noise, • can be evaluated from the approximated auto-
correlation function p.([TI) of Equation (21):

1x M f 01(l1-1)e'J- dx = 27x-"' (25)
OD

Equations (24) and (25), when substituted into Equation (23), yield

Limit 0-2 = +I(

--I 7(t I~ G~) d-(6

It should be noted that Equations (CS) and (26) can only be used if G(s) has no poles

on the imaginary axis or in the right half-plane. A 1pare inertial system in a SchUler-
tuned mode is undampe, i... .. •. ."s poles on the imaginary axis. lhbs means that the
effect of noise inputs must be calculated according to Equations f16) or (22).

As an example, the variance of the velocity and position errors due to a white noise

Doppler input error bv, for a dmped system are now calculated.

The transfer funct.ons for 9 = K3 0 are

K.a
2; 2s - (27 )

G4 (a _7KIs (28

+Ks

First. Equation (26) is used:

S'''

2( udla c-O)

S-F

Now ~ ~ 2ST IC1to (K2 2;s usdt etd4 -tie4laatvr
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The system impulse responses become

ga;(t) = Kle"(KI/2)t Cos ctt s K1  g'(t) (31)
2%

K1

g4t(t) = -- e°(K1/2)t sin wt , (32)
0

where %o it v/(4w;' - KJ 1 (33)

The desired time-dependent variances are obtained as follows:

c7~i (t) = 2'75( !". 2

0 1 1

4, sin 2+ K! t K C.s 2 t (34)
4 8%K1 K

g'. (r/ (35
° 1(t) = T V 21

-- cos 2cot . (35)

It K, is meall oovpar" with % . the following approwimatlons for -. :(t, end
,'3 (t) remit,

,t K (I -tSit) (36)

ffea~ti~tlos8 (36) and (37/) sbow that the .lterls" of the Doppler Wo trough the

Siberti.) sntm depseds largely om the gala fsetor K; Also, th. Urn €omtrnt tar the
variesc* of the velocity and the position orror aft Invrsely proportion"l to KIa . sawe

sects give additional criteria for K, . It 91e am 13 are also 00, .It Is difficult

tO obtA all 8loo forf solution of RMattl (22). It this can a cosater propm my
be necessay to evaluate the integral and to obtain criteria for the valies of t ad 9.

S?

t:
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5. LINEAR OPTIMAL FILTERING OF REDUNDANI DATA

The updating mechanism described in Section 4 used a deterministic approach. the
advent of very powerful navigation computers made it possible to retrieve more of the
information contained in the navigation measurements ny applying statistical filtering

techniques.

In this sectior thic optimum estimation problem of the btate variables of aide.' inertial
systems is discuszed. Fbr the optimum estimation a so-called Kaiman or minimum variance
filter is used to derive a '%est" estimate of the system state, that is. optimum u~e is
made of all available information in the least-square znse. The properties of such
filters can be sumarised as follows:

The filter estimates the errors of the system state variebles.

The estimate is based upon statistical data cf error measurements and state variables.

The filter formulae satisfy minimum variarce criteria for all problem parameters.

The formulae implemented are recursive. This means that the optimum estimate for the
time being can be computed from the previous estimate and the current obsAervation
without recourse to earlier estimates or observations.

The recursive formulae are wel. suitable for computaticn on digital computers.

The basic method of uring a linear opjtimu estimation filter i, shown in Figure 9.

The two upper blocks in Figure 9 repretent a pure inertia! system. The navigation
equations are mechanised in the navigation cotputer in the conventional way. Ctpeonsation

j for sensor bias may be Inelou.t4 II the navigstion equations,.

The information available in the navlgst;o coa ter I compared *Ath reoundant exterMn
data. The difference is the measurement data uad in the filter to improve the estimate
of the errors of the system.

7hese error estimates of the filter may be used vitber for updating of the navigation
information and thus for correction of Inertial Measuring Unit (IOU) errors (closod-)oop

i or Iprovement of the error model (open-lonp o&*rltioa) or both. TheS~block *"ontrollerl* regulates this operation.

Becusesom ofthe errors of an Inertial arstem are unbounded. cloaed-loop operation Is
necessary In all cases where inertial system* are used for longer missn4 dration.

The derivatioc of the galman filter eoations Is omitted, becaue it to #;'yen in the
literatcreo'. Their basic elements are now dIc•8ed. Iir system can be described by a
set of linear. first-order differential equations. thick may be written ta atria ,-ltmtios
as follows.

S1 A(t)(t) * N(t) (28)

T i(t)X *vftl. (26)

Uqatiom (MS) describes the error propagatiom of .• inertial sawvlstor with 0(t)
being the forcing function. represeati8g a wbite n*ise process. This set of qguattous
can be obtained by elpn8siom of the error equatiose about the indicated position. velocity
and orleatatiou of the navigator. Zqntion (39) Is the veauremnt eqation. It relates
the values of the error state vector to the meuremeat data. v(t) reprement. the
measrumat noise.
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Since coiAtinuous equations are not suitable for computation on digital computers, it
is necessary Lo transform Equations (38 and (39) into the discrete form

XK-b = •KK XK + hK (40)

YK =MKXK + vK (41)

where XK system error state vector at time tK . containing velocity, position and
platform angle e,-rors, error contributing parameters like gyro drifts, mis-
alignment angles, accelerometer bias, and measurement variables like
Doppler bias etc. The state vector usually consists of 7 or 9 navigation
state-, 7 or more IMU states, and 2 or moro measurement states.

;'K+1.K - state transition matriP relstinb XKtl to XK in the noise-free case.

hK = additive whit, noise sequence in the dynamical system at time tK

YK = observation vector of measurement data at time tK linearly related to
XK

MK = measurement matrix at time tK relating YK to XK in the noise-free
case.

vK = additive white noise sequence corrupting measurement data at time tK

The following five equationL :epresent the basic filter:

XK+1 = ;lki,K 1  (42)

XK = K + SK (YK -YK (43)

BK = PIMI[MKPUMT + VK]' (44)

PK 1= h(+1,( K p( NT+ IA + HK (5

PK = (I-BKMK)PI , if BK of Eqiation (44) is used . (46)

where YK MKiK

XK - a priori estimate of the system state predicted at time tK before using
measured data.

X a posteriori estimate of the system state at time tK after using measured
data.

PK= covariance matrix of the error state vector X-X

PK = covarianne matrix of the error state vector X-4K

HK = E[hKh.l = c-variance matrix of the system noise.

VK = E[vlvK4 = covariance matrix of measureh~ent noise.

3K = weighting matrix at time tK .

These equations are processed on an iterative basis to determine consecutively the optimum
estimate XK of the systc.. state at time tK.
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Figurp 10 is a block diagram of the Kalman filter computations occurring during the
period tK.. to tK+1 . Block D1 is a mathematical model of the system described by
Equations (40) and (41). The state of this system is to be estimated by block .
In this estimation block, the measurements Yk corresponding to the a priori estimate.

, are compared aith the real measurements YK - The difference multiplied by the
weighting matrix BK Is then used to determine the desired a posteriori estimate XK

as given by Equations (42) and (43). The weighting matrix computed in block ® depends
on the statistical data of the plant noise hK and the measurement noise vK . The error
covariance matrices PK and • are also computed in block 0) by the use of the
recursive formulae (44), (45) and (46).

Some remarks are now made in conjunction with the problems of filter mechanisation and
initial conditions. It is not possible to cover this area exhaustively.

The system state vector should include all the system variables to be estimated. Since
the size of computation grows excessively (approximately by the third power) with the
r~umber of variables, appropriate choice is of great importance. In very accurate or
complicated systems, the number of the state variab*es may be too large to be processed
on the computer used. In such cases, a sub-optimal system may be used, where some of the
variables are omitted. Another method is the partitioning of the system state vector by
placlng the variables to be eliminated in one sub-system and the remaining variables in
an ?11itional sub-system6. In every case of designing a sub-optimal filter, the perform-
ance deterioration due to eliminate'on or partitioning of some state variables should be
predetermined by digital computer simulation and compared with optimal results.

The state transition matrix Pt,t0 Is derived from the state matrix A(t) by the

differential equation

•'-kt, to

dt

with the initial condition Otot, : I (the identity matrix). An explicit solution of

this equation is not possible.

However, if A(t) is slowly varying, that means all coefficients can be assumed con-
stant within one computation cycle, various expressions for 4) can be obtained. In
particular the solution for 4P in the time interval tI to t 2 for constant A = A(t 1 ) is

•t ! ' et2"tl)A(tl) (48)

If the time interval t 2-t 1  is very small compared to the system dynamics, then

t2,tl = I + (t2-t 1 )A(t 1) , (49)

where higher order elements are neglected.

If the Kalman computation cycle Axt = - tK is too large to satisfy the condition
(49), it can be partitioned by computing ýt,+11 over smaller time intervals

AtU = t1 +1 - ti , where Lt pAt . Since

4 '(t t 2t0)tt Ot 0

we obtain, for ,K K

i= ; 1 (50)
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The driving functions in Equations (40) and (41) are restricted to white noise. If
some of the state variables are affected by correlated noise, this can also be included
by the addition of shaping filters. These filters are then considered to be excited by
white noise and their outputs have the same correlations as the correlated random variables
in the original system.

As a simple example, Markov noise processes have a spectral density function of the
form

G(w) = (51)
W2 + CW

2

and can be described by the differential equation

f(t) + W0f(t) = (32 W0)u(t) , (52)

where u(t) is unity white noise. This equation can be incorporated in Equation (38).
and f(t) is one of the state variables. It may be emphasised that extension to correl-
ated noise is not compromised by the increase in the number of state variables.

Fbr the initial conditions, the variances and covariances to be arrayed in the co-
variance matrix P; should be known. Since, in many cases, the cross-correlations will
not be known, the initial system may be obtained by replacing the symmetric matrix P*
by a diagonal matrix with only self-correlations, as in Equation (53):

Covariance Matrix ofx 0
0- o-

P = 0 0 'T i (53)

0,2
Zn

During the Kalman filtering operation, the Pk and P; matrices will converge to the
optimal case as a result of the updating.

It has already been proved, by extensive system simulations and actual tests, that the
optimum filtering method is a powerful tool to make maximum use of all available sensor
information. But there is no theoretical or closed-form solution to find the "best"
optimum filter for a particular system. Extensive computer simulations and, if possible,
actuai hardware tests are required to optimise the filter parameters and to determine the
number of variables that should be estimated.
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SUMMARY

The application of statistical estimation techniques is one of the more
important new developments in inertial navigation. These techniques make
possible si.nificant imgrovement in the performance of a navigation system.
even with no change in the quality of the instruments, by allowing the sys-
tem to continuously calibrate itself. The purpose of this paper is to des-
cribe the operation of an onboard statistical filter and discuss some of
the practical consequences and problems.

First. the basic form of the Kalman recursi e filter Is reviewed. The
basic operation of the filter is then explained using a simplified example.
Next, simulation results are shown for a typical air transport navigatin
problem with an inertial system aided by Doppler radar and position fixes.
Several applications and consequences of statistical estimation are then
described, and two of the more Important practical problems in applying
statistical estimation procedures are discussed.
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TME IMPACT OF STATISTICAL ESTIMATION ON INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Larry D. Brock

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most Important ~aew developments in inertial navigation systems !s the use
of statistical estimation techniques during flight. These techniques ane programmed into
a flight computer and provide for the optiuma use of all navigation infortation. The
computer program is normall~y called a filter because of Its clone association with a
conventional filter eircuit. The computer program segarates the navigation information
(asigal) from the errors in the navigation equipment (noise). The statistical filtering
technique In most common use, which was developed by R.E.iKalssn 1.2. Is closely related
to the statist~cal filter work of N. Wiener 3.

The primary applications of these techniques are in the incorporation of external
information, such as Doppler velocity and position flies. Into an Inertial system sand in
the initial alignment and calibration of the iordrtial platform. Statistical filtering
will, in most cases. give significant Improvement in the performance of a uavigation
syatem. even with no change in the quality of the Instruments. This improvement is made
possible through the use of a computer technique which not only combines the output of
the various systems (inertial. Doppler. etc.) in an optima m.wy but also provides a
seeem by which the systems continuously calibrate each other, Ute purpose of this paper
is to describe the operation of an onboard statistical filter and to diseass sowe of the
practical consequences and problems, resulting from Its use.

Pirst, a brief intuitive, eiplanatios Is given ot oWe the filter works. then the
equations for the Kalman formulation of a statistical filter are eomariand. The filter
13 further explained by the application of the equations to a simple example. Next.
simulation rmolts are given for a typical Now York to london fligbt using an Inertial
system with Doppler radar and position fixos. Finally, some of the more significant
results. consequences. and problems are discussed.

I. DESCRIPTION4 OF 51tITESTCAL FILTER

As it Is commonly uses in a navigation system a statistical filter to a recursive
technique, pr*rme~d liot a flight couter ohi't uses all avaiiable latoxuation to
eat mate the errors sad error sousce to the system. At each tiet new information to
obtained, a noe estimate is ade of the errors mad error sources. The estimated error is
subtracted from the output of the systes and the estimated error sourcee (grro drift.
acceleromter scale factor. etc., are compeasated for. Ate information used by the filter
Is the differesce between the basic 1,svigatiom om.puts as pvrodced by the different asa-
tesm. binmpie awe the differene betweewn the velocity as measured by the inertial system
sad that indicated by the Doppler rWda or the differifte between the position as indicated
by the Inertial system sad that Imdicated by LO. Ine asestisi ingredient of the
filter Is a statistical error model for all the systems Involved (Inertial. Dowper. etc.)
The computer Contains a twro.mt estimate for each term is the error model. Ibis estimate.
based o* all pfevicas seemmrmempts. is periodicall~y uiated. At the tiom of each mew
metssremeat, the lit feramo. Is the otpots of the systems is predicted. bined on the
current estimate Of the errors is the systems. If there is a difference betmeem the pre-
dicted differeome Is the system* sad the smmored diffaeseco. them the estimates of the
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errors are niot as good as they could be. This difference between the predicted and actual
measurements is used through a set of weighting coefficients to update each of the esti-
mates of the errors. The weighting coefficients are variables which are computed period-
ically in the flight computer and are based on the assumed statistical model for the
errors. This computation takes into account the past history of the system, including the
effects of previously applied information and of vehicle motions which affect the system
errors.

The basic operation of a filter can be illustrated by the following hypothetical situa-
tion: Suppose a human navigator is monitoring the operation of an inertial system on a long
flight. Also, suppose that periodically he gets position fixes from other sources -- such
as LGRAN, TACAN, or celestial sightings -- and plots the difference between the output of
the inertial system and the fixes. Now if the human navigator has had considerable
experience with inertial systems, he will recognize that the relatively smooth trend in
this difference plot (usually with an 84-minute period) is primarily the inertial system
error and that the random errors are primarily the fix uncertainties. He can also probably
tell by the shape of the inertial error curve what the probable causes of the errors are.
For example, he will know that if there is an azimuth misalignment, the error curve will
change in a certain way just after a turn. The navigator can then compensate for the
errors. It would be very impractical for even a highly trained human operator to do this
much work during an actual flight, but this is essentially what the filter does automatic-
ally,

3. THE KALMAN STATISTICAL FILTER

The entire process discussed in the preceding section can be described mathematically
with a relatively concise set of equations developed by R.E.Kalmanl, 2 . These equations
specify the ortimum statistical filter if certain assumptions can be made about the system.
These assumptions are that the uncertainty in the estirates of the system variables can
be described by a set of linear equations that are driven by uncorrelatea (white) noise.
These assumptions imply that the uncertainties can be described by Gaussian distributions.
The assumptions are not very restrictive and in almost all navigation problems they can
be made with little loss in the efficiency of the filter.

The Kalman filter has become relatively familiar; thus no detailed derivation is given
here. The equations for the Kalman filter are given as a reference and to define notation.

The basic filtering problem is to produce the optimum estimate of the fundamental
variables (state variables) of a physical system from a set of measurements. The entire
system is assumed to be described by equations of the form:

x =Fx+ n (1)

where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to time. The vector -x is the state
vector and includes all the variables of all the systems involved in the measurement pro-
cess. The matrix F is made up of the coefficients of the linear set of differential
equations. (It is not necessary that the basic equations be linear. If they are not
linear, the matrix F is then made up of the partial derivatives of the basic equations
with respect to changes in the state variables about a nominal. For this discussion it
is assumed that the basic equations are linear.) The vector Wi represents the white
noise which drives the system. True white noise does not exist in the physical world
since it implies infinite power. The white noise used in Equation (1) is the input into
an analytical system (shaping filter) which produces the noise that is encountered in the
real system. For example, if it is assumed that gyro drift rate is a stationary random
process with an exponential autocorrelation function, then the shaping filter would be as
shown in Figure 1, whore w is white noise, dr is the random drift rate, and 7 is
the correlation time of the drift. If it is assumed that gyro drift rate is described
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by a random walk (Brownias moticn) process, then the shaping filter would be just the
integral of white noise without the feedback. In order to fit the total system into tue
framework for a Kalman filter, it is necessary to include the basic variables of all the
shaping filters into the state vector x .

It is assumed that measurements are made at discrete times and are given by

i H~x +-u,. (2)

where the matrix H gives the relationship between the measurements and the state vari-
ables and i represents uncorrelated errors in the measurements. The optimum linear
filter developed by Kalman for obtaining the optimum estimate. I , of the state variubles

. from a series of measurements, • , is given by the set of equations:

x 1' +W( - HT') 11
E = E' - W HE' measurement

S times

W = E'HT (H E' IIT + RF) t

x = Fx--

= FE + Ep + Q Ibetween measurements

In these equations the prime indicates conditions that exist just prior to the measurement.
The superscript T indicates the transpose. The matrix E is the covariance matrix of
the estimation errors and is defined by

E "=Sx 8xT

where 6i = x - ,

The bar represents the expected or mean value. The matrices R and Q are defined
by

u(t) u(T) = R 8(t - T)

n(t) n(7) rQ (t - r)

where 3 is the unit impulse function (de'ta function). A diagram of a system with a
Kalman filter is shown in Figure 2. A system with a Kalman filter can be mechanized in
two almost equivalent ways. One way is to compensate for the estimated errors by simu-
lating their effect in the flight computer and correcting the displays accordingly. The
other method is to actually correct the error source in the physical system. ?br example,
if an estimate is made of a gyro drift, then the gyro is torqued to remove this drift.
Mathematically the two methods are equivalent, but in an actual system there may he some
advantage in using one or the other.

4. EXAMPLE

A simple example will help illustrate the basic operation of a stutistiral filter.
Suppose an inertial navigation system is built to navigate only along a meridian of a
spherical non-rotating earth. 7he only sources of error are assumed to be an initial
tilt error and gyro drift. The gyro drift has an initial bias value and varies randomly
during the flight as a random walk (Brownian motion). The inertial system is to be aided
by a Doppler radar with a scale factor error and uncorrelated errors at sample times. The

scale factor error is also described by random walk. The inertial velocity and Doppler
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velocity are to be compared and the difference is to be used in a Kalman filter to produce
corrections to the inertial and Doppler systems. A block diagram showing the operation of
the system is given in Figure 3.

In the figure vd is the Doppler velocity, 6v is the uncorrelated error in the
Doppler measurement, a is measured acceleration, vi is inertial velocity, p is posi-

tion, and Re is the radius of the earth. The small circled numbers indicate where

corrections from the filter go back into the system.

The equations which describe the errors in the inertial systems are

Ap: Avi

Ai -- gas
(4)

+ AdRe

Ad=nd

where Aa is the tilt of the platform relative to the vertical, g is the acceleration

of gravity, 'd is the uncompensated gyro drift, and nd is the white noise which gives

gyro drift the proper random walk characteristics. The error in the Doppler velocity is

Avd = v/ASF + Ev

S(5)ASF• = ns.

where v is the total velocity. ASF is the scale factor error, and n. is white noise.
The basic measurement is the difference in velocity,

Av = v, -vd = Avi -Avd. (6)

The most convenient set of state variables for this problem is position error Ap .
inertial velocity error Av, , platform tilt &a . gyro drift 6d , and scale factor error
ASP . Written in matrix form. the differential equations for the state variables are

0 , "o 1 0 0 A"-p 0"

Ail 0 0 g 0 0 Avi 0

A& 0 -1'Re 0 10 Am + 0. (7)

d 0 0 0 0 0 Ad nd

Asp 0 0 0 0 0 ASF

The measurement equation is

Av [0 1 0 0 -v) Ap -C. (6)

Avi

Ad

Asp'
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The filter for this probelm is now completely specified by Equation (3) where the xI
vector, F matrix. i vector, H matrix, and V* vector are defined by Equations (7)
and (8). The matrices R and Q are defined by

R [

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 00 0

Q 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 Nd 0

0 0 0 0 N J

whe re

nd(t) nd(T) = Nd 8(t - T)

ns(t) ns(T) = Ns 8(t - T)

The initial estimates for the state variables are assumed to be zero. It is also assumed
that there is no initial cross-correlation between state variables. .he initial co-
variance matrix E is then a diagonal matrix made up of the expected mean squared value
of each of the variables themselves, since the initial estimates are zero. With numbers
specified for all the constants involved, all the information is now available to program
the filter for this problem into a flight computer.

The results for the simulated operation of this system are given for the followin3

typical values:

initial position error = 0

initial velocity errur = 0

initial tilt = 0.2 minutes

initial gyro drift = 0.Ol5°/hr

initial scale factor error = 0.5%

random walk gyro drift (Nd) = . O 01i5/hr)2/hr

random scale fartor (Ns) = (O.O%) 2/hr

uncorrelated velocity error 6,A) 0. 5 knots.

It is assumed that the vehicle accelerates to 500 knots, holds this velocity for one hour.
accelerates to 1200 knots, and then stops after 4 hours. Figure 4 ahows the position.
velocity, and tilt error in the inertial system without the filter. Figure 5 shos the
saue variables with the filter. Figure 6 shows the estimates of gyro drift and scale
factor error that are made by the filter. Figure 7 shose the expected uncertainty in
each of the state variables. These uncertainties are given by the square root of the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. It cap be seen that there is a drop in most
of the uncertainties at one hour when the velocity changed, This is because the change
in velocity helps the filter distinguish between inertial errors and Doppler errors.
because the Doppler errors depend on velocity while the inertial errors do not.

a"
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5. SIMULATIONS

The next set of figures shows the results of a much more realistic example. The simu-
lation is of a supersonic transport flying on a great circle flight from New York to
London. The plane flies at 500 knots over land and 1200 knots over the Atlantic. The
aircraft carries an inertial system and a Doppler radar system which are combined by a
statistical filter which also processes check point information. The inertial system has
a variety of errors, including 0. 015 deg/hour gyro drift rate and 0.1% scale factor errors
in the gyros and accelerometers. The system begins navigation 15 minutes before the air-
plane begins moving, with I degree errors in vertical alignment and azimuth. Thus the
navigation program aleo performs the initial alignment and gyrocompassing operation. The
Doppler radar has a random walk scale factor error with a 0.3% initial value. When the
Lircraft is over water, there is a Doppler velocity error due to surface motion and due to
ocean currents. The Kalman filter is not optimum, in that the scale factor errors and
Doppler errors caused by operation over water are not included in the filter. These errors
are absorbed by other terms. This is not the ideal situation but is realistic considering
the limitations on computer size. Figure 8 shows the pure inertial error. The error which
results when the Inertial system is augmented by Doppler radar and filtering is shown in
Figure 9. The same conditions exist in Figure 10. except that conventioral filtering is
used. Figure 11 shows the results when four position fixes that have a root-mean-square
uncertainty oi 1000 ft are incorporated into the system.

6. APPLICATIONS AND CONSEQUENCES 3F FILTERING

The most important application of filtering techniques is essentially the one illus-
trated in the previous example, that of combining various sources of inforsation during
navigation. The Kalman filter gives a unified method of combining information from any
source: inertial. Doppler. stellar. LORAN. TACAN. Decca. communications satellite, mul-
tiple inertial system#, etc. 1hen a statistical filter is used with an external velocity
source, two of the classical problems in inertial navigation - damping and gyrocompassing
- are automatically solved in an optimu way. The 84-minute and 24-hour period oscilla-
tions of the inertial system errors are described by the error eMations which are written
into the filter. In fact, these characteristics are one of the primary swans by which the
filter distinguishes inertial errors from other errors. Thus. these error oscillations
are automatically odamped". Also. the filter uses all available Information to estimate
the position and velocity of the vehicle. This includes obtaining as indication of the
direction of North by measuring the rotation of the gravity vector that Is due to the
rotation of the earth. Thus, a system with a filter is contiwnously "gyroconpeing"
Kalman filtering can be used for optimum da•ing and gyrocompassing even with no external
reference. (8 Reference 4). However. even optiem doing is probably not very effec-
tive for an aircraft inertial navigation system.

Another classical problem which is greatly aided by statistical filtering techniques is
the initial alignment and calibration of an Inertial system. A filter of the sme form
as that used for navigation can be used. during pre-flight, to process external information
in order to estimate the miaalignment& and miscallbrationm of the voste. Tbe external
Information soy be Just the fact that the aircraft Is not moving, so that moy bias velocity
is velocity error. The state variables that are used in the pre-flight filter normally
include platform misaligments, aro drifts. and mny other terms which might be subject
to day to da variations, such as gyro and mccelerometer scale factors. In addition, the
calibration program might be run with the platform In several different attitudes to help
the filter separate error sources.

The calibration problem and the navigation problem are so similar that is mamy cems
the aoine computer program can be used. It is necessary to inclW4e in the Uavigatiom filter
mont of the major inertial system error sources, such as aimalismonts snd gyro drifts,
Uhsme parmeters ame the onme s that msmt be estimated during thk pre-fli•ht calibration
po~asm. ihUs. with only quantitative chang in se of the statistical valms describing
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the system, the navigation filter will also handle the calibration Problem. For example.
a filter which is designed to use Doppler radar measurements can be used for calibration
by making the Doppler measurement zero and by greatly reducing thb as,;umed error in the
measurement.

In most cases, filtering techniques will both, improve ýhe accuracy of the calibration
process and shorten the time required. A filter can ese:ly handle the problem of motion
during the alignment, such as wind buffeting, anO can salo be mechanized to account for the
changing characteristics of components during warm-ur. The sme type of filter can be
used to transfer alignment from a master system to anooher inertial system, such as In
aircraft carrier operations.

Filtering techniques are also useful for post-flight analysis of navigation systemn
during a test program. In this application, all rpcessary system data is recorded during
flight, along with all available reference data. The reference data is used in the same
way as it is used in flight; but reference data is usually much more accurate and the
error model for the navigation system can be much more complete. In post-flight analysis
even better use of the information can be Eide by extending the filter to include optimum
smoothing techniques, which means that referenýe data. is used from both sides of the point
in question.

One of the most important consequences of the use of statistical filtering for naviga-
tion is that it changes the basic fiL&ure of merit for the component parts of the navigation
system. The dynamic and statistical nature of thi error becomes very important in addition
to its absolute accuracy. Shat in u lrately important it the total uccuracy of the
overall system after the meatJrements have bean processed by the filter. Thus. what Is
important Is the ability of 4.he filter to detect Wad compensate for the errors. For
example, if a component has poor day-to-day stability but the error Is nearly constant
once warmed up. the total :,ystem accuracy might be oetter than with a component with better
absolute accuracy but witil lesn stability during the flight. The parmters that give a
measure of this lack of stability during fl.ght are the white noise inputs which drive the
error equations. These are given oy the Q and R matrices in the filter equations (see
Equation (3)). Thus, oae of the Important parameters of a component is the size of ts
white noise term that is a part af the error model for that component. For example. if
gyro drift can truly be described by a random ualk model e used in the example In Section
4. then an Important figure of writ for a gyro is the Increase in am squared gyro drift
per unit time. The units for this parameter would be (des/bour)1 /hour. Omen a filter is
used. this number might be more important than the drift rate Itself.

An even more Important consideration Is the dynamic characteristics of the errors. If
a filter Is used to combine the Information from too system which have errors with the
same dynamic characteristics, then the filter can do little more than produce a statistical
aversae which might reduce the error around 20 to 305. On the other hand. if the errors
have unique dynamic characteristics. then the filter will be able to distinguish the errors
and obtain a possible 70 to M improvmet. As was mestioted is the eaples, this situs-
tion Is an dvantage wWen an Inertial system and Deoler radar are coabied. OSt inertial
errors are related to om inertial direction while Doppler errors are related to aircraft
aes. Thus. when a turn Is made, the filter Is to some degree able to distinpglib asd
calibrate the errors.

A very valuable by-product of the me of statistical fi lteriag is that em a priort
estimate Is available at all times for the accurso of the navigation system. ihis feature
has at least three possible uses. First. the InformUtion could be displayed directly.
Tbe aftigation system would then give the vehicle operator mot only the Indicated poeltion
and velocity, but the estimated accuracy of these mnmbers. Is some situations this iaforms-
tin could be invaluable. Secomdly, a record could be kept of the actual and estimated
error in the system, for exampl. at terminal points. If there mere. us e averse, too
much discrepancy betweem boe well the system mn doing sad hoe it tUouht it wa doing.
this mould indicate that the system as not operating properly. She problem could be due

L
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either to some component which was exceeding specifications or to improper modeling of the
system. A third use of this statistical Jata would be the automatic editing of the input
data. The filter already has an estimate of the expected error in the measurements. Thus.
if a measurement is in error by more than three or four standard deviations, it can be
automatically rejected and indication can be given to the operator that something might be
wrong.

7. PROBLEMS

TWo of the most Important problems in the use of statistical filtering are the require-
mots for a large flight computer and the need for adequate statistical models of the
component parts of the system.

The computational problem is due to the necessity of computing, in real time. the
optimum statistical weighing factors. The weighing factors involve the integration of a
matrix differential equation for the covariance matrix (see Equation (3)). This matrix has
dimensiona n x n . where a is the number of variables being estimated by the filter.
The mount of computation required is roughly p~roportional to n3 

. Thus. the more om -
plete the model. the worse the computational problem. For a particular navigation system
there will be a trade-off between accuracy and computer capability something like the
hypothetical curve shown in Figure 12. For any system there will be a point beycnd which
a larger computer gives very little improvement. Considerable knowledge of the system is
needed to actually determine the trade-off between accuracy and computer size. This fact
leads into the other major problem.

The other major problem is the need for statistical models for all the instruments
involved in the navigation system. Computer simulations of typical navigation problems
using supposedly realistic statistical modelb produce outstanding performance when Kalman
filtering is used. But the results in the real world are not necessarily this good.
beensa of unsuspected errors with which the filter is not capable of coping. A detailed
ctatistical error model for to inertial system has not really been essential in the past.
but woe that the model Is actually a part of the system. Its determination is much more
Important. T7 be confident of having a complete model, it Is necessary to test the system
in a operational enviroment as near a possible to the one in which the system is
otually going to be used. This flight test progrm is necessary to assure that the stat-

Istical filter can handle my peculiarity in the system. It Is very helpful in this flight
test proram to record all Information that is necessary to 'r-fly M the flight on a ground-
based computer. With this recording it is possible to chang the filter and determine
what the results would have bees without having to re-fly the aircraft. It is thus possible
to optiamle the filter with great savings in flight test expenses.

I. CONCLUSIONS

It Is ver7 likely that a larWe pVreustege of the aircraft In the future *ill use inertial
mavigation e6QiVmust and that the mechanmiti - Of these system will be greatly influmnced
by statistical filtering techaiques. These techmiaes are in so early stao of development
ad mul eaperiemce is needed to determine just bow they should be used. Is many casea.
it Is likely that a simplified filter sill produce results thich are marly optimm. oi
the other hand. me developmemts is very highly capable. but l*s expemive. flight com-
ptes MY make desirable evum more sophisticated filtering techaissa. Ip either cane.
the 1a9106 filter e0tioNs give a uaified foumdatiom from which practical mechs•iatioms
cam be developed.
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SUMMARY

Under sponsorship of the United States Air Force Cambtidge Research Lab-
oratories the Massachusetts Institute of Technology undertook to apply the
techniques of inertial guidance to airborne gravimetry. Tests of a missile
accelerometer used as a gravimeter on a stabilized platform aboard a KC135
aircraft ensued.

The results of an error analysis of the stabilization and navigation
requirements are presented. Navigation requirements are divided into hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates, in the horizontal coordinates accurate
velocity is shown to be the most demanding requirement. In the vertical
coordinate, filtering is required to distinguish between gravitational and
inertial reaction forces.

The design of the experimental gravimetric system is then discussed, with
emphasis on the pendulous gyro gravimeter and on the stabilization system.

Some results of the flight tests, which started In November 1966, are
presented in the form of raw data and reduced observations. Incidental data
involving air turbulence and aircraft motion are also presented.
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NOTATION

semi-major axis of reference ellipsoid cm

az acceleration along the local vertical cm/sec 2

E Ebtv6s correction cm/sec 2

f earth's flattening (1/298.3)

fN'fE specific force along North. East cm/sec 2

fy specific force along y aircraft coordinate cm/sec 2

h altitude of aircraft above reference ellipsoid cm

V aircraft groundspeed cu/sec

YO gravity at sea level cm/sec 2

longitude 
rad

geographic latitude rad

earth rotation rate (7,29 x l0"1) red/sec

ground track angle measured from north red

A used as prefix to denote increment or error in
a quantity
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APPLICATION OF INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY TO
AIRBORNE GUAVIVETRY

Elmer J.Frey and Raymond B. Harlan

1. INTRODUCTION

Gravimetry is the measurement of the force of gravity and was first done in static
conditions on the surface of the earth. The instruments used for this purpose have prin-
cipally involved measurement either of the period of a pendulum or of the distortion of an
elastic spring'~. During the 1920s Vening lminesz 2 used pendulum apparatus to measure
gravity at sea aboard a submerged submarine, and in the following decade spring-type
gravimeters were designed for use in relatively static conditions at the sea bottom at
modest depths'. In 1957 Worzel 3 measured gravity at sea on board a surface ship using the
spring-type meter of Graf. and not too such later the elastic spring meters of La~ote-
Romberg were also successfully used on surface ships at sea. Finally. in 1959. the first
experiments in airborne gravimetry were conducted by Thompson and LaCnsteM . These Vero
soon followed by other experiments in airborne gravimetry. noctably those of Nettleton.
LaCoste, Glicken. and Harrisons.". always using elastic spring gravimeters. Thus, the
measurements have progressed from static conditions to Increasing levels of velocities and
accelerations.

A gravimeter measures specific force. and Is thus Identical in function to an accelero-
meter, except for the anticipated environment. A aelsometer may also be considered to hve"
an identical function. and in fact several of the current gravimeters. such as the LaCoste-
Romberg, are adaptation& uf the La~oste seismograph suspension system. The standard unit
of the geodesist is th.' mill1igal. with a value of 0. Dole% soc 2 or approximately 10O*
gravity; a land graviseter Is expected to have an accuracy of at least 0-1 milli1gal. or
approximately 10"" gravity, aMW instruments with considerabl' higher resolution have been
used for many years. However. such units must br cluWpe juring transportation, and
usually have a very limited range of static moasuremont typically a few thousand Silligals.
and sometimes less than $1) milligals. Exposure tif an uncaewd instrument to conditions
beyond this range necessitates recalibrat ion and Nei produre pirowint damaage. Therefore.
the Instruaments designed for a dynamic esivironeer. have- sarrificed siome of the resolution
and accuracy of the static instruments in order to surviver and measure to the dynamic
onvironuent. Nevertheless. the surfee ship and airplane eamu~romenta mentioned thus far
all employed instruments which sore balsicsiy adataetions of static land Sravimeter designs.

The measurement of gravity on a movies wehicle intrvduces other prblmis besides those
of the grsvimeter. for example, it breomes necessary to provide angular stabil lzatiom or
indication In order to point the sensitive axis of the gravimieter to the proper direction.
i.e.. along the gravity vector. In addition, It becomes necessary to distinguish between
the accelerations of gravit~y and ver0!%'!v a#celerations with respect to the earth, both of
which affect the Instrument equally. by some appropriate filtering Process. Pimally. it
Is also necessary to dint inguish the vertical Coriolis accelerations due to horimietal
velocities. which Implies that these velocities must also he Wnon. Ie*e reauir~evts
further limit the accuracy and the resolution of gravimetry Oil board a movieg vehicle.
particularly on an aircraft where altimeter accuracy limits the knowledge of the vertical
accelerations. as weil as of #be altitude Itself. Clomseqsntily. even a perfect gravimertr
with infinite resolution can provide only results consistent with the other sources of
inaccuracy.
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Since the measurement of specific force, angular stabilization, and indication of
position and velocity are all the subject maItter of inertial navigation, the application
of the techniques and equipment of this field to alrbora(' gravimetry is logical. In 965
the Experimental Astronomy Laborutory Atarted a study of tht. possibility of using inertial
equipment for airborne gravimetry. 7he study led to the selection of an accelerometer
for test as a potential gravimeter, and the assembly of a stabilizationt platform for the
gravimeter for a flight test program. By late 1966 experimental gravimetric flights were
being conducted in a United States Air Pbrce KC-135 aircraft, using this equipment and
the navigation system which alresay existed in the aircraft.

2. STABILIZATION AND NAVIATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1 Stabiliastiom

A specific force aloug any direction can be computed from force measurements made ini
three arbitrary. but known. orthogonal directions. Thus in principle a "trpdown"
measurement system of three instruments could be used for gravity as.urement. Stith an
arrangement requires three accurate instruments rather than one. a&J in addition requires
very high accuracy in the determination of the direction of the iaut sxes of tho itrsCru-
meots and stability in these directions with respect to each other. A typical errar
coefficient for alignment uncertainty is three milligals per arc second. Consequently.
it Is preferable to use one instruisent aligned along the desiiý dirtection. because the
courses flown can be rather smooth. and accelerations normal to !he desired directi(w may
be kept smll. Ibis reduces alignment errors to a second-ordor effect.

If a pendulous gyro accelerometer is used for a graviseter. an ,iditlonal requirement
is made. si'we the output of the instrument is a rotstion about the input axis. it mast
either be stabilized about the vertical axis or the ,sisauh sation of tJe case sust be
known.

Cximie first the alignment error for a static gravity measurement on land or at the
•a botton. In this cu.e the instrument is to to aligned along the gravity vector, and
there is no torinontal acceleration. Thus aligmeeat may be done by levels. and an error

• >. in verticality produces an error iucin, in th meseuresent, so that a one al,*i-
radian error is leveling produces about one halt miligal t•ror. and % o*ze "rc minute
error produces about 0.04 milligal. Land and ses bottom grOW-.-:t'r• ,tr usurily le'lod
by static methods.

Early subimrine and shipboard traviseters were •le4 by use of pendulous gimbal
systems. with periods of the order of or* or two o;nutes. Since the pendulous gimbals
followed the apparent vertical. i.e. the sporift frorce vector, the resulti#g rea etents
bad to he ca.rected for the horiontal acceleratatano abih mere wentt and for the semad-
order reduction it the gravity vector sersed. This letter 'omputalo•e, called the Imro.o
correctiomn is about 30 *illtgals for a borimn. 1 aecoleration of 0.Oi1 snd Increnate
with the quare of the acceleratiom. ?he &mlo r-efutation cosmlv uwed to comses
this correctios e*a also wed to itsa partial curroctiom for the dysmmit response of the

al~dlss1 s.., li queetly gyro-stabilied platfores were uwed to replsce the peldeloas
81aiil pystems. reducin cosiderebly the effect of borimtal c'elersttomt. I""

In aaaL"InS the stabillaatlou rluirement. the flit step Is to elpres the hoIsromtal
specific force of the vehicle in a suitable coordimate system. It Woi•atl flight.
meglectims all tems iN the earthbs flatt:•:rta ruduces tih etpireo•mio for !mrth mWd 9".

specific force to,'

in co t

onO 2
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Note that the centripetal term ia.2 sin Z cos ' is part of the gravity vector and thus
does not appear in the horizontal acceleration expression.

Since grainmetric survey flights are likely to fllow simple patterns, it is convenient
to look at components of horizontal specific force for great-circle and rhumb-lin• flights
at constant speed. Along the flight direction. the specific force is zero; normal to
the flight direction, for great-c~rcle flights. i, is

fy 7 2W sin (3)

and for rhumb-line flights it is

V
2

f = 2 sin ) -+ tan T sin . ()a

For great-circle courses at 400 knots, the Coriolis acceleration of 21W sin ;P can be
as much as 3000 mililgal@, and is the dominant sustained horizontal acceleration. At 400
knots and 900 or 2700 heading, the additional rbumb-line acceleration reaches the sane
value at latitudes above 750. Thus a reasonable estimate for sustained man horizontal
acceleration for all flights is 3000 milligals; this is the cross-acceleration term which
products alignment errors if the graviveter Is to be oriented along the gravity vector.
It error sensitivity in this case is approximately one milligal per arc minute of tilt
in ta* roll direction.

"Several possibilities for stlalima*.on coordinates appear. Oce is the usual North.

East. and vertical "ystem coer.,ly useu in navigation platforms, Another Is a smoothed
or averagod apparent vertical s-h as is provided by as aircraft vertical gyro retfrence;
this has the disadvantage of being sensitive to hoiri.Atal accelerations of short duration.
ihicb me"a that both a Bromne correction sad a cross-acceleration correction must be
applied. The •ron-actelerstion cmrrection my be co!'w. I from navigation Information
and kaboel-dgw of the dyrnA*4c rtswa.•w of the stable eletent. but involves inacuracles
arising fro* th•eo sourcea"'.

Another coordlnate a•tn *hicb follow the apparent vertical for fligbt path* wascel-
rited with reab tk to the rotating earth is pcsobi. and vould present the advantages

of poking the cros-accel#rations -for such flights apprlxtlmately zero. Such a coor •iase
system it that sich a local vertical inertial navigation platform mulid follo. It U*4
Coriolis acceleration comesatios ort oemitted. I* Arowne corroctiom would agsal be
reqired. but the platform attitude could be more e#Ily determlned and the Wowe c•tm-
tior could be computed rather w.. w ai arcrstoly. fte error sensitivlty tfo such a
ecofiarstiom mould depond primarilY on thinb-lls eceeleratioma, and a value of 0.3
silligal per ar mlinte eight be s wriate as as a&*rto# error coefficiemt.

stabillastloo lostfeat requirewats depend in part upo the crse flos. Uile I
to" the peak error sensitivitles obtained is a alimlctloo of a three "to local vertical

pistfore flows over the courses sbow is Figure 1. Te table shows agular errers in
tilt of the vertical about *-' h anW Ltst, and mugular velocity errors ahout the satieth
sail. "ae letter are Ohp betas" the output of a gyro accelerometer Ils " nagular
velocity. ahout the input axsi, prportlamal to the specific force soost. Noses the
atzimth aaplar velocity errors are critical sis su ac lntrunt is used as a gravity
meter. Figure 2 Illustrmtes the behavior of the aagular errors due to a comutast or*
drift rate. for a esterly flight alowg the ?1O parallel of latitak. The high latitude
ohosims saiwth drift. the H-sdato period aacillatloe is also clearly evidet for

all three aneular errors shoe.

Plur-s 3 and 4 s*e aimuth error due to a eontant drift rate is the azlmuth gyro.
for gcoat-eircle couries passing 91thfi 15 of the pole. The effect of high latitude is
clearly evideet. the stislation als a hoed t"at the time of passage marest the poles
Is also itoportat. eSe error coefficients are iW tamt to the asoe ske the peedloas

I /
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gyro accelerometer is used as a gravimeter; wth a typical accelerometer 3cale factor of
about one radian per second per gravity, an azimuth gyro drift rate of one minute of arc

per hour can produce a gravimeter output error of 0.8 milligal for parts of the course
shown in Figure 3.

The error sensitivities for platform levelling which are shown in Table I are not

especially demanding as far as toe current state of the art is concerned, if one adorts a

one minute of arc specification, which corresponds to one milligal gravimeter error.

However, it should be noted that reasonable velocity signals are necessary to keep the

levelling this accurate, since four knots of velocity produces almost one arc minute of
tilt.

The preceding analysis covered the case of the platform normally aligned to local North,
East, and vertical. Time did not permit carrying out a similar, complete analysis for the

case of a pla'form alignpd to the diffei-nce between the gravity vector and the aircraft
Coriolis acceleration vector, i.e. to the apparent vertical for flight with no horizontal

accelerations with respect to the rotating ear~h. However, since the two coordinate
systems are fairly close to coincidence, within 20 arc minutes uf each other, and since the

platform dynamics do not difftr markedly, the error coefficients should be approximately
the same.

2.2 Navigation Requirements

The navigational requirements may conveniently be separated into those relating to the
horizontal coordinates, or latitude and longitude, and those relating to altitude, since

the way in which the two different coordinates affect airborne gravimetry is drastically

different. Since the flight tjst program was based on use of an existing navigation sys-
tqm, the analysis of navigation errors was more limited in scope then that for stabiliza-
tion errors.

2.2.1 Navigation-lfori7rntal Coordinates

Mapping tVe gravity anomalies requires knowledge of the location of each observation,
i.e. navigation information. The gravity anomaly is the difference between the actual and

the nominal gravity value at each point, and the nominal value is a function of both lati-
tude and altitude. The standard sea level gravity value as a function of latitude is

given by Heiskanen as

)0 = 978.049(1 + 0.0052884 sin 2P - 0.0000059 sin2 2ýP) . (5)

The change w.th latitude is not significantly different at aircraft altitudes and for
purposes of error analysis the sea level formula is adequate. The rate of charge of
standard gravity with latiLude is

dy0

d :- 978.049(0.0052884 sin 2P - 0. 0000118 sin 4P) , (6)

which takes on its maximum value near 450 latitude, where the change is approximately 1.5

milligal per arc minute. This ratio provides one error criterion for latitude indication.
The error criterion for longitude indication depends on the resolution desired for the

map, The resolition attainable for airborne gravimetry is limited for other reasons which
are discussed i. more detail below; these limitations are such that the horizontal posi-
tion errors will not be discussed further at this point.

Horizontal velocity is required as well as position, since the gravimeter is sensitive
to the vertical Coriolis and centripetal accelerations. A sufficiently accurate expression
for the component of acceleration of a body along the normal to the earth ellipsoid is16
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* a' -f(3 sin - 2)] a(, +)2cos? E+.- 1.fsin? -h (7)a a

One part of this expression is the centripetal acceleration of a body fixed with respect
to the rotating earth; this is the term

awv COS[ -+ f sin$ (8)
ad

which is included in normal gravity and has just been discussed. The remaining terms
involve vehicle motion with respect to the earth, and must be .removed from the gravimeter
reading to leave the gravity observation. Since this portion of the discussion is devoted

to horizontal motion, the term h will be ignored and it will be assumed the altitude is
constant. The remaining terms are known to the geophysicists as the lEotvos correction".

For the purposes of an error analysis, the small terms with coefficients of h/a and
f %hich appear within the brackets in Equation (7) may be ignored. The resulting simpli-
fied expression takes the form

E = a* 2 + a(k 2 + 2Aý,) cos 2. (9)

The corresponding error expression is

S7 2aP + 2a (. + CL) COS :ZP Lk - a,\ + 2w) sin V) . (10)

The effect of latitude error L may be evaluated by comparison with the size of the
centripetal term appearing in normal gravity; it obviously varies with longitude rate.
At 450 latitude and 400 knot speed, the error is approximately 2.6 milligals per arc
minute of latitude for eastbound flight, and 1.3 milligals per arc minute for westbound
flight.

The term due to error in latitude rate contributes an error proportional to the latitude
rate; at 400 knots a one knot error in velocity contributes about 3.2 milligals. The
term due to error in longitude rate depends both on latitude and on longitude rate; the
error coefficient increases for eastbound flight and deýreases for westbound flight. At
450 latitude and 400 knot speed, the approximate error coefficients are 8. 5 milligals per
knot of error eastbound and 1.8 milligals per knot westbound.

Since the experimental program was based on the use of an existing navigation system
coupled with the use of aerial photography, there was no need for a detailed error analysis
for design purposes. The error coefficients just developed provide an adequate description
for estimation purposes in data reduction.

2.2.2 Navigation-Vertical Coordinates

A first requirement for altitude indication arises from the fact that the gravity field
is a function of altitude. Near the surface of the earth, the field attenuates by one
milligal in approxiwately three meters. This provides the error sensitivity for the

static effect.

In addition, there is a dynamic effect due to the response of the gravity meter to
specific force, which includes vertical accelerations as well as gravitational accelera-
tions. If the altitude is known with adequate precision vertical acceleration can be
obtained from it by differentiating twice, and the instrument readings corrected for the
"acceleration t~rm (h in Eq. (7)). However, since differentiation of observed data intro-
duces noise into the computed acceleration, care must be exercised in the use of the
altitude data, or the data must be eitremely precise.
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In gravimetric flights vertical motion constitutes a disturbance whose spectrum must
be examined if it is to be measured and its effects eliminated. The sources of the
vertical accelerations include, among other things, atmospheric turbulence, aircraft
dynamics such as phugoid motion, and variations in aircraft weight, engine performance,
trim, and control surface motion. The order of the problem can be illustrated by an
example of phugoid motion, which for a KC-135 aircraft has a period of about 90 seconds.
A phugoid of one centimeter in amplitude creates an acceleration of five milligals in
amplitude for this case. Higher frequency motions with the same amplitude in displacement
create even larger accelerations.

In typical quiet air conditions, the one sigma value of observed accelerations is
generally of the order of two or three thousand milligals. In turbulent air, this figure
rises to values of ten or twenty thousand milligals or even more. Using the altitude
hold system of the KC-135 aircraft, the vertical accelerations have a spectrum which, in
conditions of turbulence, peaks in the range from 0.03 to 0.06 c/s. In quiet air the
spectrum is much broader, with a relatively flat shape from about 0.01 to 0. 12 c/s.

It is instructive to examine what altitude variations correspond to the observed
accelerations. Choosing 0.05 c/s as the center of the spectrum, and 5000 milligals as a
peak amplitude for a sinusoid, yields a peak amplitude of motion of 50 centimeters. Thus
to be able to remove such an oscillation with an accuracy of ten per cent requires
measuring altitude changes to an accuracy of five centimeters. Since no existing altimeter
provides altitude with accuracy anywhere near this level, the readings must be averaged
over a long enough time to yield suitable results. This limits the spatial resolution of
airborne gravimetry since during an averaging period the aircraft moves a considerable
distance.

The preceding example emphasizes the importance both of altimetry and of the filtering
methods used to eliminate the vertical accelerations from the observed data. If, for
example, the observed altitude variation of 50 centimeters is indeed measured to ten per-
cent accuracy, and a corresponding velocity is also desired to ten percent accuracy, the
velocity error of 1.6 centimeters per second combined with a five minute averaging period
yields an error of just over five milligals. One study of the filtering problem has been
made by Moritz". A study of the manner in which both altimeter and gravimeter readings
can be used to obtain optimum results in the determination of vertical motion, as well as
of the gravity reading, would also be useful.

The vertical navigation system used in the KC-135 aircraft consisted of an APR-5 profile
recorder or radar altimeter, plus a hypsometer and a barometric altitude hold for the
aircr'ft. The radar altimeter was used over surfaces of known altitude to provide a
reference point for the hypsometer, which was then used as an altitude indication system
for normal flight. The changes in altitude due to variations in isobaric surface height
are compensated by means of Henry's correction"s.

3. THE GRAVIMETRIC SYSTEM

3.1 The Gravimeter

Inertial navigation has been used in continuous or "cruise" navigation of aircraLft and
ships and in launch guidance of rocket vehicles. The long periods of operation in cruise
navigation make high demands on gyro accuracy, while requirements for accelerometer
accuracy are relatively modest. In rocket vehicles the wide range of acceleration to be
measured makes severe demands on accelerometer performance while, at the same time, long
term stability is required if frequent calibrations are to be avoided. Consequently, the
accelerometers used in rocket vehicles are logical candidates for gravimetric use.

The different types of accelerometers available include the pendulous gyro type used in
both the SATURN and the TITAN III space boosters. The instrvrent used in the latter,



known as the 25 PIGA (pendulous integrating gyro accelerometer) was the model selected

for the gravimetry project.

The instrument has the general form cf an octagonal aluminum cylinder approximately
11 centimeters in diameter and 15 centimeters long, with a weight of about 4 kilograms.
The pendulous gyro within the instrument is a floated integrating gyro of beryllium
construction, with a pendulosity of 22.5 gram-centimeters, and in normal use, an angular
momentum of 30,000 dyne-centimeter-seconds. The floatation is aided by magnetic suspension
produced by the microsyns at each end of the gyro. The pendulosity and angular momentum
values give the device a scale factor of about 0.75 radian pet second per gravity, in its
normal manner of use. The servo system used to drive the accelerometer makes use of a
direct drive d.c. toiquer, and has a natural frequency of about 150 radians per second.
The carrier frequency for the microsyn signals is 1000 hertz. The angular motion of the
gyro turntable within the PIGA is measured by an optisyn 19 , an incremental discrete read-
out device with an output of 2048 pulses per revolution.

In order to minimize the effort, cost, and time required to achieve an operating
gravimeter from an existing accelerometer, whenever possible, use was made of existing
electronic circuitry associated with the mechanical instrument. In the case of a gyro
accelerometer, this circuitry involves the electronics necessary to operate the gyro, the
servo amplifier used to drive the accelerometer torque motor, and the means of detecting
the accelerometer output. The output had to be recorded in a form suitable for gravimetry.

The housing which was designed to provide thermal control for the instrument, whose
operating temperature is about 63 0 C, also incorporated a mumetal layer for magnetic
shielding. Two versions of the housing were designed; the second one differed by being
symmetrical, so that the PIGA input axis could be pointed either up or down. This made
it possible to use the instrument in whichever of the two directions incorporated the
minimum thermal sensitivity.

One major change was made in the use of the instrument. The accelerometer was origin-
ally designed for the broad range of accelerations encountered by a rocket vehicle; in
the gravimetric application a total range of two gravities is more than adequate. Conse-
quently the scale factor of the instrument was increased by reducing the angular momentum
stored in the gyro wheel. This was accomplished by design of a 50 hertz square wave supply
to drive the gyro rotor. This reduced the angular momentum' to 3750 dyne-centimeter-sec-
onds, and increased the scale factor to 6 radians per second per gravity. Thus one PIGA
revolution took place in about 1.05 seconds at one gravity.

The increased angular motion of the rotating PIGA element correspondingly reduces the
sensitivity both to angular motion of the PIGA base and to uncertainties in measurement
of the relative motion of the base and the rotating member. The net effect includes
reduction of the time necessary to resolve a measurement to a given level of accuracy.

The 1000 hertz microsyn supply and the complete PIGA servo loop were left unchanged
in form, although the gain of the servo loop was adjusted somewhat to correspond to the
new gyro values, by resetting the potentiometer. The readout circuitry involved in the
optisyn was also left unchanged.

The instrument output was recorded in the form of elapsed time per revolution of the
PIGA. A Beckman preset counter, operating in a mode in which it is possible to count
continuously without data loss, was used to count one megahertz pulses. Flight data were
generally recorded as the elapsed time for one or two PIGA revolutions, corresponding to
sampling intervals of approximately 1.05 or 2.1 seconds. The preset counter was connected
through an intercoupler to a punched tape unit recording both the elapsed time for the
PIGA revolution and the time from the Astrodata master clock in the aircraft, both in
binary coded decimal form. A printed paper tape also recorded the elapsed time; the visual
readout is convenient both during calibration and for checks during flight. Figure 5 is
a photograph of the airborne electronics console containing the accelerometer electronics
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and readout equipment and the electronics used to operate the stabilization platform on
which the PIGA was mounted.

At a later date a higher degree of system integration and simplification was obtained
by using the frequency reference of the Beckman counter as the frequency source of the
PIGA electronics as well; this increased the frequency stability of the latter and
reduced the complexity of the overall system.

The accelerometer in the mechanical housing which included magnetic shielding, thermal
regulation, and gyro and optisyn preamplifiers weighed approximately seven kilograms.
The second version of the housing was a cylinder approximately 15 centimeters in diameter
and 19 centimeters long.

3.2 Stabilization System

With the selection of a gyro accelerometer for use as a gravimeter, the stabilization
requirement included either azimuth stabilization for the instrument or heading indication,
as well as the vertical stabilization required for any instrument. If the instrument were
to be used with its original scale factor, an azimuth error rate of approximately 0.155
degrees per hour corresponded to one milligal error in gravimeter indication. If the
accelerometer scale factor were to be increased, the error sensitivity would be corres-
pondingly reduced. The requirement for vertical stabilization was described earlier.

Since the goal was gravimetry rather than the design of stable vertical elements, it
was hoped to find an existing platform that would meet the requirements. The azimuth
stabilization requirements would place performance in the range of inertial navigation
systems rather than of aircraft heading references, unless the accelerometer scale factor
were drastically increased. A review of existing systems showed no available inertial
navigation system or heading reference which had enough room on the stable member for the
gravimeter. This is to be expected, since such systems are normally built as compactly
as possible.

Previous tests using stabilized gravimeters had employed camera stabilization mounts,
in particular Aeroflex Laboratories model ART-25, a two-axis stable element, and a later
version, the ART-57. These platforms were equipped with a vertical gyro and two pendulums
for levelling and employed direct-drive torque motors. The platforms tracked the apparent
vertical rather than the true vertical, since there was no Coriolis compensation. In
addition, the platform showed a limit cycle oscillation of about five arc minutes amplitude,
probably due to non-linearities in the pendulums, and affected by the high erection rates
required to overcome gyro drift. This performance was unacceptable; however, the ART-57
platform itself was phsyically large enough to hold the gravimeter and was available. In
addition, the direct drive torquers could permit satisfactory stabilization to the vertical
if adequate gyros, accelerometers, and servo electronics were used. The gyro accelerometer
could thus be stabilized to the vertical and, if heading were indicated to sufficient
accuracy, the stabilization requirements could be met.

A review of three-axis stable platforms was made in the hope that the azimuth axis and
stable member of such a platform could provide the necessary attitude reference for the
ART-57 gimbals. One suitable platform was the AN/AJN-IO, an inertial reference platform
built by AC Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation, for use in a Doppler-
inertial aircraft navigation system. This platform, together with the associated AN/ASN-
32 navigation computer and control indicator was available, and the aircraft was already
equipped with a Doppler radar. Furthermore, the complete three-axis platform could fit
on the stable member of the ART-57 platform, and the AN/AJN-10 platform also used direct-
drive d.c. torquers. This suggested that integration of the two platforms might be fairly
simple.
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The AN/AJN-10 platform uses three single-degree-of-freedom floated integrating gyros
and two floated restrained pendulums. The North and azimuth gyros are Honeywell GG49 MIG
units; the East gyro, used for azimuth alignment in ground erection and for gyrocompassing
in flight, is a 2FBG-2C model manufactured by AC Electronics. The pendulums are Honeywell
GG59 units. The electronics are completely solid state, and the modes of operation are
designed for convenient use. The platform weighs about 32 kilograms without electronics.

The complete AN/AJN-1O platform was placed on the ART-57 stable member, and the two
outer axes, roll and pJtch, of the AN/AJN-1O platform were locked. The servo signals
which normally drove the torque motors on these axes were used instead to drive the torque
motors of the ART-57 platform. The changes in the stabilization servo performance function
needed to obtain satisfactory operation with the new moments of inertia and new torquers
were achieved by the insertion of one resistor and one capacitor for each axis; even the
power stage electronics of the AN/AJN-lO system was found adequate to drive the ART-57
torques. , th this configuration, the internal changes in the AN/AJN-10 were limited to
the addition of the two resistor-capacitor networks, and all other changes were accom-
plished in the external cabling. This permitted procedures of maintenance and calibration
to remain largely unchanged.

The clamping mechanism used to lock the pitch and roll axes of the AN/AJN-1O platform
was made adjustable, so that it could be used to align the stable element of the platform
perpendicular to the input axis of the PIGA. The net result was a PIGA stabilized to the
true vertical rather than the apparent vertical. The synchro signal on the azimuth axis
of the AN/AJN-10 platform was available to indicate the heading changes of the PIGA base.

Laboratory operation of the combined platform indicated that the heading measurement

errors would be too large if the scale factor of the PIGA were left unchanged. This was
due in part to the fact that the AN/AJN-10 is a gyrocompassing system in normal airborne
operation, and the high gain of a gyrocompassing loop leads to oscillations which take
some time to damp out. Accordingly, the PIGA scale factor was changed as indicated
earlier.

Finally, modification of the circuitry used to indicate the output of the azimuth
synchro of the AN/AJN-10 was necessary to meet the desired resolution. This modification

included an improved excitation to the synchro, and the use of a synchro control trans-
former, reset to null with the control transmitter on the gimbal at the start of each run.
This arrangement made use of the fact that the anticipated gravimetric flights were all
East-West or North-South rhumb-line courses, with anticipated heading changes within plus
or minus ten degrees. Over this range the linearity of the synchro permitted an accuracy
of ten arc minutes in heading indication.

Figure 6 is a photograph of the ART-57 gimbals with both the 25 PIGA and the AN/AJN-10
platform mounted on them.

4. TEST RESULTS

The flight test program was approved in April 1966, and the design and procurement of
the necessary equipment started. The integration and modification of the stabilization
system and of the gravity meter was accomplished by the end of September 1966, and air-
craft installation followed. By late October the aircraft installation was undergoing the
first flight checks, and in late November the aircraft proceeded to Carswell Air Force
Base, Fort Worth, Texas, for initial flight tests over the designated gravity range area.
The flight patterns followed parallels of latitude and meridians in the general area
between 340 and 40°N latitude and 950 and 105 0 W longitude.

The AN/AJN-10 platform and AN/ASN-32 navigation computer had been designed for use with
a velocity saturation level of 400 knots ground speed. It had been agreed to maintain the
KC-135 aircraft speed below this level, but the November flights proved it impossible to

[a
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keep aircraft speed within the specified limits at the designated altitude of about 7600
meters. Consequently, the aircraft returned to its base at Hanscom Field, Bedford,
Massachusetts, and the AN/AJN-10 system was modified to raise the saturation level to
500 knots. The modification was essential because exceeding the saturation level caused
error in platform verticality to accumulate at the rate of one degree in less than five
minutes.

The aircraft then returned to Carswell, and seven days of gravimetric flights were
conducted between December 11 and December 21, 1966, after which it returned once again
to Hanscom.

In mid-January 1967 the aircraft had to be released for use in another project, but
the schedule permitted one more return to Carswell and a few days of flight were possible
before the aircraft was released. Since that time no aircraft has been available, but a
C-130 aircraft was expected to be available in September 1967 for another series of
flight tests.

Attempts were made to monitor the Quality of stabilization system performance during
these tests, both by comparison of the platform heading indication with that of the
Astrotracker, and by observing the platform motion in levelling and in azimuth when it
was restored to the ground erect mode after landing. Unfortunately, the power transfer
from aircraft to ground power usually was sufficiently erratic to cause the AN/AJN-10
platform to downmode and lose the coordinate system it held. Figure 7 is the plot of the
heading indication shown by the system on the one occasion when successful uninterrupted
transfer to ground power was achieved; it indicates a change in azimuth of 20 arc minutes.
Some of the comparisons of the astrocompass heading with the AN/AJN-10 heading indicated
the possibility of azimuth performance problems in airborne operation.

After the December flight tests a switch was installed which permitted airborne opera-
tion using the Doppler system to damp the platform off-level oscillations, while the gyro-
compass loop was open, so that the azimuth reference was held by the azimuth gyro alone,
This switch permitted detection of cabling problems which introduced an azimuth error rate
of about 1.5 degrees per hour, corresponding to about 1.2 milligals, during turns when the
system was in pure inertial operation. The accumulated error was then cffset by the gyro-
compass loop which came into operation when the system returned to Doppler mode after
completing the turn.

For the C-130 aircraft installation, it will be possible also to observe and record
the AN/AJN-10 accelerometer signals, thus permitting some observation of in-flight plat-
form verticality. In addition, switches have been included to permit removing Coriolis
acceleration compensation, so that, if desired, the platfcrm car. operate in the "locei
vertical minus Coriolis acceleration" coordinate system described earlier.

Aircraft heading, as indicated by the azimuth synchro of the AN/AJN-10 platform, is
shown in Figure 8, which represents typical flight conditions. The first half of the
analog recording shows a period of moderate turbulence, with peak-to-peak oscillations of
the order of one half degree. The second half shows quiet flight with peak-to-peak
oscillations of the order of five arc minutes. The Dutch roll motion is evident through-
out the recording, with a period of slightly over four seconds; the amplitude varies
from about one arc minute peak-to-peak in quiet periods to about eight arc minutes in
turbulence.

Some of the accelerometer results are presented in the next group of figures. Figure
9 is a record of the PIGA elapsed time, recorded for two- and ten- turns intervals, during
ground calibration in the aircraft. Ground calibration was conducted before each flight,
mrid the PIGA was then left in continuous operation until the end of the flight. Post-
flight calibrations were also intended, but the power transfer problems discussed earlier
usually interrupted PIGA operation. The scale of the recordings, in acceleration units,
is the sue, and the ten-turn records are approximately one fifth the amplitude of the
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two-turn recordings. Thus the variations apparently decrease it. ersely with the averaging
interval in this region; a similar observation hoids true for one-turn recordings. If
the observations were considered as velocity readings obtained by integration over the
appropriate period, the one-sigma value of the velocity readings would be the same for
two- and ten-turn intervals. This indicates that most of the velocity power occurs at

frequencies higher than the sampling rate of approximately one reading every 2.1 seconds.

Figure 10 represents an approximate spectrum of the ground test data obtained from the
PIGA during an overnight run in which elapsed time for ten turns was recorded, using an

approximate method of estimating spectra described by Blackman and Tukey 2 °. The spectrum
shows a peak in the vicinity of 0.0015 c/s, which represents the oscillation of the
thermal control system of the instrument. In this particular case, inverting the instru-
ment would have led to elimination of the peak, since the thermal sensitivity in the
inverted direction was considerably lower.

Some flight records of PIGA output are presented in Figure 11, both for periods of
turbulence and for quiet conditions. In quiet conditions, the one-sigma acceleration
averaged over one minute of time with a two-second sampling interval, was generally about
2000 milligals. Only twice in all the flights did a value as low as 1000 milligals appear.
This illustrates the level of vertical acceleration to be expected in KC-j35 flight in the
smoothest conditions obtainable.

The trace for intervals of turbulence shows peak-to-peak oscillations up to 140,000
milligals in amplitude, again with each reading representing a two-second average.
Corresponding one-sigma values, averaged over one minute of time, showed a maximum value
of 40,000 milligals. In more modest turbulence, frequently encountered, one-sigma values
of 5000 milligals were common. The smallest observed one-sigma for a one-hour flight was
about 3000 milligals; for a rough flight, about 10,n00 milligals was observed.

Figure 12 shows an autocorrection function of the PIGA data obtained from a one-hour
flight in smooth conditions, with the data points consisting of elapsed time for two PIGA
turns, and the corresponding spectral density. the spectrum seems to be relatively flat
between 0. 01 and 0. 10 c/s and then decreases slowly up to the limit imposed by the sampling
frequency. The one-sigma value of the data was 3600 milligals for this flight.

The results of a one-hour flight in more turbulent conditions, with an overall one-sigma
of 9400 milligals, are presented in Figure 13, again in the form of an autocorrelation

function and spectral density. Here the spectrum peaks rather sharply between 0.04 and
0.05 c/s, this represents the performance function of the aircraft altitude hold system
which is responding strongly to the turbulent air input.

During much of this flight, the conventional gravimeters were not in operation, because
the accelerations exceeded the values at which the instruments would sustain damage. This
demonstrated one of the major purposes of the flight test series, which was to show that
the PIGA could continue to measure with satisfactcry accuracy during atmospheric turbu-
lence.

The gravimeter readings for test flights over known areas are compared with computed
values of gravity at altitude, using Stokes's formula to compute the values at altitude
from the observed gravity readings. However, the results presented in Figures 12 and 13
show the large amount of noise, due to vertical acceleration, present in the gravimeter
readings. This once again illustrates the importance of a very high resolution barometric
altimeter in obtaining accurate gravity observations or, alternatively, the limited resolu-
tion obtainable by filtering methods.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The flight test program has demonstrated the ready adaptability of inertial navigation
equipment to the measurement of gravity aboard aircraft. It has also demonstrated some
of the limitations of airborne gravimetry imposed by the lack of a suitably high resolu-
tion altimeter. Other inertial accelerometers are being tested in gravimetric experiments
on surface ships, and they also demonstrate the suitability of such sensors to measure-
ment in this environment.

In general, inertial instrumentation offers the possibility of holding angular coordin-
ate systems with high precision, and of measuring linear motions aboard moving craft. The
measurement of very small angles and of very small accelerations is also possible. It is
quite possible that such instrumentation -an be used to measure the behavior of the atmos-
phere and of the oceans, as well as for the measurement of the earth's gravitational field.
and it is to be hoped that such applications will increase. It is also quite possible
that the techniques used in building inertial gyros and accelerometers may also be applied
to improve the design of instruments used in meteorology, oceanography, seismometry, and
geophysics in general
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Fig,5 Airborne electronics console
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Fig.7 ANIAJN-10 azimuth performance as shown by post-flight gyrocompassing
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SUMMARY

In the past few years portable gyroscopic North-finders for use on land
have evolved which have errors as low as a few seconds of arc. These have
mostly been made to meet military needs for survey and gun-laying and civil
needs for underground survey. Three basically different types of north-
finder have been used in commercial systems which use respectively a pendu-
lous gyro, a single-axis rate gyro and a two-axis rate gyro. The basic
principles and method of use of each system are described and the sources
of error including those which arise from the environment in which the sys-
tem is used are outlined.

It is indicated that present day systems are limited in accuracy by the
environment in which they are used and by the time available as well as by
the usual gyro errors. They are limited in their application by their cost
and this is the field where most development is likely in the immediate
future.
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NOTATION

D gyro drift (of single-axis gyro with o'utpLt axis vertical)

g acceleration due to gravity

H angular momentum of gyro rotor

M mass of gimbal and wheel

distance between centre of gravity and suspension point of gimbal
(of gyro-pendulum)

R component of earth's rotational rate in the horizontal plane at an angle
& from North

RI rate indicated by a single-axis gyro when measuring R

R component of earth's rotational rate in the horizontal plane at an angle

& + 1 from North

aR rate indicated by a single-axis gyro when measuring R'

a angle between sphere and case axes of rotation (two-axis rate gyro)

a0  equilibrium value of a

Y period of oscillation about the meridian plane (of gyro-pendulum)

k latitude

.0 angles, see definition of R and R'

4'angle between plane defined by sphere and case axes of rotation and the

meridian plane (two-axis rate myro,

earth's rotational rate. equal to 15.041 degrees per hour

SI
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PRESENT-DAY NORTN-FINDING SYSTEMS AND
THNIR FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS

L. T. Trayner

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 4-'ade. advantage has been taken of the techniques exploited fnr inertial
navigation to pr .ce portable, light-weight gyrocompases intended for surveying.
especially underground and for military purposes. These devices have all been designed
for operation on a stable, stationary base. i.e. the ground, so the errors to which they
are subject are rather different to those of the conventional ships gyrocompass, as also
are the allowable error magnitudes. The accuracy demanded ranges from a few minutes to
a few seconds of arc. All gyrocompasses rely on detecting the direction of the borizontal
component of the earth's rotational rate. To place the performance required from the
gyrocompass in perspective with other inertial navigation gyros. Figure 1 illustrates too
rates which the gyrocompass must be capable of detecting to achieve any given North-alnding
a.-curacy. This is of course dependent on the latitude.

Three basic types of North-finder have been used in comercial devices. These soy be
termed the gyro-pendulum, the single-ais rate gyro and the tw,-axii rate Vio. Telr
principles, basic construction and method of use will be briefly described and the mkn
sources of error and the relative advantages of the different systems wlli be discusase,

I. PRINCIPLES OF OPElATIO@N%

X. I Tbe Gyro Pendlous, North-Flmder

If a rotatina ube1 isee Figure 2) Is amaptden by a ftnl asusmsloa eire with the v•a
ails approximately horizontal, the eqillibrium potLon 14. ean the spin witt lies in the
meridian plane. If the systom is only very lightly Omped, tb. e*allibrsia Is not
roabed for a considerable time after a 11sturbszce. bt at estimate of the qwailibrvum
positior can still he made. (wh a ndulao Us several moe of oscillatlon, ostily of
short period. but the domant, long period jde is one *as to00 the solo axis Jescraib
(Og-sorins the dompin) a rllIptiWal cone. with thv ma!or axis of thy ellipse horlamtol.
The &4riod ) of this owIllation Is givenO o a flra order by (aee Mottuoo)

2w co •(1)

The direction of North Is the mea of the easterly mad westerly ewacrula Of the &pin
asi, allamce being mode for tbo detrmeat due to tide dmpiog.

3. t Mw 51malt-Asto Xate Wro Trth-Fteer

This system relies on aksI,4 measmremnts of the borlontal component of the earth's
rotation. The value of this retW 4 is give by

0A coo f•a• kes -
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To solve this equation for V without ambiguity a further measurement is required,

i.e. R' cos (t + P) cos •\

where P is a known angle.

In practice, to avoid precise measurement a value of • is found where R = R' . when
it may be deduced that c = 1800 - (4/2) . This is illustrated in Figure 3(a), where R
is plotted against the azimuth.

2.3 Two-Axis Rate Gyro North-Finders

if a two-axis rate gyro is mounted with its spin axis vertical, then, provided its
sensitivity is the same to all inputs in the horizontal plane, the direction in which the
spin axis is deflected will bear a direct relationship to the meridian. In the equilibrium
position the gyroscopic torque due to the earth's rotation will be balanced by a torque due
to the deflection of the spin axis.

3. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF USE

The North-finder must have some method of transferring its information to other equip-
ment. The theodolite is the conventional instrument which has been generally used and
incorporated with the North-finder. A theodolite needs to be a certain minimum height
above the ground to give it a reasonable field of view and is used on a tripod. This
practice has been followed with all the portable North-finding systems which, to the
author's knowledge, are commercially available, and the gyroscopic unit is mounted either
above or below the theodolite.

Some of the typical features of available North-finding systems are now given. It must
be emphasized that these are not the only possible systems.

3.1 The Gyro-Pendulous North-Finder

A gyroscopic unit of the type already described (Fig.2) is attached to the azimuth axis
of the theodolite. The wheel is run at constant speed by a synchronous motor. The sus-
pension wire can be used as one lead for the motor but two other fine leads must be pro-
vided, which should have as little influence on the pendulum as possible. A pick-off,
usually optical, is used to detect rotation of the gimbal in azimuth relative to the case
of the unit. A method of clamping the gimbal is necessary to enable the equipment to be
transported.

In use the suspension wire may be adjusted so that the equilibrium position of the
gimbal coincides with the pick-off null when the wheel is not rotating. With the wheel
at synchronous speed and the spin axis approximately North, the gimbal is unclamped, care
being tak.en not to excite the unwanted modes of oscillation. As the gimbal swings the
theodolite is rotated in azimuth to maintain the pick-off at its null. The turning points
of the swing can be read from the theodolite azimuth circle. Three such turning points are
required as a minimum to estimate the equilibrium direction of the spin axis. Turning the
theodolite in step with the gimbal avoids twist in the suspension and enables the torque
for this suspension to be kept zero. This may be done manually by the operator or, at the
cost of greater complexity, automatically.

No attempt is normally made to mechanically align the spin axis, the pick-off and the
theodolite telescope or circle, but the instrument is tested against a known direction and
a correction factor is found. Ancillary equipment required in the field is an alternating
current source of constant frequency to drive the spin motor.
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3.2 The Single-Axib Rate Gyro North-Finder

The gyro which has been used with this type of North-finder is the single-degree-of-
freedom rate integrated gyro siuilar to that commonly used in inertial navigation systems.
The gyro is converted to a rate gyro by an external electronic c.rcuit, which takes the
output from the gimbal pick-off and feeds a current to the gyro torque motor proportional
to the gimbal deflection. This gyro, with itz output axis vertical, is attached to the
azimuth axis of the theodolite. The gyro input axis is in the horizontal plane and the
current in the torque motor is proportional (forgetting gyro errors) to the component of
the earth's rotation in a particular horizontal direction.

In the field the method of use is as indicated in Section 2.2. Two directions are
found in which the rates indicated by the gyro are the same, the directions where the rate
is zero being chosen simce thest can be nost accurately found. The fact that the rate
indicated by the gyro differs from the actual rate by zome quantity due to gyro drift is
of no consequence provided this drift remains constant. If the gyro drift is D and the
rate indicated by the gyro is shown by the suffix I . then

ft1  R+D

Pl ' I

and if RI R; then R R'

This is illustrated in Figure 3(bW. where RI is plotted against the azimuth of the
gyro input axis.

It is not necessary to point the gyro input axis exactly to find the direction of zero
indicated rate. Provided the input axis is close to the direction, a correction can be
made with sufficie-L acr-uracy from the actual rate measured.

As with the gyro-pendulous North-finder, mechanical alignment of the gyro unit with the
theodolite is difficult and the usal procedure is to calibrate.

Ancillary equipment required in the field consists of an alternating current source of
constant frequency to drive tne spin motor, a heater supply and temperature controller to
maintaii, the gyroscope at constant temperature, and the electronic circuitry gyro between
pick-off and torque motor already mentioned.

3.3 The Two-Axis Gyro North-Finder

The gyro which has been used in this type of North-finder is illustrated in Figure 3.
A spherical rotor is supported on an aerostatic bearing within a case which is in turn
mounted on a pair of bearings and rotated at high speed about a vertical axis. an the
absence of any external rate the sphere and case would rotate together on a common axis,
but the earth's rotation makes the sphere axis move in a westerly direction to an observer
looking down on the gyro. As the two axes diverge a torque id gezeraýed between sphere
and case, due to the viscous forces, which tends to precess the sphere axis hack into
coincidence with the case axis. In the equilibrium position the plane containing bota
the case and sphere axes makes an angle q) to the meridian plane given by

P 90°oo % tan \,

where ao is the equilibrium angle between case and spin axes.

A small mirror is mounted on both the case and the sphere, normal to the axes of rota-
tion. Using an autocollimating eyepiece on the theodolite the attitude of both axes may
"be determined.



h. rjilary equipment required consists of a power snurce for the drive motor and a
compressor to supply air to the bearing.

4. ERRORS IN NORTH-FINDING

For convenience the errors which arise can be considered as originating in the gyro,
the rest of the system or from the environment. Time is an important parameter with many
of the errors, and time also affects the number of North determinations which can be made,
which influences the effects of truly random errors. Time is all-important to the mili-
tary user; the civil user is prepared to take longer if it gives a definite improvement
in accuracy. The consequences of this will be discussed at greater length.

4.1 Gyro Errors

With the gyro-pendulous and single-degree-of-freedom rate gyro any gyro error arising
from an unwanted torque acting on the gimbal can be allowed for, provided that it is fixed.
Such torques may arise from the gimbal suspension, the gimbal pick-off, the method of
conveying power to the gyro wheel and by the action of electric and magnetic fields (which
may be generated by the gyro motor). With the single-axis rate gyro it is only essential
that these torques remain constant during a measurement. Their absolute value does not
affect the calibration. However the torques which act in the gyro-pendulum which cannot
be checked whilst the wheel is not operating, i.e. any which arise from the motor field,
can only be allowed for in the calibration, and any change will affect the calibratihn.

By virtue of its construction the only torques of those just listed likely to act on
the aphere of the two-axis systems which has been described are those from the air bearing
support, and these average to zero as the case ic revolved.

A further source of error in most gyros is the relative position of the centre of
gravity of the gimbal and the centre or axis of suspension. This is of no consequence to
the single-axis gyro, since the axis of freedom is vertical. The' penduicus-gyro uepends
for its action on a displacement between the two, and is not affected by minor chAnges in
their relative position provided that they do not occur during a measurement. If such
changes occur suddenly a change in the amplitude of the swing takes place, and readings
before and after the change cannot be related. If the centre of gravity sh3uld move
steadily (a "ramp" in inertial gyro terminology) then there will be a shift in the indi-
cated North, but such ramps would have to be very large to nave a significant effect, Any
displacement of the centre of gravity of the sphere in the two-axis gyro ncrma± to the
spin axis is of no concern, since, as with the suspension torques, the resultant tcrque is
averaged to zero. However, any displacement of the centre of gravity from the centre of
suspension along the spin axis has an immediate effect when the spin axis moves from the
vertical. This gives a deviation of the indicated North which must be allowed for by
calibration.

There are other sources nf gyro error which generally are of no concern to an inertial
system but which adversely affect the North-finding system. These are errors which give
an appreciable errnr over the time a North-finder must be used, but never integrate to a
large enough value to affect a typical inertial system. One of these is the effect of
movements of the spin axis within the gimbal or, in the case of the two-axis gyro, move-
ment of the case rotation axis. These movements can and do appear, Pepecially when the
axis is defined by a pair of ball bearings, where they have a tendency to be periodic due
to relative motions of balls and cages within the bearings. An an illustratioL ol their
possible effect, a 0. 1 second of arc shift in the spin axis over 100 seconds of time may
be considered as a drift of 0. 00l,/hour.
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4.2 Other System Errors

The gyro unit in the case of the gyro-pendulous or single-axis North-finders as des-
cribed is mechanically coupled to the theodolite vertical axis, and the calibration
factor depends directly on the angular stability of this coupling. This does not affect
the two-axis rate gyro where the theodolite is also used as the gyro pick-off, but a
considerable error can arise with this system because of the read-out. It defines a plane
by two lines (the two axes of rotation) which are typically of the order one degree to
each other. This means that, to attain an accuracy of one arc minute in the north deter-
mination, the spatial attitude of the axes must be determined within one arc second. It
is very difficult to increase the angle between the axes, since this means reducing the
viscous drag between sphere and case, which can only be done at the cost of large clear-
ances in the bearing, much higher gas flows and hence larger compressors.

4.3 Errors Due to Environment

In the Introduction it was stated that the North-finders discussed were for use on a
stationary, stable base, but stable is only a relative term and the very small tilting
motions which occur in the ground and in the support structure used to carry the system
are critical to the accuracy of the North-finding system.

These tilts may be continuous or periodic. (ontinuous tilt can arise from differential
expansion within the support structure (usually a tripod) due to temperature or humidity
effects and from sinking of the support structure into the ground. Oscillatory tilts are
always present in the ground and are greatest near moving vehicles, machinery etc. A
further cause is wind-excited vibrations of the support structure and gyro-theodolite.

The gyro-pendulum is effectively isolated from the continuous tilts (provided it is
not damped in any way) and they should have no effect on it. The two rate gyro systems
cannot distinguish between such rotations and the polar rotation of the earth, and will
therefore produce an error. These errors can be allowed for by measuring the rate and
direction of tilt of the gyro-theodolite relative to the local vertical by some other
method, though this has not generally been done,

The oscillatory tilts have two effects. They give a periodic component to the output of
the single-axis rate gyro and an oscillatory indication of North from the two-axis rate
gyro, but these frequencies are generally above 1 c/s. The other effect is the rectifying
effect known as "coning". If the input axis of a rate gyro is forced to describe a cone
the instrument sees an input rate which is equivalent to the solid angle of the cone in
the time taken to describe it.

This is unlikely to affect the two-axis rate gyro because, at frequencies above about
0.01 c/s, the gyro behaves as a free gyro, i.e. the spin axis does not appreciably move
from its spatial position, but the single-axis gyro will see the error in full. To
illustrate its magnitude, if the input axis describes a cone of semi-angle 2 seconds of
arc at 10 c/s. this is equivalent to an Input rate of 0.00060 /hour.

Though the pendulous-gyro is effectively isolated from such oscillatory tilting of the
gyro system, similar errors can arise due to lateral vibrations of the suspension point,
especially if the vibration frequency lies close to one of the basic pendulous frequencies.
Such effects could be reduced by damping the pendulum, but this would make the system
sensitive to tilts.

5. THE INFLUENCE OF TIME ON ACCURACY

5. 1 The Gyro-Pendulous North-Finder

Systemattc errors such an are due to wrong calibration, unwanted gimbal torques etc.
are not reduced by long time of testing, but those due to transient effeots, random
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observer error etc. will reduce as the inverse of the square root of the number of turning
points observed. Certain other errors due to the environment may be reduced by North-
finding at several distinct points and correlating the results. (This is true of the
other two types of North-finder as well). It is obvious that the feature which determines
the number of readings which can be taken in any given time is the period (see Equation
(1)) and from this aspect the shorter the period the better. However, we require a large
value of H (to keep the effect of unwanted torques small) and a small value of M (to
enable a delicate low torque suspension wire to be used). This leaves the length I as
the only other feature which is under the designer's control. This is limited by the
physical size of the system and the increase in M which is necessary if the gimbal is
to be kept as a rigid structure. The majority of commercial North-finders have periods
of between five and ten minutes.

5.2 The Single-Axis Rate Gyro

There are three factors to be considered, the time taken to obtain a reading, the time
between successive readings, and the number of readings. The number of readings influences
the probability of error from random causes, as with the gyro-pendulum.

The time between successive readings should be short to reduce the probability that the
gyro fixed torques have changed, but the time taken over each reading must be long enough
to allow the averaging or smoothing out of the transient rates which are always present,
and time must also be allowed for certain systematic effects to disappear after the gyro
has been aligned to a new azimuth. These effects are dependent on the method which has
been used to define the output axis of the rate gyroscope. If the gimbal is supported on
jewels and pivots, these must operate with clearance and the gimbal has a finite angular
freedom about the input axis. Before an accurate rate reading can be made the output axis
must have reached a stable position, which depends on the vertical component of the earth's
rate. The time taken to reach this stable position is largely dependent on the damping of
the gimbal about the input axis. This damping is very high with the conventional design
of single-axis rate integrating gyroscope but it may be reduced by, for example, introdu-
cing channels into the damping gap.

5.3 The Two-Axis Rate Gyro

A North value may be taken with this system from the moment the system has been set up
and the case and sphere run up to speed. When the sphere is decaged the axis of the sphere
immediately commences to move off in the East-West vertical plane, and the accuracy
increases as the divergence between case axis and sphere axis increases. The angle between
these two axes a is given to a first order by

a ao( -a t/tO)

where a0 in the final, equilibrium value of i and to is a time constant which will
have a value of the order five minutes if a0 10

After the sphere axis has approached its equilibrium position, extra time can be used
to take repeated observations in the theodolite, taking the usual step of reversing the
horimontal theodolite axis between readings.

S. COMPARATIVE PEIFOtNANCE

Performance Is, aS always, largely a question of what one In willing to pay for, no

matter what system is being considered. The following comments are, necessarily, veryguerlarl.
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There is very little published data on the two-axis gyro system; it has not been
developed as extensively as the other two, and it is difficult to make a comparative
assessment of its potential as its main problems are essentially peculiar to that system
only.

Of the other two systems, the gyro-pendulum is relatively simple in construction but is
not so simple to operate and the suspension is prone to damage. It can be made easier to
operate by the addition of automatic read-out svstems or by the inclusion of damping, but
these increase the cost and complexity and the second feature can increase the liability
to error. The single-axis rate gyro is both very rugged and easy to operate. The res-
ponse of the two systems to their environment is different, i.e. the undamped pendulum is
affected by horizontal vibrations, the single-axis gyro by tilt and the damped pendulum
by both. There is not enough evidence to Indicate which of these is likely to be the more
severe problem, but the fundamental limitations of the simple systems which have been
described are from the environment and not the mechanics of the system. 7b overcome these
limitations it will be necessary to isolate from the environment or to measure the effects
by other instruments and make a correction for them.

There is not a great deal of difference at this stage of development between the
accuracies claimed by the different manufacturers; typically these are of the order one
minute of arc half an hour after setting up, improving to ten seconds of arc after
repeated rekdings.

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

North-finders are now available which will, in the field, meet most of the accuracy
requirements of potential users. Future development must be aimed largely at reducing
both the capital cost and the operating cost of the equipment. This development will be
very much influenced by the parallel development of inertial navigation systems where the
aim is similar. New types of angular rate or displacement sensors are reported regularly
and some of these may be adaptable for use as part of a North-finding system. Past
experience has shown, however, that the mechanical design of the system is only one factor.
Developing a suitable operating technique is of equal importance to the overall accuracy.
and. as emphasised in the previous section, the environment in which the system is used
must be carefully considered.

At present we often calibrate our North-finders by comparison with a datum obtained
from astral survey. In the next few years it is reasonable to expect that this will not
be adequate and that the gyroscope will rival in accuracy the older methods of determining
the meridian.

II
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Pis.3(b) Rate R' indicated by a gyro with fixed error D
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS AS CONSIDERED IN THE DESIGN
OF A SMALL INERTIAL NAVIGATION COMPU•TER

J. Kydd

I. INTRODUCTION

The system design of a small digital inertial navigation computer (DAN MAIl) will be
discussed. The physical layout of the computer will be described briefly. Special
attention will be paid to the factors and trade-offs which established the necessary word
size. storage capacity, computing speed, and the interaction of seasor characteristics
with those of the computer. The computer operates with whole binary numbers and with a
fixed binary point. It has been described briefly elsewhere,. 2 . Figure I is a recent
photograph. The computer exploits the "ORDIC algorithms for trigonometric computation 3 ".

The following problems have been programmec:

(1) The inertial navigation problem with system axes chosen to be unipolar wander-
an le.

Present position longitude and latitude (kh.tp) are computed from x and y
accelerometer inputs.

(2) Course and distance to current destinnion or to alternate destination. The
rmbber of possible alternate destiet ions to four.

(3) The definittv of flight-patb. (Ground speed. ground trac angle).

(4) Tlme-to-go and estlmated time of arrival (WTA).

(S) Path control, (Distance cross-track. steering error signal).

The problems lsted apply to 'Navigate* made. e mhabmnization is that. of a inertial
navigation wander-angle system and mainly follows the prescrlption of the Avionics
Laboratory at IHolloman Air Force Dase'. There is also a progru to align the system on
tae #round.

In navigation mde, the control loop containing the computer consists of the following:
platform x. . and a accelerometers - a.y . and a voltage t, frequency converters
(quantlmrs) computer x and y velocity registers - oeputatioe of .y,: angular
aWe rates - ecuter A-modulation circuits - platform syrom. This loop will be tmced
through to establish the interaction of computer iteration-rate with input ad output
circuits, Special attention will be paid to scaling problems. particularly of double-
precisiom Wperatinns used to calculate Wriolls terms ad direcilom cosines. Figure 2
is a s•stem dimgrm givllR the floe cf data (relevet to the above control loop) through
tke computer.

beferring to the figure. it is evident that the wain system inputs re sign snd mawil-
tude sloials of 1..Q1  

. These are. in their tarm. outputs of voltmge-to-frequeacy
converters (also called -qumtiers"). The basic circuit of a qmontiser is as Figure 3.
The d.c. inputs to the quantiars came from the correspomding accelerometers on the
inertial platform. The other system input. he . is baromtriW altitudde from the air-data
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system. It is used to corpute vertical velocity, vz , output from a baro-inertial
vertical velocity i,,t•vati'•. loop. Another input to "input gating" is not shown in
Figure 2. it is a data word read in on one line from a digi-3witch in the control console.

For the moment, the physical forfr of the inputs and outputs will not be specified, but
the information which they represent will be traced through the computer. Each input and
output word has a definite address in the Scratch-Pad memory. Because the latter is a
dynamic re-circulating de!rGy line, the word-address is determined by the time at which a
given wod and its bits are a&,a.ll e at the output of the line. The basic timing organ-
ization is represented in Figure 5

The major-cycle is the , ectrical length of the delay-line loop. A typical word-
address is defined by specifying the proper minor ycy~e, bit, and line, i.e. m5G IB2

The word-address thus also specifies the ulnt gnring control suitable for entering a
given word. All the input signaL ire synchronous with the major-cycle time-base of the
computer. A given word consists ot 26 bits and each bit of the given word occupies the
specified bit-position in one to 26 groups. The total capacity of the memory (2 similaliy
organized lines) is 104 words of 26 bits. nhe 4 output lines which are permanently
connected to the computer are shown on Fiwure 2. wx,aywz are the angular space rates of
the platform used to torque platform gyros. _T is a steering error signal intended to
keep own-craft on the true course to tarv..t. These variables are available to the output
on one line each in the form of A-modrciation (to be discussed presently).

The information progresses down the delay-line memory and normally emerges from the
Sorter to recirculate into the 'A' inut. This is the re-circulation loop. The Sorter
also has a facility to erase a given word from the re-circulating flow under control of
the program. The Memory has random-access capability. The main function of the Sorter is
to extract a word from any memory slot specified by a fetch address and place the word in
one of four data positi rL•, y,x,t7,k . This is required by the arithmetic unit which works
the CORDIC algorithms. The main CORDIC operations which have been mechanized are specified
in Figure 6.

The Buffer i- a small re-circulating memo,'y of 4-word capacity (y,x,&°k) . It provides
an interface between the memory and the arithmetic unit. The four words in the Buffer
transfer to the Shuffler at a suitable time. This data is the input to a CORDIC operation
as specified by t*,e program.

The Shuffler separates the data stream into two streams containing the same data but in
different order. For a given operation, the data re-circulates back to the Shuffler, for
a total of 26 passes through the variab3h delay. The output y,x,&,k have now been
generatel and appear In the Buffer. The result is then transferred back into any memory
slot specified by the return address portion of the instruction.

Transfer operations, of which there are several, are treated as a special case of
Multiply. A Compare operation has also been mechanized.

The outputs shown on Figure 2 are computed frem programmed torquing algorithms. These
will be described later.

2. PROCESSING OF ACCELERATION DATA INPUT TO THE PROGRAM

The design equations of the quantizer are

R(t) fCP(1)
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2 f• AR Ic(2

K-As RC
(2)

k2 f- B - i"y fr iE J
k • - Vf P-tC

N' 2 2A (3)
A

P = J(4)

where fCP = the repetition rate of the clock pulse train driving the quantizer (as shown
on Figure 3).

A = the qumntizer design maxima (of input acceleration. A).

Rct)= pulse repetition rate of quantizer outputs (typical waveforms are shown in
Figure 4).

k, = static gain measured from ipput of quantizer to input of level detectors.

k2 = static gain measured from feedback input c" integrator to input of level
detectors.

+ts = positive trip level (volts). When d.c. level at input of positive level
detector is >- LB , then the detector output is unambiguously switched to
its 1 level.

Vf = magnitude of d.c. level switched to its output by either feedback driver
switch when +1 is on its input.

K = volts per g scale factor of accelerometer output (as connected to quantizer).

n = the breakout number of the quantizer output = number of freme-times to the
first output pulse. (It is the first integer greater than Am/A).

N' = the period number of the quantizer output.

P = the number of output pulses in q frame-times after breakout. It is the
first integer lower than q/N' . The frame-time for breakout is counted as
Q=l.

If T is the frme-time of the quantizer output (it is the pulse-width shown in Figure
4). then T = 1/2fCP . Other useful relations are

TD nT (6)

Rq = , = 1, 2. (7)

QT

where TD = the breakout or dead-time of the quantizer.

=4 = the 4th estimate of the output PR!.

S
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Equation (7) is applicable only after breakout.

In this system, the quantizer clock pulse train is the major-cycle waveform of the
computer.

This choice makes fCp = 1/(676 p's) = 1. 4793 kHz and also gives any quantizer output
pulse ready access to a suitable memory slot, QX, QYQz (without any loss of quantizer
output pulses).

Each of the three quantizer output lines have the same scale:

Mode Scale

ALIGN/CALIBRATE 64 x 15 pps = 0.96449 metre sec 2

NAVIGATE 15 pps = 0.96449 metre sec" 2

Only the NAVIGATE mode will be considered here.

The least velocity increment delivered by z quantizer to the computer (represented by

one quantizer output pulse) is

Av -A 0.96449 -e
A = c15 metre sec .(8)fop 15

2. 1 Adequacy of Design Parameters of the
Quiatizer-Computer Interface

Whether or not the design parameters of quantizers as quoted above are adequate from
the system point of view, can be answered by the following rough argument.

Test the quantizer by applying a step-function of acceleration of value equal to the
accelerometer threshold, A = 5.0 x 10-5g. The true velocity at the output is vT = At
The error Av = v - vT is plotted in Figure 7(a). The time-base is established by
computing the breakout time and period of the output waveform. Equation (8) gives the
velocity increment for each pulse, Av ^ 0.212 ft sec-1 , and A. ̂  9.75g

Thus TD = nT 2 65.8 sec.

N'T = 3.9 x l05 x 338 x 10"6 ^ 132 sec.

The amplitude of Av varies roughly between *0.1 ft sec 1 .

The plot of velocity error shown exhibits an error source; it Is not the propagated value
of the error. It is likely that a velocity error of the form shown is less detrimental to
tile system than is an initial velocity (offset) error. The latter type of error gives rise
to a system position error 10 of

Ax = - sincjt , (9)

where (,j is the angular Schbler frequency. This equation applies to a tangent plane
system but it should apply approximately for short-time missions. If Ai 0 = 0.1 ft sec' 1

then the maximum Ax '- 80 ft. This is negligible compared to a position error propagation
for an inertial system (short-time mission) of typically 1.25 nautical miles per hour of
flight 1 1 .
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Figure 7(b) is a plot of the velocity quantization error for A = 2.g . The input
pulses are collected during the "fast loop" iteration time of the computer, TF (calcu-
lated in the next section). The d.c. component of the waveform shown is about 1 ft sec 1 .
If this number is used in the same rough argument made above, the maximum Ax ý 800 ft.
In practice, the position-error due to this source should turn out to be considerably less
than this.

3. SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF THE COMPUTER

3. 1 Word Size

The word size had to be determined not only by the presently contemplated use (inertial
navigation) but also other possible applications of the computer. It was assumed that
angle numbers required a 20 bit word-length. This is suitable for a Stellar Inertial
Doppler system, where stellar bearing and elevatiou have 219 bit accuracy. The resolution
out of 3600 is 1.2 s•. It is true that most shaft-angle to digital transducers in use
in most systems have not the accuracy indicated above.

An error analysis of the CORDIC algorithms used showed that a 26 bit word-length was
necessary to achieve the order of accuracy indicated.

3. 2 ItLration-rate of Programs

The computer updates the angular space rates of the platform (Wx,c 1,cz) at the highest
computing rate.

The iteration-rate required may be computed roughly as follows:

= min(A6r) _ 2 8Qb -
max(Wy) 60 deg hr = 3

where 2 se = minimum angular increment of the torquing waveform output from the
computer.

60 deg hr' = the maximum angular space-rate (of vj, cS. %) in the wander-angle
system, NAVIGATION mode.

Each operation executed by this computer requires two instruction words (each of 32
bits). An analysis of the present programs shows the following allocation of instructions:

Constants 41
Align, Gyrocorpassing, Calibration 132

Navigation 278

451

The present Read-Only Memory (where these instructions are stored) has a capacity of 512
32 bit words.

The NAVIGATION program effectively consists of the following "fast" and "slow" blocks,
computed in the order given; F, S], F, 82, S2, 3, F, 84. The fast block contains 22
operations, whereas each slow block contains 20 operations. Each operation requires 676
us to execute.

The torquing variables %, cý, w1 are computed In the fast block. The iteration
time for the fast block Is thus (168/4)x 676 x 10 - 0. 028392 sec.
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The same iteration-time also applies to the computation of torquing variables !n

ALIGN modes.

The computation of azimuth angles in a wander-angle system is a thorny problem with

some connection to computer iteration-rate requirements.

In Figure 8, various azimuth angles are defined relative to true North (N), platform

X-axis (Xp) , and aircraft longitudinal axis (XA) . These angles are platform azimuth
angle 0) , true heading (;) , and platform wander-angle (ý) . The block (P) denotes

platform azimuth servo. The block (C) denotes the digital computer and (C') is

another computation block (possibly not included in the ci6mputer). The problem is whether

or not C' should be part of the digital computer or part of an external '"eading" servo.

A complete discussion would entail a comparison of the economics and physical character-

istics of a digital heading servo (driven by ý3) or the use of synchro/digital and digital/

synchro converters. There is considerable activity in the development of the latter

devices at the present time9 . our Company at Woodland Hills, California, is also active.

The present system assumes that an external heading servo is used. There are no azi-

muth slews under computer (and hence gyro) control. Eventually, a mixture of the two

alternatives may be used. Azimuth slewing in ALIGN mode may be done under synchro control

as (B) in Figure 8, but the computation of - ý3 - P in NAV mode may be done by the
computer. The computation must be done at a fairly high rate. 1= k and ý' can change
rapidly in a fast horizontal turn. The iteration-time required, if one allows a lag of
0.5 degrees between computed and true heading, is as follows:

Ti 0.5 deg = s1
S 20 deg sec- 1  40

In the azimuth control of Coarse Levelling typified by (B) of Figure 8, the external

servo requires to know whether the angle / eqUals 360P or equals 90P. This is required
because alignment of the platform can take place with x or y axis North as required
by a calibration procedure.

The NAVIGATION program updates navigation vviables like those listed in the Introduc-

tion at 8.8 times per second.

4. INTERACTION OF THE COMPUTER VITH QUANTIZED INPUTS

In this section it is necessary to do some scaling. The convention is followed that a
physical variable is represented by a symbol with a bar. For eximple, in the case of

earth -rate,

S= (SPRY) Q , where (SPQ) Is the scale factor and the value of 0 is a

number In a register of the computer (Max 101 1 1).

Velocity components in directions given by platform axes are computed typically as follows:

J =-t " (%( +')Vy] dt (10)

and there is a similar equation for v

The term Involving the acceleration input is approximated using Re~atiom (1):

I& dt R MRt, -k -r TI, (11)
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where N(T.) is the number of quantizer pulses collected in the "fast block" iteration-
time, Tp . The value of TF was given in Section 3.

Quantizer input pulses are added into a register of the computer, 4 , which is reset
every iteration time, However, each pulse from the quantizer line in not added into the
least significant bit position of the register (2-25). but rather Into the position (26)

This is done to force the scale factor relation SF1  ESy

- AN (12)

fcp• (TP)

Q, A- N,
fop (Sy) N(TO)

MinAQ 6 Am 2'1.

fCP (SFy)

This equation determines the SNv.

The corresponding finite-difference equation in whine variables is

(vI), = (VI) + (Qx) + T. - (W2416) (vY) - (C+f)i- (va)} (I)

The scale factor of all angular velocities is (&f%,,a) where a is earth-radius.
However, there is a problem (described in the neat section) when one tries to add the
lat (Coriolis) term into the vY register.

5. "DOUBLE PRECISION" OPERATIONS IN NAV NONE

In the DAN computer progrm it is necessary to maintain certain ambers to s o cctiracy
greater than Is possible with the present word-length. The two problem areas were
"double precision" is required are the following:

(1) Cmputatioa of Coriolis terms to be added into a velocity register. (gee Restioa
(13)).

(1i) Computation of direction cosines from the corresponding rates of chaon.

The computation of Corsolis tts is considered here.

A typical Coriolis term is

Consider the came wen va  0 . ?he scale factor of the C, register is (w•)'/az
9. 13 ft smeC R. Tbo mstimam of (' + fli)v1 . 1.405 red ft sec" . Therefore the

The precision to whicb ( +ak ý S)vj met be expresmed cam be emtirted thas:

A v, Apo ,

(Sv
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Take 0. 0002 A ,+
z~ (,Oz+f)

Vy

AW +
therefore 3 x 10 2

Thus the number (w. + fl)v1  should extend in the C5  register from about 2-3 to 2"15.
According to Equation (13), this number is then multiplied by Tp(SPv/a) to produce a
term suitable to add into the vT  register. Call this term v . Prom data already

given. one calculates

MAX v; -Z 2'I

U-3
bhis term v, would extend in the v1  register approximately from 2"'9 to 2". However.

the register length extends only to the 22 positi h. Thus significant places would
ordinarily be rounded off.

In a typical situation of each of the problem listed above, a mall term multiplied
by a factor T,(SPv/a) is to be added into another register at each iteration of the
"fast loop". However. this would entail dropping significant places of the mall term.
The following double-precision operation is used instead.

Ccnsider two registers A and & A is construed to be more significant and B less
significant. Let the mall term be C and the variable In A be va . The object is to

add C into v as described above. one mu to do this is as follows:

(1) Accumulate CS in the register B.

(2) Test B for significance in the A register.

(3) ben 5 is ifpnificant. transfer the significant part of S to the A register.

(4) Wemet S to the Insignificant pert of L

Note that the A register receives the accumlatioo of small terms from B 9hich are aig-
mificat in A sad imediately when they become significat. its io B which are not
trmsferred are sot lost. this procedure io mot difficult to progran on our comuter but
the setwal prgrommin8 camot te given here.

0, CONPUTEJ-SOSERSATED PLATFORn- TOVINGN SAVSFOUS

Ostfet torqula eavefoas an three outpet limes, a•s",. ste gmersted by ogeratIces
as thres registers in the computer med T?. Ty. ?a

Tbe aw gerstim8 algoritms are used La all mode wlhether Oerse Levllies, tro.
compsfg., or Navigation.

The alsorithme are

S(TtO l - (TS), 4e lip (T,)i ` fth-l
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The transition 1+1 "- I signifies an elasped time of Tr , the Iteration-time of the
"fast loop" in the program. The functions written on the right-hand side of the equatioa'e
are forcing functions for the waveform generation. They are the current values of the
appropriate angular space rates required to torque the platform and as computed by the
program.

?he waveforms on the output lines are formed merely by sapling the sign of the
T. T1y, Tx regitters as appropriate and as indicated In Figure 9.

For illustration, the torquing equations of Coarse Levelling (in ALIGNI mode) will be
outlined.

6. 1 Torqing in Coarse-Leveiling

Earth-rates are taken to be zero in coarse-levelling. In the program earth-rates are
loaded with zero values and non-zero values are first calculated at the start of fine-
levelling.

The iteration time for torquing is the sae as that calculated previously and Is
0.028392 sec.

61.1 x andy Torquing inCoarse-Levelling

(The equations are the sae for X-axis North or Y-axis North).

T .Ta are reuisters ued to establish torquing output waveforms co three output
lines W* . For z mad y . the algoritlms mechanized an

Let "Q 0"O' be denoted by

0":O" be denoted by QY andsoon.

The state of the input registers Is then specified by

Casel: as

CSSO 4:

These four eaes are covered by the progrem a follovs:

Cuse 1:

(Ti)t C) si3 (Ta)i - CS slim (V)I. Ca C1

(1)), - C1 40 (T?,) * C, alp (%)I

Cue 2:

fl'r.)1., (3)l C "c am (8, s)i - c. elm (B,)i

(Ta., I ()I - C, aSim (TA) ,

-IS
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Case 3:

(T1 )i+ - (Tz)i - C2 si1n (Tz)i

(TY)i+1 -- (TY)i - C 2 sign (Ty)i + C si8Lt (QS)I

Case 4:

(TY)i, 1 = (TO)1 - C2 sign (TZ)i

(Ty),+ - (Ty)i - C 2 sign (Ty)i

The interval I -- 1i1 , marked by index I Is the time between successive octals (112).
This is the iteration-tine computed in 3.2 above.

6.1.2 z-torquing in Coarse-Level ling (X-uxis North)

Case 1:

q, O. (Tz)0T l, C1 sign (Qz)j

Case 2:

Qx 0 . (Tz)i,+ = (Ta)I - C3 sign (TI)a

Por J-auis N . replace Q. in Case I by Q,

6.13 Scaling Relations

According to the list of constmts. C I = C 2 100 C3 .

Sty
sPrx: tc•: ttr :st I -- 6--'

£ aaa

to 1 the smie, as to NAV made.

OU x :j =~ i Nu Wv oW r"|

0"U s = it 1  36. h'

Amate Zcrumet of (I.3) eavetom correspondlg to ose iteratioa-tiue Interval

(NmU ) & :1 60o se we 4t - V$ - 10-

•- 10.1w c.

•Asle Inca t of (Is) vefoiu oorreuponding to one lteratioa-ttgm Interval(MO 92) 6? '1.,. 7 iQ.

Jbttmnte of time 'yqlred to dejelopa armtla*r input pulRe rate of I pulse Wee Itera-
tioN (cNeWe ON V 12.. SIM am calcolated below) is

12.1. 6 so f
"30- 1& 2 eo .
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6.1.4 Computation of C1

Remember C, = C2 and (SPY/a) = 0.6606504 x 10-3 sec 1 .

Using 10 = 17.453292 nilllradian.

60° hr-1  60 x 17.453292 x 10.3
SPY 0. 6606504 x 3600 x 103

0.440305795 •

6.1.5 Input Sensitivity

There are two input pulse trains from two quantlzers Q1. Each input pulse Is
added into a memory slot marked Ql.% as appropriate, but'at the 2" point of the
register instead of 226.

In align and calibrate modes each quentizer pulse (input to the computer) has the
following calibration in terms of platform accelerometer output. KA, or KA,

64 x 15 pulses sec- = 0.96449 a sec 2

6.1.6 Interpretation of Input Sensitivity

The following calculations are not required In the present program for scaling but
they do establish useful interpretations.

Least velocity increment input to DAN corresponding to I input pulse from quentiur Is

0. 96449

64

Scale factor of %.Q registers

0.96440' 2" ms

64 x 15

asing 21* 63336 exactly

i 0 3.2 2003" ft

it W% -- 21W.OlSN ft eeaf'

balam nsWer of pulses mtoring q1 or % - 42

Siss of sea acceleratlom (sweor• over m iteration lnterval) Is

fAvý 21,000"n• 424 2 2"'#

42 a 67S * 30"

- 4.6862S ft dec"

This corrspo~ds to asi itial level misallseat gives by

gust 1V 4.U rt Qc".

i.e. ia•t e 5"4g.
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Minimum Qor (taken as 1 pulse every iteration):

Mmi POI) (SFQ1) 2-"

Min v Min (acceleration) -of the value above.
'1_V 42

Hence Min 0 'k 12. 5 On., there this miniusm corresponds to I pulse every iteration.

A particular came of coarse-levelling (when both quantizer registers 0.1Q are
greater than zero) In illustrated in Figure 9. The output waveforms awe single-sided.
These awe converted to double-sided current waveforms (with polarity an marked on the
diagram) In the gyro-toraming amplifiers on the platform. The appropriate scaling levels
are written beside the waveforms on the diagram. These levels are chosen by switching
in appropriate resistors in the torquing mnplifilors.

In coarse-levelling the control Is bang-bong. The torquing Is full-scale in magnitude
with sigp determined by the sign of the quantizer registers. These are reaset every itera-
tion as in NAV mode.

S. 2 &.-Uodmatiom of Torgoing laveforms

The essential Idea of &-.modulation is that the information on the waveform Is carried
by the +. and - elements as labeled in Figure 9. The time-averaging torquing rate. w,
any. In related to this wavefors. I() as follows:

K f' I(t) dt

where TjIs the period of the weveform. and I, is the current througab the gyro-
toreIalu coil. A typical value of R to 27 180 des Wir- me"

This eqution can be rewritten as

awe*i KIT 2j k.
-T nI

ftere 1 ia the time interval of a I element inathe waveform, a Is the memer of*
01metg In N.k Is thesofer of -elementu In OW~ N Is the total smber of
eleests considered.

It the Meirna W is represented by a Competely tfilled-Imn soveform (so pulses).
thm may sod k&-C. 11ma maa.:Ki.

So Cornet I Is thee determined by the maism twetqui levl is degrees per boor.

The masie nssmtias sof to Justify the see of this typo of 4-00dulatio n, Is a"
tovwis Is tat the gyr will define a apeee-ie ee esdird to the input asses-rate.

A Comele deriviation of the torquage allorlthe of dection I and their relatios to a-
noduwslats ts BIvT"i to onelot section.

A sone onegles ozoole of Wavefors semeration Is plotted io Uiwe it. Ike driving
funcions is rfl -go0 (L.r UM the Uml@ is pertinent is ftSe-LveIIne. It IS
L~strmctive to Compte WS ru. the moveform ad ONWe It with the driving fatties
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TABLE I

Computation of w, versus Tim from Iaveform of Figure 11

C'(N = 60 hr' E(n ) k (4)

t

Cumulative Ratio of Degrees -60 +
Number of Sum* 600 hr-' hr" dog hr"
iteration Sec
intervais

6 0.17 -6 -1 -60 -49.128

7 0.199 -5 -5/7 -42.86

17 0.483 -15 -15/17 -52.941

18 0.511 -14 -14/18 -46.667

29 0.823 -23 -23/29 -47.586

40 1.13 -32 -32/40 -48.000

51 1.45 -41 -41/5; -48.235

62 1.76 -50 -50/62 -48.387

73 2.07 -59 -59/13 -48.493

139 3,94 -113 -113/139 -48.777

151 4.28 -123 -123/151 -48. 84

437 12.4 -357 -357/437 -49.016

"*COMnt for
-! 0

The vaveform of Figure It no actually plotted o~t to 437 Intervals but the portion
showm 16 sufficiet to illutrate the principle. A plot of the perceetage error versus
.Is*e Is shown is Pipre 12 (date takes from tlae 1). This deluy is establishlng a pre-
else agular velocity for the gyro input is mot deleterious to fle levellig or gyro-
cospemsIng.

6.3 Afiey of Seasup , armeter8 of ?urqlP*g-0wpwtar Iuterfoe

This cannot be anued bY uimple arumots but teq"iars slmlation studies ustig suit-
able models of b. computer plus platform Imp. 9& bie no results to offer at the present
time.

HNoever. the tollovimgt stimle egret leads em to believe that the tie-istrvals for
turnuas. an Sivem hore. We adequate.

s uppe that steady torques have been Qpplied to toe platform gyros ad that a stendy
state has bee ache s at the ead of aipm ad arocamposas. At am poist I tim
(1:0) a off "plat velocity forcift factium Is saplied is the con-ter.
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In line with the assumptlons already made,

N

z , tTF

Ji-

1(1 - Tf

N

60 Tp sign (T1 )- I

ji!

(Tx ) i, (Tx )i -. - 60 sig nl (Tx) 1 .. + ux .

Take a,,i -j,. the superscript denoting values established by the computer.

Take w : 2.21 sec sec 2 (based on maximum acceleration 7g).

(Tx)0 = -30 deg hr' 1

60 Tp = 1.71 sec

c)1 TF = 6.28 x10' s'ec see-'

&IN is the change in space angle due to the contribution of space rate O after i 0

Consider first that aj is 30 deg hr'1 . (,x = 0, 1 > 0.) The results are plotted
in Figure 10. For &Ix , the solid ramp is &xN and the histogram is .

If we now consider the effect on "he T. pattern of Figure 10 made by including L),

the following formula emerges:

which gives the shift in successive levels of T1 .

However, the shift in levels of T, will not have any effect on &c- until the nega-
tive amplitude of T. in Figure 10 has shifted up to the zero level. A value of N for
which this will be true is given by

N (N+I).
2 c TF = 30 deg hr'.

With the values given, N • 30 iteration ,intervals. The time-delay is NTP = 0.852 sec.

At that time, the change in • (due to 1I Tp) is only

N T 2 ZZ . 0.054 sec

jii

The above argument established only that the torquing 'mcchanism" will likely follow the
change from steady torquing rates to time-varying ones. The following derivation of the

torquing algorithm is also instructive in thia context.
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Consider two types of finite difference, S and

T,7
' &xi - xi "(- i

where &1 is effectively established by the computer on the output line in iteration-
interval I .

Note that V operates on iteration-iniex i . whereas S operates at fixed i

Consider the identity

it z S 1ii (14),rF ,,P

and define 36 - TP TZI . (15)

Hence VT11 - 8 = 7 "•i •

u•i will be A-modulated so it will have the form c&i 60 sign ()when 660 hr-I is •

the maximum torquing rate.

The sign function is determined as follows:

if (86~iI 0.

S~ i.e. (6c)1- 1 4 •~-

we want wci : +60.

If (800i-x < 0

i.e. (6'c)i-_ > (xi

we want 41I = -60.

Thus (TX)i = (Tx)i. 1 - 60 sign (Tx)i. 1 + Wl

IT1 i 4 120 deg hr' , all i

Thus Equation (15) gives

16 x,11 3.4 se' c

(Fine-Levelling, Qyrocompassing and NAV mode).

Thuh the difference between the two 61 curves of Figure 10 should remain small, even
when the instantaneous value of W, (i.e. 41) changes from one iteration to the next.

Assume that the orientation of the platform has been determined to high precision by
torquing with constant rates (as is done in fine align and gyrocompassing), Then it is
reasonable to expect that this high precision will be maintained and that the system will
follow the changing space rates established by navigation mode.
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SUIMMARY

The calibration of inertial instruments in component. system, and vehicle
level tests is shown to be menable to modern statistical filtering
techniques provided adequate models of the processes involved can be found
together with some method of solving the imnse computation problems. The
general form of any calibration system using statisttcal filtering Is given
together with techniques for simplifying the computational problem. In one

application gyro test table data is processed by a filter and the results
compared with a Fourier series analysis. In a second application the
design. Implemantation, and test experience is given for a unique calibra-
tion filter used to alig and calibrate the Apollo Guidance Navigation and
Control System inertial platform while it Is in a launch vehicle that is
subjected to wind induced away.

2S2
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- I TNE APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL ESTIIATION TECHNIQUES
TO INERTIAL COWPONENT CALIBRATION

Georce T. Schmidt

I. INTRODUCTION

Two recent developments are leading to changes in the way inertial instruments aire
calibrated in component. system. and vehicle level tests. Onie of these developments is
the new statistical filtering. prediction, and smoothing techniques which provide the,
theory to accornt for all random noises, measurement errors, and disturbances affecting
the component wnder test snd its environment. The other complumentaxy development Is
the availability of more powerful computers, both the large digital eachine and the
vehicle on-board computer, which provide the computational capability to take advrantage
of modern time-variable filter theory. There are, however, several practicel problems
encountered when one attempts to Implement these techniques. A major one Is in obtaining
an adequate statistical model of the physical systems involved In the col ibratoan proces.
Another problem is the ismense anount of computation required. These two problems are
interrelated in that the more accurately the system Is statistically modeled, the more

difficuP' the computational problem becomes.

The plan for this paper is to first show the form of may calibratien system thsgt uses
siatistical filtering together with the basic filter equations. Two applications wiM.
solutions will then be presented. The first is the use of a large digital computer to
process gyro teat table data and provide knowledge of pro drift together with generating
a model of gyro behavior. The filter is formulated and actual gyro test date is proc*Rs~ed

The oodappicalooIs o te aignentandcalibration of as Inertial platform to

application requires soangegineeig solution to the real time cumputat*.om problem with a

limtedon-oar coputr. tsalso impose tbs requirement that th, calibratiou Vrocevuro
he independent of any external roftromcm~ Cbly the outputs of the como~ees on the

plator re t be sed orncalibataisn the problem solputr.ion is dscu din deha il th ap d
It.to act th mehoduse t. e Apollo Gid w v Ntiav odig tstion en onetmrol Sy rac i

1h* och~que olle to o ue onlatformtwo h lsozhetaligied oarr to calibrate this

toftft ~ ~ ~ ~ pltfr to ewdmowsr teG bed teraicalibo rifte to vertical acculracytor

NY seiesof estpostiosall Inertial compumeuts Can be calibratted. soe isplamtsta
ticsprobems re dt isedt detail ad the practical solutions nare presented. Amog
the I te " eeofswler oetr dead-mote over avil laplst.
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2. FORM OF A CALIBRATION SYSTEM t.SING STATISTICAl. FI.TEIRING

The besic coafiguration of an inertial component calib'ation system is shown in func-
tional form in Figure 1. The question is, "What should the computer program be that
converts the measurements to the desired outputs?" In other words, given a set of noisy
physical measurements and some knowledge of the statistical characteristics of the com-
ponents invoi ed (e.g,. accelerometers on a gyro-stabilized platform), find the best
estimate of tte desired output quantities.

The maximum amount of information provided by the mea.',,rements in a system with
unpredictable errors is the probability density function p(x' . The vector x
represents the state of the entire system involved, including the sensors, the venicle
(or mounting for the sensors), and the envirenment. With the knowledge of all past
measurements and the a priori assumptions of the statistical characteristics of the entire
system, the most that can be known about the state of a system is the probability that it
is in each incremental volume of possible states. in most cases the entire probability
density function is not desired. What is usually wanted is a set of values that is, in
some respect, the "best" estimate of the state of the system. This estimate is symbolized

by x , and it is usually chosen so as to minimize the average of some function of the

error in the estimate e . The most obvious estimate, and one that minimizes the
mean-squared error, is the expected or mean value which is given by

where p(xlm ... n) is the probability density function conditioned by all past
measurements.

The solution of Equation (1) would require the computation of the entire probability
density function of all the state variables as a function of time. 11e computation would
include the changes in the density function due to the dynamics of the system and the
changes due to the information gained by new measurements. The techniques for accomplish-
ing this computation are not, to the author's knowledge, well developed and, furthermore,
would be impractical for any computer in the foreseeable future. However, it we can
assume that the errors in the estimate can be represented by a linear system excited by
uncorrelated noise, then the whole process represented by Equation (1) can be stated cou-
cisely by equations developed by Kalman 7'8

3. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

It is assumed that the state of the entire system, including sensors, mounting and
environment, can be described by differential equations of the form

x(t) = f[;(t), ý(t), n(t), t] ,(2)

where c are known control inputs and i are white noises. For the assumptions to be
made here, it can be shown that the control does not affect the form of the optimum
filter9,10 . Thus the control variables o will not be shown explicitly in the following
discussion. It is assumed that measurements are made at discrete times according to the
relation

;(tm) = O[•(tm , 'u(tm ] ,(3)

where (t) are errors in the measurements that are uncorrelated between measurements.
(Time correlated errors in the measurements would have to be included in the state vector
x.) Assuming that the optima. estimates are close enough to tLe true values so that higher
order terms may be neglected, the optimum measurement process is given by Kalman's optimum
linear filter. The derivations of these equations are given in References 7, 10 and 11,
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The basic equations are

= EHT(HEDHT a U51 (i - h(xt)) at a
T T, + measurement

E E: - E'HT( HT + U)" HE' time
(4)

x: f(x,t I(4
between

E = ~~T+N measuremets.E :FE + EFT + N Iesrmet

where the prime indicates conditions that exist just before the measurement. The co-
variance matrix of errors E is defined by

E = <6! >

where "< >" represents the expected or mean value, and

R6~. t) ___

F n ___ hxt

U d --u , N i;4ý

The matrices R and Q are defined by

<uG(t)u;(_)T> = RQ(t-'r)

<n;(t)n(7-)T> = Q6(t-•r).

The optimum filter for a linearized system in which the higher order terms can be neglec-
ted is shown in diagram form in Figure 2.

4. GYRO UNIT TESTING USING STATISTICAL FILTERING

4. 1 Test Configuration

The test we will consider is the so-called "IA vertical" test in which the gyro with
its input axis vertical is mounted on a rotary table. The gyro output axis is West and
the spin reference axis South. The gyro output signal is used to drive the rotary table
by means of amplifiers and motors. The table rotates about the vertical according to the
differential equation

da/dt = d + Whb cos (a) + Whc sin (a) + Wv , (5)

where a = table angle measured clockwise from West

d gyro drift

Wv vertical component of earth rate

Wh = horizontal component of earth rate

b = misalignment about the output axis

c = misalignment about the spin axis

and the signs of b and c are by the user's convention. Other types of servo tests are
possible and are discussed in Reterence 18.
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In a conventional servo table test, the time it takes for the table to move each one
degree increment is recorded for two revolutions of the table; this requires about 72
hours of testing. The usual data reduction technique is to fit a Fourier series to the
data and identify the constant in the series as the gyro drift and the coefficients of
the cosine and sine terms as the misalignment angles. Typically the autocorrelation
function is also calculated for the data and one attempts to find an autocorrelation
function for some process that fits the data; e.g. a ramp or perhaps a random walk' 9 .
The curve fits are usually done by a least-squares method. The purpose here is to give
an alter,.ative approach using recursive statistical filtering, compare the results from
both methods and the advantages in each, and suggest some areas for further research. A
functional view of the optimal calibration system is shown in Figure 3.

4.2 The Filter

The time it takes the table to go each one degree is recorded on tape. Tbe tape is fed
into a digital computer which has programmed into it the following filter.

Between each measurement the state vector is integrated according to:

'0 1 Wh cos (a) Whsin (a) IC " Wv

d 0 0 0 0 0 d 0
d b 0 o 0 0 0 b + 0 (6)

dt dt (6)

0 0 0 0 0 c 0

where e has been introduced to account for any bias in the measurement of table angle.
The initial condition for the state vector integration is the estimated value after the
last measurement incorporation.

The extrapolation of the covariance matrix between measurements is a bit harder to
derive. Linearizing the differential equation for a we have

8a - 8d + Wh cos (a) •b+Wh sin (a) Sc-Whb sin (a) ia + Whc cos (i) • . (7)

The measurements of table angle, denoted by m , are assumed to be highly accurate;
typically, they are true to within a few arc-seconds. Since the misalignment angles are
small, one may neglect the last two terms in Equation (7) and the F matrix in the co-
rariance matrix extrapolation,

dE/dt = E + EFT, (8)

is given by the matrix in Equation (6). The initial condition for the covariance matrix
is the value after the last measurement incorporation. Equations (6) and (8) are integ-
rated on the digital computer until the time of the next measurement (m) . At that time
the equations are updated according to

E= E'i(VrE'T + ra)t

x x + -1(m - ')

E. (I "k-7r)E',

where ra is the variance of the measurement noise and _ (1,0.0.0,01) The integra-
tion process (Equations (6) and (8)) is then re-Initiated.
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4.3 Test Results

An "IA vertical" test was runi on a gas-bearing gyro and the data recorded as described.
A digital computer was programmed to filter the information. One full revolution of data
in one-degree increments was processed. The initial condition for the state vector was
zero and all initial cross-correlation terms were set zero. The initial diagonal of the
covariance matrix was: 9 x 10-8 rad2, 100 meru 2. 9 x 10-0 rad2. I x 10-6 rad2, and
1 x 10_" rad 2. (A meru is approximately 0.015 degrees/hour.) The r.m.s. measurement

noise was assumed to I x 10- rad.

The results of this test are plotted in Figures 4, 5 and 0. In Figure 4 we notice,
first, that the estimated drift is, in two samples, very close to its steady state value
of 12.158 meru. The estimated r.m.s. error v(E 2 2 ) is also plotted. In two samples it
is down from its initial value of 10 meru to 0.6 meru; in 360 samples it is down to 0.003
meru.

In Figure 5 the b estimate is plotted, together with its estimated r.m.s. uncertainty.
Apparently it takes about half a revolution before we have enough data to filter this
quantity. The final v (E3 3) is 0.001 mrad as opposed to its initial value of 0.3 mrad.
Similar comments hold for Figure 6. The final value of v'(E44 ) is 0.0007 mrad as opposed
to its initial value of I mrad. The final angle estimates in each case are 0.489 and
0.743 mrad, respectively. Finally, the estimate of e showed an insignificant amount of
bias.

4 4 Comparison with Conventional Method

The same data presented in the example were fitted with a Fourier series. The drift and
misalignment angles (12.17 meru, 0.544 mrad, 0.711 mrad) compared almost perfectly with
those as determined by the filter (12.158 meru, 0.489 mrad, 0.743 mrad). One might ask
the question, "Why bother with this sophisticated method if a Fourier series works?"

One possible advantage is that the data can be processed as it is received. One might
imagine a number of test tables tied into a central computer which would calibrate a whole
number of gyros at once and provide a best estimate of each gyro's current behavior.
Another advantage is that the filter generates an r.m.s. uncertainty estimate in the
estimated variables. If one has confidence in the statistics that must be assumed a pri-
ori, then in an ensemble sense, we can tell how good our test is. Furthermore, another
advantage is in the ease with which additional state variables can be included in this
formulation. We might like to try to add in a model for drift other than a bias; perhaps
a ramp, an exponentially correlated process, or a random walk. These models are easily
added to the filter.

One possible disadvantage may be found if we test a gyro that has sudden Jumps to
different steady-state levels. In all likelihood, the filter will probably take a long

time to catch up to the actual gyro or it may never get there. This is the usual argument
for a Fourier series expansion of any discontinuous function. In any case, the purpose
here is to show the form of the system that could be used to reduce gyro test table data,
not that any great improvement is guaranteed. that is needed is more research into this
type of formulation.

5. METHODS FOR REDUCING COMPUTATION

Throughout the previous example it has been tacitly assumed that a large digital com-
puter is available to do the computation. For this simple example five state variables
were required. Since the number of state variables rapidly increases with the complexity
of the Problem, engineering solutions will usually be required, particularly if the digi-
tal compuLer has a limited capability. This is the case in an on-board vehicle computer.Generally there are two possible ways to reduce the computational burden.
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The first method is to partition the total filter into smaller and simpler filters by
neglecting the cross-correlations between dynamically unrelated variables. One might also
neglect to implement minor gains for particular state variables; i.e. each state variable
is updated by all measurements, even if the particular measurement has an innignificant
effect on that particular state variable.

The second method of simplifying the optimum filter is through the use of pre-computed
gains. If the system is linear, the gains at each measurement are only functions of time
and the a priori assumptions of the statistics of the noises and the initial state. By
specifying the measurement schedule or rate, the gains may be pre-computed and stored in
the vehicle's computer. For a small number of measurements this is a practical solution
to the problem of implamenting an optimum filter. For a large number of measurements, the
pre-computed gains are usually smoothly varying with respect to time and may be approx-
imated by suitable functions that give an almost identical filter response as the true
gains. The weighting function box in Figure 3 now contains simple functions of time.

These simplification techniques will be applied to the pre-launch calibration and align-
ment of ar inertial platform in a spacecraft on top of a swaying launch vehicle and they
are, in fact, the techniques used in the Apollo Guidance Navigation and Control System.
Practical hardware and software problems that were involved will also be discussed in
detail.

6. PRE-LAUNCH CALIBRATION AND ALIGNMENT

6. 1 General

The inertial system to be calibrated and aligned includes gyroscopes and accelerometers.
The known gravity acceleration is used to calibrate the accelerometers; the known vector
rotation of gravity (earth rate) is used to calibrate the gyros. The exact quantities to
be measured will not be conaidered at this point in developing the general optimum method
of platform alignment to a local vertical coordinate system and measurement of the South
and vertical gyro drifts. In this procedure, the platform is approximately aligned to the
local vertical coordinates, then it goes inertial. The two horizontal accelerometer out-
puts (South and East) are used by the optimum filter to generate estimates of the relevant
quantities by comparing the measurement of the rotation of the gravity vector with the
known rotation rate.

The vertical gyro drift is the most difficult quantity to measure, since it causes only
a third-order effect on the measured acceleration. Gyro failures can be closely associated
with changes in drift due to acceleration of gravity along the input axis, so the pre-launch
calibration of a gyro in a vertical position is highly desirable.

Since the estimates of the alignment and drift variables will depend on the measurement
by the accelerometers of the rotation of the gravity vector in the inertial coordinates
instrumented by the gyros, the major disturbances are the accelerometer quantization and the
wind-induced sway of the launch vehicle. The model of the system for the optimum filter
must include variables due to this Fway. The complete filter must be simulated on a digital
computer; it will be linear, so that by specifying the measurement schedule the optimum
gains may be pre-computed. The gains will be approximated by functions that will be stored
in the flight computer. The method for using this simplified filter in other platform
positions, an illustration of a system test program, and practical hardware problems will
be presented.

6.2 Models

The launch vehicle bending dynamics in the North-South and East-West directions are
approximated by identical second-order systems. 1he wind causing the vehicle sway is
assumed to be exponentially correlated, with a correlation time of IA sec . The
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correlation function of the white noise required to produce a mean-squared value of missile

sway can be found to be' 3

nw = <n(t)n(7)> = <p 2>4k (a + 2 1.a j &2 )

where <p 2> is the expected mean-squared missile sway, n(t) is the white noise genera-
ting the exponentially correlated wind, and ý% and ; are the natural frequency and

damping ratio of the second-order approximation to the bending dynamics. The state vector

for the sway variables in the South direction is

[Psi 0 1 0 p
vs 0 0 1 vs + 0L(9)

is V 2;,-2L% -2;a°& as (tJ

where ps,Ve, a are the horizontal displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the North-

South direction; the model for the sway variables in the East direction (pe.V,,ae)
has the same form. For the computer simulations in this paper, the preceding variables

have the values <p 2 > = 100 cm2 (Fast and South) , k = 0.1 sec' 1 . cn = 2.09 rad/sec

and 4=0.1.

The orientation of the platform with respect to a local vertical coordinate system
(vertical, South and Exet) is described by three angles (a.3,),) . If the platform axes

(xMy.z) were rotated by -a , -, , and -Y , the axes would coincide with the reference
coordinates. The state vector equation for this substate is given by

o o 43a ty+

4" -fQ 0 0 0 Y + t.+d 3 (+0)

a1 0 0 000 d0 0

dy 0 0 000 d, 0

which has been assumed to be. for angle magnitudes of interest, a valid representation of
the general nonlinear platform dynamicas". Nj and Qv are the horizontal and vertical
components of earth rate at the test site; d,.dy.d. are the conatant drifts for the
vertical. South and East gyros; and ti.ty.tt are the torquing rates (if any) applied
to the gyros. It Is assumed that the torquing rates, the components of earth rate, and
the East gyro drift are known perfectly, so that the vector on the right represents known
forcing ;(t) and is independent of the state of the system.

Using the small angle approximations, the South and East accelerometer pulse rate out-
puts due to platform orientation in the gravity field mway be written as

where pos and poe represent the total pulse counts at some instant of time and g Is
the local gravity (cm/see 2 ). A l-cmL.sec2 pulse accelerowte: quantization has been assumed.

Accelerometer pulse rates cannot be instantaneously measured but the total pulses can
be counted which make up the output due to sway velocity and orientation in the gravity

field. Inherent in these measurements, then. are quantization errors. The measurments

are
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The term "%n" represents the quantimtion error at every sampling o' the accelerometer
pulse count registers. Although the measurement noise is not normally distributed with
zero mean (a requirement for the optimum filter), and is, in fact, uniformly distributed,
the quantization operation is assumed a normally distributed error. This viewpoint does
not hinder the optimum filter's estimates of the alignment and gyro drift variables1 0 . 1 1
It does degrade the accuracy of the sway variables estimates, which is of little concern.
Also

<n,(t)nM(t + 7)> = ra S(T) (13)

The measurements are assumed to be made every second.

The state vector is 13-dimensional; the state vector differential equation is

di/dt =Fx + + n(t) (14)

(See Figure 7 for F , -, and -0)

With the derivation of the model for the system, the complete optimum linear filter is
defined. The accelerometer pulse count registers will be sampled at constant rates. The
estimated state vector is extrapolated between measurements according to

and the covariamze matrix according to

t= 1T + S, (16)

where I and S are pre-computed constant matrices for the time step between measure-

ments. They satisfy the following differential equations:

dS/dt = P SP T + N, 6(0) =0 (17)

d'Wdt =P. NO) =I , (18)

which may be Integrated on a digital computer for a time step between measurements of I sez

(Ref.12). At the time of a measurement. I and 9 are changed according to Equation (4).

(See Figure 7 for H , U . and N.)

7. FILTER DESIGN

7. 1 Computer Simlatioms

A complete nonlinear simulation of the inertial platform in a s"wing launch vehicle sam
made on a digital computer in order to simulate real accelerometer outputs. The initial
misaliguments were I dearee an all uae; drifts were 10 monru for the vertical and South
gyros and sero for the Bat garo. The r.ema. any it both horizontal directions was 10

.m The initial conditions for the covarince matrix were I deog for the aligment miles
and 100 meru t for the gyro drifts. All initial croes-correlation term sere assumed 3ero.
The initial estimate of the state oan a zero vector.

The response of the filter no excellent for theme conditions. A number of runs was
first made in which the matrix U was varied so as to cause good agreement between the

L______
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r.m.s. error as determined by the filter and the actual error. The errors between the
estimates and the actual values of azimuth angle, vertical gyro drift and South gyro drift
are shown in Figure 8. The errors reach small values for the three cases in 15, 40 and
10 mnn respectively. The errors in the estimates of the two leveling angles (• and )Y) are
negligible after the first few measurements. The estimates of the away variables are not
particularly good. but this is not important. These simulations were run under assumed
perfect knowledge of East gyro drift because of the classical result that East gyro drift
cannot be identified from azimuth error. The fact that East gyro drift must be known
presents uo problem; as seen from Figure 8, the South gyro can be calibrated in about 10
minutes and the error shows little sensitivity to dz . This gyro can then be placed
East and a complete calibration and alignment made. (The question of other platform posi-
tions is discussed later.)

7.2 Design of the Simplified System

The gains for the optinum filter may be pre-computed for all trials since the measure-
ment times will be the same and the a priori assumption for the statistics of the initial
state vector and noises will not change. For the problem at hind, the implementation of
the gains into the system involved, first, the design of a simplified optimum filter. The
gains for each state variable depend on both accelerometer measurements and, in general,
one gain is much smaller than the other and can be neglected. In this problem all crors-
coupling measurement gains are neglected; e.g., vertical drift estimatior depends pri-
marily on the South accelerometer so the East accelerometer measurement gain for vertical
drift is not implemented. Typically the predominant gains vary as in Figure 9. These
gains can be approximated by exponentials and straight-line segments where, at distinct
intervals, the time constants and slopes are changed to continually fit the approximate
gains to the true gains. The gains for the six sway variables quickly reach steady-state
values and may be approximated by three constants.

The response of a simplified filter is shoen in Pigure 8. The process of design enters
since it required a number of runs using different slopes and time constants to get a good
match with the response of the complete filter. In fact, in the end. the sae exponential
gains were used for both Poe and pot ; the sae exponential gains were used for 23 and
ý . The total pre-computed constants were 3 away variable gains. 2 initial conditions for
exponentials, and sets of the following 5 numbers which are changed at 10 discrete times:
2 time constants for exponential& (po, and ,3) and 3 slopes for straight-line segments
(a.d., d•1 ).

7. 3 Implementation

A slight variation of this simplified filter was Implemented in the Apollo Ouldanee
Navigation and Control system. Part of the program was concerned with initialization for
platform positions other than the one considered here. The optimum filter, once imple-
mented, does not change for other platform positions; the measurements that the filter sets
are made to simulate the standard platform configuration. For example, if the platform
axes were vertical. North and Mat, and if the sign of the North accelerometer output were
changed to simulate a South acceleroeter, the filter output for the variables in the North
direction need only be Interpreted as negative of their true values. Similarly. for some
platform positions it is necessary to resolve the measurements to simulate South and bat
accelerometers.

For some applications, it smy be desirable to torque the South gyro at negative hori,,tal
earth rate. The form of the filter Nad the filter gains do not change because perfect
torquing Is asumed; just add negative borizontal earth rate to the extrapolation of the
sanle J . It baa also been found convenient to extrapolate the alignment angles according
to simple first order (a = a + adt. etc. ). The away variables are extrapolated according to
a sway transition matrix whose elemeto can be changed to compensate for variations in launch
vehicle parameters.
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(nce the optimum filter has been implemented according to the simple method outlined.

it can be readily adapted to various problems of alignment and calibration. For example,

consider the following system test procedure in which the platform axes are identified
as x,y,z: (1) run a 10-sin test with x up, y South, z East to determine y gyro

bias drift; (2) at 10 min read out y drift and use the angle estimates to align the
platform; continue to torque the platform at earth rate for 90 sec while counting pulses

from the x accelerometer (vertical); (3) orient the platform to x down. y East,

z South and run a 10 min test to determine z bias drift; (4) use the angle estimates
at 10 min to align the platform and then torque for 90 sec at earth rate while counting
x accelerometer pulses; and (5) torque the South gyro at horizontal earth rate for 45
min rare while determining vertical drift (z gyro). The y bias as determined in (1)
is dz for this run.

This procedure takes about 68 min, after which enough information is available to

determine y gyro bias drift, z gyro bias, the sum of x gyro bias and acceleration
sensitive drift, and x accelerometer bias and scale factor. (he can readily imagine
how an automated system test procedure can be set up to completely calibrate the system
in the swaying spacecraft. The last step in the program would be an alignment run to
ready the system for launch. And through all of this, the basic simplified optimum filter
does not change.

7.4 Nardware Problems

7he primary source of azimuth error is the uncertainty in East gyro drift which comes
about from errors in the calibration of the gyro; the primary source of vertical drift
error Is due to variations in the Dast gyro drift during a text. If the East gyro has a
large drift due to acceleration along its input axis, then it is desirable to keep the
input axis almost horizontal during the test by torquing the South gyro at negative earth
rate to minimize the variations in Bast gyro drift. Unfortunately. If the bias of the
South gyro changes when It is torqued. then the South gyro calibration will yield two
answers. corresponding to the torqued sad untorqued cases, respectively. (Torquing was
done in the system test program.)

Another possible problem area appears when using pulsed integrating aecelerometers.
If either horizontal accelerometer has a large dead-zome for war zero inputs, large
tramsionts in the filter output will appear. The form of the transients will vary.
depending on the time during the test that the acceler.mter goes through the dead-acme.
Vertical drift estimation is particularly sensitive to a dead-zooe in the South accelero-
meter. In seme cases a transient on the order of 900 meru has been observed; the filter
never reached the correct value of drift at the end of 45 minutes because the vertical
drift gain is small at the end of the test. As a practical solution to the problem, the
platform is deliberately offset (between steps (4) and (5) In the ayntem test progrom) from
the vertical before beginning a vertical drift test so that the accelerometer never goes
throu•h mull. This problem it indicative of the strange results that cm occur wohe the
mcdel for the system is incorrect. Philosophically. we have desiged a total system test
and as ouch it should Indicate in some momer out-of-specification conditions which would
thee require lower level testing. The model suat therefore include all in-spec conditions
ad the desitmer's experience smut be used to recognize out-of-spec situations.

7.5 Laboratory Test GemIts

As part of the filter implemestation verification, the Apollo inertial platform ase

supmdead by a catle from the laboratory ceiling. 'he platform mse puhed to simulate
spacecraft motion on the lmeach pad. Inparlsoas widt independent measurement techniqas
verifted the program accuracy to within the limits of the aro performance.
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S. CONCLUSION

The possibility exists for significant reduction in the errors in calibration systems
by using statistical estimtion techniques that make the most efficient use of all avail-
able information. It also appears likely that suitable simplifications can be made to
adapt these techniques to practical computers, as us illustrated with two examples.
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EULER ANGLE STRAPPED-DOWN COMPUTER

Alan van Bronkhorst

Navigation - it's a magic word, the key to travel and adventure. We covet and ponder
with awe the innate navigation ability of other species of living things. A pigeon,
released at a strange location, climbs swiftly, circles, and with wings flashing white
and grey, sets his course for home. Lacking instinct, we are forced to rely on our
intellect for navigation. With what results? First, we are often lost, and second, we
have come to set great store by development of electromechanical 'black boxes" which per-
form navigation for us.

This second result is particularly true if the "black boxes" meet military specifica-
tions: smaller size, lower cost, improved performance, and better reliability than
currently available equipment. The present flurry of activity in development of inertial
strapped-down systems is engendered by the hope of achieving at least the first two of
these four goals (which is not a bad average) and is promoted by the emerging availability
of the necessary high-speed computers.

A particular type of whole-number high-speed computer, solving a three-parameter Euler
angle transformation, has been investigated as a component of a strapped-down mid-course
inertial guidance system for a short range missil-. This paper presentc the results of
this investigation.

What are the inherent advantages of a whole-number digital computer for a strapped-
down inertial system?

Any strapped-down inertial system computer must, at the very least, convert the outputs
of orthogonal body-fixed accelerometers into velocity vectors in some navigation coordin-
ate system. Typically, an incremental computer (DDA) performs this conversion with a
3 x 3 direction cosine matrix that it generates from outputs of orthogonal body-fixed rate
gyros. This type of strapped-down inertial measurement unit has been previously investi-
gated and reported in detail by othersi". The literature abounds with computer algorithm
optimization studies. A total guidance system, however, needs not just an inertial
measurement unit but additional computer functions as well. These functions must include
solution of the navigation and guidance equations and, preferably, such niceties as sensor
corrections, system self-check, auxiliary suidance system integration and even gain and
frequency compensation of control system commands. Using a strapped-down inertial
measurement unit (IMU) with outputs from an incremental computer, the guidance system
design has two alternatives:

(i) Expand the DDA to perform the total system requirements, or

(ii) Supplement the DDA conversion computer with a separate whole-number guidance

computer.

Neither of these solutions is very attractive on an overall system basis.

J.C.Wilcox, of TRW Systems, in a recent paper , writes

"The incremental computer is subject to the constraint that the computation rate
must be greater than or equal to the mximum input rate divided by the quantum
size. In order to maintain adequate resolution, all calculations must proceed
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at the same high rate. The addition of new calculations exacts penalties in both
computer speed and storage requirements. This constraint does not apply to the
whole number computer.

In the whole number computer, the penalty for additional calculations may be
only in computer storage requirements, ... "

A more flexible strapped-down guidance system, then, is an inertial sensor package
(gyros and accelerometers) combined with a single whole-number computer which can perform
both coordinate conversion and the navigation/guidance functions simultaneously. This
flexibility results from decreased costs and simplified interface with related subsystems.

Although a whole-nurber computer can be programmed to solve the direction cosine
strapped-down transformation, this study investigated a three-parameter Euler angle trans-
formation technique. The equations are derived by simply relating gimbal angle rates to
body-axis rates by transformation through the equivalent gimbal angles. Equation (1)
represents a conventionally gimballed three-axis platform.

where p,q,r are body--axis rates and LP). [&1 are rotational matrices of roll and pitch
angles.

These equations are transformed to

S -r sin + q cos

(r cos + q sinP) sec & (2)

p ±+ , sin -

and, finally, velocities are transformed from body-axes to inertial coordinates by sequen-
tial rotation th-ough the three generated angles:

i L-i~b.a.

The reasons for investigating this type of transformation are:

(I) Lear Siegler Inc.. has developed previously - for other navigation systems - a
whole-number, vector computer'-'. The vector computer has an arithmetic unit
which is organized for rapid shift and add processing of vector operations such
as rotation and resolution. This type of computer is ideally suited for the
straightforward Euler angle coordinate conversion process.

(0i) The transformation, by Its nature, is always essentially orthonormal and provides
simplified updating for integrated navigation systems applications.

(iii) Attitude outputs are directly available for vehicle control/display, trajectory
shaping, system iWitialization and sensor compensations.

Is this transformation technique usable? In spite of the claims we have made, the answer,
of course, depends on the cost of the computer to achieve adequate performance. We now
examine the errors as they affect computer software.
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The errors of strapped-down system computers come from inaccurate rrocessing of the
outputs of the inertial sensors. These errors accrue both in generating the transforma-
tion matrix and in applying the transformation to the measured velocity vectors. We may
classify these errors as orthogonality errors, angularity errors, and normality errors.
By analogy with gimbal coordinate converter resolvers (whose function the conversion
matrix duplicates) these errors are inter-axis errors, gimbal drift errors, and trans-
formation ratio errors, respectively.

Clearly the inter-axis, or orthogonality, errors of the matrix are zero. This results
because we are generating and computing with the angles directly, and not their direction
cosines. We are concerned then only with velocity vector angle (or direction) transforma-
tion errors which are the result of gimbal drift, and with velocity vector magnitude
transformation errors which arise, even though the transformation matrix itself is nearly
normal, from other computational processes.

The sources of these errors, as in any strapped-down syst,'m, are quantization, commu-
tation, truncation, round-off, and conversion. The order of listing here is not signifi-
cant except as an index for tl~e following discussion.

Quantization, (r sensor storage error, results from the process of converting analog
quantities measured by the sensors to discrete angle and velocity input increments to the
computer. Because the computer is synchronous, it accepts input pulses for operations
only at the start of each iteration cycle. As a result, it is frequently operating on
information that lags the true sensor output. For example, corsider a gyro with an output
increment pulse size of 0.03 degrees, an input rate of 20 degrees per second and supplying
a computer with an iteration time of one millisecond. Table I shows the quantization
error.

From this table we can guess that the average quantization error is on the order of
one-half the increment size, h . Why not just make h very small? Well, h is the
maximum input (angular rate of linear acceleration) divided by the maximum pulse repetition
frequency (PRF) of the analog-to-digital converter. The guidance system designer can do
little about the maximum inputs of the vehicle dynamics except complain to the project
aerodynamicist, who probably couldn't care less. And in increasing the PRF we soon start
paying for decreasing quantization errors with increasing non-linearity errors which result
from the A/D conversion process, and increasing input hardware requirements. For this sys-
tem, synthesized for mid-course guidance of a short range missile, the inputs are body-axis
rates of 300 degrees per second, and linear accelerations of 20 g. Our error crossover
point, determined empirically, is at PRF • 10 kpps. This results in inputs of approx-
imately 0.03 degrees per pulse or 0.06 feet per second per pulse. The precise values are
set by different criteria, as shown later.

The second definable source of errors is in commutation. Commutation errors are both
angle and velocity. The former come principally from the non-commutative properties of
angular increments under vector operations. The error limits may be established quite
simply. The difference equations in the solution sequence are:

1. (-rt) sin t.I + (q•t) cos

N N-I +

2. AN = (rt" COS '- (+mt) sin cos V '

(4)

N N-I+
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3. 6ON (pAt) + 6N sinl&N ( (4)0

Assume an input rate Z+ Tp + Tq + Jr ,where p= q r

For Iteration 1, % = "

For Iteration 2, w2

Let

pAt = qAt rAt ---

4N-1 = & "00

If we turn the crank through two iterations, using these inputs,

(N+1 : PN. = •÷x I 00 ± commutation errors.

These errors turn out to be on the order of AZ2/ 2  per iteration. Please observe thet
this error results from angular vibration inputs about axes which are not coincident with
the principal body-axes. Although similar in form, it should not be confused with 1:1

limit cycle error which is frequently analyzed in the D)A/direction cosine literature. A
1:1 limit cycle error is a truncation, or computation, error which results from angular
vibration inputs about any axis because the incremental computer mechanizes only an approx-
imation to the true direction cosine equation solution.

Velocity/angle commutation error results because, although the angles are constantly

changing during an iteration period in which a velocity increment is measured, this entire
velocity increment is converted through the final value angle only.

The procedure for each iteration period is:

1. Measure angle and velocity increments

2. Update the ang1' values.

3. Use these updated angles to transform the measured velocity increments.

For example, the transformation matrix is

cts, s.cvP -saic&s# otc V) e sy]Y (5)

O V - 8V o b.a,

where s and c are the sine end cosine of the respective Kuler angles.

Assume that 0 = 4io = 0 and p,q,r , are constants such that. after one iteration.
P 4 A) = ,. where w is a small angle so that cw'- 1.0 and sgAw= A . Now if

AXa ¥y.AZ, are increments of velocity accumulated during the first iteration period, then

Olquation (4) is alightly tift-skewed to conserve ccaputer emory
solution with 0N-. instead of O h" no appreciable effect on accurecy
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Z' 2 - 1 'n' a6

and if p2, q2, r 2  are approximately-p,-q,-r 1 . such that, after the second iteration,

2 t 2 `2 0 ,and if XY 2 ,Z -- X. -2Y ,-Z then

"L 21 ]i 1 (7)

7 -' - "

Az Jl. . b. a. I .

1 2 - (

IZ + Z' = 2 (2 ",X.. I

Then the error per iteration can be oa the order of t A -Zi 1 . Obviously commutation
error will decrease with increasing computer iteration rates. Frank B.Hills has a
detailed discussion of velocity'angle commutation errors in Reference 3.

Truncation errors, the thi'd source on our classification list. result primarliy from
digital summation of incremental quantities rather than true integration. For evaluation
of the maximum bound of angle truncation errors, we expand Equation 2(a). as typical. in a
Taylor series.

-r sin + q cos . (9)

then f'(:) -rin . q sin q cos ,- r' cosn. (1)

and. Lasuming constant body rates for one iteration period.

t: -*-q: sin - o r. r (maximlm) . ()

The simplest type of digital integration is rectangular, or first-order. For this method.
the error per iteration is

Truncation errors may oe reduced by either Increasing computer iteration rates or by
Increasing computer function.a and, unavoidably, computer hardware to obtain derivatives
and implement higher order integration. For example, for second-order integration, the
errors per Iteration become,

*2

There is. of course, a velecity truncation error also. but this error is the same for
either strapped-down or gimbaled inertial systems and will not be considered In this paper.
Truncation errors for various digital coa puter algorithms for updating the direction
cosine transformation matrix are discussed by I. F. as2, (Also see References 1. 3 and 41.
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Round-off. or resolution, errors are the result of the finiteness of digital represen-
tation of quantities that are generated during the computation processes. Any number in
the computer moy be represented only within ± ½ LBS (least significant bit), and these
errors may accumulate with large numbers of computatious. The obvious way to keep round-
off errors insignificant is to increase word lengths. But long word lengths require more
computer hardware and decrease computer iteration rates which, sadly, increases the trun-
cation and commutation errors. A compromise solution is to increase word lengths for only
certain especially sensitive computations, such as DIVIDE. by float operations. Rowd-off
is also precisely and importantly controlled at the input by making each increment pulse
an integral number of LaB' s. At is this constraint that accurately specifies pulse size.
and simultaneously provides a convenient method of compensating for sensor errors.

Finally. conversion error is simply the effect, or error, in computing the inertial
velocity vector as a function of the errors in the transformation matrix.

Consider velocity vector increments under a single rotational transformation.

F\1 1, 0 0 A
l\yl [I t 83 0o c (p t 'EP) 3 (t) i CE) A Y (12)

0 -s0 ± c ± t L•kJb.

where 6 is the transformation ratio error resulting from round-off, and c is the
angularity error resulting from quantization. angle comutation. and truncation. Expand-
ing the sine. cosine terms and substituting. it may be shown that the errors are on the
order of

per rotation. If the principal angle errors are independent, then

for each transformation, since each velocity Increment is rotated only through two angle.,

The conclusion of this simple error study is identical with the results of the most
elegant analysis: the output errors of any strapped-dove system computer are a function
of both its sophistication and the input information which it must process. And for inputs
which approach realim. mathematical error modeling bcoes impossible.

Slmulation is a sophisticated and essential tool for computer synthesis. For say inputs.
word lengths, algorithms. Iteration rates. and quantization levels moy be traded to obtain
the required performance at minim* cost. 1he simulation tenaijue block diagram is ahoew
in Figure 1. The reference solution processed the input data without quantiution. at an
iteration rate of 2000 times per scond using Itutwe-Kutta fourth-order integration sacheme
ad double precision, 64-bit vord length for all calculations. The vector computer simu-
lation forced our 10-360 machine to calculate with special vector algorithms using a
twm's-colement binary number system.

For coomputer synthesis, simple inputs are of little value. Principally they are
"etemed by those who appreciate the esthetics of verifying empirically the error analysis
for staple Inputs. In fact. F.S.Hills• states

"Computer simulation tests in which the attitude chmases are rotation about one axis.
vibrations ahout cun ass. or constant rotations about three axes should show good
results, for these are rotations for which the compoents of v are proporti=&al.
which the algorithm use...caualve use of these tests can yield misleading
results concerning the necemsary data processing rates."
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P, realistic inputs to synthesize a strapped-down inertial guidancc computer for a
typical missile, we used the dynamics of a typical missile which was simulated by the
Martin Company. Orlando, Florida. Two trajectories of an air-to-surface missile, fired
at targets 25 nautical miles behind and 50 nautical miles ahead of the launch vehicle.
were supplied. This inforuaticn was in the form of cosputer print-out showing time, body-
axie angular rates and angular accelerations, and linear accelerations and position in an
inertial coordinate system.

The data start at time of booster ignition. t ' 1 3 0 seconds, whore L is launch
time. For the first 1.0 seconds of flight, we synti..mized an initial trajectory from the
following parameters:

(a) The missile is launched by firing downward with an impulse of 12.5 g for 50 msec.
Forward velocity is almost constant at 0.5 Mach and vertical velocity at t = L +
1.0 is 20 ft/sec.

(b) L < t < L + 1.0 seconds the missile roll stabilizes. The roil stabilization system
is first-order. Maximum roll amplitude may be up to 90 degrees, and maxibus roll
rate is 300 degrees per eecond.

(c) Yaw and pitch oscillation occurs diurini the first second at ± 10 degrees amplitude.
approximately 0 5 Hz, =sa 30 degrees por second.

(d) First body-be.nding freQuency is approximately 40 Hz across the longitudinal axis.
However. this fretuer<; Is not excited until after booster Ignition, at t = L *
1.0 seconds.

(P) Tte uiular velocities of the body-2xes at t = L + 1.0 are pV. r z Zo . q z -10
d•rees per second.

Under vorat cue" ansumptions. the analytic form of body-sji!, rate Inputs for the

;awch phase which satisfied these constraints and boundary values may be determined.

A cc& swt (F /2) eos-t .'z2

A Aeain t 0. 173 sin R (13)

A cos (3at :'6) i7S cos t3t 6"Sb.

These values of .:,: for L t f 1.0 second&are arht* in Figure 2. Straightforward
aubstitution of the values in the uuler rate equations prnvide the analytic etpr.sbioes
for p.q. and r . tl.e body-axis angular rate lnputs.

After booster ignition %L ý 1 01 a cost lUuous timp function of the missile body-aXis
rates as obtained from the trajectory tlmulatiou provided a disciete print-outs by tb#
Mrtin Cmpmy. This function was spmorated b- Tatching a fifth-order polynolal through
threvowacesasvediscrete printed points for each ef the body-axis angular trites, Siml-
tanously the, diprivative of this polywmial wass atchwd through three, tivo corrtepoujling.
successive discrete printed points fcr each of the three bo•y-axls angular acceleratloss,
The solution of these polynoemals as .onctions oa time provide body-axis rate inputs to
the slu•late' C""utor, A similar technique generated an analv.-ic vvlocilv input, Thepe
Inputs. for the first fifteen setoada of fliht. arer shoen in Figures 3 and 4. The tinput
were terminated after IS *#eonds, the end of boost phae, to save sioulation tims and
because, after this tlis. the sagular rates and linear accelerations are both very reduced
froV tbe initial flile, phase.

21th a fixed puatization level our trade p•rawters ero erd length. iferatina rate,
and inteation algorithm. Figures 5 and 6 show the efftet fif word iength on transforms-
tion accuracy for the launh phasve iput. The iteration rate here wm arbitrarily picked
at I millistecd. For this laput 20-bit words are shortest which do not show round-off
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error degradation. In these figures the errors shown are within the expected quantization
level error. In the launch phase velocity errors are negligible because of the short
acceleration input time. Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of iteration rate on transforma-
tion accuracy for the launch phase input.

Apparently there is no degradation of angle computation even at rates as low as four
milliseconds. However, although not shown here, there is an increase in angle/velocity
commutation error at low solution rates. We chose one millisecond because, for this com-
puter, high solution rates were not as expensive as long word lengths.

A second-order trapezoidal integration scheme was also tried using one millisecond
iteration rates and 20-bit word lengths. Any accuracy improvement was masked by the quan-
tization errors. This agrees with a prediction by T.F. Wiener 1 that an overall improvement
may not result from implementing higher order integration because of the magnitude of
errors from other sources.

Because the launch phase, though very severe in dynamics, was too short to observe any
error growth rates, we provided a moderate missile maneuver of 10 degrees per second turn
rate, 5 degrees per second pitch, and a superimposed roll oscillation. This is a three-
axis rate input that varies with time in both magnitude and direction and should show
error which builds from commutation and truncation. Figure 9 shows this input and the
transformation error matrix. There appears a small bias error in P from an unknown
source, but error growth rates are small compared to the quantization level scatter.

The final test of our synthesized computer are the simulated missile flight trajectories.
Angle and position errors as a function of time are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The errors
at the end of boost phase, extrapolated to impact, give miss distances of 30 and 100 feet
cep. This will not significantly increase the overall missile guidance system design
accuracy.

By this time some sharpshooter in the back row is impatient to ask about gimbal lock.
Our equivalent of a three-axis gimbal set does not have the mechanical gimbal problem of
providing unlimited torques at high pitch angles, but computational accuracy is trouble-
some. In Equation (2) we are forced to divide by zero as & approaches 90 degrees: a
singularity, in the mathematical idiom. Two general techniques for avoiding this singu-
larity, are a pseudo-four-axes gimbal set or a gimbal shifting scheme.

The rate equations for an equivalent four-axes set are

k 2 sin& + (p - 'o) cos

[k1 cos&- (p - ) sin ]/ cosi (14)

k k1  LP sin qi

where = - azimuth gimbnl angle

;6, = inner roll gimbal angle

6 = pitch gimbal angle

0o = outer roll gimbal

kI = q cos o r sin ;o

k2  q sin0 0 + r coso '0

This Is a set of three equations with four variables and, furthermore, we have not elim-
inated our chance to divide by zero. What we need is a restraint equation relating

ýo to4 1 , such that cos •i > 0.
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It is possible to convert inner roll gimbal rates to the outer roll axis and implement
an effective outex roll rate servo to null inner roll axis rates. This requires more

computitions in the actual transformation matrix and hence will reduce accuracy.

A simple method of extending the attitude capability is to let ýo = p . Since p is
body-axis roll rate, this should insure that 0. is normally large with respect to 4), .
The exact ratio, of course, is a functior of vehicle flight path. But, with this restraint,
the equations become

ýo =P

ki = k2 sin

(15)
'p = k 2 cos& /cosBi

S = k1  - V sin ;61

Of some interest here is a limiting value of (0i since ýi= 900 is again a singularity.

From Equations (14) and (15),

0i = (q sin o0 + r cos 0o) sin 6 .

where ;o = 0fpdt
0

Most air-launched vehicles are roll stabilized prior to firing the booster, or begin-

ning any trajectory shaping. This diminishes the chances of flying the missile through

the launch aircraft. So then q and r will be small or sinusoidal until 00 ck 0 .
Then bi z- r sin 6 , and so should be small unless we have high body-axis yaw rates at
high pitch angles. This is an undesirable motion called "fishtailing".

The additional computations involved in this scheme have negligible effect on accuracy.
The performance for the Trajectory I and 2 inputs are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Again,

extrapolating the errors to target impact, the computer contributes about 30 and 110 feet

cep, respectively.

A more interesting technique for providing all-attitude capability is gimbal shifting.

Since gimbal lock always occurs only about the inner gimbal it is possible to sense the
approaching problem and quickly shift the order of gimballing from yaw-roll-pitch to yaw-

pitch-roll, for example. The explicit form of the transformation equations which must be
solved are changed, but the complexity and accuracy are not affected. The key to this

quick change is the solution of the new roll, pitch angles in terms of the old pitch, roll
angles. If two equivalent column vectors of two orthogonal matrices are equal, the matrices
are equal. By judicious selection of the column vectors of the old and new transformation
matrices which we equate, three simple simultaneous equations are obtained. The solutions
for the two new angles are

On =tan'l[cos 0•o tan 0]1 f (16)
On tan"1 [tan 00 / cos 8hi

These equations are simple for the vector computer, and need be solved only once to shift
the gimbals. If attitude output information is required for missile control, then these

equations must be solved inversely and continuously at a low rate. But these computations

are outside the strapped-down transformatitn &id accuracy is not affected.
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The Euler angle vector computer is operationally feasible, but is it physically
realizable? - A reasonable question because the answer is "yes". The total functions of
the computer were specified in detail and logic diagrams were generated. From these
diagrams a preliminary hardware design study, including packaging, was completed. The
functions of the computer for a typical missile are as follows:

(a) Strapped-down to inertial coordinate conversion: Euler angle, three-parameter
transformation.

(b) Navigation: tangent plane.

(c) Guidance: roll attitude control, cross product pitch/yaw control in body-axis
coordinates.

(d) Missile control: subsystem discretes and auto-pilot.

Although a particular navigation coordinate system and guidance scheme were selected,
the choice is not restrictive. Their only purpose is to establish approximate memory
size and computer solution times. Equivalent equation sets may be substituted readily.

The general characteristics of the computer are:

Type: General purpose, parallel, vector.

Number System: Binary.

Negative Number Representation: Two's complement.

Word Length: 20 bits.

Radix Point: Semi-fixed, fractional numbers.

Command Repertoire: 16 basic instructions.

Logic Type: T7L.

Memory: 512 words, 20 bit, NDRO (core rope)
64 words, 20 bit, DRO (ferrite coincident current).

Operations Rates: Add time 2 4 sec.

Multiply 8 4 sec.

Divide = 16 . sec.

Rotation 1 = 36 A sec.
ResolutionJ

The solution time sequence of the computer is shown in Figure '4, As shown, the
strapped-down conversions occur every millisecond, and the command functions are generated
every six milliseconds. This is more than adequate frequency response, and, together with
the 40% spare memory locations, provides good growth potential for operation with other
guidance equipment. With existing logic components this computer can be packaged in 300
cubic inches and will weigh 13.5 pounds,

Although the study is concerned with a missile, the conclusions apply generally tc many
vehicles for which strapped-down inertial navigation is applicable, These conclusions are
as follows:

1. Cost: Given a parallel, vector, whole-number digital computer in the vehicle for
guidance and control, the strapped-down conversion may be implemented with a minor
increase in memory size. Approximately 6 temporary and 12 permanent locations must
be added. The exact number and length of the words depend on accuracy requirements
and attitude limits of the vehicle.

LI
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In contrast, T.F.Wiener' estimates that the incremental computer requires 27
integrators to generate the direction cosines and perform the velocity transforma-
tions.

2. Accuracy: This study showed that the accuracy for this application is primarily a
function of quantization which is, in part, determined by the vehicle dynamics.
That the three-parameter Euler angle technique may be made equivalent in accuracy
to the direction cosine methods for many applications may be inferred from the
following:

(a) A comparison of the analytic errors of the two transformations is shown in
Table II.

(b) A compariscn of simulation studies for an equivalent three-axis monotonic rota-
tion input is shown in Figure 15. The direction cosine transformation shows
only truncation errors, while the Euler angle transformation, converted here
to equivalent direction cosines for ease cf comparison, contains all inherent
errors of the method. The scatter is primarily from quantization effects.
Both techniques implement only first-order integration.

3. Flexibility: Three items are worthy of mention.

(a) All attitude operation is possible with no decrease in accuracy.

(b) Attitude output information is available with no additional hardware or compu-
tations. This information is useful for the following.

(i) Vehicle control such as roll stabilization or pitch programming.

(ii) Vehicle attitude information for manned vehicles.

(iii) Initialization by gimbal matching techniques. This is especially
valuable for extremely short reaction time vehicles since the angles may

be initialized as fast as loading a single register.

(iv) Sensor corrections. The angles computed for body-axis to inertial con-
version may also be used to convert from inertial to body-axis. For

example, in Initializing an inertial system to the tangent plane co-
ordinate system, gyro fixed biases may be calibrated automatically to
the limit of accelerometer sensitivity by proportional plus integral
leveling loops whose output rates are converted from inertial back to
gyro axes.

(c) Integrability with position navigation systems is easier because only three
parameters must be included in the state vector for the transformation process.
And these parameters are Euler angles which are identical to gimbal set update
quantities.

Interfacing with the fire control computer is easier because the fire control
and missile computer may both use the sam number system.

For many strapped-down system, then, a vector computer solving a three-parameter
Euler transformation provides increased flexibility with comparable costs and performance.
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T411F I

aantization Lrrors

_ omputer Input
Ttne GYro Output

(msec) (deg) Pulses Angle (deg) Error (deg)

1 0.02 0 0.00 -0.02
2 0.04 1 0.03 -0.01
3 0.06 1 0.06 0.00
4 0.08 0 0.06 -0.02

TABLE II

Analytic Error Comparison

Error Classification Direction Cosine 3 Parameter Euler Angle

1. Truncation (first order integration)

Rotation Input: Drift Z3/3 (Ref. 5) A--3/3

Skew EF (Ref. 5) 0 (Note 1)

Scale A" 2  (Ref. 5) 0 (Note 1)

Vibration Input: Limit Cycle At' 2  (Ref.2) 0

2. Commutation: Angle/Angle At' 2  (Ref. 1) A' 2

Vel./Angle Variable (Ref.3) At' Az/2

3. Quantization Equivalent Equivalent

4. Round-Off Not Evaluated Not Evaluated

Note 1: Transformation is orthogonal

i-a
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A CONCEPT OF DIGITAL AVIONICS*

J.P. Bussell

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the results of studies of the application to avionics of
whole-number, general purpose, digital techniques (referred to throughout as digital

systems). In particular we have had the following functions in mind:

Inertial platform computations (e.g. ARINC 561).

Navigation (e.g. ARINC 562).

Automatic flight control.

Power ,,1ant control.

Head-up display.

Air data.

1. 1 Simple Digital Systems

For the purpose of this paper it will help to clarify the principles of thi3 system
concept to begin by defining a basic digital system block diagram. The simplest possible
system utilising whole-number, general purpose techniques is shown in Figure 1. The
system consists of a number of modulis :

1. Power supply module: This provides stable power and permits the system to be
isolated from trausients in the aircraft poser supplies.

2. Interface modules: These are a wide variety of devices which are required to con-
vert incoming data from the form in which it exists outside the digital system into
the form in which it is required inside, and vice versa. 7hese modules may have to
perform analogue to digital conversions, digital to analogue conversions and/or

convert from one digital format into another.

3. Programme store module: Ibis is programmed for the function of the system.

4. Data store module: This contains the data which are normally changing during any
one period of use of the system. This module may or may not be part of the pro-

gramme store module.

5. Processor module: This acts on the data received from the interface modules, under
the instructions of the programme store, producing intermediate results which are
stored in the data store and putting out results through the interface modules to
the displays and actuators.

1.2 The Past

Before we attempt to discuss the present and future of digital avionics it is useful
to consider the past.

Early airborne digital computers were designed to meet a specific system requirement.

*The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily represent
current company policy.
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They suffered from the disadvantage that they were relatively expensive. Because of this,
the idea of a so-called "central digital computer" was developed. This concept expressed
the fact that the economics of general purpose computers favour their use in solving large,
cowplex problems rather than small ones.

This idea of a central digital computer has met with considerable difficulty in avia-
tion applications for two reasons:

Integrity

The conventional avionic system has evolved as a system of separate, largely inde-
pendent units, each performing a separate function. This configuration has resulted
in an inherently high integrity system whose total failure is a highly improbable
event (i.e., a system which is inherently safe). The idea of a "central digital com-
puter" challenges this integrity concept because it merges in one box the functions
previously performed by many. This has the result that the probability of all systems
failing is the same as for only one system. This is clearly unacceptable.

This shortcoming of the "central digital computer" concept can be rectified by
introducing multiple (redundant) units in such a way as to restore the system integrity.
However this must have the effect of adding considerably to

Cost

The high cost of digital systems created a barrier over which it was very difficult
to sell digital devices in areas which traditionally used analogue systems. Most of
the early systems were devised to meet requirements which could not be met in any
other way (e.g., very high accuracy military navigation).

The basic cost factor was, and still is, aggravated by the complexity of the peri-
pherals associated with such a system. In particular it is necessary, in most systems at
present, to integrate the digital systEm with a wide variety of analogue transducers and
actuators. This involves complicated special-to-type analogue to digital and digital to
analogue converters. In the worst case the cost of these devices can exceed the cost of
the other modules.

2. THE MERITS OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS

In the long term, the chief factor influencing the design of the digital systems will
be their particular merits.

2. 1 Flexibility

The ability to develop the system programme in a variable store results in substantial
reductions in development costs. For example, in the development of an analogue auto-
pilot, a change in the system requirement may necessitate a partial redesign of the
equipment. In many cases such a change would only result in a minor programme change in
a digital system. In addition to reducing the work load involved in the change, this
flexibility shortens the time scale and the consequent costs of maintaining a design team.

Another important aspect of this flexibility is the ability to experiment diring the
development of the system without the necessity of making changes to the hardware.

2.2 Universality

The ability to offer the same basic hardware for the solution of a variety of system
problems, as well as for different applications of the same type, offers a potential
decrease in development costs across a wide market.

In addition to this, the large scale manufacture of such devices offers potential
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savings in manufacturing costs.

Finally the use of common hardware for many different functions, particularly within
the same aircraft, could result in large reductions in the total cost of ownership in
terms of reduced spares holdings, reduced maintenance training, shorter maintenance times

and ;ience more efficient aircraft utilisation.

2.3 Computing Ability

Digital systems offer the ability to carry out calculations of a much higher order of
complexity than analogue systems. Thus, for example, with a digital system it is possible
to consider facilities for power plant control giving

Fuel optimisation

Adaptive control

Parameter degradation and failure prediction.

These facilities can result in an effective reduction in the total cost of ownership.

One of the principal differences between analogue and digital devices is the way in
which the components are used in the calculations. Analogue systems use integrating
amplifiers, servos, cams, etc., each capable of performing one computing function.
General purpose digital systems use most of their components, most of the time for most
of the functions. This has the important advantage that the system can be programied to
carry out calculations aimed at monitoring its own performance. Such calculations can be
used in two important ways

(i) Maintenance Checks: Aimed at producing a rapid turn-round of the aircraft and
consequently higher revenue-earning capacity.

(ii) Failure Detection: As part of a high integrity "failure surviving" system.
Studies of this technique suggest that it is possible to achieve a very high
probability of failure detection using a system which requires only a small
amount of hardware in addition to the self-monitoring programe. Thus the
equipment design can still be independent of the system application in the sense
implied in Section 2.2.

2. 4 Cost

A very significant factor in this situation is cost. A study of digital system prices
reveals several striking facts.

Over the past few years there has been a very high rte of growth of digital component
technology. This development is remarkable in having simultaneously produced components
which are smaller, have a higher performance for a lower power and at a lower cost. At
the same time the increasing complexity of each component has implied simpler system
desigat. This factor and the increasing sale of digital systems has resulted in substan-
tial reductions in manufacturing costs, which have also been accompanied by a rapid
improvement in performance.

There is no evidence that this process of improvement in performance coupled with
decreased costs has any limitations. As a result the current prices of airborne digital
systems are already competitive with the most complex analogue devices.

2.5 Reliability

Because of the greater degree of standardisation, process control and automation,
modern components have become such more reliable and this trend is one which can be
expected to continue. The sam can also be said of equipment design. Apart from these
factors, the wide area of potential application offers scope for a such greater degree of
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reliability engineering. Thus in every respect the use of digital techniques offers

considerable hope of improvement in equipment reliability.

2.6 Digital Interfaces

The use of controls and transducers with digital outputs, and displays and actuators
with digital inputs would facilitate the introduction of digital data transmission
systems. Such systems could be expected to result in a number of advantages:

(i) A significant reduction in the quantity and type of avionic signal wiring.

(ii) Higher integrity resulting from built-in error-detecting techniqipes (e.g.,
error-detecting codes).

(ii) The easy interchange of boxes for different aircraft roles (i.e., the location

of a box can be independent of its function).

(iv) Simplified system development because of less physical interdependence of

different boxes.

2.7 Conclusions

To summarise then, the present is characterised by devices whose potential in applica-
tion to avionic systems is undoubted but whose development is held up by very high first
cost. What then of the future?

3. THE FUTURE

Whatever is offered now by the manufacturer of digital avionics must conform to two
basic rules:

(I) It must offer solutions to avionic system problem which are compatible with
market requirements now. This calls for a compromise between digital technology
and the commercial needs of aviation systems and expresses the practical need to
produce the first mutation in the evolution of digital avionics. This require-
ment dictates present hardware design and implies that it must offer the cheapest
solution to the smallest problems. This means that we must define the size of
the smallest problem in terms of program.e store capacity, data store capacity.
word length. computer speed and instruction facilities.

(41) It must offer the capability of being developed by small evolutionary steps into
the ultimate system concept. This requirement recognises the built-in conserva-
tim of aviation development which derives from the fundamental need for safety.
This need is expressed in a desire to develop aviation systems from the 'known"
by small evolutionary steps towards the "unkipown". There is a well-known word
g#me which provides an excellent analogy to this evolutionary process. The game
consists of changing one word into another in such a way that only one letter is
changed at a time snd that each change produces a meaningful word, For example,

W=R

CM1

DAM
oel

*1 co

R17T

JITZ
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At the same time this requirement means that the design must be applicable to
complex problems without seriously prejudicing the requirements of very simple
systems.

Before considering the immediate future it follows from the preceding remarks that it
is convenient to consider the ultimate utilisation of digital techniques. This provides
an aiming mark towards which we can direct the design concept. This Upect is simplified
because it need take no account of expediency but only of the ultimately compelling fea-
tures of the interaction of basic avionic system design and the merits of digital systems.
It is the ultimate compromise between these two technologies which we are seeking. When
we have defined this ideal system we can go on to consider the evolutionary process itself
and its effect on present-day design.

3. 1 The Ideal Digital System

The ideal digital system would have the following characteristics:

Integrity

It would need to be capable of built-in redundancy for integrity purposes.

Digital Interface

It would make use of a digital data transmission system (see Section 2.6).

Modularity

It would be modular in the sense defined in Section I. I. for the following reasons:

(I) The modules are designed to form part of various systems units, each of
which will require additional, different, special-to-type modules mad will.
in general, be built into various size boxes.

While it is perfectly feasible to design the hardware modules to be
compatible with standard rack sizes it is unlikely that it would be prac-
ticable to offer all systems in a standard box size.

(ii) The requirements at module level (discussed in more detail in Section 4)
show that In most cases a particular module may have to have more then o0
form (e.g.. d.c. and a.c. power modules).

(ili) High integrity requirements result In a need for multiple redundancy which

Is most economically employed at module level.

(iv) It Is generally true that the more complex the progrnme the higher must be
the speed of the processor. This is a situation which tands to reduce the
vostes cost effectiveness boes the required processor speeds are beyond what
is readily obtainable in the current estate of the art". In this situatloo
the only practicable solution is to adopt a multi-processor systes,

(v) Modularity permits a close match between the system requiremnmts and the
hardware realisation over the broadest system spectrum.

Thus It is better to regard the modules as system tools which can be rasembled toge~ter
In various configurations. rather than as a unique combination assembled Into a particular
box size.

A typical systm complex is show In Figure 2. It should be noted that the systme
disponse with the Interface modules shem In Figure 1. Instead it employs a digital data
trsmaission system. in the manner discumeod in Section 2.6. The data trusmisilom system.
displays snd digital modules are all arranged In multiple (rodamdant) comfiguntloss is
each of which the level of redanduncy Is determined individually by the system lntegrity

t.t
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3.2 The First Step

.We must first consider what is the best way to promote the use of digital devices in
hitherto analogue systems. Particular attention has been given to the functions listed
in Section 1.I.

It nas been assumed that

(1) A digital system must be offered as a direct r-placesent of an existing analogue
system and must be competitive with it. A.,other way of stating this is to say
that it is not the concern of the .ustuoer. a prturt, that the system is ana-
logue or digital but only that it does the right Job, in the right way, at the
right price. This implies that it is unwise to use the merits of digital sys-
tems to counter disadvantages in cost, size. weight, power consumption, relia-
bility and performance.

(ii) For the previous reason, and because of the inherent need for caution in system
design, it is unwise to modify system integrity concepts until experience has
been gained by substituting digital devices in systems where the integrity
concept has been well proven with analogue devices.

Thus we conclude that the first step is to specify minimal modules which are competitive
with existing analogue devices.

4. TOE SYSTEM CONCEPT

Arising out of the various considerations already discussed, we have developed a system
concept. This my be simply defined as a digital, avionic, system concept designed to
match the system costs as closely as possible to the spectram of market applications and
alimed at providing the first step of an evolutionary development towards the ultimate,
digital, avionic system.

To provide for the simplest system applications and. in particular, to promote the first
applications of this type of digital system it is necessary to optimise the design around
the simplest system requirements. This. together with the reasons enumerated in Section
3.1,.. leads to the conclusion that the concept must be modular. For the simplest systems,
minimal cost is achieved by providing for a sBull store module and a simple proceamor. The
more complex requirements cm be met by multi-store, multi-processor systems. Prom the
point of view of the processor it can be stated that minimal cost hardware necessitates
optimi progress facilities. That is to say that to cannot achieve a minimal cost solu-
tion without a detailed study of the functional requirements of each calculation. Such
studies have been carried out sad have allowed us to arrive at a statement of the functional
specification of the various modules. These are no. discussed.

4.1 Fes-e Imles

For aviation reqursemnts it Is likely to be aeceasry to provide miniature stabillmed
power aupplies operating from ac,. or d.c. aircraft supplies. go addition mow-elimsture
m0dules operating off mais aupnt'ie would be required for .rosad ris.

4.3 latrtace Saftles

The systm cocept isolies the aility to laterface with amy different systems mad to
be capble of fast data rates over a limited period. The module laterfactlag syste mout
be capable of acieptilg special grstua orleted intorfaces (e.g. Malo*"*-diataI-aaalogae
oomvertars) md to have direct access to the data store, or to be controlled by the pro-
censor.
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4.3 Store Nodules

One of the comonly accepted features of digital systems is the great flexibility
offered by progrmme stores In which the programme is written electrically (see Section
2.1). However, this flexibility presents a risk of failure in the presence of electrical
disturbance. In view of the high integrity requirements implicit in many of the functions
considered, it is regarded as essential to provide fixed (i.e.. mechanically determined)
programme store modules. This requirement is facilitated by the fact that these applica-
tions are characterised by programes which require small amounts of work space in relation
to the prograu'e storage and which are likely to remain fixed throughout the useful life
of the system.

In practice, however, the situation is less clear cut and there are numerous conflicting
requirements. For example:

(I) The advantages of variable store for development purposes, already mentioned.

(ii) There are many systems where data is semi-permanent, in the sense that it may
need to be changed infrequently during the life of the a•stea.

(iii) In swme systems there may be a requirement to modify the progriae during the
working life of the aircraft.

(iv) There may be a requirement for different programes for different roles (e.g.,
In military aircraft).

In practice then it would seem that so must accept that Integrity varies with the
degree of permanence of the programe and that all systems will, in general, require a
mixture of storage media of varying permanence in differing proportions. Clearly it would
be desirable to define a storge astem which would offer all types of storage within the
sam basic module. Ihis would have two principal advantages. Firstly there would be
complete interchangeability between development and production versions of the 8mae system.
Secondly it would minimise the hardware required for store driver circuitry.

On the basis of various detailed studies of the applications listed in Section 1, 1. it
has been concluded that the optimum prgrogme store module size (consistent with the pro-
cessor facilities described below) is 4096 words. A maller store Is likely to restrict
one or more of the applications considered.

These studies have also shown that. for this prograne store module size. the miniom
data store is 128 wards.

4.4 Processor Nodele

The priaclpa factors affecting the Qw RtitY of hardware in the procesor end the data
store are the Instruction facilities sad the word leagt(s) to be used.

11e Busher of ibstructloss which It is possible to aechanise in a digital p•oesor to
a feaction of the amber nf registers it the processor. fte for a mitsml tpe of pro-
cessor. such as considered in this paper, it would prohably be possible to Mebalse
nmoethiag like 30 to 40 different instructions. It follovs that the mmber of We8 is

which theme lestructioms wo be cobined to give as Instruction set is almost infinite
ame it is clearly lmractical to stms sd com re all possibilities.

TAOe GPPovb hich aee therefore adopted was to study the utiliustion of orders in other
conmpters of a sili"ar specification ia as attempt to detemne which were rally effective.
2e effect of resoviag orders sia$ly sm Stadled is term of the effect on gVoream
length. The re#ws! of one order and the sobstitatito of mother m a3o studied in term
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of its effect on overall programme length and cycle time. By this method it was possible
to Justify the inclusion of each order in terms of its effect on programe length and/or
speed.

Studies of the instruction set required have revealed a number of significant facts
about the utilisation and efficiency of various types of instruction. Figure 3 shows
histograms illustrating the distribution of instructions in typical military navigation
programmes using the Autonetics Verdan computer and the Elliott M.C.S. 920 computer.
The Important conclusion to be withdrawn from these two histograms is that the utilisation
of different instructions is very variable. This suggests that, beyond a certain basic
minimum nmber, the addition of further instructions to the basic set is unlikely to be
Justified on grounds of utilisation alone. These studies suggest the minimum instruction
set of Table I. (In the table the effect on programme capacity of removing orders singly
from the instruction set is referred to as the "effective capacity value".)

"TABLE I

Order Reason for inclusion

JUMP IF NEGATIVE Essential basic orders
NEGATE A ADD
INR"ir/wUTPU

READ 19%
ADD Effective 105

ORDER MODIFY as
JUMP (Unconditional) capacity 7%
SHIFT vau M7

SUROUTIE EThRY value (5) J x

MOLTIPLY Oisasion reduce* 1
the effective speed of the 1

DIVIDE pocessor by a factor of 4

210 rI i 161 PFacilitates extended lengtb
m1in= vorkiag (see Section 4.4.2)

CO•AIR Faeilitates efficient use of data
store

4.4 2 lord Length

T1e data word leeeth detemrsim the accuracy with which the processor can readily
perform my calceulatio. Ike word length is defined as the bimber of binary digits or
bits. It a word lenth of a bits Is used. a amber cm be represented to m accuracy
of me part I 2 . It I a comveient rule of thumb that 10 bits rresipods to 3
decimal digits (i.e.. 21 ' 102l - 103).

If the processor Is mot to deade the accuracy of the Oates the word lesgt must be
consistent with the securey of the tramnducer data enteing the sytem. In gemeral. is
avionics. the data is eldm as accurate as 0.15 end so 10 bits Is adetuat.. AIlouing a
farther 2 bits for rind-off errors ta calcalation gives a satisfactor7 sorhimg word
length of 12 bits.
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This is not an absolute limit, however. There is nothing to stop the processor working
to such greater accuracy by using special programmes. To facilitate this extended length
working it is necessary to provide the accumulator with an extension register which can
hold the least significant half of the result of a multiplication. The contents of this
extension register can be written into the data store using the "store extension register"
inb'ruction. The register can be loaded as a "side effect" of another instruction (e.g.,
negatt and add).

4.4.3 Instruction Structure

With a system utilising a relatively small data store it is possible to use a fixed
programme store sore efficiently by adopting a two-format instruction structure in which
short words are used for instructions addressing the data store and long words for pro-
gramme Jumps and the storage of constants. Such a system can result In a 10% improvement
in programme store utilisation. However, in the more general situation, where some systems
require large mounts of variable storage, the scheme is inefficient. For this reason a
single format structure is adopted.

Further than this, for systems using large mounts of variable store it is desirable
that data and instruction words are Interchangeable. For this reason It is concluded that
the instruction word length should also be 12 bits.

To obtain the instruction set in Section 4.4.1 efficiently It is necessary to allocate
4 bits to define the instruction function. This leaves 8 bits only to define addresses.
Addressing the whole programe store module can be arranged by the use of "order modify"
facilities. Address extension resisters built into the additional store modules can
accommodate multi-store systems.

4. 4.4 Speed

%ssuming we adopt the sone techniques, a sore complex calculation will require a longer
programe and will take longer to perform in the computer.

In general it is possible to increase thL speed of a program. by using more progrme
store. For eample a large stored table is otter a faster method of generating a function
than a mall polynomial subroutine which occupies such less progrmis store capacity,
Thus larger storsae systems can be utilised to Increase the effective speed of the system
as well u to Increase the sloe of the task performed.

Speed requirements are basically determined by the function which the system Is eqvuired
to perform. For the system functions listed in Section 1.1. it bas been found that is the
worst cuse a aversae instruction tise of agout 7. S microseconds mat be achieved. (ftto
that this average is taken from "he progr nm and not from the instruction set.)

Another factor contributing to the effective speed efficiency of the system is the
interrupt facility. MUny of the syatem tasks eavigesd are either time-deopodat. In that
a definc; mad fairly exact repetition rate is required, or alam-depmmdeat. In that the
programme must react quicklY to a relatively infrequent high priority stimulus. 1hese
requiremats Indicate the need for an interrupt system, such that the besm prograus SoA
be interrupted at any time and a more important task my be undertaken. The hardeare
Interrupt system mast operate either with a stapgle hardware interrupt discriminator or with
an executive prC4ramn which sill assign task priority to the interrupting device. As the
Interrupted progrvam mat alwa*y start at a gives point snd ceoat itself be laterrupted.
the provision of a fixed laterrupt level start address is acceptable. This removes the
need to store the interrupt level seques" coctrol register and redces the processor
hardware. The interrupt discrimination cm be provided by allowing the fixed isterrapt
level starting address to be externally modified. The logic reuired to operate this dis-
critmlation sstem cmn be system oriented and can form part of the system oriented later-

face logic.
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5. CONCL.iONS

The purpose of this paper han been to describe the basis of the development of an evolu-
tionary, generic concept of minimal cost digital avionic modules. The concept is one which
extends across the whole range of avionic computation and can also be regarded as part of
a wider concept including industrial process control systems.

There is no doubt that the potential merits of digital systems offer the prospect of an
ultimate revolution in avionics. The system concepts eventually adopted will look very
similar to those conceived for ground applications. However, revolution 16, unacceptable
in avionics and these .ktnges cannot be expected to occur quickly. For this reason the
concept discussed in this pape; in one which is essentially evolutionary in character. It
offers both the long-term system advantases end the essential first step on the road towards
ideal digital systems.

It is only within the last few yoars that digital devices have reached the point where
they are likely to be economically viable, and then only with the more complex analogue
devices. It is probably fair to talk in terms of digital computer price reductions of W%
within a decade. These reductions result in the main from very rapid changes in component
techeology. These changes have, in most cases, simultaneously offered reductions in size.
weight and power consumption, as well as offering improvements in functional performance
and reliability, a situation which must be almost unique in technological history. What is
more. this proces shown no sign of slowing down. For this reason it Is possible to pre-
dict with confidnfc a continuing reduction in the real price of digital devices. The rate
of this reduction Is likely to outstrip may corresponding reduction in the price of an&-
lope devices and so it is reasonable to anticipate that digital devices wial be viable
in a larger and larger sector of the market.

IP addition to the factors Just mentioned, the Increasing use of digital devices in sar-
craft Is likoly to promote the development of transducers with digital outputs and digitally
driven actuators and displays. This "ill create an environment in which digital data trans-
mission amd displa systems are encouraged to develop. This in turn will result in a
dramatic reduction in the need for analogue to digital and digital to analogue conversion
modules which currently represent major coat and reliability obstacles to the sale of digi-
tal systems. As a result it is possible to predict an acceleration of the utileaation of
digital devices. moving progressively towards the ultimate concept of multi-proessor.
multi-store systems associated with digital data treanission and display system €omlesop.
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SUMMARY

The microplasticity of metals is discussed and work on materials used in
precision instruments is reviewed. Some new data are presented for beryllium
obtained from R.O.F. Cardiff, which closely agree with results on beryllium
from the Brush Beryllium Corp. Variable drift in a precision gyroscope has
been traced to ligament creep and steps to reduce the effect are described.
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MICROPLASTICITY IN METALS FOR PRECISION IN.11TBLJENTS0

0. H. Wyatt

1. INTRODUCTION

Components for inertial navigation systems can be regarded ab very precise arrangements
of metals, ceramics. glasses and polymers. A great deal af attention in paid to optimising
the arrangement, considerably lesst to the properties of the materials. This may be due
to the neglect of materials science in most engineering and pk';sics curricula mad the
noticeable unwillingness of metallurgists (or material3, scientists. as they are now known)
to take engineering-type jobs, although their bnorleO~e and abilities would be an import-
ant contribution to many engineering projects. A count of the umber of different
materials in the sensitive element of one gyroscope gave over 20 metals. '7 polymers. I
cermet and I glass. Each of these possessed properties vital to Its application. but
detailed questions on their structure and properties oftee go unanswered for lack of
trained opinion.

In planning this paper It was int~mded to cover briefly all classes of materials and
show how the different types of aw.oiic bonding are responsible for their macroscopic
properties which make them suitabl) for particujlar applications. This turned out to
require a text-book, not a paper. mad the field has had to be narrowed to metals, and in
particular. their microplasticit,'. and suelasticitj, that is. small departure from Hookean
elastic behaviour (stress =con,,.taut x strain). The topic Is one of three legs an which
the larger subject of material stability rests, the other two being residual stresses and
phase changes. It Is the intention to 'over these in a later gaper,

Vicroplasticity is peculiar to metals as a class on account of the usse with which
dislocations can move in a crystal or grain. As Is well known to materials scientists.
dislocations are the line faults in the regular arrosanmet of ates, In a crystal which

4 aore responsible for the slipping of atoms plaoe pest each other during plastic floe.
Slip Is lanhomogeneous like the forward progress of a caterpillar. It starts on am part
of an atomic plane and the dislocation separating the slipped and uslipped regimes moves
steadily over the planw. All materials have large amsbers of dislocations built Into the
crystal structure (10' - 10t cm of dislocation per cm3 of material) and under stress they
begin to move. Because of the nature of Ionic and covalent bendings; present Im ceramics.
dislocations require high stresse to move them and ceramics usually fracture before they
flow plastically. Metallic bonding, however. permits the dislocation to move over amey
of the atomic planes under low streas and the problem with metals is to prevet disloca.
tion movement, so as to give a useful elastic range. There are a limited numer of tech-
niQues available which, for smiplicity. may be regarded as distorting the regularity of
the lattice by Initroducing oversize, solute atoms or fine particles of a second phuase.
Theme methods ane only partially successful in holding the dislocations is position unstil
the applied stress Is sufficient to coma large-scale dislocation awmoeet and grows
plastic flow.

'This paper expresses the opiniss of she awthor aed do"ssamt aseesarly represat the official

views of fte Wei Aircraft Butablishmost.
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Mechanical designers often aime that metals are ideally elastic, as envisaged by
Hooks (1678). up to the yield stress above which gross plastic flow occurs. This is
adequate for many purposes but, even without any knowledge of the phýsical mechanisms
involved. it is obviously inadecuate in others. It is well known, for example, that
repeated application of stress vell below the conventional "yield stress" will eventually
cause fatigue fracture. indicating that ideal elastic straining is not taking place.
Again, under creep conditions. .he strain is a function of time although this parameter
does not appear in Hooke's Law Much of the work of physical metallurgists is devoted to
microplasticity in one gui or another and it is only possible to select certain topics
here which seem most relevant to the design of I.N. components.

The following sections discuss various forms of microplasticity: microyie!ding,
hysteresis. dumping and microcreep. Then follows a review of previous experimental work,
mainly on microyielding. with materials of interest to component designers. The final two
sections relate sme recent work on beryllium sicroyield stress and on ligament microcreep.

3. RELATED EFFECTS IN MICROPLASTICITY

Several closely related effects are associated in microplasticity. as illustrated in
Figures 1. 2 and 3. Figure I shows a conventional stress-strain curve of a ductile metal:
a nominally linear and elastic strain up to about 10-3 is followed by gross plastic flow.
Unloading at point 1 on the yield curve brings the strain down the line 12 approximately
parallel to the initial elastic range. To avoid dispute as to the exact point of departure
from linearity, the yield stress is defined as the position at which 0.1% strain off-set
from the tangent to the initial part of the stress-total strain curve has occurred. The
plastic strain is them of the same order as the elastic btrain. This yield stress has
probably no physical significance but is an arbitrary point taken on a continuous stress-
plastic strain curve. Even if a discontinuity can be shown to occur, as in the sharp
yield point of mild steel, which is due to the onset of some part icular dislocation mech-
anism. it does not neceasarily preclude the existence of other dislocation Movements of
significance at lower stresses and strain. Figure 2 shows a much enlarged view of the
first part of the same curve, using a strain gauge with sensitivity Increased from 10"
to 10"?. At very low stress (a). the curve is linear and appears exactly reversible, that
is. behaviour is Hookeen elastic. At slightly higher stress (b). the loading curve becomes
slightly curved over at the top, as if plastic flow ws comencilng, and on unloading the
curve drops initially at the full rate of the ela•tic modulus. but as the stress nears
nero the curve bends in to close the loop. The material can be taken romud the loop eany
tses without detectable chane, though the work represented by the area of the loop is
converted into beat. Ibis effect is called mechanical hysteresis.

Interest in mechanical hysteresis osw revived by oberts. Srow and Ehwall'. and their
teoanique has been widely employed since. The loop area v (work dooe per unit volume per
ccle) is Afaurd as a function of the maims strain width of the loop aL • 00 theo-
retical Iro do it was claimed that they are related by the equation

S:27it ,

Mwere Of Is a friction strss oppMosng dislocation moveomt. This is based on the con-
capt of the hysteresis being caused by bowing of dislocations between anchor points. Dis-
locations have energy end can be considered to beins under tension. nhe applied stress
tries to drive the dislocation forward mad at equilibrime this is balanced by the tesion
ad a friction strew. Ch incroasing d decreasing the applied stress the plastic strain
Is different by the strain equivalent of twice the friction stres,. bperimental carves
of •Maiast tL rhave not al&wys be* straight lines through the origin and controversy
Ma mrad over the corrOct model. It has recently bees shoe by bco 3 that. if the fric-
tioe stress is asened to be oriaetation-depmdent. the seMtion of dislocation boting
are Modified to give a slightly curved relationsshp betweem I end CL hich agres with
the experiasetal data.
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Another way of detecting hysteresis is to measure the damping in free or forced vibra-
tion. Two new factors are introduced: the stress may not vary between zero and some
value; the straining rate or time element. Depending on the material, these factors can

be significant. Dping will not be considered further here; the subject has been

reviewed by Ratwistle17 .

Raising the maximum stress at first increases the size of the hysteresis loop (Pig. 2(c))
and then causes the loop to open (d). This is the onset of plastic flow, that Is, residual
strain on removing the load. Since the magjnitude of the strain is so much maller ('- 10'6)
than conventionally detected (10-3), it is called microyielding. Cycling the load to the
sme stress level now causes further increments of residual strain. As with hysteresis and
macroyielding, microyielding is normally detected at a stress level which is determined by
the sensitivity of the strain gauge. However, in some materials it has been shown that the
stress-plastic strain curve can be extrapolated to zero straia to give a finite intercept
stress with physical significance. Ihis will be discussed later.

A final effect is due to the time factor (see Figure 3). Even in the range of elastic
hysteresis, the loop has been observed to close at the end of a load cycle only after a
period at zero stress. Similarly. at the mailmus stress the strain increases slightly
with time. Because the strain is linear with log (time) the creep rate falls rapidly. At
higher stresses, creep increases both on loading and unloading. Nevertheless total creep
strains are small in comparison with the elastic strain and limited with time. Creep is
a thermally activated process and thus very sensitive to temperature. It is a mistake In
general to try to correlate creep phenomena with microyielding. which is due to stress
applied for a short period.

Although all these related aspects of microplasticity are known. there are very limited
comprehensive experimental data which seek to co-ordlnate the different effects. in the
following most attention will be paid to microyieldlrg.

3. IlClet iIEL STRESS (llyS)

It has already been mentioned that the conventional yield stress is taken at the point
at whict the plastic deformation Is of the ame order as the elastic deformation (- to0").
Actually tue deviation from the initial straight portion of the stress-strain curve is
used. but this Is effectively the plastic deformation (defined as residual on removing the
load). Over the last thirty years* there has been increasing interest in the mall-cale
deviations from the elamtic line. that is. where the plastic strain is '0" of the
elastic strain.

A microyleld stress (Of) has been defined as the stre"s at which a plastic strain of
I0"* develops (the corresponding elastic strain usually falling in the raule 10' to tO').

Same morkers, using loa sensitive strain gaoges. have used a value of 2 a0"* plastic
strain, and this will be denoted bere as WVS V Although the 18 can be established tn the
me ow as the coavetlooal yield stress (1S) by d5tecting deviation from the initial
straight line. a more astisfactory technique in the cir-imstsce where a very mall strain
Is to be detected against a large ooe is to remove the larIe elastic strain component by
unloading. The load. increased by steps. is applied and reved. and the Mt8 is then the

stress at which a residual plastic strain of 10" occurs. Slightly different values may
be egven by the two aethods. due to elastic hysterias effect.

It 'as claimed initially that the 1I mu at last the limit of ideal elasticity or. at
the very least, a definite discontinuity ip the stress-strain curve. Hughela used the
term "prleias elastic limit" ML) in the belief that the point had a physical signifi-
cases Me claimed that a step yielding of IO'* ig/in occurred at this point in beryll"II
and that so further yielding occurred uti I a mmeh higher stress mwm rehd. However.

the evidence an sot very stro8g as the sensitivity ef his strai gauge was only i0"'.
Again. luir. Averhack mad bomheO found with hardemed steel that repeated applications of

I
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the loas to a fixed stress level produced no residual plastic strain per cycle until the
vYS, wrs exceeded, when it increased rapidly with stress level. Again the strain sensi-
tivity was about 10"6 and it is not clear that there was a definite discontinuity.

The only satisfactory method of showing that an effect really does begin sharply
rather thain develop progressively is to plot the results with the axes chosen so that the
points lie on a straight line. Then an intercept with the stress axis or the intercept
of two straight lines of different slope are real proof of a discontinuity. This is not
to say that in Figure I there is no yield stress below which elastic deformation is
dominant and above which plastic deformation is dominant. The question at issue is whether
there is a component of plastic flow during the predominantly elastic range. In the work
of Bonfield and Li' on beryllium it was shown that the microyield curve (stress a versus
residual strain t) obeyed the law

where 70 and B are constants of the material. The value of 'he intercept stress c0
was found by extrapolating a straight line back to zero strain. This showed that this
particular mode of plastic flow required a finite stress o0 to initiate it. but it does
not preclude a further mechanism which may be significant at stress and strains below those
detectable with the particular equipment. Another example is found in the papor by Roberts
and Brown1 in which plotting log (stress) against log (residual strain) for zinc single
crystals gave two strain lines intercepting at a strain of 10-'. This point must clearly
be a yield discontinuity not involving the instrument sensitivity or experimenter's
judgment.

The VTS has been investigated both for the light shed on fundamental theory of disloca-
tions and for its possible significance in the development of precision instruments. For
the latter, there has been a tendency to assume that the MS is the limit of ideal elas-
ticity and that at stresses below it there will be no elastic hysteresis, no microcreep
and no material instability. These are sweeping assertions and it is to be hoped that the
preceding discussion will cause the WS to be seen through less rose-coloured spoctacles.
It has been shown, hawver. that the TS is a fraction of the conventional yield stress
end that the ratio of the two varies very widely from one material to another. ad with
the details of the manufacturing process. including any heat treatment. Results on
specific materials will now be reviewed from a phenomenological viewpoint.

4. ILhIEI OF OLSVLTS ON SPLtIFI"C I4TESIALS

4.1 | 7o31brmI

In early measurements of miiropiuastietv ftith* found that 70!30 brass had a coaven-
tional yield stress (hereafter rallod CYTR of 28.000 psi (lb/iin) but the MIS, 1ws 23.000
psi. Pre-stretchinS up to one per coat caused little chasm in the CVI but dropped the
l8 rapidly to 10.000. Further pre-streterini up to lot raised the CTS to 50.000 psi.
leaving the MWS steady (see PFigre 4b. ftiiallng at 3000C ramised the WIS, to 30.000 psi.

It appears that in this material there Is a very marked strain softening of the MWS in
contrast with the normail strain habaeains process. This result was not coafirmed in
beryllium copper mod beryllium (discuased Iateri.

4.2 I Weryillim Cower

Precipitation hrdened beryllliu copper is used for its Spod el&..tic properties and
electric current carrying ability in instrument suspension*. gyroscope ligaments (pigtails)
aid similar applications.
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The MY82 was measured by Smith and Wagner' in various conditions, following solution
treatment (quenching from 8250r). It reache-d a maximum value of 100.000 psi after cold
drawing in the solution treated state and precipitation hardening (3 hr at 3000C). The
corresponding CYS (0.1%) was 170.000 psi. In the solution state the MYS was only 10,000
psi, increased by cold working to 44,000 psi. Cold working thus had a contrary effect to
that foundici i7n /30 brars. but in line with normal strain hardening. This may haive been
due to residual stresses always found In quaenched material.

Very much lower values of N78 2 were reported by Honfield'. al.though the test piece was
thin strip (0. 18 x 0. 06 inch) instead of round bar (0. 5 inch diameter). The INS 2 wab on ly
4500 psi after cold sork and precipitation hardening. in the solution treated state. the
value was 1600 psi. increased to MOOO psi by cold reduction (40%). The stress-residual
strain curves showed three stages: a low Initial strain hardening rate, a high one and
then nearly zero. Results, reproduced in Figure 5, suggest that precipitation hardening
is only effective after 20 x 10-' strain. Retesting after straining gave only slightly
higher values of 11782. Dislocation structures and hysteresis curves were also~ obtiained.
The large discrepancy with the earlier work of Smith and Regner' was not. considered.

4.3 Steel

Steel in the hardened state or hard drawn state is used for springs and bearings. in
the normalised state for structural components. The phase changes involve very large
dimensional changes: S X_ Ir linear contraction on mustenizing; 14 x 16-3 linear expan-
sion on quenching to martensite and 6 x 10-3 contraction on full tcmpering. (Values are
far 1S carbon steel.) The chauges on quenching and tempering do not usually proceed to
completion, but will transform further with time and stress. Large residual stresses arn
also present. The complex nature of the problem of rationalizing data on microrielding
involving strains ot 10-6 will be apparent.

The effect on the 11753 at 20PC of varying the tempering temperature for the, steels with
carbon contents from 0.2 to 0.61 was Investigated by lmuir. Averbach. and O0000. Negative
strain up to 20 al0'6 was found in some specimens and the MrS2 was tabun at the stress
above which the residual strain Increased continuously In the positive sens*. JoAd cycling
above the MrS, produced Increments of residual strain. Results at all carbon contants
showed that the WS7. Is low for as-quenched mortensite. but increased con tempering up to
40OPC and then toll: This Is quite different from the behaviour of the conventional
strength parameters such as CYa. tensile strength anad hardness. which aft initially high
and decrease on tempering. Typical results for 0.02% carbon steel are reproduced to

6 Figure 6. 7Th maximum MS. nos almost independent of carbon content, at around 100.000
Pat, and the use of high carboo steel In springs must be attributed to the higher CIS
which can be obtained. Austempering (Inotberstl transformation at 3052C) gave lower values
of "S7.

Data on the WIS of cold dram steel tire has not bees found. Normal practice Is to
use about 0.61 carbon and convert to fine pearlite by Isorthetual transformation of austem-
It# (4X0C). a process called patenting. After cold drawing up to WS redactioe of are.
a low temperature sameal at 250PC is give* to raise the 0. 14 proof qzross. which tonds to
be low In relation to the tensil1e strength, abich Is up to 400.000 psi.

The microcreop of 1.45 chromium steel (AiI-SI.&g 5U100) ma used for rolliag elvemet
bearings has been investigated by Manu and his co-sorkers". Four beat treatments were
tried: (1) quench and tamper at 12WPC (standard practi,*); (11) qmch old temper at
2@GPC; (11i) quench and temperature cycle ton times. -INC to *11C. (Iv) amstnpr
at 26WC (iaotbo-ral transformation to bailuite). Stwablity and creep tfets (maxim stremss
20.000 psi) were dome at -340 C. 33PC and 740C over 1500 hour. Staility vwiod betvme
110 a 1"over the period. with heat treatments (i1) mad (iv) giving nver sere. Oicro-
creep us only Important at 146C with the straims appoaching 100 a 10- for (1) mad (111).
mad 10 , 10"' vith heat treatments (i1) and (iv). Soe presence of retained nuismite sea
considered the mai source of Instabilities sad mostamering mes rwaewedgd. This "as
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disputed in discussion as producing too low a hardness, leading to high wear rates in
bearings. Normal hardness is 64 Rc (900 DPN) and austempering gave only 57 Rc (635 DPN).

The atcroyielding of normallsed mild steels has been investigated by Hahn and othersll

in connection with the problem of brittle fracture. The MYS, was coincident with the
lower yield stress in fine grained material. &round 40.000 psi, but slightly lower than
it (18.000 psi of 22.000 psi) in the use material heat treated to a coarser grain size.

4.4 Beryllium

Beryllium is the principle structural material in precision gyroscopes because of its
low density. high elastic modulus. and a temperature coeffilcient of thermal expansion
wartched to steel.

Its microplnsticity has been extensively expieated on this account and in the pursuit
of basic research by Hughel5-12 and by Bonfield end Ll.t's A short paper by Ruckman
and jhite"I describes some work at the United Kingdom Atomic P-Aergy Authority, Aldermsuton.

Hugbel measured WS at 62.IP°C (and awme microcreep) whilst Bonfield measured MYS 2 at room

temperature. Using the stress-residual strain law found by Boa•field". the difference

between WS and MYfS2 Is ab~out 400 psi at room temperature. Variation with tempersturp
has not been explored explicitly. but It is probably smll and a net difference of 500 psi
ii; about right. This is s&all in hot pressed electrolytically-polished beryllium with WS
of 11.000 psi. but significont with annealed specimens with an MYS in the range 750-!000

7be vain conclusions of the work of Hughel and Bonfield are as follows:

(1) St.&adard QWV grade (fris the Brush BerylliumJ Oomp) has a yield stress (0.2%)
of 35,000 psi and a MYS of 3500 pel when annealed after final grinding (2 hr

Too MYS of hot pressed electrochemically polished QM is 11.000 psi (Roe.s-7 and
13),

(2) ThM ýcatter of results Is large. The block to block variation to the annealed
ccedition is 1500 psi. and within a block 800 psi (Itf. 5).

(3) Sitrfce* damage &oe to machining losersi tbe WYS of hot pressed WmV from MIOOD
psi to 600 pi.)~i oectropolipblag any 0. 01 inch of the surface retores the
value z

(4) Annellng (2 br I0WC) also removes stirface deamae but alters the dislocation
structure fr-om a high density with tangled arrlas to low doosity with dtq~rwed
armay%. It *$,I falls m •e 10.0010 to 3000 Omi10-7ef.).

(5) The droo of WS duo to surface dwoW t cas Ned ty twins acting at sresskrmisers
rst~pr then the rlesiul streties"•.

(6) Up altcraveld curve obeys the I&*

whee z,; am* • rer materili constots. 7ro chasm of MU due to imealinot
to dooe to csgelnp of 04 (frnom MO to So 04 so }•. of tbv strain hardening
rate a Moet.7).

A trmsltillm it the Yield cut" occurs at highemr strains M' 10, - 'W) lrefý 14)ý

M, Woner"I Now• *pro detected above 1000 psi i* sworaled metal. The friction
strus fulich is IM dent of the strain Iftw~y '!:. 400 P•1 and

.,iOCtl*Md to " 4000 Psi with MM I Of-sredMs M• or 10"4) ol then rimalood
a, lmsot clootat. For ba pressd Wryllive the frictive sttr,wa s ir MM.0
106pd"Amle Of pre-etraft".J
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(8) Microcreep tests (called "dimensional stability" ,DS) by Hughel) carried out at
951 MYS. 62.80C, show,,J extensions of •- 6 - 10-6 in 500 hr (Ref.5).

(9) High oxide and fine grain size raises the MYS from 3500 to 13000 psi for metal
annealed after final grinding (Ref.5).

S. NEI MEASUJREMENTS OF I¥S OF BEItYLLI!UM

An investigation of the microplasticity of beryllium from the Royal Ordnance Factory
(ROF) at Cardiff is now taking place at the British Aircraft Corporation, Stevenage, in
co njuctiw. wvth the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Parnborougb. The work arose out of
some alarming exaples of dimensional instability of gyro components some five years ago
which, It is now realised, were caused by unsymmetrical machining stresses rather than
inherent disabilities of the beryllium.

Since the objective is to build precision components, rather then pursue the delights

of metal physics, the test specimens have usually been machined similar to those possible
in practice: stress relieved for I hour at 80O(PC before final turning of 0.0002 inch
surface. Puller detalls will be published shortly. The results so far obtained, which
are almost ideLIcal with that found on Brush material. are as follows:

(1) Standard grade ROP beryllium (2. 3% eO) has a MIS cf 1070 psi when annealed and
electropolished (6 specimens). Electropolishing did not have a significant
effect, but only 0.0003 Inch uws rwmo',ed.

(Ihis is a factor of two doan on IBnfield's results' on SY materials, allowing
5O0 psi difference between MIS and M!S2. He re..ed 0.010 inch before the W8S,
on hot pressed material increased from 6000 to 11,000 psi.)

(2) The MiS is 3040 psi shen stress relieved before final turning (36 specimens).

Tests on Brush QWV grade obtained for comparison gave 1270 psi (22 speclses),

(3) with no heat treatment the MS is 1310 Psi (4 specimens).

No polished uwheat treated specimens were tested. which SonflelG found to have
a very bit% etS of 11.000 psi. It mould be interesting to know wr seansling
has surh a large effect on polished specimens as hot prenssig appears to
involve annealing during the cooling period.

(4) The standard deviation from block to block (7 blocks. 4 specimens each) is 100
psi. Due to ske distribution ahout the ae this figure does not fully reflect
the artual scatter. Within a block the standard deviatom was 40 psi.

(5) The stress-residusl strain curve obeys ISfield's relation

Typical results are plotted in Figure 7. T1he values of v,, fall betaeem 0
sad - 500 r.i.

(The negative values are possibly due to the scrface damae preseat. .ao hot
pr-esed material with pollshed aurfaces am& tested, Whicb &*field fouad to
"" very bkih V, . aromd amO psi (set 7). )

(8) "lab oxide material (5-89 IWO) has a hgTer MS of 2110 psi (cf. 1040 Pso) (4

Ibats 0s Woub 1400 grde • gav 4150 (3 speclms). This difference is attributed
to 1oP material is this test being pressed frim 300 gmsh posder abet the
Brush material is 350 semh or better.
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6. LIGAMENT CRZEF

Ligaments are used both in gyroscopes and accelerometers to carry currents to the
sensitive elen,-it or pendulous arm. The mechanical restraint has to be kept as small
and as stable as possible. Recent experience with a precision gyroscope has shown that
microcreep in ligaments can be a source of variable drift just after switching on and can
be a cause of delay in aligning the inertial navigation system.

The effe,-t was observed in a single-degree-of-freedom gyro under test in the torquer
feedback mode with the output axis vertical and input axis pointing East. Figure 8 shows
the torquer current (converted to equivalent drift rate) to hold at null after the sensi-
tive element had been allowed to rest on one or other of the stops (set at a nominal ±20)
for 2 hr or 16 hr. The gyro was kept -unning, so that no variability due to warm-up
appears, but the recorder was connected in at the stirt of the test. This introduces a
small transient which can be seen in curve 4 for which the gyro had been on null and was
then connected to the recorder.

Figure 9 shows similar curves for the same type of gyro but with the stop freedom
reduced to ±0.50 and the ligament material changed from 85-15 silver copper alloy to 62.5%
gold-copper-silver alloy.

There are seven hairpin-shaped ligaments formed from strips 2. 5 10-" inches thick by
4 or " x 10-3 inches wide. They introduce a torque on the float of 0.62 dyn cm (= 0,360/
hr drift rate) per degree of float retation for the silver alloy and 1.5 times this value
for the gold alloy on account of the higher elastic modulus. The stress varies along the
ligament, with a maximum value of 460 psi at the anchorage clips, to which they are
soldered. The ligament strip is received cold worked and is formed into ligaments,
annealed ( min at 500 0 C) and then quenched. The MYS and hysteresis behaviour is not
known, but work is progressing to further study and reduce this effect.
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SUMM ARY

The spin-axis bearing package is a major determinant of gyro reliability
and performance. Fractional microinch position stability over extended
time periods, reliably achieved for tens of thousands of running hours, is
required. Whether the ball bearing thus used runs successfully on an elasto-
hydrodynmic fluid film or succumbs to early failure may be determined by
whether or not today's bearing technology is applied. This specialized
technology. applicable in many aspects to other bearings, has been developed
over the past twenty years and continues to advance.

Achievement of current state-of-the-art is the result of parallel develop-
ment of the bearing parameters and of the memns for their evaluation. Bearing
metallurgy, geometry, groove-surface topography and chemistry, lubrication.
ball-retainer. contamination control, dynamic behavior, testing, and pro-
cessing variables have all been improved. Particularly signlficant have been
the efforts in surface-film-piercing asperity reduction, surface-chebmstry
improvement, and lubrication-mechanism advancement. Also of major importance
has been development or adaptation of measuring devices to join with func-
tional tests in evaluation of bearing characteristics and of potential life
and performance at various processing stages.

Continued current effort in the areas of the lubrication mechanism, bearing
dynamics. and groove surface promise further gains in consistency of achieve-
ment of life and performance goals. Application of today's technology can
in moat cases, however, yield the required thousands of hours of reliable
operation.
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1)! GYRO BALL BEARINGS - TECHNOLOGY TODAY

Albert P. Freeman

1. INTRODUCTION

The gyro spin-axls ball bearing is unique. At the heart of the inertial guidance sys-
tem, it is a major determinant of performance and reliability. Today's bearing technology
is the product of more than twenty years of development, though current practice is in
many cases frozen at a point dating back many years. Use of the knowledge available now
can improve bearing yield, performance, life, and reliability.

I. I Requirements

The principal requirement of the inertial gyro spin-axis ball bearing can be stated
very simply: long life at the required performance level. We can divide this requirement
into two broad subcategories: freedom from physical or chemical degradation of all ele-
ments of the bearing package and maintenance of dimensional stability of the gyroscope
element. Depending upon the application, failure criteria can range from alight deteriora-
tion of gyro performance to Inability of the wheel to turn because of bearing seImure.

This paper is concerned with bearing performance in precision floated inertial gyroa of
the type shown in Figure 1. and with those factors that influence stability of the gyro
wheel package. As Indicated by Figure 2. average wheel location must be stable to a frac-
tion of a microinch, and mass stability of other float *lements must be similarly very
closely maintained.

In order to satisfy tL. stability requirements, the bearing* must be supported on a
full, stable elastohywrodynmic (ebd) lubricant film. Piercing of this film during rumning
causes chemical and physical degradation in the lubricant and of the metal surface, which
in turn influences the location of the gyro wheel. This sort of deterioration is pro-
greasive. as the debris formed by the high-speed metallic contact leads to further piercing
of the film. The lubricant sludge then collects beside the pressure soues and, like a
sponge. withdraws the nil from the region in which it is needed to maintain the file. As
this mode of failure progresses, bearing torque becomes erratic, the lubricant vanishes.
the metal sears, and ultimately the torque increases to the point at which the wheel will
no longer run at operating speed. .he bearing running time hetiw.n the onset of perform-
mice degradation and wheel fal lure can be several thousand bours. 't is interesting to
note that metal fatipge. one of the classic mo*es of bearing failure, plays essentially
no part in gyro bearing failure.

OGeeration and maintenance of the ebd film demands the continued existence of many
conditions. In operation, the metal componen-.t ';s and balls) must have a gometric
form that generates the required e*bd film with acceptable stress levels over the satire
pressure sone. The metal must sustain the load essentially without plastic floe or
surface damage. The surfaces must be free of film-piercing asperities aud must cbhmically
support a boundary lubricating film at low speed and an el@stohydrodynemlc film at
operating speed. The lubricant must demostrate the chemical sad physical properties
needed to achieve these films with acceptable trque levels, along with chemical and
thermal stability. The ball retainer must aintain a controlled lubricant reservoir and
circulate this lubricant as needed for a full e9d fili, and run with required stability
at acceptable tore levels. Th2 environmet must be chemically, physically, and thermally
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pompatible with the bearing package. Finally. i~rd of .,xtreu.- importance. the beariniu
package must be free of contamination that can cause bearing deoradatitzc due to piercing
of the film.

In addition to the demands just noted, which are associated primril~y with retention of
the lubricant film, the bearing package aust also demonstrate other properties needed for
mass stability. The combination of zeacmt~ry. luhrication, and operating parameters m~zst
"asure such factors as

(a) relative insensitivity of she#', location to w~celeration field variation.

(b) file uniformity and stability of the bulk lubricant.

(c) stability of bell group and retainers.

(d) constancy of bearing torque.

Inadequacies in the first group of parameters discussed, which are asboLijtfu VW MD-
ture of the eAd film, result in bearing deterioration and gyrm performance degrsdation,
the second group. associated with mass instability, generally Influerce 'nstrust~at W-it
without necessarily reducing bearing life at the degraded performance j;'vel.

Of utmost importance io amy discussion of bearing requirements is k~r~iisting. or hand-.
l~ng. Achievement of t-.., t:%ic bearing properties is vitally depetidr~t, upmn J~uality control
during manufacture, which can be accomplished with proper enginevrini6 ,ýuperyisioa. Beten-
tion of these properties is then a major battle. The bearing is a Vraw:Ise derice sad oust
be treated as such. Waing processing from package to completed 1.zistr~uent. its irntegrity

can be compromised by particulate contamination. chemical contaminat ion, overboatip#,
miunating distortion, overstressing. scratching, denting th*ockt. overlubricat ion, tr~de.
lubrication, exposure to corrosive environeents. etc.. v:;. Thns, the proces~sinw varlibles
are extremely Important in both initial achieveme t of regirM" *,vs-,%! parameters and In
their retention during instrument fabricat~on.

1.32 States

The re"Iressae n~soted In Section 1. 1 have "#nz nohiev"j. Theyj van b*- %rh-h1r*o con-
*intently. gyro Performance of the highest ouslit-y 'ins been deowa~tstteI iii i..str'kmn
that have accumulated about 30,000 wheel muania# hours. Noaern. a w itll be cot-ed to sub-
sequent sections. further advuace" can still be made In some tr'oss of beartig surface,
lubricatiom. amd dywasois.

Achievement of today's status results frem more that. twenty Yvant of developmen wort.
so" phase of which art still in proorvss. Figure. 3 Molstrat#* this work. ON* of th~e
first major development efforts. initiated is the late JWOs. led to 1mprhwed preloediag
teehagipes. Sebsequet efforts is the bearing pakwg tavo enwasanased metallurgy, geo-
imetry. lubrication, retaniers. surface finish. surfart cbtsiutity. dysomica. contaemiatian.

(mefatering teehnique. ad proevasiso variables.

Propoes In Mhe field of beowing ovalvatiom ha" bee" following a parallel path of emal
imortate. Pbr axmple. the early preloadiag improvement noted above os. accomaied
by dewelomemat o( e asia)a yield goose. Other deveiopmets i,.clced Improved geometric
mewasemet devises, optical nmes era t techaiques. the low-*4eed dynamometer. the st ill-
matetmer. the lubricent-file electricali-roe satac-ew sego taper seCtiemILg. strobou:DIC

oeratiam. rewe c- ter-rotatina devices. high-speed torque testers. an meany others.

Soe gyro Itsaelf Is cooe of the met aseful bearig diaEowstic devices. It alon, is
capable cf determining e basti position stability to the "reoird V-rertinawe level. It
also provide, a convemlset seams flor the aplication of Move Iampot to th*s booting package.
sang with precime readouts of the accompanying bearing behaovior.
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Bearing package evaluation in early gyro construction and test stages is extremely
important. The ball bearing is unfortunately quite forgiving on a short-term basis, and
early degradation symptoms are frequently ignored. Progressive deterioration can lead
to later severe performance degradation, perhaps when the gyro is the heart of a complex,
critical, operating navigation system.

The following sections of this paper will discuss the (irrent status of gyro ball-
bearing technology, with particular emphasis on areas knr-n to be critical. No attempt
will be made to cover the history a! the developments ',bat have led to today's status,
except where required for perspective. Due to the complexity of the subject, the treat-
ment will be limited in this paper anid discussion of each subject will be relatively brief.
References providing further details are Included In the bibliography.

2. CONFICLIATiON

Gyro bearing design must consider not only the normally accepted criteria but also those
peculias to the precision gyro, such as mlcrostabllity, 'soelasticity. lubrication limita-
tions, bearing dynamics, and long-ters physical mid chemical stability. These factors,
coupled with specific instrument requirements sand configurations, Yield the basic bearing
design. Amona the desigt features aro basic size mid configuration, materials, mounting
method, preload. speed, lubrication, contact snitle. rare-groove curvature (groove-to-ball
contformityi, Inner- or outer-land relief, retainer configuration, mid many others. (The
b-arang nomenclature used here is defined in the Appendix on V.330). Thierarces Duat also
;ýe aasiagnd to most of these parameters.

metal and geometry are discussed Vx-tthls sec'Wlo. 4it Particular emphasis on adherence
to nominal values, or tolerance cor~col. Ens~ign criteria leading to the specific configura-
tion are not disussed boease of ?tnr complexity and dependence up"n the details of the
requirweeotsý of the syro in question. For eiample, dependig 'woe the acceleration environ-
ccitt to which the gyro will1 be nwpsied and the periormaocf, 4eV. " during mceleratlos
fribrttiofj or stfeay-statel, critical bearlag Paramters toy be .stact &*gle, nasiser of
balls, rate-groovie curvature. and pirtwzos. Ch the other hoid. torque limitations say
omphaIsiz basic *si*. speed. preload. rwc-srnyie curvature. atmoaspere. lubrication, and
retainer. AS these brief euumples$ Point out,. bearing dnaip is critical, but it Is. too
complex a subject for ccverfte hoer-. The influtzce of *.pn'iftc geometric variables an
lubrication mid on bearing ftassic', will be discussqd is later sections.

The demnude made upon týe steel of the gyro bal~l boaring differ sae*abt from those
code oo other more bean ly lt-otted bearings sad are in noe respects more severe. Th ae t
b~gearr typirally Is hg1ltr loaded, with the assumes Hertz stress generally in the vicin-
Iit) of 71Mt000 lb in' orf Iss. It operates In a moderate ambient temperature. about IWO,
is as Iner-t at*usPitre. gemerally helium, after having beo Wery carefully prWVoesd froa
pruA~cti -i through application. fay. thee, are me concerted with tMe properties of the
steelIn from ict the, bearing is sade'

The, stoel must satisfy tic major reqnlrents. First, the level of gyro pertormafce
as discussed tom5ectiin I I doenhds the ultimate inmcvdposaa eot*lIty. both matder
sires mad unlmOded as wellI as aver a wide tUWatratv reage snth as a -$9? to '229?
raeme of in-process theist) cycliag fad aL.,rar. $oeeced the microstruictire flat he such
&s to permit the ready geseutios and asantencore of race-groove mad Mil surfuices physic-
ally mad cheatically capable of both bosdan al elastohydrodyuaci (*bdi ItbrIcatlom under
the unipeo wainig comadtisns of the gyro hearingt. In this regard freedom frog abd-film-

pirigaOrWities is eatreely itftortaist.

loth 32100 ad 4W0. the mosat cmasosip usd gyro hewintg steels. have demonstirated the
ability to mee thee repirtsmats. Other steels have also ben mads ecceesftlIly In Oyro
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bearings, such as M-2, M-50, and WB-i9. The steel most commonly used in gyro bearings

through the years has been, by fer, 52100. It has been quite satisfactory, but recurring

unpredictable instances of corrosion have presented a problem. In the past several years,

440C has been attaining greater popularity for its resistance to corrosion and because of

successful application. Both steels are readily fabricated to the required geometry and

surface finish, in spite of the difference in microstructure primarily caused by the

relatively large carbides in 440C, as seen in Figure 4. In controlling the steel, factors

of concern include the following: chemical om.position; microstructure; carbide type,

size, and distribution: response to heat treatment. The last, in turn, encompasses micro--

structure, strength, hardness, retained austenlite, corrosion resistance, and stability.

Specific precautions are still warranted in the selection and application of both

52100 and 440C, in spite of the demonstrated ability of both of these steels to yield

successful gyro bearings. These precautions include the assurance of freedom of the steel
from nonmetallic inclusion and control of processing variables concerned with heat-treatment

and metal-removal operationr in the hardened state.

The presence of inclusions in other types of beqrings which are highly stressed is
detrimental because inclusions provide initiation points for fatigue failure. In gyro
bearings, inclusions are also a ,erious problem, but for a different reason: they limit
the surface achievable for the generation of a full hydrodynamtc film, are associated
with film-piercing asperities, ano can cause chemical and particulate contamination prob-

lems. These effects will be coveizd more fully in Section 3; this section is more con-
cerned with recognition of the problem in the steel.

Bearings with poor surcaces and low manufacturing yield, both attributable to inclusions

in the steel, occur in spite of inspection of the steel for cleanliness by accepted rating
methods, e.g., the JK :Jernkontoret) method. Stringers in the steel are particularly diffi-
cult to detect by conventional means. One approach to an improved steel-rating method is
to examine steel surfaces in regions of the bar more representative of the bearing than the
small flat sections normally examined. This is done by machining sample bars with steps
at successively smaller diameters, representing diameters of the race-groove functional
surfaces. These steps are then honed and examined microscopically for inclusions, as seen

in Figure 5. Steel lots evaluated by both this technique and the conventional approach have
shown the honed step-down bar evaluation to correlate far better with race-groove surface
topography and manufacturing yield.

Heat treatment of the bearing parts plays a major rule in establishment of the previously
noted properties of the finished bearing. It is important not only to determine optimum
heat-treatment parameters but also to assure rigid adherence to the values selected. For
this, the testing of sample pieces is needed.

During austenitization, critical control often is required of the atmosphere and of the

temperature level and timing cycle. Important to quenching are temperature, timing, oil-
bath cleanliness, and agitation. Subcooling and tempering demand control of timing, temp-
erature and, in iome cases, medium. Tests conducted to assure quality may include, as
required, hardness, metallographic examination for surface modification and microstructure
as shown in Figure 6, retained austenite, and dimensional stability.

Properly selected, tested, and processed, today's steels are capable of the most rigid
performance requirements demanded of current gyrui.

Z. 2 Geometry

Nominal bearing geometry and variations therefrom play a major role in establishing gyro
life and perform.nce. With regard to life, geeuetry influences stress levels, thickness
of the ehd film separating balls from races, and lubricant control. With respect to gyro
performance, geometry influences bearing dynamics, lubrication stability, and response of
the gyro to acceleration fields. In addition, geometric tolerance levels influence gyro
producibi lity.
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One of the early major efforts leading to present gyro bearing technology was the
development of measurement tools and techniques and then fabrication methods to achieve
an order-of-magnitude improvement in geometric tolerances, from typical 0.0002-inch
values to levels of 20 microinches. Gyro producibility lmwediately benefited by this
improvement, as bearing-to-wheel and bearing-to-shaft fits became achievable on a tolerance
rather than a selection basis. In addition, preloading certainty improved, as did bearing
dynamic behavior. Bearing life itself, however, was not significantly affected until
race-groove geometry was further improved, along with advances in groove surface character-
istics, as is noted in Section 3.

It is quite apparent that the ehd film thickness is influenced by local stress levels,
which in turn are affected by race-groove runout and cross curvature. Groove runout itself
is the product of various geometric parameters, including roundness, lobing, groove-to-face
and face-to-face parallelism. concentricities, face-to-bore and face-to-OD (outside
diameter) squareness, and mounting distortions. Bearing manufacturing technology has
advanced to the point that runouts can be held tc the 5-50 microinch region. Mounting
dimensions and forces must be carefully controlled, however, to prevent significantly
greater runout due to distortion.

Race-groove cross curvature must also be closely controlled. Thickness of the ehd film
in the pressure zone is a function of the local cross curvature. It is important to guard
against excessive breaking of the corner at the conjunction of the groove and land. The
resultant rounding or chamfer encroaches on the pressure zone and affects the local curva-
ture, in some cases nonuniformly around the race. Figure 7 illustrates the results of
this edge rounding.

Development of the Talyrond and a number of other roundness-measuring machines has made
reliable measurement of race-gr'oove runout and cross curvature possible. Tbus, the genera-
tion and measurement of geometry to levels required today is within the capability of
current bearing technology.

3. SURFACE

Generation and maintenance of the needed ehd film is a function of race-groove surface
topography and chemistry. The surface must be free of film-piercing asperities and must
chemically support a lubricating film. Low-speed boundary luorication similarly depends
upon these factors.

3. 1 Topography

Shiny or dull, smooth or grooved? This question concerning optimum race-groove surface
topography has been one of the nmost frequently debated for years. The smooth-surface camp
wants to maintain the maximum possible ehd-film spacing between opposing surface peaks, by
reducing hill-to-valley height, while the striated-surface devotees reason that the valleys
between the heights provide a lubricant reservoir. Each group cites convincing data as the
basis of its own cause and offers various additional reasons for the superiority of one
type of finish to the other.

Actually, both types of surface have operated successfully for many thousands of hours
under the most rigorous gyro-bearing running conditions. On the one side have been mirror-
like race grooves generated by first running the bearings heavily loaded and submerged in
ethylene glycol; surface-finish readings of these bearings were less than 0.3 microinch.
Coarse-finish lapped bearings with 3-microinch surface-finish readings have also run very
successfully. Smooth surfaces generated by ball lapping and by honing have also fared well.
Examples of these firishes are seen in Figure 8.

. Within reason, average surface finish does not appear particularly significant, Indiv-

idual asperities that project above the average surface can, however, pierce the ehd film

I 0
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and bring about failure. Returning to the need iu." R coarse finish to maintain a lubri-

cant reservoir, any surface that will wet properly with the oil will hold a sufficient

thickness of lubricant to permit generation of the required 5-15 microinch ehd film.

Let us examine, then, the factors that should influence the selection of the race-groove

finish. Achievement of the required geometry, circumferentially and across the rfce groove,

as well as generation of surfaces that are free of asperities are the two major factors.

But we must also be concerned with particulate and chemical contamination, surface integrity

(including freedom from "smear"), the "lay" of the finishing marks, ease of inspection and

economics. Some bearing race-groove finishing techniques are illustrated in Figure 9.

Perhaps the most commonly used finishing technique is lapping with an abrasive on a

string, tape, paper, replica, or other backing. This approach generally improves as-ground

roundness, but tends to degrade the cross-groove geometry. It typically produces a stri-

ated surface and reacts quite sensitively to irregularities in the metal or particulate

contaminants by forming comets, as seen in Figure 10. The grooved surface texture camou-

flages raised comets and other peripheral asperities, thus making inspection for these

features more difficult and expensive. The striated finish, if accompanied by good geo-

metry and freedom from asperities, contamination, and other deleterious factors, has been

shown to yield very long successful life. An example is seen in Figure 11.

Honing the groove with a reciprocating, shaped abrasive stone is another common finish-

ing method. If the process parameters are properly controlled, honing yields excellent

geometry. Finish depends upon the cycle, choice of abrasive materials, and honing fluid.

This process can also generate raised asperities, and the surface finish can range from

striated to nearly bland. Figure 12 shows successive improvements in finish accompanying
development of improved honing techniques. This process can also yield excellent bearings.

Ball lapping is a newer process that involves lapping the race-groove by an abrasive

slurry and groove-conforming balls driven by a rotating cone. This procedure does not

improve on the initial race-groove roundness, but it yields excellent cross curvature,
characterized in some cases by an omega (w) shape whose central rise is controlled to keep

it out of the pressure zone. Ball lapping yields a uniform matte finish, as seen in

Figure 13, and does not generate raised asperities. This natural freedom from certain

asperities significantly eases inspection problems. Bearings finished by this technique

have demonstrated excellent yield and life.

Other finishing and run-in techniques have been used with varying degrees of success.
One experimental approach, prerunning with special fluids, is worth noting for its demon-

stration of the ability of a beazing with mirror-like race-groove surfaces to run success-
fully. Running heavily loaded bearings at relatively low speed while submerged in re-

circulating filtered ethylene glycol will generate very highly polished race-groo.ve

surfaces. Such bearings, subsequently tested under gyro operating conditions, have demon-

strated long successful life.

Another interesting prerunning technique is that performed in hot TCP (tricresyl phos-

phate). The resultant surface appearance is only slightly changed, but the bearings

demonstrate the beneficial effects of TCP coating discussed under Chemistry in Section

3, 2. In addition, bearing yield and life can, under certain conditions, be dramatically

improved by this method. A group of bearings made from metal with a high inclusion con-
tent and conventionally lapped showed a high incidence of comets. This group also demon-

strated low yield and short life. Several pairs of these bearings were TCP prerun, and

their yield and life were very dramatically improved. Reduction in the frequency and

severity of raised asperities is believed to be the principal reason for this remarkable

improvement.

The importance of surface topography, which motivated the work on improved finishing

methods, has also led to significant developments in the area of surface-finish evaluation.

Flectromechanical surface-finish measuring devices have been improved, as have the tech-
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niques for application of light and electron microscopy. The simple interference micro-
scope has been particularly useful, as seen in Figures 10. 13, 25 and 26.

One interesting technique for surface topography evaluation is the lubricant-film
electrical-resistance gauge shown in Figure 14. This device provides for loading a lubri-
cated ball against a rotating race groove that drives the ball. A ball-to-race electri-
cal circuit provides a measure of asperity contact or conjunction by counting the number
of occurrences per revolution of drops in the electrical resistance below a pre-set level.
Specific surface features can also be evaluated on a cathode-ray tube. Load, speed, and
lubricant are varied. This device is limited by the electrical conductivity of the
surfaces and asperities, and chemical coatings on the surfaces. Its use is generating
further insight into race-groove surface topography.

Another technique useful in surface and immediate subsurface evaluation is taper sec-
tioning of races, illustrated in Figure 15. A race groove is electroplated for edge
preservation, and a chordal sector ground off at a shallow angle. The resultant section
is polished and etched to provide a mechanically magnified (by virture of the taper) race-
groove surface contour. The metal microstructure close to the surface can also be evalu-
ated by this technique, and microhardness readings can be taken. Such readings typically
show that the metal close to the surface is slightly harder than the bulk of the race.

Because of the correlation between bearing life and surface topography, this factor has
been improved in many aspects. Today's bearing technology does not have to be limited by
surface- topography inadequacy.

3.2 Chemistry

Bearing metal surface chemistry has for many years been cited as a possibly significant
determinant of bearing performance. For several years, surface chemistry has been delib-
erately modified to improve the boundary lubrication capability of the bearing. It has
been only recently determined, however, that inadvertently applied chemical surface mod-
ifications can adversely affect bearing life under both boundary and ehd conditions.

It has been shown that a lubricated untreated 52100 or 440C bearing will suffer lubri-
cant degradation and surface distress in a running period of less than one hour to several
hours at one rpm under normal load conditions. Another interesting phenomenon associated
with the boundary lubrication condition experienced at very low speed is the large differ-
ence in bearing torque among apparently identical bearipg batches received at various
times. Bearing torque at one rpm may vary by a factor of three from batch to batch.

Both of these conditions can be corrected by a very simple expedient: prolonged hot
soaking of the metal components of the bearing in TCP; the effects of this can be seen in
Table I. Life at one rpm then increases from one or a few hours to several hundred or
thousand hours. One-rpm friction torque of various batches of bearings then group close
together at the low level. It is thought that beneficial effects result from chemical
reaction of the acid phosphates present as impurities in TCP with the steel surface.
Nitric-acid passivation of 440C steel surfaces has also 0ielded low-speed life longer
than that achieved with untreated surfaces. Pre-running of bearings in TCP, as described
in Section 3. 1, also produces the beneficial effects described above.

Evidence of detrimental surface chemical modification, or contamination or "poisoning",
is more recent and of potentially very great significance. The problem was first recog-
nized when two groups of bearings, which by all conventional evaluation techniques were
considered excellent, demonstrated early atypical failure under both boundary and ehd
running conditions. These bearings also showed strangely' modified surfaces when prerun
immersed in TCP, as discussed in Section 3. 1. Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 illustrate these
phenomena.
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The most effective means for recognition of this contamination was found to be the rate
of oil-drop spreading on the race-groove surface; contaminated bearings showed poor oil
wettability. A spreading test and typical results are shown in Figure 20. Investigation
led to discovery of the probable cause of the poisoning, and its correction led to the
delivery of the remaining bearings from one of the two groups in an uncontaminated con-
dition. These "c]ean" bearings have been used very successfully in a gyro build program,
thus further supporting the thesis.

It is important to note that poor wetting of the surface is a symptom pointing to the
presence of this contamination, not necessarily an explanation of why early failure occurs.
For example, the bearing surfaces can be made to wet with the oil by any of a few techniques,
such as immersion in oil or deposition from a solvent solution, and once wet the oil does
not spontaneously retract from the surface. An oil drop then applied to a wet surface will
spread quite rapidly. Most bearings are used in this prewetted condition. The explanation
for failure may lie in the difference in the lubricant properties in the high-pressure zone,
particularly the behavior of the molecules next to the surface.

By special solvent-cleaning techniques, a number of the poisoned bearings were rendered
"wettable". These bearings are demonstrating greatly improved life under both boundary
and hydrodynamic running conditions. An interesting facet of this investigation is the
apparent validation of an occasionally reported beneficial effect, derived from aging of
bearings stored in oil, and an association of this effect with surface chemistry. Briefly,
some of the poisoned bearings have been made wettable by artificial aging (elevated-
temperature soaking) in oil, as shown in Figure 21.

It is interesting to speculate on the possible significance of surface chemistry in the
age-old problem of unpredictability of bearing-batch behavior: early failure and low yield
versus long successful life from batch to batch, with no known difference in the bearing
or its application. Current efforts in this investigetion are aimed at establishing the
fundamentals concerned with the effects noted, improved recognition, prevention, rehabili-
tation, and means for specifying required surface chemistry. Rudimentary recognition
techniques are known today, and means for corrective or preventive action are at hand.

4. LUBRICATION

The importance of geometry and surface to the generation and maintenance of a stable
ehd film has been discussed in the preceding sections. Lubrication is the other significant
factor. Maintenance of the film demands that the ball retainer deliver to the balls in a
stable manner the required amount of a lubricant with the needed properties. Stability
of the film requires that the circulation of the lubricant be controlled to prevent excess-
ive local oil buildup that can periodically cause film-thickness changes, as discussed in
Section 6.1.

The demand for stability limits the total quantity of oil that can be carried in the
lubrication system, but sufficient oil must be available for long life and maintenance of
a low-friction coupling between the balls and retainer. Therefore, control is needed of
lubricant function, qwantity, and disposition. Severe demands are thus made on both the
lubricant and the retainer.

4,1 Lubricant

Most precision ball-bearing gyros use oil rather than grease as the bearing lubricant.
The lubricant quantity and distribiltion needed to assure long life is more stable in the
form of oil impregnated in a porous-plas6ic ball retainer than grease packed around the
balls.

The oil used in most gyros for more than twenty years has been Humble's Teresso V-78,
a paraffinic mineral oil formulated with an anti-oxidant, an antt-fom agent, and a
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lubricity additive. Its nominal viscosity is 78 SSU at 2100 F, or about 15 cs at 2100F.
This lubricant, formulated originally as a steam-turbine oil, has performed very well in
the gyro application. At various times through the years, comparative testing has been
performed in attempts to find improved oil but with no marked success.

Teresso V-78 is no longer being manufactured and a replacement must soon be specified.
A program to formulate and t.,st this replacement is currently underway. The successful
candidate will be one of a family of lubricants of varying viscosities for use under
different operating conditions. The first approach is to match V-78 in major properties
and sensitivities, thus making the substitute useful in the wide range of applications
now seen by V-78. The current principal candidate, KG-80 (Kendall Refining Company), is
also a paraffinic mineral oil of approximately the same viscosity as V-78. It is commer-
cially superrefined and incorporates an anti-oxidant (Ethyl AO 702) and a boundary additive
(TCP). Preliminary tests are encouraging but not yet conclusive.

There is some question as to the specific lubrication mechanism that maintains the ehd
separation of the balls and races. One school presents a mechanical concept of lubrication,
relating the configuration ol the ehd film to bearing and environmental factor. such as
geometry, speed, temperature, elastic modulus, and load, and to lubricant physical prorer-
ties such as viscosity and viscosity-temperature and viscosity-pressure relationships.
To this concept, another school adds more chemical concerns such as composition of the
lubricant, polar-component properties, surface chemical interactions, and effect of mole-
cules adsorbed to surfaces on pressure-zone viscosity. The significance of the chemical
interface of the lubricant to the metal is emphasized by the current work in the area of
surface chemistry noted in Section 3.2.

Additional significant lubricant properties include thermal, oxidative, chemical and
hydrolytic stability, volatility, chemical compatibility with bearing materials, and
surface tension. The lubricant must, of course, be able to withstand fine filtration with-
out detriment. It must also provide boundary lubrication under low-speed conditions.
Teresso V-78 provides the properties for long successful operation; its potential replace-

ment family hopefully will perform as well or better.

4.2 Retainer

Gyro performance, life, and torque requirements demand the use of an oil-impregnated
porous-plastic ball retainer, or separator, to perform the dual functions of ball separation
and provision of a lubricant reservoir and control mechanism. As demands for performance,
life, wheel speed, and preload become more severe, the demands on the retainer also grow.

The most commonly used retainer material in the gyro bearing has traditionally been a
paper or cloth phenolic laminate. It has had some measure of success under certain opera-
ting conditions, but has proven inadequate for the more difficult jobs. A major prcblem
with the tubes or rods from which phenolic separators are manufactured has been lack of
repeatability of physical end chemical properties from piece to piece and even along the
length of a single rod. Because of the structure of the material, the retainer holds most
of its lubricant on and close to the surface. Oil retention in normal phenolic-lawinate
retainers is only one to five percent by weight. Oil-feed characteristics are poor, and
it is difficult to adjust the lubricant quantity to the narrow range between insufficient
lubricant to maintain an ehd film and excess lubricant resulting in poor instrument
performance.

Porous sintered nylon (Nylasint) has provided solutions to many of the problems inherent
in the use of phenolic laminates. Nylasint is a through-porous material with more than
twenty-five percent total porosity. Pigure 22 compares laminated phenolic and Nylasint
porosity characteristics. In use, the oil content ic held to a value closer to fifteen
percent in order to avoid the oil JM (Section 6. 1) and migration problems associated with
excess lubricant. The pore structure of Nylasint is bimodal, with the larger pores gener-
ally around 3.5 microns and the smaller ones around 0.6. Total porosity, pore-size
distribution, sling-out characteristics, and strength are adjustable within fairly broad
limits.
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As a retainer material, Nylasint is not without problems. It is more difficult to
machine and deburr than laminated phenolic. Its properties are better controlled than
those of the phenolic, but not as well as desired, and it is weaker and softer than phenolic.
It is more subject to whirl or squeal under the more rigorous operating conditions of per-
formance, load, and speed to which it is subjected (as discussed in Section 6), though
treatment of ball-pocket surfaces as well as other remedies alleviate this.

Bearing life tests and gyro performance attest to the marked superiority of Nylasint
over laminated phenolic. Operating Nylasint-bearing gyros approaching 30,000 running hours
are still showing excellent performance with no sign of degradation.

Both the increased oil quantity and the through-porosity of the materjal contribute to
its success. A series of cests was conducted to establish the validity of the theory that
complete circulation of the bearing lubricant occurs with use of through-porous retainers.
Retainers were cut approximately in half and recemented with impermeable walls separating
the two halves, as shown in Figure 23. Before rejoining, one half was impregnated with
clear lubricant and the other with blue-dyed oil. Studies were made of the rate and mode
of oil circulation as a function of running hours for a range of geometry, speed, lubricant,
surface treatment, retainer permeability, preload, and ambient pressure. It was established
that complete circulation of the lubricant does occur and that lubricant transfer takes
place at the ball-to-groove and ball-to-retainer interfaces.

Dramatic evidence of the need for a through-porous retainer at higher speeds is seen ir.
Figure 24. Typically, for a specific set of running conditions for R4 bnarings, 12,000 r.p.m.
life with Nylasint retainers exceeds 20,000 hours. With laminated phenolic, it ranges from

5000 to 15,000 hours; and with solid nonporous nylon with oil retention nearly equal to
that of the phenolic, it approximates 2000 hours. Doubling the speed to 24,000 r.p.m.
leaves Nylasint lifc essentially unchanged, reduces phenolic life to about 500 to 2000 hours,
and drastically cuts life of solid nylon to less than 24 hours.

It is interesting to speculate on the possible role of a through-porous separator as
an oil filter, since complete circulation of the oil occurs. Is particulate matter,
initially in the bearing or generated on occasions of momentary asperity contact or lubri-
cant degradation products, strained from the lubricant by the Nylasint? Dark deposits are
frequently seen in the ball pockets after bearing operat;on.

Nylasint ball retainers perform well, but additional work is needed. Improvement in
some properties, as well as in quality control, is desirable.

5. PROCESSING

Bearing processing, from completion of manufacture through gyro construction, must
preserve or improve upon bearing built-in quality. In addition, this quality, as well as
various performance parameters, must be monitored at critical construction stages. Develop-
ment of processing techniques and evaluation means has played a major role in the evolution
of gyro bearing techaology.

5.1 Quality Retention

Contamination control is A critical factor in bearings that must maintain . fractional
uicroinch ehd film stability and that do not have a frequent fresh supply of lubricant to
flush out debris. Chemical, particulate, and even atmosphere contamination must be avoided.

Chemical contamination of the metal surfaces, as discussed in Section 3.2, impedes the
maintenance of either boundary or ehd lubricaticn. Its prevention is important, particularly

in final bearing manufacturing and early instrument-processing stages. Exposure to various
cleaning agents and processing and storage fluids must be evaluated for potential deposition
of unwanted films or detrimental surface chemical reactions. Housekeeping practices must
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be well controlled to prevent contaminated fluids, dirty glassware, improper processing,
or human contaminatinn from affecting the metal surfaces. At the moment, the only reason-
ably economical nondestructive test for monitoring a subtle form of chemical contamination
is the spreading rate of oil on the surface.

Particulate contamination is a more commonly recognized problem, and at one point
abrasive contamination during lapping was the cause for many early bearing failures.
Recognition of this problem by microscopic inspection with polarized light led to improved
cleaning techniques, and this issue has been largely resolved.

There are many potential sources of particulate contamination, as in bearing manufacture,
packaging, instrument construction, in the solvents or the lubricant, and from the ball
retainer. Soft as well ss hard particles can be detrimental under the high pressures of
the films between the balls and races. Ball-retainer deburring and cleaning are particu-
larly significant in the prevention of particulate contamination, especially since the
retainer remains a possible source of contamination throughout the running life of the
bearing. Figures 25 and 26 are examples of brinelling by roft and hard particles.

Atmosphere contamination refers to the condition of the ambient atmosphere in which the
bearings are run, both in test chambers and in the final-sealed gyro float. One concern
is control of the atmosphere to prevent detrimental chemical changes in the lubricant or
on the metal surface. The other is retention of the physical properties needed for accep-
table windage torque, heat transfer, and float leak detection.

Another area of concern in bearing processing is retention of bearing geometry. Factors
associated with bearing geometry, potentially affected by variations due to processing,
include basic instrument design sensitivities as well as bearing dynamics and ehd film
generation and maintenance. Of obvious concern are the changes in race-groove roundness
that occur with interference fitting of out-of-round shafts or wheels to round bearing
bores and outside diameters; a representative example is shown in Figure 27. Less obvious,
but equally significant, are out-of-square and out-of-parallel clamping distortions.

A gross geometric change within the race grooves, attributable to processing, is brinell-
ing due to overloading, as shown in Figure 28. This can occur during faulty preload
application, inadvertent overload due to fixturing or assembly problems, or just poor
handling. It presents a serious problem, and its detection is very important to prevent
further processing of bearings that will fail later due to this damage.

5.2 In-Process Testing

The extreme importance and inaccessibility of the bearing package in the gyro make it
mandatory that in-process quality-assurance tests be c:,nducted. These tests must detect
conditions that might lead to early bearing failure or poor instrument performance.
Various test methods and devices have been developed for this in-process evaluation.

When the bearing is accessible in the unassembled condition, as in early processing
stages or in diagnostic testing following problem detect'on, a wide range of test methods
is available. These include microscopic inspection with normal or polarized light and
with the interference microscope, which is particularly useful for recognizing and charac-
terizing topographic aberrations. Also available are various meats for measuring and
tracing geometry and surface finish. In addition, a wide range of destructive tests can
be performed for diagnosis or quality control.

One of the most useful test devices for assembled bearing surface and lubricant charac-
terization is the low-speed dynamometer (LSD). illustrated along with representative traces
in Figure 29. It consists of a spindle on which !s mounted the bearing outer race (or
races in the case of a preloaded bearing pair), a dead-weight axial-loading aystem for a
single test bearing, a means for rotating the spindle slowly (generally at 1 rpm). a
beam on which a strain gauge is mounted to restrain the inner race or races from rotation.

fI . . .
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and a means for recording the strain-gauge output. Provision is also made for reversal of
direction of rotation, load and speed variation, zero setting, and calibration. The
resultant torque trace tells a great deal about the torque level, metal surfaces, lubricant
condition, contamination, and geometry. Fkr example, a high hash level generally charac-
terizes a poor surface finish, contamination, or lubricant or metal degradation, the
specifics of which are readily determinable by other means. Individual trace features
show metal damage or dirt; the former is characterized by an initial sharp torque drop
followed by a rise, whereas the dirt shows an initial increase. Spacing of torque dis-
turbances pinpoints discontinuity location as being inner race, outer race, or ball.

The LSD can be used following various critical processing stages of the individual
bearing or preloaded pair until the wheel package is sealed into the float. Changes in
trace character rather than absolute leve1l are monitored as bearing degradation symptoms.
One of the most valuable functions of the LSD is early detection of lubricant degradation.
It frequently provides the first test to disclose bearing deterioration problems and is
therefore very important. Perhaps just as important is the user's willingness to conduct
the test and act upon the evidence.

The other of the two most important diagnostic tools is the recording milliwattmeter-
dynamometer, generally called the wattmeter or milliwattmeter. The milliwattmeter is used
at bearing operating speed and simply provides a sensitive (zero-suppressed) trace of motor-
power input. Assuming a stable powci supply, variations ini the power trace reflect
variations in the bearing torque demand, which in turn generally correlate with variations
in factors influencing gyro wheel axial position. Thus the wattmeter provides a measure
of potential gyro performance. Figure 30 shows milliwattmeter traces representing various
classes of gyro performance.

A particularly valuable aspect of the wattmeter is its usefulness in a wide range of
test configurations, including bearings assembled in a test fixture, final wheel and bear-
ing assembly, sealed float, and the completed gyro. Thus it is a useful diagnostic and
research tool as well as a valued in-process tester. Some of the specific behavior
patterns monitored by the wattmeter are discussed in Section 6.

Other test devices fulfill some of the same functions as the milliwattmeter. One is a
high-speed dynamometer which has a torque readout, and therefore does not depend upon power-
supply stability. Its usefulness extends to the float assembly stage. Various other
high-speed torque testers are in use both as research and production tools,

Another useful series of in-process tests is a group using wheel runup and rundown for
bearing and motor torque evaluation. Deceleration at high speed yields bearing friction
and windage torque data, while the low-speed end is essentially not influenced by windaguu
torque. Total rundown time provides a rough monitor of stability of running conditions.
These tests are useful over R wide range of gyro construction steps Lad are particularly
useful in gyros subjected to prolonged or repeated testing. Bearing degradation can be
detected by this test as well as by milliwattmeter evaluation, but generally not until
hundreds of running hours after the inception of failure.

Various other test muthods are useful either as in-process steps or as special diagnostic
tests, depending upon the requirements (if the particular program. One of these is the
mounting of a wheel package or float on a cradle with vibration pickups and monitoring the
bearing dynamics at the retainer and ball-group frequency. Some bearing configurations
demonstrate performance particularly correlatable with ball-group frequency.

Another useful test device is the inner-package evaluator. This is a temperature.
controlled hydrostatic-gas-bearing-supported horizontal element restrained by a torque
feedback loop on which a bearing package or float can be mounted and the wheel run.
Recordings are taken of torque to balance, ball-group-frequency vibration mplitude about
the output axis, and motor-power input. Though this device is far less sensitive and less
versatile in discerning disturbing inputs than a completed gyro, it is very useful.
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Many in-process test methods are available for bearing package evaluation, as shown in
Figure 31. Their usefulness is a function of the specific instrument requirements and
problems. The two most useful functional test devices through the years, though, have
been the low-speed dynamometer and the recording milliwattmeter-dynamometer.

G. PERFORMANCE

Gyro performance reflects, among other factors, spin-axis bearing package performance.
Some aspects of bearing dynamic behavior affect instrument precision without influencing
bearing life, but bearing degradation almost always causes gyro performance degradation.

6. 1 Bearing Dynamics

Though many aspects of bearing dynamic behavior are now understood, there are still gaps
in the understanding of the fundamentals. The old theories, based on a model with metallic
contact between race and ball, do not adequately account for viscous effects or for ball-

retainer coupling. Work is currently underway to close these gaps.

One of the earliest of the bearing dynamics phenomena to be explained was the "classical
jag", or "oil jag". The jag was first seen in gyro performance as an abrupt change in

float balance along the spin axis, followed by an exponential decay. Later development
of the milliwattmeter disclosed the existence of a simultaneous sharp increase in motor

power, also followed by an exponential return. Microscope observation of stroboscopically
illuminated bearings showed the power increase to be accompanied hy the centrifugal release
of an oil droplet from the ball retainer OD to the outer-race groove. This is a brief
version of an investigation that spanned several years in various places by various people.
It is now apparent that oil is deposited by the balls in the retainer ball pockets and that
it runs out and tends to collect on the retainer OD . When the centrifugal force on the
oil drop exceeds that of the surface tension, the drop is thrown to the outer race. If It
lands in the race groove, it presents the balls with a sharp increase in film thickness.

This film thickening in one bearing increases axial load on both bearings and moves the
wheel center of gravity, thus changing the gyro float balance. Bearing torque and tbere.
fore motor power also increases, due to added viscous drag and increased load. Equilibrium
conditions return exponentially.

As expected, improved control of lubricant quantity reduced the severity of the problem.

Bearing design also influences jagging incidence and severity. For example. the problem
becomes more acute with a full outer race than with one with a land ground off, and is
alleviated by a more open groove-to-ball conformity.

Another aspect of bearing dynamics that has yielded to investigation is the Interaction
of the ball groups In a preloaded bearing pair at their beat frequency. A characteristic
sinusoidal milliwattmeter trace reflects the varying bearing torque as the two misaligned
ball groups beat with respect to each other, and the effective preload is Increased and
decreased by the varying phase relationships of the larger balls In the two ball groups.
In addition, each ball varies its speed and moves across its ball pv•ket (at the beat
frequency), and the ball retainer center of g, vity Is driven in a circular path around
the bearing axis (also at the beat frequency) with respect to the ball group. Modification
of this dynamic behavior can be achieved by varying the size match of the balls and their
relative position in each bearing, and by varying basic ball-group sire of one hearinc
with respect to the other, thus changing the contact-angle match and therefore the beat
frequency.

Variation of the beat frequency occurs as the direction of an acceleration (e.g. gravity)
is changed with respect to the spin axis. The wheel mass acted upon by the changing
acceleration direction alters the effective load on the two bearings differentially. and
therefore affects their contpct angles and beat frequency.
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High-speed ball-retainer whirl (eccentric motion of the retainer center of gravity

around the bearing a'is), and in a limiting case squtil. are serious bearing dynamics

problems. Synchronous whirl, or translation of the retainer center of gravity around the

bearing axis at the wheel frequency, is not generally a problem. Its severity is a function

of wheel unbalance and bearing prelosd. generally occurring only in lightly loaded bearings,

More serious is high-frequency whirl caused by ball-to-retainer frictional coupling, which,

in generation mechanism, is similar to Journal-bearing dry-friction whirl. Severe cases

of this whirl are accompanied by very high erratic torque and in many cases by audible

squealing or chirping. This condition appears on the milliwattmeter as a power disturbance

with a high-erratic, hashy trace. It may be momentary or intermittent, appearing as a

sharp short power spike, undetectable by other means. The squeal condition is intolerable

and, depending upon its severity, it is accompanied by poor gyro performance, excessive

torque, and eaxly bearirg failure.

The best method of correction is reduction of the frictional couipling of the ball to

retainer, generally by improved lubrication. In the case of the Nylasint retainer, this

can be accomplished by salt-blasting the ball pockets, which compacts the surfaces and

provides better lubrication. Other means for compacting the ball-pocket surfaces are also

effective.

Another approach is to randomize the driving meehanism of retainer squeal. This can

be done by deliberately mismatching ball sizes within the bearing or b:,. spacing the ball

pockets nonuniformly in the retainer. Though effective, these method& exact a penalty

in higher bearing torque.

Additional investigations into the fundamentals of bearing dynamics are in progress.

One test device rotates the inner and outer races of an axially loaded bearing in opposite

directions, as seen in Figure 32. maintaining the ball group and retainer (when one is

used) fixed in space. This pemits microscope observation of ball motions and use Cf

instrumentation to measure retainer forces. Some tests are conducted with batls with

small diametral through-holes, providing a preferred ball-rotation axis and an observation

and analysis tool for ball-motion study. Another device permits outer-race rotation of a

preloaded bearing pair. with independent torque measurements of the two bearings. It is

also instrume nted for axial and radial retainer-motion monitoring.

Studies con'.ucted with these test devices will disclose fundmental bearing knowledge.

Factors being studied include ball precession, ball slip as shown in Figure 33. retainer

forces, ball-group speed ratio, retainer dynamics, and bearing torque versus variables of

speed. lubricant type and quantity. gometry, load. retainer configuration, metal surface

characteristics, and others. These studies will lead to continued isprovement in gyro

life and perforimance.

.*2 ro Perfesmwe

The gyro itself is the only device sensitive enough to tell whether or not bearing

performuce goals are achieved. In addition. it is a very useful diagnostic tool for

bearing paremeter evaluation and improvemet.t. Finally. it can be easi'y mnmitored to

disclose the health of the bearing pnckaae at toy time during the life of the gyro,

(tro stability, de&emined by a variety of tests in both Itrd and varying acceleration

fields. combines factors associated with and independent of the bearing package. Various

meas are used to separate bearing performance from other factors. One common test, for

eample. uses the pro to stabilize a servo-controlled turntable in inertial 40we. thus

causing the gyro to tumble in the earth's gravity field. Repeatability of gyro unbelance

from revolution to revolution provides a record of balance Mtability. CneparIsoM of this

stability for gravity positions in which ranm motion along the spin axis will show as

tcrque uncertainties, aith positions not affected by spin-axis Instability. prerides an

indication of bearing pertomance. Coupling af this information with simultaneous record-

iles of motor input power and signal-generator output at the ball-group freqoency provides

a more comiplete picture. as shoia In Figure 34.
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Varl;:-,!, >tfer tests ot float balance with the gyro tumbling and in various fixed-gravity
orientations, and subjected to higher vibratory and steady-state acceleration levels.
r.veal bearing peakage data. In each case. the power and output frequency analyses are
necessary correlative tools. In fact, these tests, combined with specific bearing par*-
meter or running condition variables, provide useful design information.

n hall-bearing gyro should experience severe bearing failure without warning, As
bearings degrade, they show very distinctive symptoms. Perhaps the first sign of impending
bearing failure is evidenced by gradually degraded performance, particularly with regard
to sp!n-axis stability. The milllwattmeter trace develops erratic periods as degradation
progresses, with both degree of power variation and ratio of rough-to-smooth trace becoming
greater. Changes mav also occur in the signal at the ball-group frequency. with continuing
degradation, wheel deceleration tests show changes in both character and total rundown time.
The time from the first detectable failure symptoms until appreciably higher power demand
occurs can amount to several hundred or thousands of running hours.

Use of current ball-bearing technology has permitted the construction of gyre-R demonstra-
ting performance levels unexcelled by any other spin-axis suspensmon. Long life has also
characterized these instruments, both in terms of wheel running hours and shelf !ife.
examples of which are cited in Table II. Successful bearing use does demand, however.
rigorous adherence to the highest quality control siandards in both manufacture .aod Lro-
cessing. Some of these standaris have been discussed in this paper.

It is expect-j that future efforts in ball-bearlng technology will yiell further advances
in both understanding of fundwnrials and development of Improvemepts. work is being per-
formed, for example, in the fields of bearing dynamics, the lubrication mechanism, and the
rsce-groove apd be. surwaces. These efforts should result in more consistent achlevement
at lover crt of currently demonstrated excellent performance and long reliable life. They
s sisi provide the basIs fur meeting even more rigid requirements in the future.
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APPENDIX

Bearing Nomenclature

INNER RACE IOREGROOVE /NE AEBR

PRESSURE ZONE INNER RACE

S~BALL
RETAINER

LAND

FACE

"OUTER RACE

OUTER RACE
GROOVE PRESSURE ZONE

BALL CONTACT
OUTER RACE O.D. CENTER ANGLE

RACE GROOVE RADIUS ~io
RACE GROOVE CURVATURE RACE DI USETER

BALL DIAMETER
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TABLE I

Effects of IVP Coating on Low-Speed Endurance mad Torque

R4 bearing, I r.p.m.
10 lb axial load As finished 1CP coated

(4.5 kg)

Torque (m cm) 2 to 6 2 to 3

Time to failure (hours) I to 5 200 to 1000,

TABLE II

Gyro Bearing Runuing Time*

Total running time Gyro age at most recent

-System Gyro ybearing operation (years)
hours years

6-1 28.700 3.3 5.7
A 6-2 28.300 3.3 5.7

6-3 26.500 3.0 5.4

6-4 26.500 3.0 4.0

6-5 25.200 2.8 3.4
6-6 25.600 2.9 3.7
6-7 22,500 2.6 3.9

9-! 13.900 1.6 2.9
C 9-2 8,900 1.0 2.6

9-3 6.400 0.8 1.4

24 5,300 0.6 7.7

D 2-3 S.500 1,0 7.4
2-4 6.700 0.8 7.3

Oyro Life 1-1 31.00t 3.6 6.0

Tests 2-1 48,300-- 5.5 1 .5

Data as of I JaMary 96
Performance failure at 'Z WO bours (0.6 itars)

"Btill rining
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GYRO WHEEL

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE SPIN.AXIS
BALL BEARING/

GIMBAL AND FLOAT UNIT

STORQUE GENERATOR

SIGNAL MAGPNENTION

GENERA TOR SSESO

MAGNETIC
SUSPENSIONX

FLUID EXPANSION
COMPENSATIONTHERMAL CONTROLC•NArO

1•' \ ,HOUSING
EL ECTRICAL FLOTATION AND
CONNECT".'"s DAM•PING €! U!D

MOUNTING AND MAGNETiC SHIELD

PIC-ORIAL SCHEMATIC

Pl.1 Single-degree-of-freedom floated gyro

STATONaRY SKAFT
FOR ONE MILE PERHOUR NAVIGATIONAL ACCURACY

GYRO ON EARTH'S SURFACE
WIHEEL

% -A gyo diod too. of - I 0 mu. o10 015*/hIow)

THE MAXIMUM OIL DROP

MIGRATION PERMITTED
THE WHEEL LOCATV0N ACROSS A SINGLE (R4)
STABILITY REOUIRED IS BEARING IS

S02 - 106INcH 03MILL*GRAM
* I

OR OR

SO ANGSTROMS 0 030 INC" DIAME TER

GYRO WHEEL-
MASS - 22$ GRAMS

AXIAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM - 1 t6 GM-MCM 2 SEC
DISPLACEMENT -

Pij.2 Navigational accurc• y versus stability requiremsts at one g

I
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CONT AMINATT!ON ME TALLURGY

LUBRICATION

SURFACE

SURFACE
TOPOGRAPHY

LBIATPROCESSING ENVIRONMENT

TEST AND
EVALUATION

PRELOAD

SPEED

TORQUE STABILITY

Fig.3 Major areas of bearing progress

Nom

Fig.4 Comparison of microstructure of 440C versus 52100 steel



HONED STEP-DOWN BAR
-"INC

STRINGER INCLUSION IN BAR

Pig,5 Inspection of metal for inclusions

Ii

MICROSTRUCTURE OF SURFACE OF 440C BEARING

SHOMNO DECARSURIZATION

Pit.6 Heat-treatment surface modification
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OUTER RACE iNNER NACE

STRING

ON RACE

GROOVE
RACE SURFACE

ROTATION

ABRASIVE ON

COMPLIANT LAP

RACE RACE GROOVE
ROTATION - - CONFORMING

MOTION H

I ABRASIVE CHARGED STRINGI MOVED MANUALLY

SOFT-BACK LAPPING

RACE GROOVE-CONFORMING

ABRASIVE STONE

BALL DRIVER ALDIE

ROTATION ABRASIVE SLURRY

OSCILLATION ABOUT RACE
CENTER

RACE

ROTATION -

BALLS CONFORM

TO RACE GROOVE RACE-HOLDER RACE HOLDER

ROTATION

HONING BALL LAPPING

Fig.9 Race-groove surface-finishing techniques
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NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRINGE PATTERN OF SAME
FIr 1-lOWING COMET IS RAISED. FRINGE

V ^ING iS 10,6 MICROINCHES (0.274).

Fig. 10 Comet o-. bearing inner race-gr',.ve surface

Fig. 11 R4 bearing outer-race groove after 10,000 hours of successful operation at

24,000 r.p.m.



SINGLE-HONED DOUBLE-HONED DOUBLE-HONED MODIFIED

0ý01 INCH

Fig. 12 Progress in honed 440C outer race-groove finishes

NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRIIIGE DATTERN
OF SAME FIELD FR.HOE SPACING

IS 10.6 MICROINCHC$ (0 Y)

Fig.13 Typical ball-lapped finish, R4 440C inner-race groove
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CC.NT.ACT

SPEED DR V E

RES-SANCEVARIABLE LOAD DEVICE

Fig. 14 Lubricant-film electrical-resistance gauge

PLANE % .. .

SECTIONING METHOD FOR OUTER RACE GROOVE

0 00010- INCH
(-2. 4,

TOPOGRAPHY AND MICROSTRUCTURE (A44C .ac.) 0,000 I0.INCH
1-- 2.5~

200
0

I HARDNESS SURVEY (32100 race)

(123) 125) (3735) (50) (6235)

TRUE DEPTH BELOW SURFACE, MICROINCHES (microns)I Fig. 15 Taper sections of outer-race grooves
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0.001 

0C 0001 INCH

H H

PRESSURE ZONE 0.015 INCH
("0.4mm) SURFACE NON-WETTABLE,

POST-RUN TEST

R4 INNER RACE GROOVE, FAILED AFTER 400 HOURS AT 24,000 RPM

Fig. 16 Chemically contaminated bearing surface, early failure

1

4 ;AL '

; ISM RUNNING HOURS 170 RUNNING HOURS
S~INNER-RACE GROOVE$jRUN AT 24,000 RPM

SSURFACE TESTED WETTABLE SURFACE TESTED NON-WETTABLE
SAFTER RUNNING AFTER RUNNING

ig. 17 Surface changes, early bearing failure
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LOW-SPEED TORQUE TRACES
400SCHEMATIC INITIAL AT FAILURE

TRANSDUCER

800 TEST BEARING

700

(1) (2) 4 GI.-.

0
I X- RAI BEARINGS, 70"'F (21"C, TERESSO V-78. TCP COATED, 440C

Uj 500'% :--
X. (1) STOPPED FOR EXAMINATION - NO FAILURE

_j (2) NOT INDIVIDUALLY WETTABILITY TESTED-
GROUP SAMPLED

U-

A 400(2

IX.-

(2)

300

200 *::.:((2

* . .*(2)

0 L ..

WETABL NONWETABL

Fi.1 8urac chmsr:fec:n:wsed nuac 1r otnos
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0.001 INCH 0,11 mNm klO

AS RECEIVED TCP PRE.RUN TCP PRE.RUN
SURFACE NON-WETTABLE SURFACE WETTABLE

R4 BEARING PRERUNNING CONDITIONS IN FILTERED RECIRCULATING TCP
PRELOAD: 14 LBS (6.4 KG) SPEED; 30 RPM TEMP. 130-F (54C) TIME OF RUN: 100 MRS

Fig..19 Surface changes, inner-race grooves, tricresyl phosphate (TOP) prerunning

-I



MODERATELY WETTABLE

MON-WETTABLE

WETTABLE

IISO

note: Oft 0*00, SPEADING I.E 19 HOURS

Fig. 20 Oil spreading records. Inner race*
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OIL SPREADING RECORDS

4rl AS RECEIVED

20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 WO 120 140

AGING TIME EQUIVALENT TIME*
AT 180OF(820C) AT 70 OF (21'C)

F20 40 60 so 100 10 140 160 160 200 220 240 2(,if 280 300 3i20 •40

2 WEEKS 2'2YEARS

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 3003 20 340

SURFACES AGED BY EXPOSURE TO TERESSO V.78 OIL AT 180) F (82°C)

'EACH WEEK AT 130*F (826C) IS EQUIVALENT TO V14 YEARS AT 70°F (21*C),
ASSUMING REACTION RATE DOUBLING WITH EACH 10C RISE

PFi. 21 Aging effect on wettability

10

11 1 01 il

M •E IAMETER (Wen")

Pis. 22 Pore alm distributiom for porous nyloa and Imitated phemolic retainer materials
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BLUEAREABLUE ARE A

FPOXY BAR.P.IrRS BLEA
AREAS OF BLUE OIL PENETRATION

(a) fapregnated rotoaner prio' to running %b) After 96 hours of runningp

OF.IG)NAL BLUE AREA ORIGIN4AL BLUE AREA

A~41,
NOT: LEFT.NRI41MSLR4SEAI

f"'PfOINAED WITH OL U1 O~IL SW C' ACCO9JNBj p101 t91
DAIRIE1 WiG'.? "AND 5,01 Of 'WAY YA.

Ic) Aft. 9736 how& of pwmiA hg
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!pw, (111110.

hoIF
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Fig.~ ~ ~~~~a 24Kpetd cru atri

j''2 E% tdI4wQ ieT~~swo for three retainermaeil
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0 001 INCH 0 IC

NORVtAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFEREP CE FRINGE PATTERN OF SAME
FIELD FRINGE SPACING IS 10 6 MICROINCHES (0 27o.)

NOTE SHALLOW SIDES OF INDENTATMOS

Pig. 25 Brinell& o ci nner race-groove surface causied Iv soft particles

-r1
pniMM* W3OIC0IC $PPIAftAKiE W.TESPEOEICj PUNGE PATTERN OF $AM!

FIELD PhI'.A.EACIII41516MIC1oomINMSlov..
NOTE STEEP 90910111 WENTATIOs

Fig.U XSrloull as ifter rac-groove sgrtftc ceased tW hard particle
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z~ 0

U- -

TIME -~TIME -

INITIAL LOW-SPEED DYNAMOMETER SUBSEQUENT LOW-SPEED DYNAMOMETER
TRACE - ACCEPTABLE BEARING TRACE - METAL DAMAGE

Al~

NORMAL MICROSCOPIC APPEARANCE INTERFERENCE FRINGE PATTERN,
METAL DA.4ACrE DIFFICULT TO DETECT BRiNELLS IN INNER-RACE GROOVE

READILY APPARENT FRINGE
SPACING IS 10.6 MICROINCHES (0.27A).

ROUNDNESS TRACE -7 BALL
INDENTATIO~NS IN INNER RACE

F'ig.28 Detection of metal damage during bearing processing
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TRANSDUCER

TEST BEARING

'r1 RPM

10 LB (45KG
LOADJ

1. ACCEPTABLE TRACE

:, - I .-
S.. 

. . . . . . . 1 _ __, , _ _ _ , , , , I .

I<

2 LUBRICANT, SURFACE DEGRADATION OR ROUGH FINISH

.. .. . .. . .. ..... .--... --• - .... .. -' -- + • - . ..• -• - -".... - •.. .__ -. f

INCREASING 
L 

. . : . .

TORQUE 3. PARTICU~LATE CONTAMINATION ON BALL

01A. L
S' ' I -' - !bj t.- r ! " --. -- '- ! -f - 1t. --- --, -- G - r,. - - - --

- -' - - --------- t-
.. ....... ---- --- I

.. .. .. ~. .. ... . i .

4 METAL DAMAGE ON BALL

0-77

TIME ---

Fig. 29 Low-speed dynamometer and typical traces

* '-
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1. STABLE

2. STABLE
(boll group misclignmmnt)

3. CLASSICAL
OIL JAG

t 4. MOMENTARY

5. RETAINER
WHIRL

6. ADVANCED LUBRICANT NOTE: POWER SENSITIVITY ON TRACES 1.3
DEGRADATION IS 1 UNIT /DIV; TRACE 6 IS54 UNITS /DIV

TIME -b

Fig. 30 Bearing behavior as seen on milliwattueter
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SIGE BEARING FINAL SEALED [
BEAINGE -a rFAiR -of WH E EL DFLOAT'e GYRO

EVALUATION TECHNIQUE TEST

OPTICAL

LOW-SPEED DYNAMOMETER 0 • 0

MILLIWATTMETER • 0

DECELERATION TEST 0 0 •

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

WHEEL PACKAGE
BALANCE STABILITY TEST

GYRO TEST

Pig. 31 Bearing evaluation at successive processing stages

0.5

0.4

03

u INNER RACE
> 0.2

0.1

OUTER RACE

0o FOCEG AO MEASMU 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

RESTRAINING AMEGT 2 5 10 15
APPLIED TO RETAINERAX L LO D( o ms•m AXIAL. LOAD (pounds)

R4 BEARING, RACES COUNTER.ROTATING, BALL

GROUP STATIONARY

Pig. 32 Slip of ball to race groove, with fixed retainer moment

I
iI
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2A4

INNER RACE CURVATURE - 51.5%
2.2

2.0

CONSTANT OUTER RACE CURVATURE .60%
u 1.8 FIXED RETAINER MOMENT

> . 1.6

• 1.4
U

Lu 1.2
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0

0. 53%

; 0.6

0.4
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AXIAL LOAD (pounds)

Pig. 33 Slip of ball to inner race versus axial load for different inner race curvatures

AMPLITUDE OF
FLOAT OSCILLATION

AT RETAINER
ROTATION FREQUENCY

WHEEL POWER

GYRO FLOAT UNBALANCE 
A

Fig..34 Correlation of aro unbalance with wheel power and with retainer and ball

IroTp motion
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S]SUMMARY

The problems of the manufacture of týree types of self pressurised gas
bearings are compared and the manufacture and inspection of an experimental
conical bearing is described. A proposed design for a miniature gyroscope
is included.
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CONICAL GAS BEARINGS FOR
GYROSCOPE SPIN AXIS SUPPORT

D.Faddy and T.L.Ellis

1. INTRODUCTION

At the Royal Aircraft Establishment three types of self-pressurised gas bearings have
been considered for spin axis support of inertial quality gyroscope rotors. They are:
opposed hemispherical, cylindrical journal and flat thrust plate ('Vr' form) and conical
bearings. The opposed hemispherical bearing and the conical bearing have been investigated
entirely at RAE and the "H" form bearing has been the subject of a Government contract
with the British Aircraft Corporation.

At first it appeared that considerable difficulties lay in the design of bearings to
provide adequate gyroscope performance, particularly in respect of stability and vibration
capacity. The work on the stability of bearings both In the USA and in the UK has resulted
in satisfactory solutions to this problem in many cases. Further, the actual shape (whether
hemispherical. "W" type or conical) is much less important than the projected area of the
bearing in the direction of the load and it can be assumed, with certain minor restric-
tions, that bearings for gyroscope spin axis support with satisfactory static and dynamic
performance can be made in any of the three configurations mentioned.

A considerable number of papere have now been published on the theoretical aspects of
self-presaurised gas bearings but, apart from the problem of bearing surface materials.
relatively little has been published on the practical aspects of manufacture. Considerable
difficulties were experienced with the manufacture of hemispheres. which seriously incon-
venienced and delayed experimental work. Cylindrical bearings have likeise proved time-
consuming and expensive to manufacture. It has seemed to us that the difficulty and cost
of manufacturing bearings Is delaying their development, not only for gyroscope use. but
also for the other applications for which they are theoretically suitable.

We concluded that it would be best to concentrate our efforts on the type of bearing
that would mininise the manufacturing problem, both at the development stage mad, if
possible, in production.

The other problem which has seriously ispeded the development of "elf-preasurised ge
bearings is that of the development of suitable materials for satisfactory start-stop and
touchdomn performance. In view of the effort devoted to this aspect of the subject else-
where we have. for the time being. ignored this problem and relied on the advice of
orgooliations speciallsing in this field.

2. COMPARISON Or TIN DIFFICULTIEIS OF MANUFACTURE
OF tOSSE TYPES OF BEARINO

2.1 Ganeral omwir mats

The three types of bearing are ahove diagRmatically is Figure I. The ease with which
a bearing can be manufactured cemnot be msused accurately without detailed kowuledge ef
its diammsions and a nmber of mufacturing trials. Iowever, It Is assumed for the
purposes of this coeparison that the six principal conditions to be satisfiedswas follows:
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(a) A minimum of highly skilled handwork, such as lapping, should be required.

(b) The number of close manufacturing tolerances should be reduced to a minimum. They
are always easier to achieve on a machine than by hand.

(c) Final Inspection to gas bearing tolerances is time-consuming and expensive and
should b-a minimised. Intermediate inspection is even more expensive and should be

eliminated.

(d) It is difticult to obtain a good surface finish (1-3 microinches) at the smoe time
as a tight dimensional tolerance (10 microinches). The requirement to do both
these things at the sane time should be avoided as far as possible.

(e) It should be as easy as possible to manufacture grooves or pockets for supporting
thrust loads.

(f) The parts should be simple and robust so that they are easy to clean and assemble.

The choice of the bearing type which best satisfies these conditions is bound to be con-
siderably influenced by the grinding machinery already available, unless time and resources
are sufficient to permit the development of special purpose machinery.

Although larger machines were available within the Royal Aircraft Fstablishment the
most convenient one for this work was a small Studer type OB machine. 12 years old. but

in quite exceptional condition. The machine was improved by the addition of a British
Aircraft Corporation externally preasurised air bearing workhead and now produces work
round to within 10-12 microinches.

It should be borne in mind. however, that the accuracy and surface finish that can be
obtained from cylindrical grinding machines modified from manufacturers' standard has
recently shown signs of marked Improvement. It It probable that. within the next five
years or so. machines of a such higher accuracy will become available at prices comparable
with those of present day top quality machines.

The manufacturing requirements and difficulties of the three types of bearings are now
discussed.

3. 2 "Ir FOBeer saImps

The manufacture of these bearings involves the following:

(a) tither the shaft or the bore of the Journal have to be made to size to within 10
microlichbs. Normal practice msoe to be to grind the shaft between centres mnd
to lap the bore by hand. checking straightuean from time to time. It Is possible
to grind the rotor bore. but this has not usually been done as far as we are amnre.

(b) The four thrust faces have to be made perpendicular to the axes of the bore and
shaft to a very mall tolerance. Three arc seconds to typical on miniature bearings.

(c) The length of the shaft and bore relative to each other have to be controlled to an
accuraq of 10 microinches in order to control thrust plate clearance.

(d) In order to supproes half speed whirl, either the bore has to be accustely mutilated
ty lobing or the shaft has to be helically grooved.

(e) The thrust plates have to be spiral grooved. This is a highly developed operation
ehbio is probably eaier to do on flat thrust plates the on auW other type of
surface.

Of thin list all stNges. except possibly (a). require hand operations nan/or inte.wediate
iaspection.

3.3 Oppoed bmisoeres

This arrmsesmnt he the slie advantage for single asis smort that no alitmnt of
the bearing surftese is ceassary. It ha als o. in on with coieal bearfla, the
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advantage of stability as the grooves necessary for thrust support also serve to suppress
whirl. The manufacturing difficulties are as follows:

(a) It is necessary to make the males and females accurately spherical to within 10 micro-
inches and one of them to size within 10 microinches.

(b) A straightforward method of measuring the diameters of female hemispheres other than
by glass masters is required.

(c) Spiral grooves are more difficult to make in hemispheres than in any other type of
surfaces. Pockets are much easier but give considerably reduced performance compared
to grooves.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced with the manufacture of hemispheres for experi-
mental purposes at RAE. They have been made mainly bI hand lapping to glass maters. This
Is a time-consuming and expensive operation and it Is difficult to get good operators to do
it for protracted periods. An automatic lapping machine has been made but. although satis-
factory for portions of spheres away from the polar and equatorial regions. it has not given
good results for complete hemispheres.

Plunge grinding appears to be a much more promising method of producing female hemri-
spheres economically. but really requires a special purpose cylindrical grinding machine
with precise control of wheel or workhead centre height.

The Instrumentation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have pub-
lished the results of a considerable amount of work on bearings of this type' and have
developed equipment for measuring female hemispheres and for machining spiral grooves.
The methods used by them appear to be expensive and time consming.

2.4 Comical Bearings

The basic advantage that conical bearings possess Is that none of the bearing surfaces
have to be made to size. T"he bearing film thickness can be controlled kW adJusting the
length of a separately manufactured spacer or something similar. This mans that an aeopt-

A able surface finish as much easier to obtain trom a grinding mahine. Ther are also almost
as es•y to groove as are flat thrust plates.

Conical bearings share with hemispherical bearings the advantage already meationed that
grooves tor thrust support will also serve to give stability to the Journal end also that
female surfaces cma relatively easily be costed with bard materials.

The tight tolerances required are as follows:

(a) It is necasmry to hold the come =il-mS•l* of mating male sad female comes to
within 8-10 arc secoado of esch other an bearinis of sbout 0.4 inch gnerator
length. This appears to be relatively way to do as a suitable grinding whine
by suitably ordering the muacsing operalons.

(b) The a&es ot the tour beariag surfaces have to be held coincident with each other
to a hib accuracy. This Is much the meot difficult part of the masfacture of
conical bearinag but. by carefbl use of MoIdrIS8 (see Section 3). beorlags cm be
all"ed to sufficient courec without intermediate inspection. further. this
"problem cam be conslderably reduced as bearl•ng desigs.

(c) QMe mole come mot be a very precise sliding fit onto a central shaft is order to
6aItamtt alignmt 1i0le allo•ing sd4ustemtt of the cleariace.

The maim points of compriso detailed above man sulmriaed is Table 1. slush "Mecats*
fairly clearly that the conical doelip Me may advdmtag•e. It wms oa this sort of remas•-

[* 8lag that we decided to omouatrate effort onto the *eIlcst bearing.
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At the time %hat this decision was made it appeared that conical bearings offered a
si'mplicity of manufacture which had immediate advantages for experimental work and longer
term potential for' cheaper production bearings. It was appreciated that other organisa-
tions had experimented with this type of bearing and finally used some other form in
production but, in the absence of published information as to the reason for this, it was
felt that this information had to be ignored.

3. MACHINING METHOD FOR TEST BEARING SURFACES

The problem of manufacturing conical s,aring test pieces is basically that of ordering
the machining operations so that the requirements of matched cone angles and alignment are
achieved without any sophisticated setting-up procedure.

The materials chosen for the test, pieces were Stellite and an air hardening tool steel,
for the male and female cones respectively. The latter material mes chosen because spiral
grooves can be easily etched into the surface.

The bearing parts (Fig. 2) were machined to normal machine shop tolerances, and the
female portion was heat treated. The holes in the male cones were accurately ground and
lapped to become a firm fit onto a plug gauge. The mandrel in the workhead (Fig. 3(a)) was
also ground to provide the esae type of fit into the male cone bore. The workhead was set
at the required angle and the male cones were ground to the required finish (Pig. 3(b)).

It Is moat Important that the mandrel should not be moved until the male cone grinding
is completed. and that the worhhead should not be moved until all the conical surfaces are
finished. The cylindrical mandrel was replaced with a coniial type (Fig.3(c)) and ground
to the same angle. the rotor was clamped into position (Fig3()) and the exposed cone was
machined. The rotor was them reversed on the mandrel and the other female machined. This
procedure should ensure that the axis of the female cones are coincident to a high order
of accuracy. Fintlly the workhead was re-aligmed parallel to the traverse. and the outside
of the rotor was ground concentric with tat female cones.

4. INSPSCTION METKSSI

The Inspection of conical surfaces presents some special problems. The measuirements
that have to be made ane as foliows:

(a) roundness.

Mb surface finish.

(c) straight"es or fgeneratings lines.

(d) coo* magle.
(e) axtol alignment of the sale surfaces and of Wh female surfaces.

The first tree awe standard Inspection procedures comoa to cylindrical beariaw sand do
mot useed describing. LMetbob& of measuring the other too were develope In sassociation with
116 lrmpectlam Deartmeset sad ane described ame.

Althoughasees$ of measurial conical Plot upse are sell know and more sophisticated
methods of measuriag meater mAuge hae" bees described recently'. ame of those kmnue to as
wore suitable fbr the laspectiom of fammle surface. The principal squipasgta reqired Wre
em optical dIvidiog heed and a faylor Ilobsom Mitric Caepantor. The 00itrusic" mes
originally devloped bw Parrasti Limited from a aroscoe pick-off and is basically an
electrosic dial gauge capable of detecting -nmomesto of 2 islcroinckes (0.05 acrna). 1We
dividiag bead is placed am a surface table, with its Muating plate set psrpemdimrlar to
the table surface. The two mi* case asembled am their shaft between cem tree ane smat
cm the rotating plate with their axsi parallel to It. the plate is rotated MtIl a cc"e
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generating line is parallel to the surface table, using the "Ultronic" as a height compara-
tor at each end of the bearing surface. The angle of the dividing head is recorded and the
procedure repeated for the other thres generating lines in the same vertical plane. Pro.
this information both cone angles can be deduced, together with the angular hisalignment
of the cone axes. 7,.'s procedure must be repeated with the cone assembly rotated through
a right angle to establish the spatial relationship of the cone axes. The angular align-
meat of female conical surfaces can be measured similarly.

There remains the problem of establishing the perpendicular distance between the cone
axes at one point. This can be done for the rotor, by rotating it with one female surface
separated from a mating cone by a thin film of oil and measuring the total indicated run-
out of the unsupported female cone with the "Mitronic" cbsparator. The cones can be
rotated with a simple motor. through a friction drive, and results repeatable within 5
microinches (0.08 mie'r_',N can be obtained. A similar system can be used to measure the
male cone assembly.

5. GROOVE UANIJFACTI3RE

The methods that have been investigated at RAE are: electro-chemical etching, chemical
etching and grit blasting. Of these. electro-chemical etching has now been abandoned
because It is considered unnecessarily complicated for gas bearing purposes. Chiemical
etching is the simplest of the two other ikethods. but cannot be used for ceramic surfaces.
Both methods are suitable for development as inexpensive production methods.

A flat moster plate is etched with grooves and used to project the patten onto the
bearing surface which has previously been coated with a positive light sensitive varnish
(Pig.4). Ultra violet light is used and, after development, the unexposed areas of varnish
are washed away. The part is then submerged tn dilute acid for a predetermined time to
etch the grooves to the required depth. Several combinations of nitric, hydrochloric and
suisihuric acids have been tried on hard steel. The most consistent results hae", however.
been obtained with a IS solution of nitric acid in distilled water. heated to S00C and
vigorousl~y agitated. Oxide residue tn the bottoms of grooves can conveniently be &emved
with a hard pencil eraser leaving a clean finish with sharp edges. but with a slight
tendency to under cut.

For ceremic bearings a grit blasting technique has been developed. For theme, conmical
shell stencils (Fig-$) are wite by the same process as described above. eacept that the

S groove pattern is etched right through the stencil. A awl grit hiuating machine manu-
facture by A.S.1bite sand using fine aluminium oxide powder han been adped to make the
grooves (FPigO). The male cone. covered by the closely fittling mask Is rotated about Its
axsi at about 200 revals. I&* soule of the grit blasting sachine is mounte (a ea amn
so thatIt is sweptaWk andforth along thesurface ofti9eone as it rotates. in this
may. the grit is distributed uniform ,ly over the ame to be grooved. The main difficulty
that has so far boo. exerifened In that. In order to achieve a tolerance of about t0O
microlaches on groove depth. extrem uniformity io required of the beartag material.
This is difficult to obtain with flome plated coatings, unless special precautioas are
token.

6. fEtILTS OF ShR UNkUFAMIRIMSI VMSS

Three rotor eni bearing asmemabl so of the Uyp ahoaft is Piorw 2 ware manufactured by
the method described inS.iection 3. 7Ue first of theme ems made on ma =odified Studer 0S
machline mad the others war* mae as the amme am~iaci after It bad bee smodiftied by the
addition of the externallyv Prosmarlsed air bowlieg vorkhead. 11ay were inalmcted by methods
*ahic vwa in detail from that proposed for Mature bearimas mad outlined in Nectiom 4-
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The results are given in Table II and Figure 7. The total indicated run-out measurements
are of the outside edge of one female surface relative to the other and of the shaft where
it. protrudes from the male cone relative to the male surface. These figures include the
error in rounincss. The straightness tolerance is measured over 90% of the generator
length, so that edge effects as the grinding wheel begins and ends its cut are ignored.

These results are too few to be entirely convincing, but indicate that this type of
bearing can be satisfactorily made on a suitable high precision grinding machine. The
most difficult problem is alignment of the conical surfaces and in this respect the chosen
manufacturing test piece was a severe test. It is also possible to positively lock the
grinding mathine workhead at the required angle with a removable taper peg. A simple
experiment done recently suggests that this could enable the rigid order of machining

operations imposed by the present method of manufacture to be abandoned. A further
possibility, arising irom this, is the manufacture of shell bearings which could be
attached to less accurately made conical backing pieces with a filled resin during assembly.
Alignment of the shells would the', be enforced by the mating parts.

Although the surface finish achieved on hard steel and Stellite has been satisfictory,
a considerable amount of time has been required to achieve it, Recert grinding to sts un

flame plated ceramics with diamond wheels have resulted in rather unsatisfactor finishes.
This, it is felt, is a result of trying to work too close t) the limits (f the, grinding

machine.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A flywheel wks added to the second rotor assembly and its rudial and axial compliances
were measured at a range of speeds up to 300 cycles/second (Fig.ý,). These are plotted in

Figure 9. where details of the bearing are also given.

The radial compliance should be the same as the axial compliance in a satisfactory gyro

spin axis bearing, and in this respect the results are not good. However, they are of
interest because the attitude angle of tLe bearing is shown to be very small at speeds
over 200 cycles/second. This would result in a very low cross anisoelastic drift rate,
even though the radial compliance is very high.

The groove angle and groove depth of this bearing are much too high and experimental
bearings of more realistic design are being manufactured at present.

8. A PROPOSED DESIGN FOR A SINGLE AXIS GYROSCOPE

We have considered as a design exercise, a suitable gas bearing for an inertial quality
miniature gyroscope to meet the following requirements:

(a) Total weight of wheel assembly, including motor but excluding float: 50 gin.

(b) Angular momentum: I05 c.g.s. units.

(c) To fit k cylindrical float of internal diameter: 3.6 cm.

Two basic possibilities of external and internal motor stators were considered. The
external stator has the advantage of better heat dissipation and greater simplicity of
bearing design. The internal stator, on the other hand, offers the advantage of largest
angular momentum for a given rotor weight. In fact the decision to use an internal stator
arrangement was taken on the practical grounds that a suitable motor had already been
developed by the British Aircraft Corporation for an "H" form design and we know of no
suitable existing external stator design for our purpose.
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Two possible alternative materials were considered. The first was to make the assembly
(excluding motor parts) from solid ceramic. The ceramic of which we have most experience

is Sintox manufactured by Smith's Industries Limited. Although it is of high porosity.
which results in a reduced hydrodynamic performance, it has been shown bY the British
Aircraft Corporation to have a satisfactory start-stop life. Ceramics have, unfortunately,

a very low thermal conductivity, which makes them suspect for internal stator designs.
The design illustrated in Figure 10 therefore makes use of the second possibility, i.e.

flame plated aluminium alloy, as the rotor and bearing material. The thermal properties

of this material are good.

The bearing material to be deposited ty flame plating is still the subject of experiment
but will probably be aluminium oxide, although tungsten carbide and chrome oxide are being

considered as alterna'ives.

The main points of the design are as follows:

(a) The rotor female surfaces are aligned by grinding both bearings without moving the

rotor in the workhead. In order to do this the grinding wheel has to be carried on

a long mpndrel to enable the surface closest to the workhead bearings t' be machined.

(b) The male cones are of aluminium shrunk onto a central non-magsetic stainless steel
tube. One male cone is to be permanently assembled onto the chrome plated stainless

steel shaft before finish machining. Clearance is adjusted by lapping the end of
the stainless steel tube on which the other cone is mountel. Non-magnetic stainless
steel was chosen because its high thermal coefficient of expansion provides a reason-

able match with that of aluminium.

9. CONCLUSION

The results achieved so far show the conical type of bearing to be quite promising for
gyroscope spin axis use. They have the considerable advantage that they appear to be
relatively easy to make on the highest quality of cylindrical grinding machines available.

There are a number of possible ways of overcoming the alignment problem which is their

most serious drawback.

It should be remembered that we have primarily considered the problem from the point of
view of our immediate manufacturing resources. It has become clear to us that it is
possible to develop high quality special purpose grinding machines suitable for the manu-

facture of any type of self-pressurised gas bearing. The availability of such a machine
might modify some of the data used in the comparison of the various bearing designs in

this paper.
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TABLE II

Results of Some Manufacturing Tests

Roundness Straightness Surface Total
Cone (nicroinches tolerance finish indicated

semi-angle zC) of generators Imicroinches run-out
(microinches) CLA) (microinches)

Rotor Assembly No.1

Rotor end A 300 5' 44" 20 30 2 Satisfactory

Rotor end B 300 51 40" 18 30 2 method of
measurement

Male No.1 300 5' 46" 25 10 2 not developed

Male No.2 300 51 55" 25 10 2 at this stage.

Rotor Assembly No. 2

Rotor end A 300 1' 44" 10 IA. 2-3

Rotor end B 300 1' 48" 10 15 2-3 j 25

Male No.1 300 1' 56" 10 5 2 25

Male No.2 300 1' 48" 10 10 2 100

Rotor Assembly No.3

Rotor end A - 15 14 2-3

Rotor end B 300 7' 40" 15 14 2-3 30

Male No.1 300 7' 58" 10 10 2 15

Male No.2 300 7' 54" 10 8 2 10

i
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Fig. 4 ProJ ectios Of groove patterns onto conical shapes

PIC 5 Skell statls fi or grit bleasting
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Pig.6 Grit blasting apparatus

It

i •~-----4- ..... ----. ...- -- - ,i

Pig.7 lypical roundneus and stralahtness charts for the second set of bearings.
(In each diagrm one mall division represents 10 mlcrolabes)
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P11.6 Test equipment and tly~abo1 asuembly
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STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE COMPONENT RESEARCH

Richard J.Hayes

1. INTRODUCTION

The major advantages of strapdown guidance and control systems over conventional gimbaled
systems have been cited as reduced weight, volume, power requirements, cost and packaging
flexibility. Also, it has been noted that the major disadvantages are associated with the
fact that high angular velocities generate performance errors and the strapdown system
requires a very fast computer to avoid non-commutative and truncation errors in the attitude
computation.

On the basis of these statements, it would appear that strapdown systems hold such
significant advantages over gimbaled systems that one would expect to find strspdown systems
in wide use today. However, the opposite is true. Gimbaled inertial systems still dominate
the guidance and navigation field and probably will continue to do so for several years.
Even though the rapid advances in micro-electronics in recent years have made strapdown
systems technology more of a reality, many technical problems remain to be solved before
the advantages cited above can be fully realized.

This paper reviews the results of research efforts conducted by the NASA Electronics
Research Center since 1964 in the field of strapdown guidance and control. The technical
areas discussed in the paper include gyroscopes, accelerometers, test methods, computers
and electro-optical sensors.

2. INERTIAL COMPONENTS

2.1 Major Differences Between Strarxiown and
Gimbaled Inertial Techniques

The first practical inertial, navigation systems placed the package of inertial sensors,
gyros and accelerometers on a platform surrounded by gimbals. The purpose of the gimbals
was to isolate the sensor cluster from vehicle angular motion, that is, to keep it rotating
in a prescribed manner relative to the stars regardless of the motion of its carrying
vehicle. The gyros in this package sense any deviation from the prescribed angular motion
and the gimbals are used to return the cluster of sensors to its desired attitude.
Accelerometers often perform a dual function Jn gimbaled inertial navigation systems. In
addition to the usual role of using acceleration measurements to compute position and
velocity changes, these systems use accelerometer outputs to maintain the sensor package
orientation. For example, in a system operating near the earth's surface. accelerometers
can be placed with their input axeb nominally horizontal, If the inertial sensor cluster
is tilted from level, it measures a component of gravity and the accelerometer outputs
are used to command gimbal rotations until the instrument platform returns to a horizontal
orientation. In these systems, the navigation equations are usually solved in the coordin-
ate axes defined by the nominal orientation of accelerometer input axes and no resolution
of accelerometer outputs is required before they can be used by the navigation computer.

In a space stabilized system, where the reference frame is an inertial frame, the gyros
see essentially no angular motion. If the coordinate frame is a local vertical frame, it
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must be commanded by torquing the gyros at the vehicle's latitude and longitude rate. This
amounts to, at most, the earth's rotation rate of 15 deg/hr, plus perhaps 25 deg/hr for a

transport aircraft.

In strapdown navigation systems, the sensors are mounted directly to the vehicle and

sense the vehicle angular motions. The coordinate frame exists in the computer and is

calculated from the initial alignment of the system and from the solution of a matrix

differential equation using the body axis angular measurements with a suitable integration
algorithm. The gyro is now a restrained sensor and the measurement of the angular motion

is made by torquing the gyro. The torquing accuracy can deteriorate for very high vehicle
rates; however, for the motions of most missions, the torquing must be done with an accuracy
of a few parts per million.

The gyros used in gimbaled systems usually have time constants that are much shorter

than the significant dynamics of the gimbals, so that they do not present a problem.
Wyros in strapdown systems, however, must have higher bandwidth for several reasons.

First, for a given output axis inertia, the restraint loop stiffness must be kept high to
minimize cross-coupling errors. The gyro error angle should be kept small in the face of

large input rates. Second, the gyro must sense as much of the vehicle motion as possible.
If the vehicle is coning at frequencies higher than the gyro bandwidth, it will appear as

a constant drift error. The accelerometers are compensated for the Coriolis and centri-

fugal acceleration due to the size effect by using the measured angular motions from the

gyros. If the motion cannot be followed by the gyros, then the accelerometer readings

contain errors. Lastly, strapdown navigation systems provide body-axis information that

could be used for autopilot functions as well as for navigation, for which high bandwidth

Js desirable.

Strapdown systems promise lower cost, easier maintenance and more reliability since

one has the opportunity to achieve redundancy at the sensor level, rather than the system

level. On the negative side, removing the angular motion isolation provided by a gimbal

structure permits generation of potentially large sensor errors and requires a high dynamic

range in the gyros. While single-degree-of-freedom gyros in gimbaled systems are restored

to their nominal state by corrective rotaticn of the sensor package, a rebalance torquing

loop is required for each gyro in the strap-down system, This torquing loop introduces

several new sources of potential gyro error. In addition, a greatly increased burden is

placed on the computer in terms of both speed and size requirements. Calibration of gyro

and accelerometer error coefficients cannot be achieved by rotating the gimbals with
respect to gravity prior to flight. Therefore, in strapdown systems the stability of the
error coefficients becomes of prime importance.

2.2 State-of-the-Art for Inertial Strapdown Sensors

Most existing inertial grade gyroscopes were designed for gimbaled applications and are

not directly suitable for strapdown applications. The characteristics of typical existing

gimbaled gyroscopes versus those characteristics felt desired for strapdown gyroscopes
useful in general space and aeronautical applications are illustrated in Table I. The
figures given are maximum values.

As indicated in Table I, many improvements are desirable for strapdown gyroscopes for

both aircraft and spacecraft applications. The higher torquing rates are necessary to

prevent a loss of reference during situations where vehicle tumbling occurs. The scale

factor reduction is necessary for vehicles that maneuver through large angles, i.e., an

aircraft taxiing or circling for landing. In addition to those characteristics listed
in the table, it iu felt that strapdown gyroscopes goals should include the following

general requirements:

A capability for in-flight scale factor change.

Gyro failure detection schemes.
Self-calibration of scale factor.
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Minimum overall power.
Dual torquer providing compensation.
Life in excess of 50,000 hours.
Over 10,000 start-stop cycles with no degradation in performance.
Rapid warm-up to stated performance in 30 minutes.

TABLE I

Gyro Characteristics Gimbaled Strapdown
(Available) (Goals)

Bias stability (deg/hr) 0.10 0.01

Acceleration coefficient stability (deg/hr g) 0.15 0.01

acceleration squared coefficient stability (deg/hr g2) 0.04 0.01

Input axis alignment (sec) 7 1

Maximum torquing rate (deg/sec) 120 600

Scale factor linearity (ppm) 200 3

Scale factor stability (ppm) 200 3

Dynamic error linear motions (deg/hr g 2 r. m. s.) 0. 04 0. 01

Dynamic error angular motions (deg/hr) 9.80 0.01

2.3 Unconventional Strapdown Inertial Sensors

Although it is felt that single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes with characteristics similar

to those listed in the previous section will be useful in many space and aeronautical

vehicles, there are other sensors in the research phase which show high promise for some

applications. Two of these are the Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyro (ESVG) and the laser

Gyroscope. The main attraction of the ESVG is that it offers a natural inertially fixed

reference frame formed by the spin axes of two non-collinear ESVG s. Thus there are no

integration errors in the calculation of the attitude transformation matrix and one reads

out the vehicle attitude directly. In addition, there are no angular motion errors similar

to the cross-coupling or output axis inertial coupling of the restrained sensors. However,
the ESYG has serious limitations in its ability to survive in a severe launch vehicle
environment, a limited readout accuracy, and undesirable torques caused by its electrical

suspension system. The Laser Gyroscope is inherently a more rugged device and, while not
a free gyro, it does not have cross-coupling errors and output axis inertia errors. The

integration error remains, but is minimized due to the high bandwidth of the instrument.
At low rates, mode locking occurs and prevents accurate detection. Additional problems
occur in bias stability and linearity. However, using either mechanical dithering or
Faraday cells, the deed zone problem has been drastically reduced, with further improve-
ments possible. Some of the linearity problems have been simultaneously reduced along
with the reduction of the dead zone. Research Is still needed to extend the life of the
device to make it competitive with conventionai single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes. The

Laser Gyroscope has the most potential for an accurate, low-cost sensor with the leant
operational constraints, offering quick warm-up, inherently digital output, easily defined
and maintained Input axis, as well as ease of maintenance.

2.4 Figure-of-Merit Scheme for Strapdonm Sensors

During the past several years, the NASA Electronics Research Cent.." ha" undertaken

analytical studies to develop models of strapdown gyroscopes in ord'jr to evaluate their
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potential performance and better understand their error sources. During the course of

these studies, a figure-of-merit scheme has been developed for relating the performance

of gyroscopes to the accuracy of strapdown inertial reference systems2. This figure of

merit is independent of the transformation computation and thereby provides a generalized

measure of the effectiveness of strapdown gyroscopes.

The figure of merit is the rate of growth of the error in the coordinate transformation

matrix (i.e., the drift rate of the computed inertial reference frame) assuming a perfect

navigation computer. This can be related to the upper bound on navigation errors arising

from system misorlentation. The usefulness of this figure of merit comes from the fact

that it is possible to express its growth in terms related solely to gyro output errors

through a set of equations that are easily implemented on a computer. Consequently, the

figure of merit is a useful device for systematic evaluation of different gyros. Because

it is unrelated to the direction cosine matrix algorithm, that portion of the strapdown

system need not be simulated when comparing angular motion sensors. When a model of error

generation within the gyros is provided, the figure-of-merit growth equations permit

evaluation of system errors for a given mission to any accuracy desired. Both rate and

rate integrating gyros can be treated. Any detail of gyro operation can be included.

As an analysis tool, the figure of merit is used in conjunction with mathematical models

of gyro dynamics and gyro error generation mechanisms. With the mission-dependent motion

environment as the basic input, the analysis proceeds through calculation of the error
histories of the angular motion sensor cluster. The error histories are applied to compute

strapdown system attitude errors to any accuracy desired through a set of non-linear

difference (or differential) equations. A simple calculation converts the attitude error
matrix to the scalar figure of merit. Random motion environments can be treated using

Monte Carlo techniques. Of course, the gyro-induced system errors summarized by the
finure of merit are highly mission-dependent and any choice of the best gyro made on the
basis of this analysis is tailored to the environment described.

In addition to the detailed computer examination made possible by the figure of merit.

simplification of the growth equations permits considerable insight into the major effects
of gyro errors on strapdown system misorientation. Specifically. it demonstrates the

importance of correlations between errors in individual gyros and between errors from
pairs of gyros. As a consequence of this insight, gyro synthesis and optimization
procedures are possible. Using simplified models of gyro dynamics when necessary, the
gyro-induced system errors (as reflected in the figure of merit) can be expreused as an

analytic function of the major gyro parameters. Direct determination of thc- optimum gyro

is then possible. Parameter constraints can be easily imposed. Simplification& have been

used to permit hand calculations for the solution of simple design problems.

Most importantly, the figure of merit and the equations relating it to gyro errors
provide a powerful strapdom gyro design tool that can be used with any degree of accuracy

desa red.

.$ Optime Strasdon Sensor Camfilgrstioas

The design of an inertial sensor package for gimbaled systems has generally been limited

by the need for small, balanced configurations in which the accelerometer and aro input
ues are aligned with the navigational reference frae. In strapped-doso navigation systems.
the increased computation capability and Inherent flexibility in packaging make it possible

to design the sensor package for subimm accuracy. Por ezmple, in sWae missions, where
thrust Is primarily along a single ais, som advantage elm be gained through the use of

non-orthogonal Istrument orientations.

Using a criterion of minmm mean-squared error at the end of navigatica, a general
computer program has been developed at NMALRC for automatically optimisiig the orivata-

tions to the sensors relative to the body xsS3 . The method of computation is illustrated
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in Figure I and the results obtained to date for two typical space missions, using various
available inertial instruments, are given in Figure 2. On the basis of these results, a
possible 20-25% improvement in performance seems typical for unmixed systems. The study
also shows that the improvement is almost entirely due to a reduction in the effects of
gyro errors, and that the optimal gyro configuration is to some extent independent of the
actual instruments and mission. The optimum configuration shown in Figure 3 is representa-
tive of the results for all cases investigated on the deep space probe. As compared to
the standard orthogonal configuration (Pig. 4), the optimum design is remarkably different,
with all output axes (OA) nearly parallel to the roll axis and all input axes (IA) close
to the yaw-pitch plane (within ±I0°). In this configuration, the error is almost entirely
due to gyro bias, with each bias uncertainty contribution 6 ft/sec to the mldcourse velocity
correction.

The curious result of Figure 3 can be attributed largely to the fact that the nominal
specific force is always along the vehicle's roll axis. In this case, it is clear that
the individual gyro errors due to mass unbalance and anisoelasticity are eliminated by
placing the gyro output axes along the roll axis. It is perhaps not so clear that It is
also desirable to have all gyro input axes close to the yaw-pitch plane. The reason for
this is that the propagation of gyro errors into position and velocity errors depeds
only on the components of angular error about axes perpendicular to the nominal specific
force.

It thus pays to share angular information atout yaw and pitch at the expense of angular
information about the roll or thrust axis. The degree to which this is done in my specific
case depends on a secondary effect in which the roll Indication error propagates Into an
uncertainty yaw, and thereby into position and velocity errors. In the presence of a nominal
angular velocity about the pitch axis. The extreme configuration of Figure 3 is thus due
to the fact that the total pitch maneuver in the two transfer trajectories considered was
only 10-150; and it is to be expected that the optimm gyro configuration for a boost
trajectory would require a more accurate indication of roll.

2.6 R ered Seemor Technology Sevelopmst Area

An important research area is the angular-motion-Induced errors of the strapdown gyro-
scope. including the dynamic errors and the scale factor error. A better definition of
the angular vibration enviromet of typical vehicles is required. This Includes Inform-
tion over a wide frequency range and also on the correlation of motions between body axes,
Information about the motion in various locations of the vehicle Is required also. To
estimate the dynamic errorr, an analytical model of the response of the noaliaeer pulse
rebalanced strepdosu groscope has bea the subject of MNtM/C analytic studes. Netbods
of reducing dynamic errors include selection of optima gyrosoope psrmetere. compensatioa
of the rpbalance loop with electronic circuits. compensation by use of angular accelerstion
sensors or use of the output axis supension to generate angular c*lermtion information.

The scale factor error requires study of each element of the gyro and its rebalance
loops. The choice of which type of loop. i.e.. too-level. three-state or pulse width
modulated, is dependent on both dynamic consideration as sell as which gives better bilas
stability. scale factor stability and mow-linearity.

lTe gyro torquer deailg Involves optimal ase of emetry ad investilatiom of materials
for migmetic. thermal and structural properties. The torquer should have stable magnetic
properties with eoa of manufacture and a simple stabiliattion procedure " Important
cousiderations. Gyro torquiag no recogmized as a problem in hlab performance g8baled
gyros because of the resulting thermal umbalance. 8trapdom gyroscopes are sopially
sensitive to this error because of the hilk angular rates the gyro soe. ThIs presmnts a
good argumnmt for a constant power restraint loop ad also reuires the torquer to be

designed for the maxima torque wlth mlsima posr as a constraint.ti

:1
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Use of gas lubricated bearings for the support of the rotor of a strapdown gyroscope
is prompted by the reduction in mechanical noise and the absence of wear between the moving
surfaces. The bearings must provide enough torsional stiffness such that the rotor does
not touch the stationary portion of the bearing when the instrument is subjected to angular
velocities. In addition, the amount of power required to drive the wheel should be kept
at a minimum and the design should include low anisoelastic torques. The speed of the
wheel should be kept high in order to get maximum angular momentum, which gives lower drift.
and the output axis inertia can be kept small, minimizing the angular motion error due to
output axis coupling.

Attention has been given to the method of suspending the gyroscope about the input axis.
Subjecting a single-degree-of-freedom gyroscope to angular rates about its output axis
causes the gyro to precess about its input axis. With no restraint against this motion,
rubbing can occur and the subsequent friction about the output axis can be a significant
gyro error. Methods of restraint include wires, high-frequency fluid pumping in the
vicinity of the output axis pivot, and the electromagnetic tuned suspension systems.

One of the advantages of strapdow systems, the ability to replace a failed sensor easily,
leads to the important development areas of mounting and alignment techniques. Since the
sensor cannot be aligned in the vehicle by suitable orientations to a known input, techniques
are beiug developed to assure that gyroscopes can be prealigned and normalized. Experiments
are underway to evaluate the stability and repeatability of a mounting scheme using a sleeve
that fits onto a post having several stages with increasingly tighter fits encountered as
the Instrument is mounted.

An Important error source that is not generally considered involves the rotor being
uncoupled rotationally when the case is subject to oscillatory angular motions about the
spin axis. The parameters of the motor rotor coupling such as stiffness and damping, are
critical in determining this error source. Now these parameters are affected by the motor
Oarametera. such as magnetic field strength. saturation levels and geometry are being studied.

The gyro bias error arises mainly from the flex leads, that carry the motor current
through the damping, and from magnetic interactions between the gyro motor, microsyns.
torquer and any magnetic materials in the gyro. By careful attention to materials and
their treatment, as well as by good design, these errors can be reduced. The acceleration-
sensitive errors come in part from fluid torques. so that thermal design Is an important
part of the total gyro design. Material dimensional stability and microcreep character-
istics are Important in minimizing this error source as well. The acceleration squared
errors are due mainly to snaioelasticity in the bearing and this is an important part of
the bearing design.

An Important part of aro-error coefficient stability Is a statistical description of
coefficient behavior. With good statistical models of the coefficients, the calibration
problem Is made easier, since a measurement of gyro drift in a vehicle can be assigned to
a particular error source with aome degree of confidence,

It addition to improving the pertormace of syroscopes for atrapdoln applications, the
method of tootiag inertial Inatruments has also received attention Some of the recent
advances in this field are discussed in the next section.

3. INERtIAL STtAP114N TESTING TECIUNIqVES

23. 1 Geeral

Strapdoem inertial system teating is a cumles tast requiring thorough analysis of test
objectives, test techniques, test equipment and data processing methods.
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A strapdown system test must include both sensor assembly and flight computer, and
progressive tests must be made from the sensor level to complete system environmental
levels. General categorization of these tests would be

static component calibration,
dynamic component calibration,
system level component calibration,
transformation computer checks,

static system tests,
dynamic system tests,
system environmental tests.

The complete system test is basically a calibration of the coefficients used in the
analytical model. This involves experimental evaluation of the random variations of the
model' s coefficients.

Not only is the system performance demonstrated but also the evaluation is made of

each known error source and its contribution to the total system error. System errors
must be evaluated ultimately with the hardware in system configuration, even though com-
ponents have been tested individually, in order to determine the effects of structural,
thermal, and electrical coupling on the magnitudes and characteristics of errors.

Total system errors are determined by testing in the desired kinematic environment and
differencing the system's output of attitude, velocity, and position, with test reference
measurements of the same quantities.

The types of restricted environment tests that are conducted to define magnitude and
characteristics of system error sources include:

(i) Single Channel Testing - Constant Input - oislstlng of a series of known inputs
of rate and acceleration to the inertial sensor unit.

(ii) Single Channel Testing - Vibratory Input - Consisting of a series of known vibra-
tory inputs of rate and acceleration to the inertial sensor unit.

(iII) Coupled Sensor Testing - Vibratory Input - Consists of a series of vibratory
inputs applied to the sensors and near-perfect c.l.;.ýsational processing of their
outputs. Errors measured in single channel tests must be subtracted from the

outputs of this test.

(iv) Computer Program Testing - Verification that the computer program performs as
desired by comparing a known input to a known output. A sensor package simulator

is employed in order to precisely control the input.

(v) Coupled Sensor and Computer Testing - Vibratory Input - Consisting of input
environments generated by an angular saddle shaker and a combined angular.linear
shaker. If effects of coning are to be investigated, a multi-axis rate table is
required. Input frequency extends through the bandwidth ot the sensors.

In addition to the limited environment component and subsystem tests it is necessary to
verify that all system errors are recognized and accounted for. This entails a realistic

laboratory environment simulating the intended flight environment:

(I) For Airplane Applications - Requires a multi-axis rate table capable of low
frequency, large amplitude motion with low frequency angular vibrations super-
imposed. Mounting a linear shaker on this table would provide further realism.

(Ii) For Space Applications - Added capability of the multi-axis table to provide the
angular motion simulating spacecraft on interplanetary missions during non-

thrusting phases.

(iii) For Boost and Injection - A centrifuge with the sensor package mounted on a
counter-rotating table is a reasonable simultation.
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The guidance facility of the NASA Electronics Research Center has started development
of the multi-axis test table and angular vibration equipment required for system testing.
At present, the capability is limited to the single channel testing which can be accomp'ished
with the single-axis rate tablQ equipped with a two-axis fixture for guidance system loads.
This system provides an automatically programmed table axis capable of positioning to an
accuracy of ±1.0 second of arc with a resolution of 0.36 seconds of arc on receipt of a
digital position command originated at the control console or an external computer.

The axis operates as either a position or rate servo on receipt of a command from a d.c.
analog voltage. Maximum acceleration capability about this axis is 10 radians per second
squared. The table can follow input signals as high in frequency as 100 c/s. Digital
position readout by means of 0.0001 degree and 0.1 degree up-down pulses is provided about
the table axis for dynamic measurement of guidance system performance and verification of
rate drive accuracy.

3.2 A Precision Tilt and Rotational Vibration System

The ground induced noise on conventional gyro test stations, even those mounted on bed-
rock, causes serious problems in strapdown system and component testing. The oscillations
due to the gyro noise affects gimbaled systems but this motion, or dither, does not impair
long-term system performance due to the isolation provided by the gimbal structure. However,
in strapdown systems, this noise builds up errors due to the sequential computation tech-
nique inherent in the systems design. It is therefore important that these noise signals
be measured during instrument tests. At present these gyro noise signals cannot be distin-
guished from signals produced by ground motions. To avoid this at test stations, attention
in recent years has been focused on actively stabilized test pads. At NASA/DC, analytical
and experimental studies have been performed which demonstrate the design feasibility of a
tilt and rotational isolation system that will maintain a surface at level to within better
than 0. 1 arc seconds and provide rotational isolation from ground motions and torque dis-
turbances in an urban laboratory". The combined use of a tiltmeter referenced to gravity
for low frequency servo-mechanism control and conventional inertia isolation permits design
of a rotational isolation system (about a horizontal axis) having a transmissibility less
than one at all frequencies. The principal limitations of the design are the stabilities,
resolutions and noise outputs of the sensors used for the servo-sechanism control and the
structural natural frequency of the servo-mechaniam drive and platform.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the two-axis levelling system that is required for
strapdown system testing, an experimental single-axis model of the system has been fabri-

cated and in shown in Figure 5. Tests conducted on the experimental system to date
indicate a long-term drift of the order of 0.1 arc seconds and short-term drifts due to
gyro noise of less than 0.01 arc seconds in the presence of noise up to 10 arc seconds.

The experimental platform also has permitted demonstration of the system' s capability
to resist large torque disturbances. For exsmple, a 200 pound man sitting on the platform
deflected the drive mechaniesm 3 arc seconds while the resulting maximum deviation of the
platform surface from level was less than 0. 1 arc seconds. The instrumentation used in
the experimental system is shown in Figure 6. The indicated drift data for the experi-
mental platform is shown in Figure 7 along with the data of the ground motion.

4. STRAPDOWN CONFUTER TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Strapdowu Cometer Rquirements verses Gimbaled
System Computer RqmiremeUts

In the well known gimbaled system of Inertial guidence and navigation, a space-stsble
reference Is phyalcally created by the use of the Inertial properties of &ros. Mounted
on an inner block, gros maintain a non-rotating reference by driving the isolation gimbals.
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The displacement of the frame can be obtained by integrating twice the outputs of the
accelerometers which are mounted along with the gyros.

In contrast to this mechanical arrangement, the space-stable reference frames of a
strapdown guidance system is created electronically. The gyros and the accelerometers
are fixed to the vehicle frame. The instantaneous relation between the vehicle frame and
a known inertial frame is maintained in a digital computer by solving a set of mathematical

equations using measurements from the gyros. This information is sufficient for the proper
interpretation of the accelerometer outputs. The physical arrangement of a typical strap-
down system configuration in a vehicle is shown in Figure 8. Finding the instantaneous
values of the transformation matrix which relates the vehicle frame to a known inertial
frame is the basic problem of the strapdown system and it is primarily a computational
problem. Since the computer integrates the angular motion of the vehicle by the addition
of discrete data, a large memory capacity and the ability to cycle computations very
rapidly is required to prevent large non-comutative errors and other integration errors.

Many parameters can be used to relate the vehicle frame to the reference frames. Three
classes of predominant interest are

(i) three Euler angles, representing successive rotations about three body-fixed axes
in a specified sequence;

(ii) nine direction cosines, relating each of the accelerometer axes to the three
computational axes; and

(MIi) four quarterions or Cayley-Klein parameters.

The nine elements comprising the 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix are the amst straightforward
method of describing orientation of one axis frame with respect to another. Solution of
the difference equations involves only multiplications end additions and it can be used
most easily to resolve the acceleration vector. Since only three of the nine cosine numbers
are independent parameters, computational errors in the integration of all nine lead to
non-orthogonality of the matrix. However. for short-term applications. such as for boost
and injection into a parking orbit, no correction is generally necessary.

Figure 9 is a block diagram for the computation of the direction cosine matrix and the
resolution of the acceleration vector into the inertial frame. It rapresents the additional
computational requirement for a strapdoen system over the conventional gimbaled system. let
C be the 3 x 3 directional cosine matrix and let ý? be a 3 a 3 matrix where ekements are

Liven by the rotational rates of the vehicle as readout by the gyro; the computational
problem of the instantaneous direction cosine matrix involves the integration of the matrix
equation.

dC(t)dC t = C(O) I.

dt

For a given accuracy. trade-off studies using various integration algorithms, step siets
(or rate of integration) have been obtained. For example. the Lunar Itcursion module (L)
Strapdouo System has found that an lntegration interval of 20 WilliMec (or 50 iterstions "ee)
with a second-order Taylor series expansion integration algorithm is sufficient for Its
application. Figure 10 gives typically the cc€p4ati,.t1al requiremnts in term of word
length, storage capacity and computational rmtes necessary to perform the navigation, alid-
iance and control function for Injecting into a 100 nautical mile parking orbit using a
strspdom system. Fliure 1i is a more detailed breakdown of the computatinmal requirements.
The attitude conmutation represmnts essentially the additional requirement imposed on the
computer by the strapdoen system over the gimbaled system. It dominates all other conmputa-
tions. Note that the reciprocal of the avermge operatoa'econd is equivalent to a
conventional add operation In a digital coputer. Normalization factors aen used to
covert other operations into add operations. For example. I multiplication operation is
considered to be equivalent to 6 add operations.
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4.2 Modular Computer Technology Development

In undertaking a broad research progrom in strapdown guidance and control at NASA/RnC.
the development of a new computer concept has been a iaor task. It *ax felt that present
day designs of aerospace computers lack the characterisLics of long life. flexibility of
application and reliability that are required for future missions. To achieve these goals.
modularity in design which provides redundancy of hthe various elements within the computer
(on the level of memory, logic, input 'output, etc. ) appeared to .!fz.,- Llw bhest chance of
success. The advantages of such an approach are:

(i) The physical modules perform recognizable and complete funcorlons to permit the
computer to be readily expanded or contracted in capability according to the
mission.

(ii) With some initial over-capacity, failures can be tolerated before the mission
success is affected. Additional failures can still be tolerated; either all
computations are performed at a siower rate. or the least important computational
tasks are deleted. With these alternatives. the computer in essence slows domw
rather than failing completely (a feature commonly known as graceful Lr,&iruatlon,.

ASA•'E• is developing a modular computer as part of a strapdown guidanc-? aysteii packaer
for use in unmanned apace missions. The end result of first phase of this pogrrm is the
"•breadboard" modular computer. The breadboard will be integrated with a c-ratsdowa IW
(Inertial Measuring Unit) for total system evaluation. It will alao be u••1 as a test bed
for research activities in hardwre technology as well as the developuit of software
techniques to diaspose and to initiate the switching of n9dules.

Figure 12 is a block diagrem of the configuration of the modular computer. A working
computer consists of a working meory module. a working control *ax~le. a working arithmetic
module end a working inqt/output module. Data flow between unis is in 8 bit bytes rlus
parity.

I. The CAM (Configuration Asignment Unit) controls the suite"..* which interconnect the
vuaious modtles to produce the necessary working compter or computers. conMicstion
betwee the CAU and the C'a Is accomplished Is 32 bit word parallel form.

2. The CU (Control Wit) performs the duties of doetrminiag the uvquence of ort.irions
within the cmputer fomed by itself in conjuanctlo with oan memory. m - A ti *Adsly Applic-
able Inut0Untprat Uit. It contains 3 index roosters. a hib1-apevd local dta. seory end
a high-seed local protgr mmory. A block digrM of the Cactrol tValt io given as Pigure 1M

3. The Mesory Unit. the Arithmetic Volt end the Isputahtput unit are cuwwstionl.

Uhe following is a smmary of the speci fie features of the sodular crapter:

- 3 Independent computers for mit -proceesia.

- 67 configuration for a simile compter operation.

- &rte (6 bit) transfer tbruau switches - this is designed to giotisite the aaber of
connections between modules.

- Frity check as bytes,

- X bit word conslting of 32 iaformstiom bit (4 bytes) end 4 ptritty bits.

- Floating point aritmetic barde•r.

- Block transfer of data frcaito mwory to,'from hnut Vtpt Unit. Direct memory atces.
or cycle stealing features for 1.10 urmsfer.

- Ni-speeod local data memory (128 words) snd high-speed local program memory f64
words) - these are not eatasioas of the aid memory. bch loca! data memory it
addr e. One of the resams of ineouhaorating this local memory 1% to speed up
the Cmtrol Uait'Arithmetic Unit operation. It cm be implemated usint LAI tewholo.
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-3 address systeme - this Is keyed to the local memory concept since the addressable
memory is only 128 words. It Is particularly suited for strapdoun computations.

-3 index registers per control unit.

-Cross-comu.ication between control unite through common mnd addressable registers
in configuration assignment unit.

-28 instructions.
-I ýAs memory, Uk subsodules with exilansion up to 32k'module

-Sample instruction rate

Floating point add 12 M-s
Floating point multiply 32 #As
Logical operation 12 ,~s.

It should be noted that, in view of the 3 address system. an add instruction In the
modular computer Is equivalent to the 3 consecutive instructions for the single
address system.

-Simulation results indicate about 4.4 ms will be required for tbe computation of the
attitude matrix in the strspdove system using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. At
50 times'sec this is about 25% of the computer load.

This computer is being buailt by United Aircraft Corporation for NASA'NC uad Is presently
in the breadboard phasel. The deliverable breadboard contaift two columns and has; two
2 --sec. 4k core a-.suories. There will be 530 printed circuit boards in the breadboard.
each bLaurdi containing an average of 22 integrated c~:As ?be current estimate Is that
ew.h ii :dule will rontain the following approximate number of bakrds:

ALI- 54 boards. 1,300 Mises

CU - 104 boar-:.. .3400 itatesi

Future versions o~f the modular c~aputer ar" planne' to Incorporate LSJ tehanology.

3. *PTCIM SFINSOUS FOR S'fRAPSOI'4 SYSTEMS

3.1 11m'wirem to

Ceact ro-optical device, can sussent a strapdouwn in-aprt-ial syste *arlm; spac miessoms
by funtisbing VWpdao Information to tho inertial systeo. thus providing bounds on are
dri ft.

tn 6mneral. it may be amid that name of the stellar c'barscteristica Adiectas. radia-
t Ivv f lax. etc, ) w*41 ohm#g* by at nosuereble ~asmt dwe to the movements of an inter-
plantatry ",laitte The fact that they ar" IfiitW makes. them appropriate for defining a
celesitial fravotirt frot 4bich optic-ally derived information can be procesed to apdat.
tvhiclo psilt P. veiocity. and align tbe spacecraft.

V01acle attr.uled duringt all Phsoos of a missiom ow be determined by star patters
rcgnizert oat cvUbilat lon of star body swjir* and star trockero. Near body sensors

ibcludo an Sensorm. planet uracters, borism sensors. mad land ear% trathors. %am the"
trafters are used !o deteraine position for initial stlapdoes inertial sligumt tbe
ac'curacy reqirmAnts are I to 10 *econds of arc. ipseftraft attitude accuracy require.
*sets are I to 10 minutes of arc. For special situations such as latr communication. the
fine pointing rruuirmodats beams 0.4'9 to I second of arc,

noits. 14 Indicates ho. usaxiliary optital swamsoNs are combined with a thme-axsi strip-
dham inertial mesaemurt sait.

is order to make sieceraft allgmint and stabi linsion nore reliable, star field sessors
and ajatmas ibich functionm independently of most of the other spacecraft systems must be
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developed (Fig.15). Present interplanetary spacecraft employ sun sensors and a Canooins
sensor for spacecraft attitude alignment. These sensors must, however, be orieLtted by
pointing the spacecraft, and are thus dependent on the attitude control system. In
addition, the spacecraft must be stabilized in ýNrder to point near their specific targets
for proper system operation. When sun sensors are used, navigation is mandatory before
alignment can take place; otherwise, the line of sight to the sun provides l ittle or no
information about the inertial pointing direction. All navigation and attitude computa-
tion is then performed on the ground after the sensor data have been transmitted to the
Earth.

A planet tracker finds potential application in both attitude reference and control

systems and as a navigation sensor. The use of stellar data in attitude reference systems
is well known. The stars represent targets which are, in effect, infinitely far from the
spacecraft and, hence, valuable in the establishment of spacecraft attitude in inertial
space, independent of spacecraft location within the solar system. The use of planets
for attitude reference is complicated by appreciable motion of the spacecraft relative to
the target planet; accurate ephemeris of the planet is required, as well as accurate loca-
tion data for the spacecraft. Thus, the use of the planet tracker in attitude reference
systems is best served in applicaticns where attitude relative to the near planet is
required. This may be the situation wlhere communication antennas are to be directed
Earthward or when reconnaissance senso-s are to be directed at the planetary surface.
In this role, the planet tracker provides a precise planet reference attitude and pre-
cludes the requirements "or accurate planetary ephemeris and spacecraft position data.

The planet tracker, as a sensor for autonomous navigation, provides two useful data
sources: the direction to the planetary center, such that star-to-planet center angle
measurements may be incorporated into the navigation system, and the range to the planetary
center. During the approach phase, this data is sufficient for accurate navigation measure-
ments and for accurate pointing of sensors at the target planet. Analysis has shown that
ranging data is not very accurate at large distances from the planet and the tracker, as
a ranging device, could not begin to compete with onboard radar ranging techniques. Pointing
information at large distances can be made very accurate, however, I part in 500 of the
total field of view being a reasonable expectation.

The planet tracker application to the terminal guidance problem circumvents many of the
problems associated with the use of an Earth-based system. Uncertainty in the astronomical
unit (AU) limits the performance of an Earth-based terminal guidance system. A spaceborne
sensor provides data relative to the target planet and offers the possibility of improved
accuracy In the terminal and approach phases. As more sensing and computing facilities are
carried aboard the spacecraft, the communication problems of A deep space mission such as
overloading of existing channels, long times of transmissions for narrow bandwidth data
communication, and the time lag for the roundtrip signal passage, are alleviated.

The identificatiun of Canopus involves inspection of the Canopus sensor's output and a
man in the lo3p. Such a system could be used for alignment of a strapdown inertial system's
computer if the attitude were then transmitted back to the spacecraft. Reliability of the
spacecraft alignment system can be increased considerably by eliminating these interdepend-
encies. Star Field sensor systems involve only a discrete radio command or an onboard
sequencer to initiate alignment. The remainder of the system operates autonomously, taking
a "snapshot" of the field-of-view, identifying the stars within the field. In addition to
providing a computer ,ith the instantaneous pointing direction of the spacecraft, such a
system can be operated continuously to generate error signals for the attitud'. stabiliza, ion
system.

The star pattern recognition process (Fig. 16) involves angular-subtense measurements,
relative brightness measurements, and counts of stars within the field. While the computer
operates on sensor data, a strapdown inertial measurement unit can be used to measure the
spacecraft's attitude change. The solution to the alignment probiem at the commanded time
is then adled to the attitude change for final alignment information
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In order to provide a basis for sensor design, an effort was initiated which examined
the requirements and trade-offs associated with changes in sensor field of view, limiting
sLellar magnitude, and probability of observation for an arbitrary number of stars. When
any two design parameters are fixed, the third is determined uniquely. Subsequently,
optical design parameters, detector characteristics, functional constraints, and perform-
ance requirements must be traded off to achieve the required field of view, sensitivity,
and probability of observation. The technique employs real stars and involves no statis-
tical modeling concerning star distributions. Probability of observation has been deter-
mined with absolute confidence by making use of spherical geometry to find the loci of
desired pointing directions within the celestial sphere.

The results of the first two phases of the NASA/ERC study indicate a definite need for
higher sensitivity and finer resolution than are presently available in photodetectors.
It has been shown that stars of nearly 5th magnitude must be detected for urity probability
of observation of just one star in a practical field of view of 200. Figure 17 shows the
field of view necessary to observe n stars with a probability of 1.0. given the detector
sensitivity. The necessary field of view is much larger than can presently be achieved
with reasonable system accuracies (approximately one minute of arc). The third phase, and
by far the most critical phase of the study, has shown that by reducing the probability of
observation of one star to 0. 95, the field of view can be reduced by more than 30%, and
the sensitivity can be reduced by a factor of more than 2.5. Research in the electro-optics
field is continuing in order to provide accurate, reliable sensors for updating strapdown
inertial systems on deep space missions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has reviewed some of the research progress made in the field of strapdown
guidance and control. The field is relatively new and rapid strides have been made in
the last few years. At this time, the following conclusions appear warranted:

(i) The major potential advantages of strapdown systems ever gimbaled systems involve
reduced weight, volume, power, cost, along with increased packaging flexibility,
reliability and ease of maintenance.

(ii) The major limitations are associated with the fact that high angular velocities
produce performance errors and the system requires a faster computer.

(iii) In the inertial component area, presently available accelerometers appear adequate,
but significant advances are required in gyroscopes for strapdown applications.

(iv) From a systems standpoint, the gyroscopes and accelerometers should be considered
as sensing packages, i.e., gyro plus loop and accelerometer plus loop. By design-
ing integral units it becomes possible to replace the sensors and maintain strap-
down systems with minimum difficulty.

(v) The laser gyro and electrically supported gyro offer potential advantages over
the single-degree-of-freedom floated gyro for strapdown applications.

(vi) The figure-of-merit scheme discussed in the paper offers an analytical means of
relating gyro performance to the accuracy of the strapdown system and thereby
provides a generalized technique to evaluate the effectiveness of strapdown gyros.

(vii) Strapdown systems permit designers to consider other than orthogonal orientations
of gyros and analytic studies have shown that in some cases a 20-25% improvement
in navigation accuracy can be achieved by using optimum, non-orthogonal sensor
configurations.

(viii) There are still many technological problems to be investigated in inertial strap-
down systems. These include material stability, torquer design, alignment
procedure, thermal balance and calibration procedures.
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(ix) Strapdown technology permits a digital computer interface between guidance and
control functions which permits systems designers to consider integrated guidance,
navigation and control procedures.

(x) Testing of strapdown systems presents a nev series of challenges to system
engineers, and some encouraging progress has been made in the field of active
isolution fnom the ground environment. Experimental evidence indicates that
noise levels of 0.03 vrc seconds peak-to-peak can be achieved using available
instrumentation.

(xi) In computer technology, the development of modular techniques appears to have
significant advantages over present aerospace computer techniques to strapdown
applications.

(xii) Solid state, no-moving-part electro-optical sensors can be effectively used with
strapdowr. inertial systems to provide bounds on gyro drift.

Based on the research progress to date, it appears that strapdown inertial systems will
be realizable and find many applications in future space missions. Their utility in areas
of long flight where extremely high accuracy is not requi.red appear especially desirable.
It is not expected that strapdown systems of the future will replace gimbaled platform
systems in those applications where extremely high accuracy is required. By continuing
an active research program in strapdown zomponent technology, including irertial, computer
and electro-optical sensors at NASA/ERC and other interested organizations, it is believed
that the full potential of strapdown systems will be achieved and the results will benefit
a wide spectrum of fut'ire navigators.
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MISSION SENSORS
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Fig. I Computation of optimal orientations

STANDARD OPTIMAL PERCENTAGE
TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE INDEX "ONFIGURATIO? CCNFI(URAMOs IMPROVENENT

EARTH ORBITAL RMS CUT OFF VELOCITY 6.0 fps .5.4 fps 9%
INJECTION ERROR

6.0 fps 4.9 fps 18%

13. 8 fps I0. 5 fps 24%
DEEP SPACE PROBE RMS MIDCOURSE VELO- 3p0

CITY ERROR 5 3 fps 4.3 fps 18%

8.7 fps 4 7 fps 46%

CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION WITH ACCELEROMETER AND GYRO INPUTr AXES ORTHOGONAL

Fig.2 Summary of results. Optimal sensor orientation
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Fig.5 Experimental tilt station at NASA/ERC

Fig. 6 Closet-up view showing control and monitor tiltaeter and control gyroscope
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COMPUTER FUNCTION 10 fps INJECTION ACCURACY 3 fps INJECTION ACCURACY I fps INJECTION ACCURACY

MEMORY WORD SPEED MEMORY WORD SPEED MEMORY WORD SPEED
PROGRAM/ LENGTH* (INST/ (PROGRAN/ LENGTH* (INST/ (PROGRAM/ LENGTH * (INST/

DATP (BITS) SEC) DATA) (BITS) SEC) DATA) (BITS) SEC)

ATTITUDE 435/63 24 28,400 435/63 25 42,600 637/84 28 104,0OO
COMPUTAT ION

POSITION 482/53 28 4420 482/53 29 5,500 482/53 30 11,100
COMPUTATION

GUIDANCE 650/80 21 2600 880/115 22 4,1,00 1060/135 24 10,600
COMPUTATION

VEHICLE 460/70 16 9200 460/70 16 9,200 460/70 1b 9,2)00
CONTROL

*INCLUDING SIGN POSITION

Fig. 11 Computational requirements for injection into 100 nautical mile parking orbit
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SUMMARY

This paper presents a general description of the design and construction of the
GYROFLEX Gyro and some of the highlights and results of Kearfott's evaluation testing of
units. In the discussion of component evaluation, both bench and test results and

environmental test results are presented.
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THE GYROFLEX" GYROSCOPE

Richard F.Cimera and Michael A.Napolitano

1. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1960's, industry recognized the need for a small, lightweight, highly
accurate but low cost inertial sensor. Kearfott also recognized this need and began a
concentrated effort to conclude the development of the Gyroflex gyro. The Gyroflex gyro
was conceived in 1958. It is a two-degree-of-freedom, dry, flexure-joint-suspended, free
rotor gyro. Its unique feature is a special rotating flexure suspension on one end of a
shaft, supporting and serving as a pivot point for the wheel, thereby,providing a support
truly free of spherical friction. Internal to the flexure suspension is a gimbaled compen-
sation device which cancels the spring restraint of the flexures. The other end of the
shaft supporting the flexure suspension is driven by a synchronous-hysteresis motor. The
result Is a displacement gyroscope with minimal spring rate operating in accordance with
conventional two-axis-gyroscopic theory.

Figure 1 is a mechanical schematic of the Gyroflex gyro. The axis not shown has
identical pickoff and torquer coils. The Gyroflex gyro concept permits the inertia wheel
to be completely free of all wound components. The armature of the two axes pickoff and
the permanent magret of the d.c. torquer are integral parts of the inertia wheel, but they
do not require electrical connections. Therefore, there are no requirements for slip rings,
rotary transformers, or flex leads to transmit power through the suspension system. This
is an important performance and reliability advantage.

2. SUSPENSION SYSTEM

To achieve inertial quality performance, the suspension system must have very low
spring rate and no friction. Flexures provide a suspension system that has no friction
because there are no rubbing or sliding parts. Low spring rate is obtained by using the
thinnest possible flexures. High strength is required to resist the stresses encountered
during shock and vibration. The flexures are fabricated to operate well below the micro-
yield point. Careful control of grain size is necennary because of the thin section.
Very low hysteresis is obtained through material selection and precise manufacturins
controls.

Since the suspension system rotates with the inertia wheel, the effect of spring biases
in the flexures is cancelled for a complete rotation.

The Gyroflex tyro has an additional desirable characteristic - no "dead-band"; the
smallest motion of the wheel with respect to the case is sensed by the pickoff.

3. SPIN MOTOR REARING WEAR AND lASS STABILITY

In the Gyroflex iyroscope. the spin bearings are not located on the inertia wheel
assembly. The inertia wheel is separated from the motor by the flexure suspension.

*Gsmsral Precision kpoteme Trademark
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It follows that any shift in the position of the shaft of the motor, either because of
preload changes or raceway wear, cannot cause a mass shift of the inertia wheel with
respect to the flexure suspension. It merely causes a shift of both wheel and suspension
an equal distance. Similarly, shifts in the position of either the spin bearing retainers
or spin bearing lubricant do not affect the Gyroflex gyro performance. Such shifts in a
conventional gyroscope would directly cause a mass shift along the spin axis.

Another significant reason for the excellent mass stability of the Gyroflex gyro is the
complete absence of wound components and potting compounds on the inertia wheel. It is
well known that these components and compounds are somewhat unstable ard do contribute
to mass shift in conventional gyroscopes because of outgassing, with subsequent weight
change and migration of materials.

4. FILL MEDIA

Since the flexures support the inertia wheel of the Gyroflex gyro, fluid support is
not required. The fill media is dictated by the requirements of the spin bearing lubricant
and the thermal time constant. An Gptimum pressure of gas is utilized to attain long
life and to achieve rapid warm-up. Proper design of the inertia wheel and wound components,
to allow large clearances, minimizes the effect of the gas.

Other important performance and reliability advantages of the Gyroflex gyroscope are
its relative insensitivity to contamination of the gas or the presence of foreign particles,
except in the spin bearings, and the absence of fluid stratification which frequently is
a problem in floated gyros.

3. THERMAL SENSITIVITY

The sources of thermal sensitivity in the Gyroflex gyro are the same ca in conventional
gyros, except for those associated with the use of floatation fluid. The Gyroflex gyro
does not use floatation fluid: therefore its thermal sensitivity depends mostly upon the
thermal characteristics of the m'itals used in its fabrication. The principal sources of
thermal sensitivity are pickoff null shift with temperature changes and mass unbalance
shifts along the spin axis with changes in temperature due to mismatch in linear thermal
coefficients. These have both been minimized.

The absence of floatation fluid permits fast warm-up. With no fluid thermal gradients.
the drift rate Is constant as soon as the metal parts reach temperature. The part with

the largest time constant is the inertia wheel, because it is suspended on the flexure,
but its time constant is only two minutes.

6. TEST D0T4

The inertial navigation version (Mod II) of the Gyroflex gyro has been tested at the
Naval Air Development Center. Johnsville. Pennsylvania, and Hollaman Air Porce Base.
Alamogordo. New Mptico. The results have been excellent. Knarfott has conducted full
bench snd environmental testing on all versions of the Gyroflea gyro on component level.
and early versions have been flight tested in the tWI system at Holloman APB and in the
OPL Herefle1x system. The component data is included. The WI system has achieved an
average in-flight accuracy of better than 1 nautical mile per hour radial error rate.
The Oyroflex gyro in the Nereflea system maintained its original calibration to within
0.02°/hr during 550 hours of operation during the flight test program.

0"meral Prclaiem tem Truessar k
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7. RWE T OOFD TFST tITUOD

Gyroflex gyro drift testing is conducted in the rate mode. In this manner both axes
can be monitored simultaneously without the use of expensive two-axis servo tables. In
the rate mode the signal from the X-pickoff is auplified and demodulated, and applied to
the torquer, which provides torque about the Y-axis with such a polarity as to drive the
error signal to null. In a similar manner, the Y-pickoff is maintained at null by
amplifying its signal, demodulating, and applying current to the torquer which provides
torque about the X-axis. These currents fed into the torquers are, therefore, directly
proportional to the sum of all the torques about the two axes. By monitoring these
currents on a strip chart recorder, an instantaneous presentation of drift rate is obtained
(Fig.2). To facilitate random drift calculations and to increase the sensitivity of the
data, digital data have been taken. A voltage-to-frequency converter converts the d.c.
signal from the sampling resistors to an output frequency whic' -:7 proportional to the
input voltage (f = ke). This frequency is counted by the counter And the preset counter
determines the time increment during which the counter counts. When the selected time
increment expires, the preset counter commands the printer to print the count accumulated
on the counter. This digital readout is proportional to the time integral of instantaneous
drift rate for the particular time increment. A typical time for the selected time
increment has been 2 minutes and typical times for the length of the run have been 2 and
3 hours (Fig.3).

S. RANDOM DRIFT

Drift is measured in a rate-capture mode over a three-hour period in a 150°F ambient
temperature. Drift is recorded both with the spin axis vertical (SAV) and spin axis
horizontal (SAH). Random drift is computed by dividing the drift run Into two-minute
time intervals and averaging each two-minute interval. These averages are then used to
calculate a la-value of random drift. Test results are depicted in Figures 4 and 5.

9. DAY-TO-DAY DRIFT

Typical day-to-day performance is depicted in Figure 6. Each data point represents
the drift level after shutdown and cool down to +78°o. Prior to this series of tests.
the gyro wan subjected to a complete environmental test program.

10. SERVO MODE DATA

Typical servo mode random drift and torquer scale factor linearity data are shown In
Figure 7.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

11.1 Shock

A gyro was subjected to eighteen. 30 g, 11 millisecond. noan-operatins shocks. Three
shocks were applied along each of six axes. Performance before and after shocks repeated
within test equipmeut accuracy.

I
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11.2 Vibration

A gyro was vibrated to the full ASN-57-Gyrocompaas Attitude Reference System (GARS)
vibration specification, MIL E 5400. Curve 4 applied to the vibration isolator, sweeping
from 10-500-10 c/s at a rate ý,f 1 octave/min; the natural frequency of the isolator was
20 c/s. Drift was measured during vibration and was calculated by integrating over time
intervals of one minute. Performance before and after vibration repeated within test
equiprent accuracy.
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THE ROTOR-VIBRAGYRO

E. Mihlenfeld

Rotor-l'tbragyro is another word for the rotating, two-axis vibragyro, under development

elsewhere under the trademarks "Vibrarotor-Qyroscope" or "Oscillogyro". This gyro is

considered as a rate gyro. but the following will be equally valid for a rotor-vibragyro
with low damping which, for platform stabilisation purposes, may be regarded as a free gyro.

Figure I helps to explain the principle of its operation. A motor is rigidly mounted

on the aircraft or platform. One end of its shaft carries a bearing, which allows a
resonator to oscillate about an axis perper. 'Ilar to the motor axis. Consider a mass
positioned above the motor axis and mov.ng ba,.;wards with velocity vi due to the rota-
tion. If the vehicle rotates abou, Lhe v-rticaY y-axis, a Coriolis force F, is generated,
in a direction to the right, perpendicular to both the rate and velocity vectors. When
the mass under consideration is be'ow the motor a3.s, the velocity vector, and consequently
the Coriolis force, have changed direction. Thi resonator is thus excited by a torque
which is alternating with rotational frequenc" w . The centrifugal force generates a
restoring torque. Rotation about the x-axis excites the resonator with a phase shift of
900 and can thus also be meast'red.

The basic difference between -onventional rate gyros and the Rotor-Vibragyro, from the
viewpoint of communication engineering, is now illustrated.

If an aircraft or other vehicle is rotating with angular velocity 0 a gyroscopic
reaction moment M aces on a rotor, spinning about an axis, which is forced to follow
the motion of the vehicle (Fig. 2). In conventional rate gyros this moment is transferred
to the gimbal frame by radial forces, exerted by the rotor shaft on its bearings, thus
rotating the gimbal frame about an angle OL against the restraining spring. The bearings,
being z link of the transmission channel, add their noise to the signal. The need for low-
noise bearings involves high manufacturing costs and limits operating life.

The inherent noise has led to attempts to avoid bearings altogether, resulting in the
tuning fork and other vibragyros. As the difficulties encountered by vibrating masses on
a straight line are numerous, the rotor-vibragyro, like conventional gyros, moves masses
on a circular path but removes the indispensable bearings from the transmission channel
of the signal. The gyroscopic reaction moment is converted into an angular deflection *
of a part of the rotor, called the resonator (Fig.2). This oscillating deflection relative
to the rest of the rotor is converted into a signal, which can be matched to a suitable
channel to transfer the signal from the rotor to the aircraft body. An electrical signal
"is exposed to disturbing fields in the transducer as well as in the transfer channel and
thus requi'es careful shielding. Therefore an optical pick-up was chosen and the pick-up
of the first experimental model is shown in Fig. 3. The rotor, the outline of which is
given by the broken line, is mounted on the shaft of a motor fixed in the vehicle. The
rotor carries three mirrors, one of which is attached to the bar-shaped resonator, and
torsional vibrations of this bar about an axis perpendicular to the rotor axis are to be
measured. All other parts of Figure 3 are fixed in the vehicle. A square light source
is projected onto a pattern, the beam of light being reflected by three mirrors. For the
time being we assume the resonator to be fixed within the rotor. Due to the reflection at
the rotating, slanting mirror, the square image will move round the rotor axis in the
plane of rotation, as long as the resonator is in the beam. A deflection of the resonator
will now shift the path of the square image either up or down. By passing through the
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inclined slot of the pattern, the image causes the photocell behind the pattern to produce
an electrical pulse, which occurs at a time depending on the inclination of the resonator.

We want to be sure of measuring the inclination of the resonator relative to the rotor

and do not want the signal to be affected by displacements of the rotor axis within its

bearings. A similar pick-up on the left side of Figure 3, with a sensing mirror attached

to the rotor instead of the resonator, produces electrical pulses which are shifted by

linear or angular displacements of the rotor axis in the same way as the signal pulses of
the resonator pick-up. The distance between the two remains constant and is readily

measured digitally.

The first experimental model using this optical pick-up had an operating threshold of

0. 05°/h. This is the root mean square value of the fluctuations of successive zero-signal

readings. The fluctuations recorded during several hours had an r.m.s. value of O.1 0/h.

As no additional damping was provided, the time constant of the gyro was 23 sec. It should
be mentioned that the rotor was rotating at 1500 rev!min only, in the bearings af a $15

motor, to the shaft of which it was mounted, All parts of the gyro were manufactured with

low-precision tools. The resonator was suspended by one flat spring on each side of the

resonator bar. As the respective planes of these springs were orthogonal, they combined
high flexural stiffness with low torsional stiffness. The latter is required to match the
natural frequency of the resonator to the low excitation frequency, which is equal to the
frequency of rotation.

The comparatively long optical paths in the pick-up system, just described, limit the

miniaturisation of the gyro. In order to reduce its size and at the same time impro:,e the
performance of the pick-up, we have to sample the inclination of the resonator not at two
points of a revolution only, as before, but cuntinuously, if possible, to increase the
information rate. This consideration has led to a different optical concept.

There are no objections to a resonator in the shape ot a cylindrical ring (Fig.4), which

can oscillate about one of its diameters. Slots with an inclination of '250 are cut into

the lateral area of the cylindrical ring. The light of a bulb, or other light source, in
the centre of this ring passes through these slots onto a photo-transistor, which, due to

the rotating of the ring, generates electrical pulses, the phase of which is modulated by
the oscillating movement of the ring. To eliminate oua-,-stat:ona'y displacements of the

rotor axis, we rigidly attach a second ring to the rotor, monitored by a photo-transistor,
and use the distance of the pulses from the two transistors for subsequent processing,
which has to take the sign of the pulse distance intL) acý;oui.t, i.e. pnich pulse occurs
first. There are no lenses or mirrors in the pick-up; all that is requi-ed is a light
source, two photo-transistors and some electronics.

The pick-up worked well, but the gyro as a whole did not, and could not improve on 0.3 0 /h.

To find out why our first gyro was nearly t~n t'mea bettc , we .us, looi aL. the differential
equation of the oscillations of the resonator. Time does not permit derivation of this equa-
tion here, but the assumptions made are that the inclination 0 of the resonator is linearly,
and only, dependent on the rate of rotation.

It is assumed that the resonator oscillates about a torsional axis passing througi. its

centre of gravity; otherwise the gyro becomes sensitive to linear accelerationc and, for a
given eccentricity, this sensitivity is equal to that of conventional rate gyros. Further
conditions are (i) the inclination # must be small, i.e.,

S<< 1, (,)

(1i) the three components of the rate vector must be small and of second order as compared

to the rotation w, i.e.,

n'f)2, f20
1' 2' 3' I 1~21 (2)
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and (iii) the component Q3 in the direction of the rotor axis must be small and of first
order compared to the rotation w and dimping coefficient ,3, i.e.,

rf31 << • 3

Then the differential equation is

S• 2/b ( C2 B • 2  -[AB+CW l U 2 ]cos wt +[A-B+C( sinwt. (4)

A. B and C are the principal moments of inertia of the resonator and w0  is the natural
frequency of the non-rotating resonator; c 0  is determined by the spring restraint in the
resonator suspension only. There are two periodic excitations with rotation frequency ce,

and the resonator is tuned by making the coefficient of 6 equal w . It is not possible
to make C - B = A , (C-B),/A = 1 , to eliminate the need for wo completely and thus
provide automatic tuning for all rotational frequencies. However, for a resonator, which
is flat in the direction of the rotor axis,

C- B z: A (5)

and wo is only small. To reduce the dependence on the rotational frequency, the resonator

should be as flat as possible.

We may forget angular accelerations in (4) if

I ý21 <<(6)

Then, using the approximation (5), the differential Equation (4) reduces to

S+ 2b +W 2
# = 2w ( 1 coswt+O 2 sinowt) , (7)

with the stationary solution

-(n sinwt-.02 cosot) C(o)

There are two oscillations, with a mutual phase shift of 900, each of which is determined
by a different component of the angular velocity vector. As the two oscillations are
easily separated by phase-sensitive detection, the Rotor-Vibragyro is a two-axis rate gyro.

The conditions specified do not differ from those commonly used in the theory of con-
ventional rate gyros. For the latter we have to replace the rotational frequency w in (2)
Sby the natural frequency w. of rotor and gimbal frame about the output axis, and in (3)
we have to replace S by the ratio 2/ . Both 5 and W2/w limit I31 and, as both

are the reciprocal of the respective sensitivities (cf. Equation (8)), one cannot increase
these limits without decreasing the sensitivities by the me amount In either case.

The conditions are equal for both types of rate gyros, but are they always satisfied?
Operated under normal conditions, as a rate gyro with sufficient damping, a Rotor-Vibragyro,
with resonator suspended in its centre of gravity, can only be disturbed by torsional
oscillations of the rotor shaft about one of its diameters. These cause angular accelera-
tions, which do not satisfy condition (6). In the presence of such vibrations we cannot
neglect the acceleration terms and have to use Equation (4). For simplicity we consider
inputs about one axis only.

Torsional oscillations are composed of periodic functions

c= •() ooso ;t , ll(c) - fl(c) sincat , (9)
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Fourier components, which are to be considered as the input of the gyro. Because of the
factors sin ct and cos at they excite the resonator with frequencies ( + c and ! - w .
As we have tuned to w c only vibrations with frequency 1 = 2w become effective. By
inserting (9) into (4), it can be seen that the effect of the velocity term is opposed to
that of the acceleration term, reducing the unwanted output more and more as the principal
moment of inertia A approaches C - B . We thus find a flat resonator to be desirable,
not only to become more independent of rotational frequency but to reduce the effect of
torsional vibrations as well.

This explains why the first Rotor-Vibragyro, with a resonator consisting essentially of
a flat mirror, yielded a lower operating threshold than the second one, which used a
cylinder extending 5 mm in the direction of the rotor axis. The sensitivity to torsional
vibrations appears to be responsible for the operational threshold of both Rotor-Vibragyros.

Our curront investigations are aimed not only at a reduction of these disturbances by
flattening the resonator, but at their elimination by the use of two resonators, which are
allowed to oscillate about two mutually perpendicular axes (Fig.5), both of which are per-
pendicular to the rotor axis. The two resonators are subjected to the same input rates,
torsional vibrations as well as steady rates of turn. Calculations show that steady
rates near zero frequency and rates oscillating with frequency 2W are treated differently
by the two resonators and a rough explanation of this is as follows. Torsional vibrations
of frequency 2aw about a definite input axis cause the input rate to be a sinusoidal
function of the rotor position with a fixed phase. This function has its maxima, for
instance, at two fixed angular positions of the rotor, 1800 apart from each other. In
such a rotor position, the two resonator axes are at different angles to the input axis,
thus receiving a different share of the input. On the other hand, the oscillations of the
resonators due to steady rotations show a phase shift of 900 only, their amplitudes being
equal. Calculations show that the amplitude of one of the resonators is proportional to
the sum of steady and vibrational rates, while the amplitude of the other one is propor-
tional to the difference of the two rates. This allows us to eliminate the torsional
vibrations and retain the rates of rotation near zero frequency, which we intend to
measure.

Experiments prove that the use of tao resonators reduces the effect of rotational vibra-
tion of the rotor axis, and thus reduces the noise level of the Rotor-Vibragyro considerably.
Reduction by a factor of 6 has been attaine*, with inadequate compensation, and this will
be improved in the near future.

It may be concluded that the Rotor-Vibrasyro is much less expensive than conventional
gyros of comparable performance, because it does not require precision bearings for its
rotating parts.

The concept of the Rotor-Vibragro involves two points which are typical of this gyro:

(i) Fbr transferring the signal from the rotor to the vehicle, two different optical

pick-up systems have been described.

(ii) To eliminate the effect of torsional vibration of the rotor axis. causing a random
drift of less then 0. 30 /h with very poor bearings, the use of two crossed resonators
has proved effective.

To improve mechanical end thermal stability it now Is necessary to integrate the expori-
aeno of the industry in the field of Oro tecMology into the development of the Rotor-
Vibragyro.
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THE OSCILLOGYRO

R.Whalley and D.W.Alford

1. INTRODUCTION

The paper describes a new type of gyroscope suitable for stabilising a platform in an
inertial navigation system or for use as a heading reference. The main feature of the
instrument is its inher•-f vi-14.ity. which promises low cost manufLrture coupled with
high reliability. In its simplest form the gyro consists of a bar supported at its centre
on a single-degree-of-freedom elastic hinge (Fig.1). The bar and hinge assembly are fixed
to a motor shaft which is rotated at an accurately controlled speed. A rigorous dynamic
analysis of the instrument has bees published previously (see Reference'l). In this paper
the operation of the instrument is described, using simplified mechanical concepts.

2. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

The simplest way of visualising the behaviour of the bar is to consider it in terms of
two well known dynamic effects; firstly, dynamic unbalance and, secondly, the gyroscopic
torques.

It is convenient to consider the bar as a system of point masses Joined with a weightless
rod (Fig.2). Consider the bar initially at some #ogle not perpendiculer to the spin axis.
As the driving shaft begins to rotate there will be a powerful torque caused by the centri-
fugal force acting on the masses. This will cause the masses on the bar to swing out until
each mass lies In the sam plane of rotation. It will be seen that in this position the
cpntrifugal forces act along the axis of the bar and the bar will continue to rotate in
one plane.

Consider now the bar spinning in this configuration. If the driving shaft is displaced
through a mall sagle. groscopic forces will cause the bar to tend to continue to rotate
in a fixed plane Independently of the movmeonts of the driving shaft. The elastic hinle
will introduce a torque which will cause an unwanted precession. There is. however, a
negative stiffness effect hileh arises from the dynamics of the system and which Is propor-
tional to the square of the rotation speed. ?Te basic principle of the instrument is to
arrange the rotation 3peeW and the geometry of the bar so that the dynamic torque exactLy
cancels the spring torque. The behaviour of the bar will then approximate to that of a
freely supported gyroscope with no restraints. The nature of this dynamic negative stiff-
nes torque ca be understood from Pigure 3. It will be noted that the representation of
the bar by point masses hes been extended to Include the mas distributed along the spin
axis.

Let the driving •haft be tilted through a mall ongle x . Ibis *II1 introace a cyclic
component of rotation about the X-axla of the bar with maitsm value

Us fqSlU a.

Velocity of masoe distributed along Z-axis.

V t ZMa .
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Coriolis acceleration.

A =2ýýV =2Cý2 ZCa

Dynamic torque about Y-axis,

QD= 2M (29'Z':() =4M Z1.12:(

Spring torque about Y-axis due to elastic suspension.

Summing torques,
:(m4MZ2P2 a

which gives the tuned condition when

- K

The plane in which the bar is rotating can be precessed by applying a torque about a
perpendicular axis, as with a normal gyroscope. In practice an impulse. of torque is applied
to the bar a quarter of a revolution before the axis of precession is reached.

Ve have discussed the torque arising from the elastic hinge when the driving shaft is
misaligned and the dynamic torque which compensates this. There is. however, moither torque
which arises from the damping forcea. When the bar is rotating in a flixed plane and the
driving shaft is misaligned by a small angle (OL). the bar will appear to oscillate on its
hinge ±a in one revolution relative to the fork and the other rotating parts of the instru-
ment. This motion introduces a damping torque mainly due to windage which will process the
gyro about the axis of misalignment and in a direction to reduce the misalignment to rere.
It will be noted that a similar effect appears in all free rotor ares when the driving
shaft is misaligned, The gyro is processed by the dumping force& at a rate proportional to
the misalignment and the misalignment is reduced exponentially with time. The dup~ing
torque represents an unwanted disturbance of the gyro and, in the case of the OscLIlogyro,
It Is reduced to a very small level by mounting the ber in a rotating container which ts
sealed and evacuated,

It is important to realise that, in adopting a sIngle-degree-of- freedom suspension. the
ability of the ayre to control a platform about too ailes has not been lost. Pick-offil can
be arrangod in twu pair%~ to measure the proximity of the bar to a reference plant on the
instrument in each of four quadrants. In this way one pair of pick-offs will measure
displacement of the gyro about one axis and, a quarter of a revolution later, the other
Pair will measure the displacement about an axis at right angles. Thb* Instrument can be
retarded "s a twn-dogrves-o4freedom gyro working on a time-sharing basis.

The advantages of the 0scillogyrn cm' now 1v conpidered. The sensitive mass isi in-
beruitly simple and this minimises Instability of the via"s "balance torques. 1)ierg I$.
for examle. an obvious advantage. canpared with more coventional instnanants. In avin
the rotor bearings (with their possibilities of as" shifts due to wear) outside the
sensitive mass. M~en the gyro is used in the spin axsi vertical conifigeratigo. it will
be seen that there can be up~ drift due to unbalance since the umbalanc vector Is totatng
with the rotor, and drift (relative, to a filled trae of reference) is oglinatatqd to zero.
It will be se", similarly, that a bias torque from the suspension system camnot cms@
drift about fixed axes. From the cost point of view the main advntage is the inherent
Simplicity Of the Instrument, the elastic 11i1ge Is simple 20d cheap to maumfacture and
there is no requirement for extrene cleuaiiaas". 71e 01yam1ic copensation for spring
atifb~efs allows the use of a very robust elastic suspension without introducing ekcessive
daluds on the, servo follow-uap system.
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The sensitive element has been described in terms of a bar and it is important to look
briefly at the reusons for this, I.e., the factors which control the shape of the sensitive
mass. When the gyro is running at its correct speed the torque arising from the spring
-tiffness due to a small misalignment (such as an error in the platform servo) will be
exactly compensated for by the dynamic torque. However, if there is an error in speed (or
In tUe stiffness of the hinge) there will be an unwanted torque which will cause drift.
It *ill be seen that thore is en advantage in minimlsing thib by keeping the uncompenoautd
suspension stiffness as low as possible consistent with adequate shock capability of the
suspension. The tuning equation

"K
4MZ'

shows that, for K to be kept small, either the speed or the axially distributed mass
HZ2 must be minimised. There are good reasons for running any design of gyroscope Lt as
high a spin speed as possible (for example, to maintain a good ratio of angular momentum
to mass), and with the Oscillogyro there is the added requirement that the rotation "peed
must be kept sufficiently high to provide a good 3ervo performance. Now this means that
the MZ2 term should be minnmised and in practical designs the sensitive ass tends to have
the characteristic shape of a bar with a large ratio of diameter to thickness.

At this point it is perhaps appropr-ate to consider the similarity of the Osccllogyro
with the tuned Hooke's Joint elastic hinge gyro. The gimbal of the Hooke's Joint gyro can
be regarded in the same way as the bar of the Oscillogro in tuning out the spring torques.
This has been emphasised in Figure 4. where a rutor has ben added arowd the bar, which is
partly decoupled from the bar by a second elastic hinge system.

At the risk of over-simplIfJestI-n it can be said that the angular somentum has been
increased by the addition of the ring without significantly increasing the dynamic torque -

since the ring will have virtually no angular velocity about tA•e X-axis. The tuned speed
will therefore depend largely, as before, on the dimensions of the bWr and the stiffuess
of the hinge. However. for a given speed u' servo error, there will be a lower drift
rate. sisply because the angular momentum hua be increased.

4e can see in a general way that the ilooke's joint suspunsion *111 allow gyroscopes to
be designed aith a lower drift rate for a gives speed and servo error, but with this there
sill be a reduction in shock loading capability.

In our experience the requirment for a good servo performance is set as uach t the
dmping torques as tb the efro-s in tuning. The advatage of simplicity ian the use of a
single bearing. mo believe. sy outwel~a the theoretical advantages of the te-depre-ot-
freedom approach, It aw well Le that the features of the tmo-dsgre-of-frvedoa NooKe a
joint design can best be exploited in low acceleration applicatins.

3, TVi PRACTICAL INSTRUiENT

Piurte $ shoes the main functiomal parts of one tom of Oscilloaro. The iastrmemt hs
been designed with ese of serviciag in tind and it .an be disaasesblwd into three samin sub-
easavblies. the drive eoter, the sealed oscillobar coatainer and the rsoiver and pre.
amplifier assely. Tbe drive motor is a kyateresis type and is driven from a comsteat
frequenm supply to provide a c"atmt speed drive. Ibis is neeManr to saintain the tuned
condition amd also to provide oofficient accuracy of precessiso by the torque motor. The
oscillobsr is mouated oa a cross-lest elastic muspeslom. It is Lanaced md teMOd ad the
contsaier is then sealed and evocuated.

The pick-offts d torque motors are both electrostatic devices. The pick-otfs form a
capacltance bridge circuit opelstig at 200 kUt. Imnulated plates au mounted on tie "a-
Utsa amtsaiar so that there is a mall go betueen the plates ad the oncillobmr. Pber

I, |
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plates are used, one pair at each end of the bar. These plates are connected to insulated

forks outside the sealed container which form the rotating member of a capacity resolver.

The stationary member of the resolver is divided into segments which are connected to

pick-off and torque motor circuits. As the container rotates, the insulated plates each

side of the bar are capacitativly coupled in turn to the torque motor circuit and to the

pick-off circuit, first foi one channel and then for the other.

The capacitative pick-off has a high source impedance and a pre-amplifier is necessary
close to the pick-off, JI this d.3ign the pre-amplifier is constructed using field effect

transistors and it is mounted rn the resolver stator.

The rotating plates are coupled to the pick-off circuit twice per revolution. The output

of the pick-off cons.,i:-s, therefore, of a train of pulses which are, in effect, envelopes

of a.c. at the pick-off excitation frequency, the amplitudes of which represent the input
angle, i.e., the angular movement of u:,ý gyr', cazie. The two axes can be brought out on one

line through one head snliL or, alternatively, on separate lines (see Figure 6).

These pulses have to be rectified in a phase-sensitive rectifier and then passed through
a sample-and-hold circuit before being used to operate the platform servos. The fuzction
of the sample-and-hold circuit is to average the level of the pulse and to hold it as an
error input to the servo until the next pulse presents itself. The time between successive
pulses represents a lag in the servo loop, but this is less than 4 ms for rotation speeds
in excess of 8000 rev/min and does not create a serious problem in the design of the plat-
form servos.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The Oscillogyro belongs to the new family of tuned elastically supported gyroscopes,
several examples c which are currently under development at different research centres.
The approach offers an inherent immunity from a number of the error sources which affect
more conventionbi gyroscopes, together with a basic simplicity of construction. It promises
low cost mr-aufacture coupled with high reliability.
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SUNU.RY

The PIPA (Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometer) -.ted in The Apollo Inertial
Measurement Unit is a moderate cost. high performance single-4egree-of-freedom, specific
force integrating receiver, operating closed loop as a torque rtqtrained pendulum. The
instrument is one of a class of floated inertial components. consitting of a pendulous
float magnetically suspended in a viscous fluid, signal generator and *orque generator
microsyns, and associated electronics and calibration modules.

The paper examines in detail the theory. falrication. and operation of the instrument.
The float dynamics of a binary (two-state) torquing loop are derived and the results of
a digital simulation relating the design parameters to the oscillatory mode and response
of the instrument are presented.

The stability of the electromagnetic torquing circuit is shown to be one of the primary
limitations of the present instrument design, and the factors that affect this stability
are examined. Other areas discussed include: torque errors resulting from fluid
impurities. floatation problem, failure modes, and power requirements.

The paper concludes with a sumary of present performance capabilities and recomenda-
tions for improvement. Suggested changes would substantially improve the present per-
formance and make the instrument suitable for longer and more demnding missons.
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THE PIPA

(PULSED INTEGRATING PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER)

George J. Bukow

I. INTRODUCTION

The PIPA (Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometer) used in the Apollo Inertial
Measurement Unit is a single-degree-of-freedom specific force integrating receiver, opera-
ting closed loop as a torque-restrained pendulum. The Instrupent ewnsitts of a pendulous
float magnetically suspended in a viscous fluid, signal generator and torque generator
microsyns. and associated electronics and calibration modules. A schematic diagram of the
Pulsed Integrating Pendulum (PIP) is shown in Figure 1.

The pendulous float is a hollow beryllium cylinder with built-in mass unbalance.
Ferrite rotors are mounted at each end of the float. supporting the magnetic suspension
and the microsyn functions. The float is surrounded by heavy fluid which provides both a
buoyant support and viscous dueping.

An applied specific force along the input axis of the pendu'um causes a rotation about
the output axis, This rotation Is seased by the signal generatcr and is used as an error
signal to initiate a response from the torque generator.

A cutaway view of the complete pendulum is shown in Figure 2. ,'he pendulous mass Is
shown mounted on the periphery of the float and extends into a amal I groove in the dmping
block. The width of the groove allows mimum rotation of the float of W° of arc. The
magnetic suspensioa stators are positioned opposite the Inside portions of the rotors.
forming part of a coaxial structure with the torque generator on one end. and with the
signal generator on the opposite end of the instrument. Four bellows provide volumetric

nonpensation of the dping fluid between 100 and 710C. Oa the end of the instrument.
two aligning rings permit accurate positioning on the PIPAs input axis relative to the
mounting surface. The instrment is aligned to the mounting ring before incorporation in
the inertial measuring unit (IMU).

The overall block diagram, showing the pendulum within its control loop. is aboe to
Pigure 3. The signal from the aignal generator s enplifled and used as an input to a
smler (called the interrogator) which sMples the signal at discrete time determined
by the guidence covputer. If the signal exceeds either the positive or segative threosold
of the interrogator, a comamad pulse is seat to the torque generator switch. The switch.
In turn. commnds the proper polarity current to the torque generator of the instrument.
boiling out the error sinal from the sigal gener•tor.

The switching time ate precisely controlled by the witchng pulso train. and the
torquer corrent magnitude is controlled by am ultreatable d.c. current loop. Torque is
applied to the float in discrete Incremants, med for each incremet a poise is generated
sad seat to the crouter. provtdimn a comtismoms monitoring of the total torque applied
to the Instrument.
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2. BAEIC PARAMETERS

2.1 Scale Factor

The differential equation for the general response of tne pendulous float to input
accelerations and restraining torques from the torque generator may be written as

JAr(t) + CAf(t) + KAf(t) = MTQ(t) - ul Sin(t) . (1)

where

Af(t) = angular position of the float relative to its
zero or reference position (radians)

J = float angular moment of inertia (go cm2)

C = viscous damping (dyne ce sec/rad)

K = elastic restraint (dyne cm see/red)

Mro(t) = torque applied by the torque generator (dynes)

of = pendulosity (gin cm)

IU(t) = acceleration input (cm/sec:2).

The elastic restraint term is due to the asymmetries in the suspension and microay8
circuits and is mall compared to the magnitude of the applied torque. Thus it may be
neglected for most considerations. One exception Is the calculation to determine the
sinius threshold acceleration of the instrument, covered in Section 2.3.

Integrating Equation (1).

JAr(t) + CAY(t) f MT(t) dt - mo ais(t) dt* C (2)

The constant term results from the initial conditions and is equal to JAf(O) * CAf(O)

ir4(t) is applied incramontally in precisely controlled bits in either the pesitive or
negative direction. For the present, these increments of torque will be assumed equal,
in both the positive sad negative directions. and of magnitude VTO AT ; here M., Is
the average magnitude of the applied torque and ?T is the length of time each actrelmt
of torque is applied. Thus the applied torque integral my be written

J Ut l dt f N(rOu T)

Incorporating these changes into Equation (2).

J(A(t) - (O) + C(At(t) - A :(O)) - ssf a(t) dt (2)

The left-hbad side of Equation (3) represaets a cbhene in mestum stored wiLtha the
float. Ouder controlled conditions this momaatdm cha mya be assomed equal to marn
further aimplifying the quatiom to

tat t a( M: tit(t) dt . (4)
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Equation (4) presents the basic relation between the input acceleration and the applied
restraining torque. The integrated acceleration, or velocity increment, obtained over
any given period of time, is equal to n(MTo AT/ml) - where n In the net number of
torque pulses occuring over that interval of time. The term (MTG AT/ml) is the velocity
equivalent of one torque pulse and is defined as the scale factor of the instrument,
having the units of cm/(sec pulse).

2. 2 Binary Operation

The torquing loop employed with the PIPA is a two-state (or binary) loop. with torque
applied continuously in either positive or negative directions. Therefore, even with no
input acceleration, current is switched alternately from positive to negative torque
windings and the float is maintained in a continual state of oscillation. The parameters
of the instrument determine which state of oscillation, or mode. the float will maintain.
If "n" pulses occur alternately in each direction, an a:m mode is defined to exist. A
complete derivation and discussion of the dynamic response of the Instrument Is presented
in Section 4.

Under a no-input condition, the equation of equilibriun becomes

(M;0 AT - 140 6T) = 0 (5)t=O

assuming no change in float storage. In general, MTe * . and the nmber of positive
pulses will not equal the number of negative pulses over any given period of time.

If na is the number of positive torque pulses applied during time t and na Is
the number of negative pulses, the following relations may be obtained:

*if__ TOn. (7)
2 2n•

2 2na

Dividing Bquation (7) Ib quatioo (8) and croee-mltiplying yields

n, - n,)(w;0. ; 0) - n,. )(.;.- N) 0. (5)

ul:k aplytug by ,X/l

(f ( - ad ) AT - (of ) #T a O. 2 6(10)

£Irstiop (10) Proseate the eqeillbrim relatioeship betmeen the scale tactor ad the
bias of the mit oder a mo-input condition. The term (N; - u;)AT/i nl is similar to
the scale factor defined in Sect ioe 2. 1 and is termed the average scale factir. The
differential term (U* - %is) Ai/201 represnts the lobal" eaistal bet"" the
positiead negative torqers ad I defined as the bias.

m a • • • •
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2.3 Minimum Threshold

The minimum threshold of the instrument may be determined by again referring to
Equation (1). For very small inputs the motion of the float may be treated as the sum of
two terms: an oscillator response due to the alternate torquing of the positive and
negative torquers, and a slow rotation of the float caused by the input acceleration. If
the float moves far enough from null, one torquer remains on for one pulse length longer
than normal to return the float to null.

In steady state, the float notion resulting from one pulse of .orque will be equal to
(M/C)AT . since all of the energy of the pulse is used to move the float through fluid.
Thus. the initial excursion of the float required to cause a torquer imbalance of one
pulse is again (M/C). T . The torque produced by elastic restraint tK for an excursion
of (1/c)0.T is

KM
tKT . (11)C

The input acceleration must cause a torque on the float at least equal to tK in order
to be sensed by the instrument. Thus

KM
slain ) -AT.

C

(T --- (12)
Cal

3. cESCuInPTiO OF OPERATION

3.1 Vagmetic Swomism

The PIPA makes use of two quani-elastic magnetic supports to properly position the
neutrally buoysat float within the case. A cross-section of the agnetic structure used
is slows in Figure 4. This figure depicts the unique feature of separated suspension
end transducer functions using a single coaxial structure. Radial &ad uial centering is
produced by action of the suspension mgnetic field on the Inner surface of the tapered
rotor.

A schematic of the suspension circuit is shoa In Figure S. The four coils represent
the effective idmuctaces alofg the plus-sad-mnus X mad T tes. The capacitors are
mounted in a potted module eaternal to the PIP sad provide the proper tuning to effect
stable magnetic restoring forces oa the rotor.

The underlying basis for the suspension circuit sed my be simply stated s

whore

ra = restrainmig force on the rotor due to a stiter
pole

= magnetic emor to the airgap

= air-to leoath
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The air-gap energy is

wg = ½ .F~) P, (14)

wi.ere

(MM)g = air-gap magnetomottve force

P = air-gap permeance.

Therefore

.(W) :.L (15)R£

To establish a relationship between the suspension stiffness, or dPF'/dg , and the
circuit parameter requires considerable algebraic manipulation'. The results of the
derlvrtion are summarized below. Defining the terms

li1e t riOLO 
- forQC

and

f(Q) ! - (18)

Q, - the Q of the suaension coil

Qt :the overall Q of the circuit

LO : self-indct,,bet of the coil

L leakage inductance

S-Szeries capacitance

I • effective reslstamce

mod-eacltatlos frteuoncy

4P L V;
de (8I)V

V termlnal roltmee

. centers4 air-gap value

to Order to have a stable restorlag for-., f(Q) unst bO a" IV*e a Q r nmst be
8."ater thei Wero. A family of curves showing the values of fjQ) am a fuctioe of Q'
for differeat values of Q• . Is Obou in Pleiare S. The mulan sameaslos Pttffmee

occurs AOr the thelee- h/rter-power poist, e a ,3 .
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The normal operating point for the PIPA is the second (inductive) half-power point,
shown on the curve. This point was chosen to insure a stable suspension for all possible
values of go resulting from axial motion of the float. When the float is not suspended
it can move to an axial extreme. If the suspexasion is applied at such time, the value of
g at one end of the instrument will be higher than normal, resulting in a smaller value
of Q, . This value of Q, must be kept larger than the minimum value required for

adequate stiffness.

3.2 Signal Generator

Float rotations are sensed by an angle-to-voltage transducer called a signal generator.
A cross-section view of the signal generator stator and rotor is shown in Figure 7. The
p,'imary coil of the signal generator (SO) is wound in series around each of the eight
stator poles. The flux paths set up by these poles are typified by the flux paths shown
in the figure. The SG secondary coils are wound such that the even-numbered poles are in
phase with dne primary, and the odd-numbered poles are 1800 out-of-phase. If the con-
toured outaide diameter of the rotor is perfectly centered and at zero rotation relative
to the stator (as shown in the figure), the total signal induced in the secondary of the
SG is zero. If a rotor (float) rotation occurs in either the positive or negative
direction, a corresponding in-phase or out-of-phase output is obtained across the SO
secondary, since the reluctance seen by the positive secondary poles is no longer equal
to that seen by the negative poles.

The current in the SG primary may be written as ip = Ip cos ( 0t . The corresponding
voltage induced in the secondary is

d
Vs(t) = KSIp - [Af(t) o coot] , ,20)

where K. is a proportionLlity constant resiilting from the circuit geometry. Expanding
Equation (20).

Vs(t) = KsIp(COS wot)Af(t) - KsIpAf(t)Wo sin wot . (21)

The induced secondary voltage is filtered by a tuned second-order filter, as shown in
Figure 8Va). The output of the filter lags the induced voltage by 900. If the time of
interrogation is at t = 0 . the filtered rate term, KsI p COs (Wt - 900) Aft , will
be crossing through zero and the total instantaneous output will be a function of only
the float position. The phase relationships of the voltages and currents in the SO circuit
are shown in Figure 8(b).

3.3 Torque Generator

Except for the way the coils are wound, the torque generator (TO) cross-section is
identical to that of the SO. The position of the TO coils and resultant flux paths for
positive torque are shown in Figure 9. Since only one torquer is on at any time, there
are two minimum-energy rotor positions, one for positive torque and one for negative
torque. The rotor always tend% to line up at the minimum-energy position opposite the
working poles. However. the frequency of switching allows only a minute oscillation
about a center point midway between the minimum energy points. The torque produced is
proportional to the square of the flux linking the rotor poles and thus is a function of
the square of the torquer current.

3.4 Electronics

A portion oi the overall control-loop block diagram detailing the electronics is pre-
sented in Figure 10. The filtered SO signal is amplified by the preamp and a.c. differ-
ential amplifier and sent to the interrogator. The Interrogator utilizes two Schmidt
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triggers, synchronized by the intirrogator pulse train from the computer, or system clock,
to determine the polarity of the signal from the a.c. amplifier. The outputs from the
Schmidt triggers control the state of two multivibrators, commanding either positive or
negative torque from the switch.

The binary current switch controls the direction of the current flow from the current
source, in accordance with the commands received from the interrogator. A switch pulse
train synchronizes the switching of the second multivibrator stage in the interrogator
such that the pulses of current sent through the torque windings are of equal width.

The current control loop is expanded in Figure 11. The output of the switch is sent
to the calibration module. This module provides the necessary passive components to make
the torquer coils of the PIP appear purely resistive, thus controlling switching transients
and optimizing current stability. Bias adjustment is obtained by use of the resistive
shunting circuit; and fine padding of the resistive loads Ri . in series with the torque
windings, allows equalization of the time constants ri and •r2

The voltage drop across the scale factor (SF) resistor is compared with a precision
voltage reference (PVR). The error voltage is amplified by a high-gain d.c. differential
"amplifier and used to control the current magnitude in the loop.

3.5 Parameter Summary

Figure 12 summarizes the typical operating parameters for the Apollo PIPA. Values for
torque constant, torque current, and scale factor are given for the two PIPA configurations
used, Command Module (CM) and Lunar Module (Ld). Different calibration modules are used
to provide the difference in torque current between the two configurations.

The open-loop power includes that used for the suspension and SG circuits. The closed-
loop power is the sum of the open-loop power and the power dissipated in the torque
windings.

4. DVNAMIC RESPONSE

It has been shown2 that pulse rebalance loops with nonlinear samplers can be treated
with describlin function techniques to predict the modes of oscillation that will occur
for given operating parameters and input conditions. While such methods are helpful as
general design tools, they do not readily allow adequate definition of the control loop
to permit accurate analysis of an operating instrument. Tu obtain the required accuracy
and definition, a piecewise linear approach was used in the analysis of the PIPA.

Between any two switching times, and with the assumption of some constait input
acceleration, the PIPA float motion is easily described by a second-order differential
equation. Representation of other portions of the control loop by linear transfer functions
allows the voltage input to the interrogator to be calculated at each sample time. If the
voltage seen by the interrogator exceeds the threshold voltage, a switching condition
occurs and the torque reverses direction. The initial conditions may then be updated and
the process repeated. In this manner the output pulse train of the instrument may be
obtained, as well as its response to a particular set of initial conditions.

For the purpose of this derivation, the buoyant support, augmented by the magnetic
suspension, is assumed to be infinitely stiff. Small deviations frum this condition in
an actual instrument will not materially affect the conclusions reached. The mathematical
expressions for the different portions of the loop are presented in the following sections.
The justification for the mnthematical model derives from the discussion of the PIPA
operation presented in Sections 1-3.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4.1 Equation of Motion

The basic equation of motion of the float under the assumption of zero input

acceleration is

JAf(t) + CAf(t) = M(t) . (22)

The expression for M(t) is

nAT
•: M~) = (1 et/r) 2 tnT T)2[

MM M(l - + M(et/ 2  (23)
0 nA T

where

7- is the time constant of the torquer current

M is the maximum torque applied

n is the number of torque pulsas applied
between switching times

SsT is the length of one pulse of torque.

For normal operation at the instant of switching, the current in one torquer begins to
decay to zero while that in the other begins its rise to maximum current. Thus, the total
torque applied from time zero (the switching time) until the next instant of switching is

[M(t)ltotaI = M(1 - e't/r)2 - (e't/P)2 , (24)

where the rise times in the two current loops are assumed equal and M+ = M. Simplifying.

M(t) = M(l- 2e't/7) (25)

Substituting in Equation (22),

JAr(t) + CAf(t) M(O - 2et/1 ) . (26)

(a) Initial Conditions

Before solving for the equation of motion, a possible set of initial conditions must
be established. For a PIPA operating in at least a 2:2 mode (minimum of two pulses in
each direction under no input conditions) the float time constant, J/C , is small enough
so that the velocity of the float at any switching time may be equated to M/C in
magnitude. The initial position, At(O) , may be chosen to be at a point farther away
from null than the minimum threshold angle that can be detected by the interrogator.

(b) Solution

Solving Equation (26) and eliminating second-order terms yields

M C~t/JA(tM = - 2r H - + Y(O). (27)

4.2 Signal Generator

Equation (21) defined the signal generator output as

Va(t) K KalpAt(t) sin wot * (28)
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assuming the rate term is equal to zero. Substituting Equation (27) into Equation (28),

M [2J f e-ct/1
VS(t) = KfipCIP tt- 27T- C 1ý /Jj)}I + A (0)] sin &)t .(29)

The tuned filter at the output of the SG has a transfer function

F(s) __ (RT/Ls5)s+(/C) (30)

4.3 Total Equation

Combining Equations (29) and (30), and incorporating a gain factor to account for the
amplification in the loop, the following relation is obtained:

V1 (s) =GV5(s)F(s) *(31)

where

V1(s) is the Laplace transform of the input
to the interrogator

G is the amplifier gain product

Vs (a) is the Laplace transform of VS(t)

The solution to Equation (31) is presented in the Appendix. For the purpose of the
present discussion the solution can be simplified to

V1(t) = i ~fO 27-M-(2JC sin (Wot + 900) - cos (Wot + tan-' OL/W) +

+ t sin (),t + 0)+Et(2

where the new terms Introduced are defined as

D =coinstant multiplier resulting from fixod
parameters iIn the loop

F.P2~ constants derived from the 5O secondary
circuit parameters and the excitation frequency

total resistance in BG secondary c~ircuit

2 280 secondary Inductance

2(t) exponential termso In the equation.

The Apollo PIPA typically modes 2:2 or higher and, under these conditioas, the eipoga
entlal terms are negligible and wil1 be omitted in the following discussion. Furthermore,
If the time of Interrogation is the *mme an the time of switching. t 2 2ra/wo . the
value of VIMt must he equal to or greater than the minimas threshold voltage of the

interrogator. V0 for the given value of na if switching Is to occur. Thus, the
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requirement for switching may be expressed as:

V0 ~ I -A(0) - 2r 2Js 27 w0 + tan-'L/O + (33)
CF1 L C P1

Further simplifying,

Bi B B 3

0 _C/ Po - At(0)] - - + [271n 27 - -. 2 co O + 0 W (34

PRquatlon (34) defines the dynamic response of the PIPA. B, represents the angle through
which the float must move in order for a switching condition to occur. Both components of

Bareof the same sign, sincim Af(0) Is always negative relative to the direction of
motiou. For high values of C , B, predominates in the equation. B2 represents the
inertia effects due to reversing the momentum of the float. This term is the dominant
factor in the equation for low values of C

B3Is the driving term, having to overcome the position and inertia terms. The
magnitude of 53 varies directly with n . the numnber of torque pulses applied in a given
direction. The "-27" is present to account for the effect of the time constant In the
torque current loop. The sinusoidal component represents an Information lag due to the
8G filter.

The Interplay between the above terms determines the mode which will exist in a parti-
cualar configuration and the response of the Instrument to a given set of circumstances.
The presence of an input acceleration modulates the driving ters 5~ anvd results in an
unbalanced pulse sequence. counteracting the acceleration Input.

A further exasinatiota of Equation (34) Indicates that. for a PIPA operating in a given
teat configuration, the only tensa subject to variation in the eqution are At(O) and
n . YfO) will vary as a function of the interrogator sampling and the Input acculeration.
With no input. and with optimon sampling, Af(O) will be a minimm and a minima value
of a will occur.

?be minimumvalue of n can beabovento very uasfunction of C by graphing the
taers in Wqation (34). with Af(O) eqal to a minim. tn Figure 13. C is plotted as
the aOcisa and the terms 5, a at * and 8, awe plotted In absolute value along the
ordinate. Dimensionally, each of the ordinate terms has the units of time.

5 3 Is positive for a =1 and Is constant for mny given value of a . The plot of
a3thus appears as borimontal lines, differing In ordinate value by 2ffAD/Cw* Secoas.

at and B, appear as linear and hyperbolic plots. respectively.

In order for a selltchizg condition to occur, SquaIon (34) must he positive. ?bus, the
minimaw value of a for wbich sitching will occur is the smallest value of a for which
a 3 is $rvaer them the simof at + , (shoowsas a dosbsUse in Piur* 13). Per allI
C values, a, 3 < 1 8,) a , for a =2 . an a 22 mode canuot exist. A 3:3 mode does
exist for both C, mad C2 sinec, for these values of C . (81)6.3 >.( Us +8, )

* It should be noted that the highest mode that will actually exist will he dependent ON
the maximm variation permissible In At(O) . L4Af$Oflmait has a limitiog value of
(uC)AT . the sternly-state distance the float *Ill travel due to ofte torqu pulse. tn as

*~OPeraing asatrmimet 14Af(O)l)su is eomehat smaller than the limiting vilueo. and the
asaiime variation is a will be lIss than owe. Por C =Ca in Figure, 13. the permilssible

rap of Arm) allows the sam of at. +8a to he greantor thean (82)0,.3 requiring the
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occurrence of a 4:4 mode. Thus, for operation at C = C2 , both 3:, and 4:4 modes will
exist. For C = C1 * (B3)n%3 is always greater than the sum of B1 4 B2 and only the
3:3 mode exists.

4.4 Computer Simulation Results

The complete form of Equation (34) (Equation (A3) In tVie Appendix) was programmed on
an IBM 360 computer and used to determine the average moding of the PIPA as a function of
C . J , and M . The results are presented in Figure- 14-16.

The curve obtained for varying C in Figure 14 basically resembles the sa of terms
BI + B2 shown in Figure 13. In the case of the act,.al unit parmeters. the 2J/C decay
closely approximated the rise of the linear function of V in the region near intercept,
resulting in a marked flattening of the curve.

Figure 15 shows that the PIPA average node increases as J increases. Increasing J
amplifies the inertia effects and increases the time rewuired for the float to traverse
the angle between interrogator thresholds. resulting in a higher mode.

A plot of average mode as a functJon of M In shown in Figure 16. For small values of
M . B5 in Equation (34) becomes large relative to Vie distance the float travels due to
one torque pulse, causing the .odin• to licrease. For large values of V . 8 Is
negligible compared to B2 and 13 * anJ sa easentially constant mode is obtained. in-
dependent of V

Figures 17 and 18 show the computer-prtdlcted response of the PIPA to a square wave
input over a wide frequency ruge. The Input was purposely urbalanced so that a net
input would result. In thil way a required nimber of .V1 a (restoring pulses) to be
expected from a perfect awelerometer could be calculated and compared with the output
predicted by the computer.

Figure 17 shows the eciputed outputs for a CL PIPA to be within lo*" than I% of the
actual input, up to a frequency of 1100 IR. Figure 18 shows similar results for a LM
PIPA These results are not surprising when It is rcalled that an implicit assmtion
in the design of the PIPA is that the float acts a a perfect integrator. figures 17 sad
18 bear out that ssumtlon.

S. OPERATIONAL INSTABILITIESI

There are three parmetera of Importance in determining the stability and performance
of the PIPA: scale factor. bias. aud input-axisa position.

5.1 Olemt Futr and BWe* ueliens

The scale factor. a defined in Section 2. s Siven as

(11' M*M
2al

The torque w produced by the torque generator may be written in tern of the nitroarm
permeters as

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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where

M is the electromagnetic torque applied in either

the positive or negative direction

N is the number of turns per coil pair

r Is the outside radius of the rotor

d is the effective length of the rotor

I is the torque current

A Is the permeability of free space

*go is the nominal air gap

k is a correction factor to account for core

losses in the iron.

The product. m 2rtU . ma~y be equated to some constant, K2, .and Equation (36) substituted
into Equation (35) to give

SP = K2'Tk (37)

The correction terms k *and k' . referring to the positive and negative torquing
directions. will ýn general not be equal. since the magnetic atates of the iron In the
two torquer flux paths will normally differ. In order to be completely general, the AT
term should indicate the effects of different time constants in the torquer compensation
circuits and possible Inequalities In the switching characteristics of the output tran-
sistors In the binary current switch. F'or the purpose of the present discussion it Is
mussied that these terms have been adequately compensated such that a nominal value of

4T can be used for both positive and negtive torquing.

The bias expression corresponding to the expression for scale factor showa n toquation
(37) Is

bias 11 Tkkj(38)

The air gap* in general will not be equal. and thus S6 and g' represent the
effective air Cops for positive and negative, torquing respectively. Equation (36) is
written asaming that the bias compensation network. shown in Pigure it. to open. The
addition of this circuit *ill predictably alter the discussion presented here w-d. for
clarity, It Is omitted.

5.2 Varieties is I

* The stability of the torquer current is of major importance In maintaining; a stable
scale factor. The degree of current stability will to great measure depend om the

* e~taility of the MY mod the scale factor resistor. IMhe FIis a cascaded msner diode
voltage somre. The final stope is chose to operate at a voltage sbere the temperature
coefficient of the diode crosses through coro. voltage deviattios of the FYO are less
than 10 Waprm/wr. with a tooverature coefficient of less then 3 ppat/C.
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The scale factor resistor is a parallel combination of precision resistors with low
temperature coefficients. One leg of the network contains a potentiometer which allows
accurate adjustment of the current to any desired value. Resistance stability is approxi-
mately 3 ppm/year.

The d.c. amplifier is designed to keep transients as smald as possible and to minimize
current changes due to variations in supply voltage.

Prom Equation (25) it is evident that variations in current will have little effect on
bias stability unless {(k*/g*) - (k'/g')) is large. Since the bias is kept at a small
value, the primary effect will be on the scale factor of the instrument.

5.3 Variations in k and k'

The primary source of "ale factor and bias instability in the PIPA is the variation
in the magnetic state of the iron in the torquing circuit. The magnetic parameters of
the iron are affected by temperature changes. large float rotations. torquer current over- F
shoots, and variations in 3200-Hz excitation voltage to the magnetic suspensions.
Temperature variations cause changes in stress exerted by the pottinC encapsulating the
torquer microsyn. The changes in stress cause corresponding changes in permeability of
the iron. Since the effect of the potting is similar for both positive and negative
torquing circuits, temperature changes primarily affect scale factor. and the bias changes
are almost negligible.

A change in bias and scale factor can occur if a malfunction in the torquing loop
causes an unstable condition lng enough to torque the float to a rotary stop. In such a
case. full flux density will exist along portions of the rotor which nomally ae" onLy
fringing fields, resulting in a shift in magnetic state. The effect will be primarily a
bias effect, since one direction of torquing will be predominantly affected.

Torque current overshoots may result from shorts in the circuit or a large overvoltage
applied to the d.c. current source. The effect of an overshoot is to drive the torque
generator microsyn to a higher operating point on the B-H curve. Upon removal of the
overshoot condition the torquer will return to an operating point somewbat higher than
the initial one. with a resulting increase in N - If the overpboot occurred Ions enough
to affect both torquer&. the primary change seen will be in scale factor. If only one
torquer is affected. a large bias shift will result.

The single-piece rotor on the TO end of the PIP carries flux from both the suspension
and TO circuits. Variations in the level of the suspension flux can cause variations in
k" and k' . These terms are particularly sensitive to suspension overshoot& which could
drive portions of the rotor into saturation. Depending on the geometry involved, either
bias or scale factor shifts could result.

Good design practices to minimize the possibility of overshoots snd torquing loop
instabllities can eliminate a major portion of the instability In and k . Adequate
control of temperature and excitation voltage *an maintaln the other effects to within
acceptable limits.

5.4 Posltift Msmy

Positiou memory is am acoelerstlom-sensitive bias exhibited by the PIPA. the cause of
which is still under laveutigation. Position emnory camses a bias chaen of t 0. 1 co/eecn
for a change in input to the acceleromer from 0 to t ig. The change in position memory
bias as a function of input is predictable and thus a" he ceggeassted for if the expected
acceleration profile is knoon.

I
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5.5 A.C. Iysteresis

The term "a.c. hysteresis" is applied to bias variations caused by suspension fluxes
coupling through fringe portions of the rotor when the float is allowed to rotate to an
angular stop. This effect can be controlled by adequate specification of the magnetic
properties of the rotor material.

5.6 Penedulosity Changes

The hollow beryllium float will exhibit changes in pendulosity if damping fluid is
allowed to seep into any portion of the float. Proper design will virtually eliminate
any possibility of such an occurren.ce. If such a condition were to occur, an input axis
shift would be the first effect noted, since the sensing direction for input acceleration
would change relative to the float body. Except in extreme cases, effects on scale factor
and bias would be negligible.

5.7 Changes in Air Gap

Changes in g* and g- will result if the magnetic suspension allows notion of the
float within the case of the instrument. For the most part, the suspension parameters
are quite stable and negligible motion of the float will occur. (Under conditions of high
input acceleration along the output axis of the instrument, the suspension will be re-
quired to counteract the torque produced by the output axis acceleration acting on the
pendulosil, of the instrument, resulting in some float notion.) If a malfunction should
occur, large bias shifts will normally result, since the differential term in Equation
(38) Is very sensitive to changes in g . There will also be some change in scale factor.
but it will be limited, since scale factor is primrily a function of g.

5.3 Fluid Impurities

Contasinants or gas bubbles within the damping fluid can become positioned between the
float and the case of the PIPA and exert error torques on the float. Proper filling
techniques will minimize the possibility of foreign particles in the fluid at the time of
build. Gas bubbles can result from air leaking into the Instrument from outside or from
helium gas loaking into the fluid from the hollow float or from the bellows.

A cemented metal band Is used to seal the Joint between the two end housings of the
PIP and this Joint, as well as the float and bellows seals, are carefully checked before
filling of the unit with dampina fluid. Filling of the lastrsent is accomplished through
mall fill holes at either end of the case. After fill. these holes are sealed using
metallic compression seals,

By use of the above technique, the possibility of air leaking into the instrument is
virtually eliminated. Slow leaking from the float can easily be kept to acceptable levels
with presently known cementing end fabrication techniques.

The bellows rmin one of the most critical elements in the dealsn. Rigid screening
tests on the bellows. and careful inspection by X-rsy techniques after completion of
build, will reduce bellows failures to a minimm.

I. P4FSOSIANCE CAPASILITIES AND POSSIBL11 IPSOVKESENTS

6. IPerfermce

The discussion in Section 5 dealing with the PIPA instabilities indicates that, to a
great extent, the Derformance capability of the lastreemt is depenent upo how well its
enviromet is controlled. With the encption of position memory and s.c. hysteresis, the
manetic instabilitiese a be kept small by good control of temperature. torquing current
ad 3200-b excitation voltage.
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Scale factor change due to temperature variation Is one of the major limitations of
the present instrument. The CM PIPA exhibits approximately 360 ppm change in scale
factor per OC. The LW PIPA exhibits approximately 630 ppm change per 0 C.

The performamce table shown in Figure 19 assumes a temperature stability of ± 0.140 C
and no magnetic shifts due to abnormal current and voltage levels. The bias stabilities
quoted are primarily a function of position memory and a.c. hysteresis.

6.2 Possible Improvements

Use of a potting ccmpour.d for the TO microsyn, which would decrease shrinkage stresses
by a factor of two, would reduce scale factor sensitivity to temperature by at least an
order of magnitude. Use 'if a three-piece rotor to separate the suspension and TO fluxes
would eliminate the coup!ing between the suspension and TO circuits. The three-piece
rotor, coupled with optJm=n rotor design, would also reduce the effects of a.c. hysteresis.

With the lncorporution of improvements in the above areas, the PIPA performance could
be substantially troved over present Apollo requirements, and the instrument could be
made suitable for longer and more demanding missions.
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APPENDI X

Starting with Equation (31) in the text.

V1 (s) = GVS(s)F(s) . (AI)

Vs •s) is first obtained by transforming Equstion (29). The result is multiplied by F(s)

a.i defined in Equation (30) with the result

1-17" 2 .1- c

V1(s) L 2r + -7 -fO +v,(L 8 CS 2+! c M

2 S 2J' -

(,52 + ) C(J - -C) (s C/J) + A

Takog the inverse transfora of Equation (W).

GK I M -M2JM/C tCA (0 1 2 toW
VIM - L ,//(n 0 t foo' 2 a 2

I co SiO•t+ n t tan + 2 tan

11)(t) sin .tt -tan1 210 . -0
JA 4'- 2t

21.' • is I° U,9•-rJ -, •. •i•.- €'//J)

C e2j :)t , cos. 0  I

4 n ,t .• t~J- a.t ,
-"lp I si ~ll .t -tan" ...., • , 0". .. J

.2A '

(,i,(C/ au)( . (t A Im #If (M)

f4

I -%C,

L4 :
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OtI = RT/2Ls

WO = excitation frequency

Noting that. for the tuned filter. aOL +W - W2 : 0c

tan-' = 90o
2 + 2 - 2

0 1 a

Furthermore, since the exponential terms are small and are negligible for most applications.
they will be grouped separately. Thus Equation (A3) can be simplified to

+CAf(0) - 2M --v,(t) = .1 -C_--
a.V-5) [ B (Wt + 900) -

CLCOS 2(A'
0t

2ize e 2w r 0 3ne

where 9(t) represents the exponential terms.
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Fig.1 Pulsed Integrating Pendulum schematic

Fig.2 Apollo Pulsed Integrating Pendulum
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Fig.7 Apollo PIP signal generator cross-section
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Fig, 14 Average moding versus dmping, CM PIPA
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Fig. 15 Average moding versus sngular samt of inertia. CM PIPA
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Fig. 16 Average moding versus torque constant. Apollo PIPA
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L ACCELEROMETRE ONERA A GRANDE SENSIBILITE

Michel Delattre

L'ccdldrom~tre ONERA i grande sensibilitd (seuji de mesure 10,8M/S2) a fait 1' objet de
plusieurs publications1"

Rdfdrences 1 et 2 traitent plus particuli~rement de la thiorie de cet acc~lfromitre.
Rdf~rence 4 cite les diff~rentes recherches actuellement en cours sur des accildromitres
tr~s sensibles et analyse les probl~mes soulevds par le d~veloppeaient de 1' acc~ldrom~tre
ONERA.

La pr~sente publication a pour objet de d~crire l'4tat actuel de ce ddveloppeuent.

1. RAPPEL flU PRINCIPE

Considdrons tine enceinte C disposant d'un degr4 de libertd suivant Vaxe X(X' (voir
Figure 1)1. A l'int~rieur de cette enceinte, sir I'mx XX' plagons tine masse m soumise
& tine force de rr.ppel 4lastique -Kx (voir Figure 1) d~s que' elle s' 41olgne de sa position
d'4Qtzi~lbre 0' ati centre du cadre. Supposons qu' ii existe tine force d'amortissement de
mn proportiotinelle i sa vitesse de d~placement par rapport 1 0' -f(dx/dt).

Supposons que pour t =0 le point V' se trouve en 0 et que le cadre subisse tine
acc~ldration F7 (x est toujours de signe contraire &F)

A l'instant t , si l'on consid~re I'dquilibre des forces appliqudes stir m ,on peuti
4crire

d2(X - x) dx
m -Kx -f- = 0

dt2  dt

d2X d 2X f dx K
F+ - -- +-
x d t 2  dt 2  m dt m

Pour tine accdl~ration constante Fx apr~s 4vanouissement du plhnomhne transitoire,
on a

K
F1  - x.1

x est tine mesure de F"2

Avec un systhme disposant de trois degr~s de libert4 suivant les trois axes d'un, tri~dre
tri-rectangle 11 est possible de connattre i la fals 1' amplitude et la direction d'utne
accdldration par trois mnesures de d~placement.

2. DESCRIPTION SOMMAIRE

L~a masse d' dpreuve eat tine aphAre de bdryllium de 40 mmn de dianikre (polds 60 gr)
contenue i 1' intdrieur d'utne cage 6galement sphdrique.
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La position de la bille par rapport a la cage est d~tectde suivant trols axes tri-
rectangles passant par le centre de la cage.

Les d4tecteurs de position de la sph~re sont du type a capacitance variable (voir
Figure 2). Ils sont constitu~s par des dlectrodes dites "41ectrodes de d~tection" en
formne de calottes sph~riques (voir Figure 3).

Les forces de rappel, de nature glectrostatique. sont impos~es par 1'ilnterm~diaire
d'41ectrodes dites "dlectrodes d'action" de forme annulaire sph~rique.

Le Principe de la chatne dlectronique est inontrH sur la Figure 4. Les capacit~s "bille-
4lectrode de d4tection" sont connect~es a un Pont capacitif aliment4 par une tension de
fr4quence 500 kHz.

Los mouvemonts de la sph~re font apparattre un signal de ddsdquilibre du Pont.

Apr~s amplification, ce signal v s' ajoute ou so retranche de la tension do polarisation
V. appliQuie en permanence sur los 4lectrodes d action. Unio e'loctrodo d' action pr4sonte
le potentiel V0 t v alors quo 1' dlectrode opposdo pr~sente lo potent iel V0 v

La force de rappel dtant proportionnolle i la diff~rence (V, + V)' - NO0  W ) est
lingaire en v.

Si V'on consid~re un petit d~placeinent x do la billo autour de sa position d'4quilibre
on pout liniariser ot admottre quo Ia r~sultante des forces qui s'oxercent sur cotto billo
estv de la forime

F =ax -by,

a et b dtant posltifs.

Si le d~tecteur est lindairo, pour un ddplacemont x ii fournit une tension do
d~sgQuil1ibro

kx

Si 1' on appollo G le gain de la chailne diectronique, on peut dcriro

v =kGx

d' oýi

F =(a -bkG)x. (2)

Il en rdsulte qu' en r~gime permanent 1' accdlgration 1-' est mesuride par

bkG - a
- - x .(3)

Si V on s' arrange pour que a soit ndgligeable devant bkG ,pour changer 1' dtendue de
mesure de l'accdldroin~tre, 11 sutfit d'agir sur le facteur G .C'est le principe quo est~
inontrd sur la Figure 4.

3. ETAT ACTUEL DE L ETUDE SUR L'ACCELEROMETRE ONERA

La relation (1) montre quo, pour une pulsation propre donn~e, l'appareil eat d'autant

plus sensible que l'on pout mssurer un d~placement x plus petit. Un calcul 4l4mentaire
montre qu'avoc un tomps de r4ponse do 1,5 seconde environ, en so plagant dans los con-
ditions do l'amortisseinont critique, un scull do mosure en accdldration do 10, /8m/ 2

correspond i un souil do d~tection en d4placoment do bill. do 10-3 micron. L'obtontion

d'un tel seuil suppose qu'il a 4td possible do surinonter lea difficult4s qui apparaissont
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- dans la rdalisation et le montage m~canique

- dans la conception et la mise au point des chalnes glectroniques

- dans lea essais.

3.1 Partie HNcanique

La ndcessitd de mesurer les trois composantes dui vecteur acc~le'ration et le seuil de
sensibilit4 recherch4 conduisent i imposer des tolgrances d'uslnage et de montage
extr~mement petites.

Par suite du principe capacitif utilis4 c'est la valeur moyenne des d~fauts de surface
qui intervient dans le fonctionnement. Cette valeur moyenne est tr~s inf4rleure i la
valeur des d~fauts localis~s. D' autre part, le d~placement de la bille est petit devant
la distance inter~lectrodes et MI. Gay a montr62' ' que, dans ces conditions, le gain de la
chalne est une facteur de minimisation des influences des d~fauts m~caniques.

Le rapport entre 1' amplitude des d~fauts m~caniques acceptables et le seuui de d4tection
en d~placement est li4 au gain de la chalne.

Un rapport de 10 semble pouvoir Otre accept4 sans que les performances visdes soient
remises en cause.

Cependant 1' dtalonnage de chacune des composantes peut se trouver faussd par une rotation
de bille si celle-ci W'est pas une sph~re parfalte. L'erreur qui on rdsulterait sersit
d' autant plus faible que le d~faut de sphdricitd de la bille seralt plus faible. Il y a

donc int~r~t a utiliser le prockd4 d' usinage susceptible de produire les billes prdsentant
le d~faut de sph~ricitd minimum. Jusqu' & maintenant, les meilleura r~sultats ant 04d
obtenus par un p)roc~dg de rodage ddriv4 de celiii qui eat utllis4 pour fabriquer des lentilles
ou des miroirs optiques. Les cages sont obtenues par le mgme proc~dd de rodage. Dana ces
conditions les d~fauts de sphdriclte' observ~s sont de l'ordre de 10-1 micron.

La prdcision d' usinage et de montage est obtenue par 1' emplol de proc~dd~s de contr~le
pr~sentant une sensibilit6 dquivalente i celle qul eat recherch4e pour I'acc4ldromktre.

Ces prockd~s sont fond~s sur l'utllisatlon de montages m~caniques spdclaux assoclds i
des mesures capacitives.

Pour 4viter lea erreurs qui pourraient rdsulter d'une variation de tempdrature au cours
du montage ou du contr6le dimensionnel, ces op~rations snnt effectudes dana une salle&
tempgrature constante.

Dans ces conditions, 11 eat possible d' obtenir une pr~cislon globale de 1 micron.

Lea caract~ristiques dimensionnelles sont indiqudes en microns sur la Figure 5 oO un
seul axe de sensiblllt4 eat repr~sentO.

Plus la distance entre la bille et lea glectrodes de d~tection eat petite, plus la
sensibilit4 de d~tection des deplacements de la bille eat grande. Au point de vue do la
sensibilitd il y a donc int~r~t & choisir mne distance bille-4lectrode de d~tection aussi
petite que possible. Mals plus cette distance eat petite, plus le fonctionnoment dui
dispositif eat influenc4 par lea d~fauts m~caniques d'usinage ou de montage. 11 y a donc
lieu de choisir un compromis et 1' expdrience a montrd qu' une distance de 30 microns
environ repr~sentalt une valour acceptable.

Si llaccdldrom~tre a in seull de d~tection en ddplacement de 10-3 micron et s'il a un
domaine de fonctionnement Egal 1 103 fo~i 1e souil de d~tection. 10 ddplacement de la
bille eat compris entre 10-3 micron et 1 micron. 11 sersit donc souhaitable do limiter
la course libre do la bille & une valour 14girement supgrioure i 1 micron.
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En effet, plus la course libre est grande plus ii faut de temps pour amener la bille de
sa position de butge i sa position de mesure et par consdquent plus il faut de temps pour
mettre 1'acc~l~romktre en condition de mesure.

La course libre de la bille est donc r~duite par un jeu de butdes.

En pratique il n'est pas possible de rdduire cette course i une valeur voisine de
1 micron en raison des tol~rances d'usinage et sa valeur est rdglde i 20 microns environ.

La position des 4lectrodes d'action est d~terminde par la pr~cision recherchde pour
1' acec41erom~tre.

En effet, supposons que 1' acc~ldration i mesurer soit nulle et consia~rons un des axes
de sensibilit4 XX(' par exemple (voir Figure 6).

Soient D1D 2  les positions des glectrodes de d~tection et A1,, 2 les positions des

dlectrodes d' action.

Solt 0 I a position du centre de la bille qui donne un signal de d~tection nul.
Supposons que la chalne d' asservissement ne soit pas fermde mais que les tensions de
polarisation V0  soient appliqudes sur les dlectrodes d' action AA 12 * Udquilibre des
forces d' attraction exercdes sur la bille par les dlectrodes Alet A2 se prcduit
lorsque le centre de la bille est en 0. Les imperfections de l'usinage et du montage
font que OA ne coincide pas avec 0D'Supposons que 1' dcart xientre 0Aet0D
soit celul de la Figure 6; dans ces conditions, en absence d' accE~ldration, avec la chaine
d' asservissement fermde, le centre de la bille occupe une position d' dquilibre 0,, telle
qu' 11 existe un dcart x12 entre 0v et 0 D'Soit d la distance entre les dlectrodes
d' action et la bille lorsque le centre de celle-ci est en 0. L' dcart est tel que la
tension V0 + v appliqu~e en A2 1 la distance d + x 1 + 1 2 produit sur la bille la

mfteattacton qe l tesionVO v ppliqude en Al i la distance d - x I- X

Puisqu'en 0,, la force r4sultante appliqu~e sur la bille est nulle, on tire de (2)

a(x I + x 2) bGkx 2

Si a est nogligeable devant bak,

x ax 1

a et b sont des coefficients fonction de la g~om~trio des 4lectrodes. En asslmilant
celles-ci i des 4lectrodes planes il oat facile do montror Quo

a V 0
b d

d' oiý

2 dGk

Pour 1' accglgration la plus grande i mosurer, la tension v appliqude sur lea dioctrodes
dolt Otre au plus dgale i V0 . Si Von admot cette valour limito et si l'on appolle xv
le d~placement do la bill. correspondant on peut 4crtre

et d
d
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Si l'on admet un seuji de d~tection de 1io3 micron et une 4tendue de mesure dgale i
10 fois le seuji on a

1 M 1 micron

Si l'on veut 4viter les termes compensateurs il faut que x 2  soit situ4 dans le seuil,
donc il faut

d '! 103 microns

3.2 Partie Electronique

Les performances rendues possibles par Ia rdalisation m~canique ne doivent pas Otre
dd~triordes par les chatnes 4lectroniques de d~tection ou d' action.

3.2.1 Chaine Electronique de Ditection

Avec Ia gdom~trie adoptde pour 1' acc~lgrom~tre, Is, capacitd entre Ia bille et chaque

4lectrode de d~tection est vcý..±ne de 10 pf. Pour ne pas perdre en performance 11 faut

que la chalne dlectronique d~tecte des variations relatives de cette capacitd d'un ordre

de grandeur 4gal a 10-5, soit en valeur absolue des variations de 10 -"4 pf. Dans ces

conditions, toutes les pr~cautior~s doivent Wte prises pour 4viter lea variations parasites
de capacitd. Cela conduit i utiliser des connexions tr~s courtes et rigides entre les
4lectrodes et les circuits d' entr~e. Nin conse'quence, Ia chalne dlectronique de dUtection
eat mont4e dans un boltier relativement massif fix4 sur la partie m~c'tnique de l'accdldrom~tre

(voir Figure 7).

Apr~s pr~amp~lfication In tension de d~sdquilibre du pont fait 1' objet d'une d4tectlon
synchrone. L' ensemble du sch~ma de principe de la chatne 4lectronique de d~tection eat

montr4 sur In Figure 8. Cette chaine comporte un certain nombre de circuits lnt4grds qul

entrainent une diminution notable du volume. II faudrait en effet 250 transistors s1 lea

chalnes de d~tection dtaient constituds d' 414ments sdpards.

On peut voir sur l'enregistrement reprdsent4 aur la Figure 9 que la stabilit4 de ces

chatnes eat tr~s bonne et ne limite aucunement lea performances de l'acc~l~rom~tre.

3.2.2 Chatne d'Act ion10
En raison de Ia distance de i microns qui sdpare Ia bill. des 4lectrodes d'action lea

tensions appliqu~es sur ces 4lectrodes sont asaez 4lev~es. La tension de polarisation eat

fix4e a 80C V. En limite sup~rieure d'dtendue de mesure la tension V 0 + v atteint 1500 V.

Dans ces conditions toute poussi~re existant en surface peut 6tre iramorce d'une d~charge

disruptive entre electrodes et bille; c'est pourquoi il eat impdratif dleffectuer 1e montage

de 1' accil~romt~tre dana une tr~s bonne salle d4poussidr4e.

Par ailleurs, il taut 4viter que la bill. prenne un e charge dlectrostatique qul produirait

des efforts d'attraction parasites. Pour cela, lea 41'ectrodes d'action sont doubl4es et

allment~es comme 11 eat montrd sur la Figure 10 pour un axe de sensibiliti. Cette dis-

position donne un potentiel rdsultant nul alors que lta efforts produita par chaque paire
d 4lectrodes s'aJoutent.

L'amplification eat effectu4e sur une fr4quence porteuse de 40 kI~z. Un transforisateur
de sortia accord4 alimente le wontage redreaseur qui fournit lea tensions appliqu4es sur
lea dlectrodes. La stabilit4 du gain eat obtenue par contre-rHaction. Le schdha do
principe fonctionnel d'une chatne 4lectronique d'action eat reprhaent4 sur la Figure 11.
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3.2.3 Dispositif de Changement Automat ique des Etendues de ilesure

Le changement d' dtendue de mesure de 1' accdldromn~tre a' effectue par changement du gain
de la chalne d' asservissement d1ectronique. Trois 6tendues de mesure prdsentant tin
recouvrement ant Adt prdvues:

- (ganse 1) 1-5 rn/a2 j 10-2 m/S2

- (gajme 2) 3. 10" n/s2 I 3. 10-" n/s 2

- (game 3) 10-8 m/s2 1 10-1 rn/s2.

Pour certaines applications spatiales il petit Wte tr~s difficile de prdvoir et de *ettre
en oeuvre un programme de commutation des gammes de sensibilitd; aussi il a dtd ddcidd de
doter l'acc~ldrorn~tre d'un dispasitif de commutation autornatique.

Le principe d'un tel dispositif est simple: il suff it de d4finir tine limite infirieure
et une limite supdrieure de detection. Chaque fois que la grandeur d~tect4e eat ext4rieure
& ces limites le dispositif connande tin changement d' dtendue de mesure dans le sens
convenable. En raison des couplages existant entre les trois axes de sensibilitd ii faut
quo lea 4tondues de mosure soient lea m~mes sur X, Y' et Z . II eat donc ndcesaaire
d' offectuer lea commandos de changement d' dtendue de mesure avec dea circuits logiquos:
circuits "et" pour augmenter la sensibilitd, circuits "ou" pour la diminuer. Le schdma
fonctionnol do 1'ensemble du dispositit eat reprdsent4 sur la Figure 12. Ce dispositif
eat actuelloment parfaitement aui point. La Figure 13 montre tin exemple d'enregistrernent
obtenu bora do deux changements de gamme consdcutifs. La trace aup4rieure montre 1e mau-
vement rdel de la bille partant d'tine position de butde pour venir au centre de l'4tendue
do mesure. La trace int4rieure montre, par 1' emplacement de tops stir le signal de mesure,
lea doux changements do gammo.

3.3 Essais de Laboratoire

Ainsi qu'il a 4td expliqud prdcddemment', be couplage entre lea axes de senaibilitd
X. Y.* Z ne permet pas d' etfoctuer lea easais do I'accildrorn~tre done lea conditions
d'onvironnoment do la pesanteur.

La technique d' eaaais en chute libro dana 1e tube d' impeaantetir de 1'ONERA8 eat maintenant
parfaiternent opgrationnel lo.

Uric. i cette technique 11 a Atd posaiblo d'effectuor de nosibreux essais et do procdder
i tine mis. au point progressive do 1'accdl~rom~tre. La Figure 14 donns tin exempie des
courbes do ddcildration obtontiea stir les trois axes do aonaibiliti lora d'une chute libre
dona 10 tube.

Los courb.:. permottent d'analyser le fonctionnobent do l'accibdro.Atre et dvontuolleaaont
'Ia :.!..uier tin italonnaao.

Ce calcul soeffoctue on coacparant Is ddcdbdration mosurge par I'sccdliroinitre i cello
pai eat dites-uinge on partant do Ia caractiristiquo do I& vitesso do la capsule meaurio on
fonction du temps par urn procddd d intertdromitrio Laser'.

Cotte *dthodo dlitalonnase no domnoe pas enti~re satisfaction pour doux raisons:

- Is pridision finale West pas auffinanto

- Is capsule d'eossala en chute libro Wn'est pas iquipio pour permettro d of fectuor

simuitandinent tin ossal d' accibdroin~tre et tine mesuro do vitesse.

Aussi I& plupart do& italonnagos offectuis jusqu'i nauintenuat 1' oat Mt on prooddant
do I& amti~ro suivante:
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- un effort de retenuie est exerci stir la, capsule en cours de chu~te par tin fil dlastique
en csoutchouc,

- cet effort F eat mesurd par un dynamom~tre pidzoglectrique et la mesure est
enregistr~e en fonction du temps. Connaissant la masse totale M de Ia capsule on
pout d~terminer en fonction du temps la d~cdldration F =F/id subie par Ia capsule
du fait de la tracticn exercge par le fil. Le fil est choisi pour que F soit situd
i l' int~rieur de 1' 4tendue de mesure do 1' accdldroui~tre correspondent i la sensibiliti
la moins grande,

- la pression k V int~rieur du tube d' impesanteur eat riduite asa valeur minimum afira
que le freinage de la, capsule par 1' air rdsiduel salt ndgligeable devant le freinage
impos4 par le fil.

A I'avenir il est envisag4 d'effectuer lea dtalonnages physiques d'une mani~re plus
directe. Le principe retenti est fond4 stir la mise en rotation & l intirieur de la capsule
d'essai en chute li~re, d'une masse dont les caractiristiques m~caniques sont connues avec
prdcik~on et dornt le mouvement est enregistr4.

Lorsque ce nouveau p'-ocddd d' dtalonnage sera au point, il restera i qualifier V acc,414ro-
m~tre pour un emploi spatial. Nous pensons que cette qualification ne pout etre ddcidde
qu' & la suite d' un essai en vol. Un tel essai a A6 ddfini et sa pr4paration eat conmoencde.

4. DEFINITION DE L'ESSAI DE QUALIFICATION EN VOL

Cet essai. dont lea modalitds sont actuellement en caurs de discussion avec 1e CNES
(Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales), prdvoit le lancement d'une capsule sph~ricque contenant
l'acc~ldromitre, par fus4e sonde, stir tine trajectoire culminant 1 200 km d'altitude environ.

La forme sphdriQue de la, capsule permettra de corr4ler lea indications de V scciliro-
m~tre avec la, valour de la densit4 atmosphdrique. Pour que l'expdrience soit facile &
ddpouiller il taut que les ddcc~drations dues aui mouvement de Ia capsule soiont infdrieures
ati seuil de mesuro. Un caictil montre quo cela eat possible en prenant lea pricautions
suivantes:

- montage de 1'acc4l~romktre au centre de gravitg de Is capsule avec uipe prdcision
igale i 1 10" mmu.

- rdduction du module de la vitesse angulaire de la capsule 1 10'2 rad/s par eiaploi de
deux v roscopea agissant par effet mdcanirue direct.

Dana ces conditions. tine trajectoire th4oralque, comae cello qui eat repr4sentde stir Is
Figure 15, perinet de calculer & partir do Is constitution do Yatmosphire standard, Ia
d~ciliration qui serait imposie & tine capsule do dimensions et do masse donndes. Les
r~sultata d'un tel calcul sont reprisentis en fonction du temps stir Is Figure 16.

Lea trois itendues de mesuro permettront do b~nif icier d'utne durke de mesure
satisfaisante.

Au cours do l'easai en vol lea changemonts do ganme aeront mis A prof it pour envoyer In
bill. stir lie butites eftm d'arr~ter son Oventuel mouvement de rotation par rapport i la
cage et pour effectuer tin dtalonnage 4lectrique par Introduction dans I& chamne do mesure

d'un signal d'amplittide donnie. La Figure 17 montre 1'enreglstrement obtenti lore d'une
simulation do ces ditf4rentes opirations.
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THE VIBRATING STRING ACCELEROMETER

Robert O. Rock

To a physicist, the simple word astring" means a piece of material of appreciable length
but small cross-section; it possesses tensile strength properties, but negligible shear or
stiffness characteristics. A fine watch chain might be a good example.

Such a physical string, clamped rigidly at the ends of segient length L and subjected
to tension T, will exhibit a natural frequency of transverse vibration, i.e. displacement
in the plane normal to the string length, given by Rayleigh and others by the expression

where u is the mass of the string. The expression is readily derived from a simple
differential equation used as a standard exercise for the beginning student in Theoretical
Mechanics. (Harmonic modes of vibration are also possible but mre of only ;assing interect
at this time.)

Accelerometers may be thought of as devices which transduce the quantity Force resulting
from Newton's Second Law of Motion,

d 2x
P1 = M (2)

into sow convenient analog., usually electrical. It is thus apparent t!'at the vibrating
string not only has potential as the desired conversion device but produces a resulting
analog. i.e., frequency, which is the most accurately measurable of all physical quantities.

We proceed to examine practical configurations and inherent qualities of such Vibrating
String Accelerometers.

Consider first a simple mas hanging on a wire. which wire will be caused to vibrate in
the transverse mode previously described. Assume a fine cross-support system and preload
tensioning devico for conveniece; Figure I illustrates such a system. The string will be

iaiutained in a state of low-amplitude continuous vibration by having it in a strong
permanent magnet field and tp pasing a small, limted electric current through it by means
of a connected feed-back amplifier. The amplifier functions such as a regenerative radio
receiver fleding back in-phase power to its Input antenna. (More detailed amplifier

requirements will be enzaied later,)

Prom Watioa (1) It can be sem that the string frequency in the absence of my accelera-
tions (or gravitational effects) to the system is glive by

"f = E . (3)

iwere To = 'preloed tension".

If now tbe vostem is physically accelerated to the right. up ma writo
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1 To + Ma' (4)

2L

where M = mass attached to the string

a = acceleration,

or, using a series expansion,

f = C0 + C a + Ca 2 + C a 3 + (5)
0 1 2 3

The C's are constants containing m, L, To. M.

The feasibility of utilizing this device depends on the rate of convergence of this

series, since non-linearity can be a handicap for many uses.

The ratio C2/C1 , for example, is given by

C 2 _1 M

C1  4 To

and sample constants for an instrument* might be taken as (assume rectangular cross-section)

string length = 2 cm

string width = 0.01 cm

string thickness = 0.002 cm

string density = 10 p/cm3

mass = 10 gm

tension = 600 gi.

These values yield constants approximately as follows:

S- 1•650 Hz

C1 = 114 Hz/g

C2  = 0.47 Hz/g 2

C3 = 0.004 Hz/g 3 .

Convergence of this series Is obviously not rapid enough for applications such as

missile guidance. where high precision is required and acceleration values exceed I g by

appreciable mounts. However, for very wall dynmic range requirements, e.g., gravity

measurement, this non-linearity poses no problem. Instruments of the type described have

been used very successfully for gravity measurement on submarines and on land. literature

describing several of these applications is given in the References at the end of this

paper.

To improve linearity of the output of the accelerometer described, one smy decrease M

increase T. . or apply comp•nsation or calibration techniques. In general, a more satis-

factory configuration than that shown is far more successful.

Let us aM to the instrument described an identical 1eirror imng" attached at the left

end of the coil spring. The result is shown In Figure 2, with some further construction

details shown in Pigure 3. To develop the equation for this accelerometoi. we first note

t hese valuer do aot represent those of • any ly kar- strings 'r isoo rments boilt.
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that an acceleration that is positive for the original string (on the right) has a negative

sense for the second string (on the left); Equation (4) then becomes, for f,

fJ(IIt 0- N2j) (6)f 2 L -2 4\ 2/L`2 '()

and the counterpart of Equation (5) becomes

f2 = C02 - C 1 2a + C2 2 a
2 

- C 3 2 a
3 

+ .... (7)

where the "2" subscripts refer to the second string. If we now subtract the two string
frequencies, we have the new output equation for this two-string accelerometer:

f - f 2 = (C0 -C 0 2) + (C11 +CC 2 )a + (C2 1 -C 22 )a 2 + (C3 1 +C 3 3)a 3 +

or, more simply,

fI - f 2 = KO + Kla + K2a 2 + K3a 3 + (8)

We note the following for this "difference frequency" equation:

(i) Even order terms are zero within our ability to match the two halves, i.e., to
make CnI -= Cn2

(ii) The third-order term cannot be made equal to zero, since single string coefficients
of the same sign are added to obtain the final coefficient.

Production experience has demonstrated that K2 values are easily held to a few parts per
million. i.e., a few micro g per g 2. K0  is of little consequence so long as it remains
fixed, in fact it is usually set arbitrarily at a selected non-zero value for convenhsace
in use.

The third-order term is usually in the 10 to 40 micro g per g 3 region, depending on the
application requirements and the resulting choice of parameters for instrument design.

Using the constants of the single string hypothetical Instrument previously discussed,

we obtain the following (approximately). ,r "l1

Ko = 0 to 2 Ha (ay)

K, = 230 Hx/g

K3

K3 35 micro gi/g 3

To characterize this Instrument, we make use of three terns which we define here a
follows:

1. Sensitivity Is the mallest input signal to which the instrument will exhibit

proper response.

2. Accuracy Is the precision with which a calibration can be usefully repeated.

3. Resolution Is given by the nallest increment of acceleration (or. as we shall see.

"velocity) which can be usefully read out.

For the first of these quantities, the theoretical sensitivity falls in the region of
thermo-molecular noise level of the mechanical parts; in practice, the degree of sophisti-
cation of readout equipment has limited useful snesitiv~ty to date in the 10'*g region.

The accuracy achieved for mny lotrnient depends heavily on the dynamic raWe exected

of it; for the 20 g range, accuracy of the order of I part per million has bee soooplished.

while for the 0.01 to 0.1 a dynamic range aco•acy has approached I part in 100 million.iI
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Resolution is a matter of readout technique, and a variety of electronic 'c-ountlng"
schemes have been employed. Note first that the output of the accelerometer is true
frequency modulation and originates on two "carrier" frequencies, i.e., f, and f.,.
(It is also worth noting that several other unique features exist for this instrument:

1. There is no servo system.

2. Total power dissipated in the sensor is less than I micro-watt and this I& invariant,
regardless of input signal.

3. There are no moving parts in the usual sense - string amplitudes are usually in the

100 microinch region.

4. Integration to obtain velocity (often more significant than acceleration) is accom-
plished without error with no converters, integrators, or added devices beyond the
standard micro-sized electronic "flip-flop" counters.

5. No difficult conversions between electrical and mechanical quantities occur at all.)

Three readout systems in use will be described; all relate significantly to resolution.
Other methods or varying combinations of these methods ay also be feasible.

Figure 4 shows the first and probably simplest readout method. This method of counting
individual string vibrations and digitally subtracting is most feasible in general where
the accelerometer is in a system utilizing a digital computer, which supplies the built-in
computation ability. It requires that the inherent accelerometer resolution be adequate
for the application without addition of the techniques shown below. Note that the output
my be either velocity or acceleration If the ample time intervals are known.

The above method used in the laboratory has a pitfall for those seeking ultimate
precision. If the time intervals for sampling the separate strings are not identical,
then each string sensor finds itself at a different phase of the ever-present seismic
disturbances in the laboratory and only very long samples can hold this reading error to
very mall values. The long times are apt to be inconvenient.

A superior laboratory readout system in widespread use Is ashow in Figure 5. In this
system. a simple heterodyne circuit subtracts the two string frequencies and delivers the
difforence to a divider section In a commercial electronic counter. Every nth save gates
the counter, which registers the number of high frequenqy clock pulses which pass for an
exactly known whole number of difference frequency rcyles. This period measurement yields
1 million counts resolution in I second; as high as 50 million counts per second have beeo
used. Munting times (note that the divide factor can be chosen at will) can be varied
from a traction of a second to hundreds of eeconds - or even days if desired. Precision
is limited only by the practical "clesanllness" of counter circuitry and input waves and by
the perfection of triggering circuits in the countcr. tMples are known of ISM0 second
counting times. giving resolution of one part in 1500, 104 106, or I in 1.5- 101".

MA interesting variation of this technique bas been useful In gravity measurement where
the output frequency Is nearly constant Note that the tounter'" is actually determining
the ratio of two frequencies, that from the heterodyne and that of the clQck, If the
clock frequency is obtained from a frequency ksyntbesisr. which supplies essentially
amy desired frequency locked to a preclsion crystal, then the clock say be set at the
heterodyne frequeny or. say. 10.000 times the l•eterodyae value (which is nearly constant).
and the total counts accumulated on the register will be unity followed r all zero*.
Values may be set so that a oserved chuag of i count rvewreseets exactly I micro S (of
0. 1 micro a) a desired.

Seloe is a tabulation of members taken at rondm from a laboratory couster snd printer
illustrattig the use of the tedhnique decribud above. I vibrating string lestrusnt
used as a gravity meter espplied the results. Counting time ass aeveral hundred semonds.
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
1 000 000 6

1 000 00 06

1 0000005

The third readout system in use is shown schematlcally In Figure 6. The first portion
of the figure shows how the rcsolutln of the instrument is first increased by 100 time"
by electronic frequency multipication. in our hypothetical instrument, previously des-
cribed, the equivalent scale factor ewuld be increased from 230 Hz/g to 23,000 Hz/g. One
may choose to heterodyne and multiply further if he wishes; the only limits are dynmiic
req'iirements, essentially. for the app tication. The multiplied frequency, for example.
Is really Lo-ived by extrapolation of the phase properties of esch carrier wave cycle
through th .,ext period of the carrier. Should the input wave be so drastically modulated
during one cycle (in 1/13.650 sec in our strint-carrier example), then the phase detection
circuit may malfunction In over a decade of continuous use of these circuits, only one
situation has beec encountered in which detectable errors occurred from such an event; a
small oceanographic ship detected several momeatary "phase lock" errors one day; the
occurrence was quickly correlated with depth-charge-like explosions being set off directly
under the ship for seismic sounding experiments.

The second portion of Figure 6 Illustrates one of the comocly mployed techniques for
frequenc, multiplying. A voltage controlled oscillator Is nominally adjusted to put out
a sigal of frequency n x f . where f is the "Input" frequency, A feedback loop
divides this output frequency by n digitally. i.e_, using "flip-flops", with zero error.
and the phase detector circuit matches every nth wave of th, output to the Input f .
Err3r voltage Is used to keep the voltage controlled osci llator locked to the proper
frequency in this pure electronic servo.

Auxiliary features of some interest have been Incorporated in a namber of Justruments
for special applications. One of that Is an sautomatic wro adjust circvit eployed for
certain space-fligbt purposes.

The driving amlifier for the vibratin# string ba the following requireents:

1. Plhme shift between sigal and feedback to the string mast be kept &MlM

2. Voltase to the string ma, be reausably coastwut.

3. Limited harmonic *otent i* permitted io the feedback wave.

4. Considerable WOWae must usually be provided to Permit pAoper rvspne to side-
bad frequencies.

Note the first of thee. when extrame stability of zero bia is required for *av. sasoe
souths In s ,ee. then the circuit of Figure I is used to mutonAtically provide tree zero
for bli so oug as the accelermetir Is in free fall. Uiould the difference frequam
aot be zero. the phase diffrece 13 detected. amplified. integrated a&d used to phs
shift the feedback volta.? to aw otrisg until perfect frequency match HL restored. The
phase shlfter is a simple electrole circuit. Was it is desired to read -celeratloo.
the witch (electronli) lemdiag to the Integrator is siImly opened.

It wmuld be ustair to omit matiom of one possible remsut of the cubic tWe ,m-ltaeerity.
If the hypothetical iastrnemt previously dscrilaed were subjected sisnltameowly to
acceleration which is stead or slowly chmaning. end to vibratiom of a fr"w•ucy hisher
them the saling rate of redaet. the* rectification errors soy reIt. This sitVation
is readily vismalized Is the sketch of ?fiure 8 (grossly eza&Werste4). If redout ample#A/

t0
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average over several vibration cycles, then an incorrect average is obviously obtained.
The exact expression for this (error in K,) is given by

3K 3a2, (9)

where av is the root mean square vibration amplitude. Thus, for our hypothetical instru-
ment at 1 g steady and 0. 1 g 0 to peak vibration, we have

EK, = 3 x 35 x (0.7 x 0. 1)' micro g/g

or 0.5 micro g/g (or 5 parts in 10 million).

While several correction schemes have been used, a particularly interesting one has been
developed for the vibrating string gravity meter. If we substitute the quantity g + c ,
where c is deviation from a normal I g value (say on a ship), for a in the equation for
the accelerometer output and write a new series expansion about the I g point instead of
the 0 g point (as in Equation (8)), we achieve an equation whose non-linearities are in
terms solely of c , the variations from I g, i.e.,

Kt K'c + ,'

fl - f2 0 1 2c

Physically, to satisfy the requirement that K; = 0, we find that the detailed expressions
(in terms of masses and string parameters) for K' and K' call for a quantitative mismatch
of the two halves of the instrument, which has not been difficult to achieve in practice.

The whole advantage of this modification lies in the fact that the rectification errors
are zero about the assumed 1 g point about which the expansion is derived.

Security restrictions limit the publishing of actual data on vibrating string accelero-
meters in many cases. Figures 9 and 10, however, show results of some early tests employ-
ing an unclassified vibrating string accelerometer used as a sea-borne gravimeter and as
a tide meter, respectively. In both cases, off-the-shelf 30 g instruments were used.

In summary, the vibrating string accelerometer may be said to offer high precision
performance with great simplicity and reliability. There are numerous special production
techniques required to achieve high yield rates of instruments, but these have been solved
with no recourse to super accurate tolerances or exotic processes. Technical advances
are still being made in numerous features and in utility of these sensing instruments.
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5UMIUAItY

The Quartz Resonator Digital Accelerometer is the result of an extensive program to
develop an accelerometer with digital output using direct conversion from force to
frequency. Crystalline quartz, as the basic transducer material, provides high mechanical
stability, repeatability, and reliability and enables direct mechanical-to-electrical
coupling using the piezoelectric properties of the material. This eliminates ccnventional
electrical pickoffs and torquers usually associated with precision accelerometers.
Instrument accuracy is built into the quartz resonator. Relative simplicity of the
required electrical circuitry eliminates the need for critical circuit components. The
crystals of two quartz resonator-mass systems operating in push-pull control the frequency
of two oscillator circuits. The obtained difference frequency is proportional to the
applied acceleration and provides an extremely accurate digital output with no requirement
for intermediate equipment.

The initial phase of the program was devoted to development of the quartz resonator.
A six-degree-of-freedom coumuter program was used to establish dimensions and to calculate
resonant frequencies and harmonica. The importance of resonator activity level was
established and direct measurement techniques developed. Effects of cutting, lapping.
polishing, etching, scribing techniouts and aging on performance and stability were
experimentally determined. The instrument design effort required development of a
tewrature-imnsaitive proof mass and cross support system, a torsion free cantilever
suspension, a stable, distortioa-fre* case, a rigid external mounting system. and an
ultra-high vacua seal.

The Instrument, in !ts final configuration, consisted of a dual crystal, dual proof
nas" design with each proof mass suspended by a single cantilever spring. The electronics
consisted of two independent crystal controlled circuits, with each crystal incorporated
into the bridge of a high stability oscillator. Multiplier and frequency differencing
circuits sere developed for direct instrument readout.

The design goal for the Instrument M 0.02 percent linearity in the 0 to 20 a range.
This mas achieved and demonstrated in cestrifue tests at the US Arey Ouidance and Coatrol
U dmstory at Huntsville, alabama.

The progrmatin sigenilficsat cootributicss to the state-of-the-art in the development

of analytical eyatnsios for frequency ve load, in elialntion of mechanical lock-in of
the crystals. Is developing techniques tot fadrication, taiin, matching. sad mounting of
crystals, in the study of single mode crys:al operation, mad is the development of precislos
crystal-controlled, variable frequencfy circuits with maeof range. series, resonant crrstal

I-pedaces.
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TECHNICAL REPORT ON THE
QUARTZ RESONATOR DIGITAL ACCELEROMETER

Norman R. Serra

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Digital Accelerometers

The primar requirements for linear digital accelerometers for inertial navigation
systems and guided misanJe applications are simplicity, low cost. small size. reliability,
and accuracy. Previous approaches to high performance desians have Involved the use of
pulsed forcing, or analog to digital conversion of force-balance analog Instruments. The
pulsed systems require tightly controlled voltage supplies and precision wave shaping to
obtain accurate digital output. Analog to digital conversion offers the disadvantages of
extra equipment requirements and loss of accuracy at the conversion stage. Recently, the
use of g-sensitive vibrating elements with open-loop outputs has been tried with a aigni-
fileant degree of success. The Litton quartz crystal resonator is of this type.

tOIen-loop digital instruments have the advantages of simplicity, reliability, the
elimination of pulsed forcing or A to V conversion, and have the potential for low
cost. high rate production. While these instruments present challenging problems In the
area of stability and temperature sen~sitivity. they offer excellent probability of meeting
perforance requirements in the areas of threshold sensitivity, dynamic range, and
linearity.

1.2 Ths Littem Quartz Crystal Reaontor

?be open-loop digital transducer used In this Instrument Is a double, closed-ended,
quarts tuning fork. as Illustrated in Figure 1. It In approximately thrue-quarters of an
inch In leogth, aft from crystalline quart&, and plated with thin metallic electrodes by
means of which Its ber are pieaoelectrically excited at their mechanical resonant
fremasacy. The precise configuration aid dimensions of the resonator resulted from
theoretical comsideratlons soad mathematical analyses which are described in some detail
later is this pp?

Two Quarts eostors are used In each instrument. Bach resonator is fastened to the
Instrument case a~d to an individually suspended prof maes In a manner such that accalera-
ties comonaents alone its axils of sensitiuity place ems In tension sand the other In
coupessics. The resmltmat stresses canse precisely defined changs io the resonant fr*-
oesecies of the too resonators.

.2Advaniagm. of~r

Owts Is mem of several eutremely stable crystals which exhibit piezoelectric pro-
partise ad is used, by virtue of theme proefties, io frequency stailization circuits
for a maltitede of aplicutions. Oridge-stabilimad crystal controlled oscillators cmaly
hav freeumnay stabilities is the order of ems part in 10'. it is this extrame stability,I ~couled with a highly suiform sad preictable cbanem in treqasacy as a function of saial
loodift, tiat led to their choice for this application. A great =mont n work in crystal
controlled oscillators has bee" carried oat by the electrooela Industry and, therefore,
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there is a large storehouse of background experience and information readily available.
A further advantage of quartz is its anisotropic structure which allows its characteristics,
such as Q , thermal coefficient of expansion, and frequency to be varied as functions of
its cut.

1.4 Development Program Objectives

The primary objectives of the development program were to design, build, and test an
instrument with the following design and performance goals.

(a) Digital Output: Frequency as a function of acceleration.

(b) Simplicity: Minimum number of parts.

(c) Low Cost: Under $500 production cost.

(d) High Range: Up to ±60 g if required,

(e) Reliability: MTBF of 3000 hours or greater.

(f) Linearity: 0.02% or better.

(g) Stability: 0.1 milli-g.

(h) Low Cross Coupling: 100)ug per g in all axes.

(I) Temperature Operation: -30 0 C to +80 0 C

(J) Small Size.

The instrumeut was to be static tested at the Litton Industries facility at Woodland
Hills. California, centrifuge tested at the US Naval Test Station at Point Mugu. California,
and given additional tests at the Army Inertial Guidance and Control Laboratory at
Huntsville, Alabama.

The main application of the instrument. if successfully developed, would be in inertial
guidance systems for aircraft and in guidance and telemetering systems for missiles.

Additional objectives of the program were to evaluate the applicability of quartz
crystals to this type of application, to develop procedures and techniques for fabrication
of quartz tuning fork resonators. and to determine the producibility of these resonators
for high quantity production situations.

2. RESONATOR DESIGN

2.1 Theoretical Consideratiom

A vibrating beoa in axial tension or compression provides a simple direct technique
for force to frequency conversion. A simple, conventionally mounted rigid beam, however.
has serious deficiencies in sensitivity to end moments and mounting point energy losses.
Incorporation of a pair of such beas into the symmetrical tuning fork configuration shown
in PFiure 2 serves to reduce this sensitivity greatly, and ?irtually eliminates trans-
mission of kinetic energy to the mounting surfaces. The symmetrical construction allows
the parallel beems to vibrate in symmetry, so that the moments due to bending at the dual
beoa Junctions are cancelled. The compliant integral end supports provide a high degree
of mecanical isolation betweon the active portion of the resonator and the fastening

points at each end.

The differential equation for a fixed end beem of constant cross-section performing
tramverse vibrations us derived as shown in the Appendix. This equation is
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64y 62Y � 2Y
EI jT-i-ET- = 0

where

E is the modulus of elasticity in the x (axial) direction

I is the moment of inertia of a plane section through the bf am

Y is the beam deflection at any point x

x is the position along the longitudinal axis of the beam

T is the axial load in tension

m is the mass per unit length

t is time.

Solution of this differential equation for fixed end boundary conditions results in a
transcendental equation of the form:

(ai ~)t I + (a 2 !)+( .tan (a2 1
where

1 is the length of the beam

IT + !-w2j T\10l
92E

w: resonant frequency.

A computer program was used to solve for w. resulting In the graph shorn is Pigur• 3.
This has the following series expansion about T = 0

(z\saI z\ 0 .0o.) -o. 00531 0 +o.000 5  m 1

Details of the entire analysis are shown in the Appendix. This result sho* that the
equation for natural frequency as a function of acceleration for a resoeator in tension
Is of the form

f = ft 0 +k 1 a - kI•+a' k 3 a- " .

where f0  is the no-load natural frequency: and the equation for a resomator it com-
pression Is correspondingly

te f t0 - ks" h- kla' k&-h -"

These are the basic equations used In design of this inutrument.
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The properties of the various crystallographic orientations were determined on the
basis of published data and calculations1 ' 2 which define thermal coe~ficient of frequency
and Q as a function of crystal cut. It was established that thermal coefficients of
frequency can be reduced to zero for individual preselected temperatures, but that crystals
cut for this characteristic do not provide maximum piezoelectric coupling. The cut
finally used was chosen for the practical reasons of availability and high coupling.

2.2 Physical Description

The resonator, shown in Figures 1. 2, and 4, is symmetrically shaped in the form of a
double closed-ended tuning fork. Its dimensions and tolerances in inches are 0.800
(10.001) length. 0.080 (±0.0005) width, and 0.040 (±0.00005) thickness. The twin re-
sonating beams in the center are 0.250 (±0.0001) inches in length by 0.010 (±0.0001) inches
in width and the center section is connected to the end mounting areas by 0.015 (±0.001)
inch wide end tines.

The material used was an optical grade. high-Q ultraviolet grade, cultured quartz.
Natural quartz was also obtained for evaluation, based on the recommendation of Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, where natural quartz had been shown to provide higher Q . No con-
clusions as to relative merits for this application were reached.

The crystallographic orientation used in the final design is a Y cut. in which the
face of the resonator is in a plane perpendicular to the Z axis of the crystal, with the
length aligned along the X axis, and the width along the Y axis.

The electrode pattern is illustruted in Figure 5. This simple sym•etrical pattern.
with voltages applied as shown, causes the beams to vibrate in their primary mode.
Piezoelectric deformation results from Impressing electrical fields across the narrow
dimension of the beam, which is along the crystallographic Y axis. With this mode of
excitaxion, quartz distorts in shear, forcing the beams to bend in a transverse direction
as shown, or in the oppoeite direction when the field is reversed. The beaes vibrate at
the frequency of the applied field. and these vibrations maintain *aaimn amplitude when
that frequency coincides with the natural freuncy of the beams.

The olated pattern is formed with a 500 to 1000 Inaatrom thickness of nickel-gold
plating. scrtbed with a special tool to isolate the electrodes and their circuits mecubal-
cally and electrically. The circuitry to the electrodes is plated on the ftce of the
crystal adjacent to the electrodes. The detailed pattern of electrodes Is also shown in
Figure 4. Plated circuitry eliminates the ne• for conventional wiring connection on the
resonator. The rsoanot f*equencies of the rsonators are 28 and 30 klM. and two fre-
quenties are uned in order to avoid frequncy lock-in, a problem wihck is dicussed in
more detail below. The 20 kit range wa chosen for the best compromise between mechanical
and electrical charactortstics.

S. INSTRUSENT DESIGN

3. I Tlhortical ApreaIb

he equations for tih natural frquenocles of the resonator in temion md is cooresma
be bee derived. It thio LaUs•tot. the resoaftors and their proof wm s are oriented
each that am acceleration along the sensitive "lis places one resonator is tonsioo and
the other it omlpression. Taking the differenee of the two resonator frequeacie. and
dropping higher order tams.

ft - f af. t k 1 ai- kja + k~a'- fto ka + kral + kjas

= 2k a +l 2ka
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gives an expression which is quite linear, since the second-order terms cancel, and the
third-order terms are small (less than 0.02% at 20 g in thr prototype units). Thus it is
seen that the frequency differencing system provides outputs which are proportional to

applied acceleration.

The use of a two resonator system, shown schematically in Figure 6. provides advantages
beyond the reduction of non-linearities. The f 0 , or no-load resonant frequency terms
of the two resonators, are subtracted from one another in the frequency difference
equation. It can be seen that. if the changes which occur in no-load resonant frequency
as a function of environment and time are equal in direction and magnitude for both re-
sonators. their effects will als mutually cancel.

Each proof mass is supported by a simple cantilever spring, which lies in a plane per-
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of the crystal and to the sensitive axis of the
Instrument. This provides cross-support in the two directions perpendicular to the sensi-
tive axis. The spring constant of the support is calculated to prov!de temperature
compensation. This is achieved by determining the amount of thermal differential expansion
which occurs between the resonator and the case. and allowing the force applied to the
resonator through the spring to be of a magnitude which will compensate precisely for the
temperature coefficiency of frequency of the resonator under steady-state thermal conditions.

3.2 Physical Description

The Instrument, shown in Figure 7, is 2- inches in diameter and 2 Inches in length. It
is constructed of two nearly identical instrument halves, bolted together at their mounting
flames, and each containing an independent resonator and proof mass assembly. A cut-awy
view is shown in Figure 8. Symnetry is achieved by locating each resonator in a hole in
the center of Its proof mass, with the two ends of the resonator attached to round moun'tig
buttons, using epoxy cement. The buttons are. in turn, camented to the case structure at
one end of the resonator and to the proof me at the other. The button at the case end
contains two sealed feedthrogh terminals which provide direct electrical connections froe
the outside of the case to the resonator.

The proof meas Is a composite assembly, the center portion of which is an integral part
of the spring, gch spring actually consists of two spring leaves in the same plane,
laterally separated for optima moment stiffness. The proof mass centers of gravity ae
located so that they become irrotatlosal upon opplication ot linear accelerations.

The Instrument halves are sealed with a Viton O-rins and an Iadlian seta gasket seal,
in order to maintain the low leak rate (less than 10"' std. cc/sac) required for lord
life. The as of organic coments and gaskets within the instrumnt ligits the outeg inr4
temperatures to under 100C. but this is sufficient to yield predictable crystal performance.
A J-incA diameter cooper tabe, soldered into ore case half. serves as an ovai.zatlon, out-
gassin. sad final pinch-off orifice.

3.3 " lor bteip Prolms

The initial design of the imtras t nos iftoaded to met the functianai requirtments
Of scale fsctor, rane, sad limesrity in as ickage of 31l5om also mad weight. While
tests of Individual 1ntrniwet halves Indicated that the linearity goal could be met.
complete ietrmnts were plagued with the problems of frequecy lock-is. ce soeastivity
to ettermal forces, disialhebd resmator Q . ad Inadeqte vacum seallng.

Lock-is Is caused by the two crystals rteinating together ia sympathetic vibration.
parently due to a mutual interchange of mechanical asd acoustical onergy. It was

eliaisated hy operating the crystals at two different frequencies. with a frqmesey ratio
of a. This gives a sNParatIon of prosiOm tel4 y 2000 fa ellasrAtim the possibility of
lock-in over the "ntire acceleration range.
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The first case design was considerably smaller than the final, and was of lightweight

aluminum construction. A cross-sectional sketch is shown in Figure 9. Early tests
revealed a sensitivity to mGunting conditions that, in many instances, caused the resonators
to vary no-load frequer.:y, ind occasionally to cease vibrating completely. Joining of

the separate instri'ment halves caused similar problems, which could only be eliminated by
repeated interchange of instrument halves until a satisfactory combination was found.
This proved extremely difficult because of the epoxy sealing of the instrument halves
which had to be complPted 'o obtain an integral joint.

A new case was designed in the configuration described in Section 3.2 and shown in

Figures 7 and 8, ;:tch greatly stiffened the resonator supporting structure and eliminated
mounting point distortions. An O-ring scil was included to permit ease of assembly and
disassembly during laboratory investigatL n (,f the mechanical-acoustic energy transmission
problem. The planes of C,, two proof mass cross-support systems were brought into line

so that they would be at tne same radius during centrifuge testing. The original design
of the resonator mounting, proof mass, and cross-supports was not changed in thtŽ new
"heavy case" design.

When resonators were installed in each half of the heavy case accelerometer, a vast
improvement in Q over the earlier design was exhibited. However, when the two halves
were united, a 50% drop in resonator activity was experienced. The assembled halves pr..-
sented a large drea of metal to metal contact which permitted a substantial interchange
of energy from resonator to resonator. This area was reduced by placing thin metal shims
between the halves at six po'its around the flange. The measured drop in resonator Q

was now reduced to less than 25%.

In order to insure a final seal, an indium wire gasket was added between the case halves.
This material 'va the property of deforming under pressure to accept the contour of the
surfaces wi4 h which it is in contact, filling up small surface imperfections and maintaining
its volumet ic integrity over an indefinite period.

4. ELE17TPICAL DESIGN

4.1 Theoretical Approach

The fundamental problem of resonant frequency vibration is the design of a circuit which
will tune itself precisely to the natural frequency of the controlling element (in this
case, the resciator). For thir. purpose, each crystal was incorporated into a bridge
oscillator circuit designed to nperate with the unusually high series impedance of the
quartz crystal resonator. The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 10.

The general considerations that apply to any oscillator are expressed by Barkhausen's
criteria which require that, while in a steady state condition, the power gain around a
closed loop be unity and that the phase shift be zero. If gnin ýTceeds unity, oscillations
will build up in amplitude until limitiag occurs in the loop, thus reducing the gain.
The second of these rri$tria, which requires that the phase shift around the loop be zero,
determines the operating frequency. For a non-zero phase shift condition, the frequency
changes the proper amounL to cause the phase shift to become zero. The circuit design
features used tv satisfy those criteria are described in Section 4.2.1.

In addition, the resonator stability must be defined in useful and measurable terms.
The first order mode of the crystal is shown below, where C1 is the equivalent shunt
capacitance of the crystal, and L , C , and R represent the motional impedance.
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The figure of merit M is a reliable measure of crystal stability.

CR C L
Cl

wh reM Q C 1o~

1Ic

In conventional applications, 9 is normally greater than 10, but in this application it
ranges from 0.3 to 3.0. Its importance is shown in the frequency stability expression

S2 [1 +
Af M

f Q( 4 + 2)

where

Afif is the fractional change in frequency

A is the amplifier net voltage gain

dO is the phase change in the circuitry external
to the bridge.

Fnr a typical crystal

Q 2x 10"

M =I

/2. = 200

dd) =0.05

Af/f 5 x 10"1

4.2 Circuit Design

4.2.1 Excitation Circuit

A large variety of oscillator circuits have been designed for use with low to moderately
high impedance crystals. One such circuit is the Meacham bridge oscillator 3, which was
designed at Bell Laboratories and served to demonstrate that it is possible to minimize
the frequency changes due to electronic shifts external to the bridge itse]f. In that
circuit, the reactance of the shunt capacitance relative to the series impedance of the
crystal is relatively high. The crystal appears as a small resistance shunted by a large
capacitance. A transformer is used to obtain the bridge drive, and a thermal element is
used to control amplitude.

The Litton quartz resonator, however, electrically resembles a large resistor shunted
by a capacitor with comparable reactance. The series resonant impedance is in the I to 6
megohm range. For this reason, a more complex circuit was required. This circuit, shown
in Figure 11, uses two driving sources 180 degrees out-of-phase with one another instead
of a transformer as used by Meacham. This provides a broader available frequency band and'
permits control of one of the two driving amplifier loops with an AGC. The Litton circu~t
uses this AGC rather than a thermal element for amplitude control. With amplitude tightly
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controlled, the frequency becomes effectively dependent upon the phase shift. The
extremely high impedance pickoff from the bridge minimizes the bridge loading and the
resultant effects upon amplitude and phase shift. The loops including the oscillators
have extremely high gain, in excess of 100. This also has a stabilizing effect, by
tending to reduce the effects of phase shift due to electronics outside the bridge, as
shown by g in the equations above.

With these stabilizing factors, the only remaining area of serious concern is the
stability of the RC balancing leg of the bridge. As shown above, the effect of the
external electronics on the frequency stability is in the neighborhood of five parts in
106.

4.2.2 Output Electronics
The output mechanization, shown in Figure 12, consists of a 1 multiplication of the

higher frequency crystal output, an additional 5x multiplication of both outputs, and a
frequency differencing circuit. The basic technique for multiplying the frequency of a
signal is to extract an appropriate harmonic after altering the signal waveform to assure
a known spectrum. Odd harmonic multiplication (xl5) is performed by square-wave limiting
of the input signal to be multiplied initially and using appropriate filtering to extract
the fifth and Lhen the third harmonic, with square-wave limiting as an intermediate step.
The resulting output is a frequency 15 times that of the input. Division by 16 is achieved
with a four stage binary counter. Multiplication by 5 is the same as multiplication by
15 with the e]imination of the last two steps.

A standard mixer circuit is used to obtain the difference frequency between the two
resonator outputs. None of its components is critical and, with the use of high frequency
silicon transistors, special precautions in layout and packaging are unnecessary.

5. RESONATOR FABRICATION

5.1 Procedures

Several essential sequential operations were involved in the resonator manufacturing
process: ultrasonic cutting of the resonator from a single blank, lapping and polishing
to match the beams and improve activity, intermediate testing, plating and scribing, final
testing and matching in pairs, and operational aging at temperature for optimum stability.
Development of the sequence, tooling, and technique was a lengthy and highly empirical
effort which ultimately resulted in a predictable and acceptable yield of crystals.

5.1.1 Resonator Cutting

A Sheffield Cavitron was used for ultrasonic cutting ok the resonators from flat
quartz blanks of desired finished thickness. The goal in this area was to develop tooling
and methods for cutting symmetrical resonators, with closely repeatable dimensions, at an
acceptable production rate. In addition, the crystal surfaces were to be substantially
free from cracks, chips, and other defects.

A three-piece cutting tool was designed which allowed the critical cutting surfaces of
the tool to be replaced readily without major tool rework, and which cut as many as seven
resonators consecutively from a flat plate without the necessity of sizing each blank.
Brass tools were used to eliminate the danger of chipping. However, satisfactory results
and better tool wear were ultimately achieved with steel. A slurry of 3 micron Al 2 03
was used for cooling, lubrication, and removal of waste material.

This equipment produces a resonator in less than one hour of machine time with negligible
breakage. The raw-cut resonators are of good quality and surface finish, and tolerances on
the critical dimensions are controlled to within 100 microinches. While further improvements
are possible, tUese methods yield acceptablr raw-cut resonators at reasonable cost.

I .. . . ..
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5.1.2 Lapping and Polishing

The natural frequency of the resonator is highly dependent upon the dimensions of the
active beams of the tuning fork. A change of 100 microinches in thickness can produce a
300 Hz change in natural frequency; therefore, frequency variations due to machining must
be removed by more precise techniques. Frequency trimming by adding mass to the beams by
overplating was unsuccessful because results were too limited to compensate for the large
variation between raw-cut beams. Fine grit sandblasting by which frequencies could be
controlled down to 5 to 10 Hz was also attempted, but it was not as effective as lapping
and polishing, which achieves 1-Hz control. Etching in a solution of hydrofluoric acid
was found to yield a great improvement in beam activity. The apparent mechanism is the
removal of surface irregularities and small particles of debris remaining after vigorous
cleaning and lapping. The final procedure established was to lap to within 100 Hz of the
desired frequency and then polish and etch to the final frequency.

5.1.3 Intermediate Testing

Frequency matching of the beams of an individual resonator is an indispensable require-
ment for high-Q performance. Matching of the resonators destined for a particular instru-
ment is also highly desirable from the standpoint of linearity, temperature compensation.
and aging. Since the only acceptable way to match frequencies is by removal of material
from the surface of the active beams, tuning and matching can only be accomplished on
unplated resonators. Because of this, it is necessary to measure frequency at the unplated
polishing stage.

A capacitive drive fixture consisting of eight flat plates arranged in a pattern similar
to the electrode pattern of the resonator was designed to perform this measurement. The
beams of the unplated crystal were located between the fixture plates with a small physical
clearance to assure that no mechanical contact was made, and voltages were applied in a
manner identical to the resonator electrode pattern. Natural frequency and Q are readily
determinable from the voltage output measurements.

5.1.4 Beam Balancing of Resonators

An important consideration in the performance of this transducer is its sensitivity to
stimuli other than forces along its sensitive axis. It is desirable to mount the resonator
in a manner that prevents the application of non-axial forces; but, since this is difficult
to accomplish, the resonator must be made as insensitive as possible to the cross-axis
forces imposed by distortions in the clamps and the proof mass support system. Analysis
indicates that frequency changes due to side loads in a plane which includes the two active
beams can be minimized by insuring that the two active beams are dimensionally balanced.
This was examined experimentally by clamping one end of a plated resonator in a stationary
frame and applying a series of cross-axis loads at the other end. The graph of frequency
versus side loads plotted in Figure 13 was obtained from these data. A second resonator
which had been "beam balanced" was examined under the same circumstances. The data,
plotted in Figure 14, show it to be less sensitive to side loads by a factor greater than
10. Beam balancing by polishing and etching was therefore established as a mandatory step
in the resonator fabrication process.

5.1.5 Plating and Scribing

Application of the electrodes and circuitry to the resonator in a manner which would
provide reliable adhesion, uniform thickness, homogeneous structural qualities, and freedom
from surface discontinuities involved many serious problems, the foremost of which was the
choice of materials. Best results were normally obtained with bimetallic Dlating, the
underlay material being chosen for surface adhesion and the overlay for uniformity,
structure, and surface qualities. Several materials and combinations, aluminum, chromium
and gold, oickel and gold, platinum, and others were tried, using resonator performance as
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a measure of acceptability. A nickel-gold combination gave the best empirical results and
was used in the prototype instruments. The plating was performed with conventional vacuum
deposition equipment using a rotational fixture to obtain uniform plating.

The two obvious methods of obtaining electrode and circuitry pattern definition are to
mask the paths between circuits prior to plating, or to use photo-etching to remove
material after plating, a process similar to techniques used in printed microcircuitry.
Unfortunately the internal surfaces of the beams do not lend themselves well to these
techniques and, consequently, a method of direct material removal, using an electrical
scribing tool, was devised instead. With this method, manual skill and care in handling
are the prime requisites for success, and these were developed to the extent that the
operation became routine. It seems apparent, however, that further experimentation with
the previously described approaches might yield considerable savings in time and improved
consistency in results. The electrode and circuitry pattern are illustrated in Figures 4
and 5.

5.1.6 Resonator Aging

Because of the relationship between output Af per g and the no-load natural frequency
of the resonators, it can be seen that the no-load natural frequencies must be extremely
stable (in the range of a fraction of a part per million per month). Thus, one of the
major technical endeavors in the program was to improve stability by controls applied to
the fabrication of the resonators, and by specially developed techniques designed to
accelerate physical stabilization of the crystals. The latter is referred to as aging,

and consists of high temperature continuous operation of the resonators until such time
as initial large changes in no-load frequency have disappeared.

The aging process is normally carried out in a vacuum oven controlled to 0.01 degree
Centigrade and is aided by constant high vacuum pumping for continuous outgassing of the
crystal. A typical aging curve is shown in Figure 15. It can be seen that the greatest
aging occurs in the first 400 hours, after which the average slope of the aging curve
becomes more gradual. It also should be noted that aging of the electronic components
in the oscillator circuits was found to be occurring simultaneously, and that their relative
contribution to the composite aging rate becomes large as the crystal itself becomes more
stable.

Best results were obtained when the aging process was applied to completed instruments,
held at temperature, with evacuation occurring through the copper fill tube, permitting
the unit to be sealed off without further contamination by the outside atmosphere.
Stabilities obtained were in the order of one part in 107 random drift.

6. PERFORMANCE

6.1 Type of Testing Conducted

The tests performed on the instrument and its component parts were those which could
yield information particularly germane to the problems of this specific design. Among
the most critical problems were stability versus time and stability versus temperature of
both the crystal-instrument combination and the electronic oscillator. These character-
istics were tested extensively. Other variables tested because of their critical effect
upon performance were the level of activity of the crystal as a function of acceleration,
the sensitivity of the instrument to changes in internal pressure, and the oscillator
stability as a function of the a.c. drive voltage of the crystal and of the d.c. power
level to the oscillator. Finally the instrument was subjected to conventional tests for
zero to one g linearity and centrifuge linearity to ±20 g.
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6.1.1 Stability versus Time

A large number of stability tests were conducted on individual resonators, one of
which is shown in Figure 15. The ultimate interest, however, is focused on resonator
performance as a part of the completed instrument, since it is essential to know how long
an aging period is needed for the instrument to stabilize, and what level of stabilization
can be expected. For this purpose, the heavy case instrument was placed in a temperature
controlled environment and operated for a five-month period. Output was monitored on a
continuous basis and plotted daily. The results are shown graphically in Figure 16. It
was observed that it took almost the full five months for the instruient to achieve an
acceptable degree of stability and that, even then, a small residual drift uncertainty,
in the range of 0.1 milli-g, persisted. The test was discontinupd after experiments
showed that the drift rate could be varied by minor corponent changes in the electro"dcs,
from which it was concluded that the area of electronikc component stability woý:ld have to
be investigated and improved before additional meaningful drift tests could be corducted.

Although the initial drift of the instrument was high (0.1 mill-g per day), the pro-
gressive and relatively predictable decrease in drift rate during the test period indicated
a probability of achieving ultimate stability in the fractional milli-g range by control
of resonator processing and supplementary aging procedures.

6.1.2 Stability versus Temperature

There has not as yet been an adequate checkout of the original thermal design theory of
the instrument, which specified that the axial loading produced by differential expansion

between the case assembly and resonators and tranmuitted to the resonators by the spring
should cancel the thermally induced frequency shifts in the resonators. There were, how-
ever, tests performed on individual resonators for frequency versus temperature, which on
be helpful in predicting thermal performance. Figure 17 shows a typical resonator curve.
It can be seen that a preferred temperature exists at which minimal temperature sensitivity
occurs and that there is a precise point at whieh the df/dt becomes zero. The rate of
change at 600 C, a typical operating temperature, is 0.7 parts per million per degree

Centigrade.

An examination of oscillator characteristics under similar conditions (shown in Pigure
18) indicated a well defined temperature characteristic which will also have a measurable
effect on the overall thermal stability. The net thermal sensitivity due to the sum of
all thermal error contributions is as yet unknown; however, it was observed that control
of temperature to 0.050C during test appeared to be sufficient to eliminate significant
errors.

6.2 Accelerometer Parameters

6.2.1 Resonator Activity Level

It was demonstrated early in the program that the first requisite for repeatable

instrument performance was the maintenance of a high level of activity, or Q , on both
resonators. Two factors which were originally suspected of contributing to a reduction
in activity level were the level of internal pressure within the instrument, aMd the

actual application of g-loads along the sensitive axis. Both of these were t, sted sad
the results are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The pressure versus Q curve asiw that
internal pressure can be increased to 10" torr without seriously impairing performance.
Acceleration. fortunately, had no measurable effect on resonator Q

6.2.2 Oscillator Circuit Performance Errors

Two critical variables, the power supply voltage to the oscillator and the crystal
drive level, were also observed to have a measurable effect on the instrument output
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period or frequency. Test results. shown In Figures 21 and 22. demonstrated this to be
a problem requiring controls and tolerances on both variables. The power supply must be
held to ±0. 1 volts and the crystal drive level to *1% to limit the errors from these
sources to one micro-g or less.

6.2.3 Zero to Che g Linearity

One g linearity testing is conducted by rotating the sensitive axis of the Instrument
In 10 dogre. Increments through 360 degrees In a vertical plane through the earth'sa
gravity fields. Readings of accelerometer output frequency are made at each Increment of
rotation. The data are reduced to obtain the straight line scale factor coefficient sand
bias, and the residuAl error at each poinit is plotted as a percent of 1 g. Figure 23
shows the test results on the heavy case completed Instrument. Maximmtu non-linearity on
this particular test Is 0.0013% of I g. and Is typical of 0 to 1 g tests on both heavy and
lightweight case designs.

6.2.4 Zero to 20 g Linearity

Multi-point centrifuge testing was conducted at two different government facilities.
In the tests at Point Mugu. California. a set of teo test points was used. while at
IHuntsville. Alabama. a series of repeatability tests was conducted at 0. ±10, and ±20 a.
The 10-point test data we plotted in Figure 24. which showe percent non-linearity with
the resonator eMutions for frequency versus load. The maxisio non-linearity was 0.02%
In the positive direction and 0.0335 In the negative, both of which occurred at the
maximum I level.

The 0. 10. sand 20-g repeatability tests shoved a scattering of data ranging from 0.006
to 0.02% non-linearity. The scatter was due to poor centrifuge speed control. but the
magnitides served to confirm wad even Improve upon the iti-point test results. anid verify
that the expected non-linearity Is in tbe 0.02% range at the 20 6 full scale output.

7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Rajor Usumits an Conclusions

The major results ad conclusioos listed below nmmasin the accomlishoets of the
Oaits Resonator Digital Accelerometor dove lom-at program.

(a) The practicability of using a quart: resonator. cloeed-ead tuning fork as an open-
loop acceleration aessise device has bees demonstrated.

(b) The practicability of a reeomator-oecillator electronic mechmoimatiom which will
Iccureatly reprsent with rspec to treqienoy. the Intenda stress levels within
the reaceator ha beon established.

(c) The effectivensess of a fregsmma-differnecing system, which serves to eliminate
inherest nom-Iliarities, is the resooater forceoutpmt relatiomahip, has boom
demoustrated.

(d) The major probleme isherest In the samufatering ok quarts crystal *Ilm to for
the hrecis. and enemmal reqsrements of this type of agplicati hbe" beom shoem
to be sormoustAbl.

(e) both, the mecheical amd electrical perfarmces of this type of eysten bae" piow
to be subject to mathmatti salyaalsis which, it ans dumemotreted, am be
sufficiently rignoou to "ledit perfouumemo characteristics and pishlem atm
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(f) The accelerometer developed during this program demonstrated performance which is
reasonably satisfactory in range, linearity, threshold, and output format, but is

not yet completely acceptable from a functional instrument standpoint. This per-
formance does. however, serve well to demonstrate the principles involved, and
tends to support the assumption that the remaining problems are subject to reasonable
engineering solution.

7.2 Iemaiming Problems

The three areas jpon which attention must be focused in order to attain universality
of application for this instrument are stability, temperature sensitivity, and size.
Although the instrument stability Improved greatly over the five-month test period, an
aging time of five months is unacceptable unless recalibration is permitted, and the level
of stability achieved was only marginal. No serious attempt at stabilizing the electronic
components has yet been made. Work in this area, as well as development of accelerated
aging techniques for the resonators, is essential.

Temperature sensitivity has not yet been investigated thoroughly. There are several
design approaches to decreasing the temperature sensitivity, if necessary, such as rotation
of the crystallographic axes, variations in compliance of the cross-axis spring support,
alteration of differential expansion rates by changing case assembly materials, thermal
coefficient matching of the resonators, or attempting to operate at the minimal sensitivity
temperature of both resonators.

Finally, the present size of the heavy case was chosen as a deliberate structural over-
deaign to solve the problem of mounting sensitivity. It remains to be seen how much the
size can be reduced without re-initiating the problem.
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APPENDIX

DESIGN THEORY OF QUARTZ RESONATOR
FORCE-TO-FREQUENCY TRANSDUCER

A.1 FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A RESONATOR VIBRATING
IN THE FUNDAMENTAL MODE

In this Appendix, the differential equation of a beam performing transverse vibrations
is derived and then solved with the appropriate boundary conditions. Finally, the natural
frequency of vibration is given as a function of the beam constants and the applied axial
load.

A.1.1 Derivation of the Differential Equation

x x +dx

Consider a bern under an axial load (T) as shown in the sketch above; It is constrained
at the ends but is free to vibrate in the transverse or Y direction at intermediate
points.

The differential equation may be derived by considering a small beam element of length
di at some position x . The diagram opposite shows all of the forces acting on the
differential element where

T is the axial load

Q is the shear

N is the moment

a is the mass per unit length.
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DO- x

mndx --
at 2

TT

Y a

For equilibrium, the summation of all moments and forces, including inertial reaction.
must equal zero. Suiming moments about the center of gravity of the differential element
gives

BM ( Q ' I 1 BYI
M +-di -Al- Q+-dx) -dx -Q-di +2T7- - d 0.

\ ZI /2 2 ~ x2

or. neglecting torms of second order.

0+.T Z 0 (AI)

Sumring forces in the Y direction given

Q+ dz-Q Q mlx

or Z. M)

It can be shown that. for small deflections the curvature and moment are liated
according to

N -KI- . (AM)

where

9 is the modulus of elasticity in the a direction

I is the moment of inertia of a plane section through the bern.

Combining ftuations (AI). (A2). and (A) leads directly to the differential equstiom
of a ben performing small transverse vibrations

7; 4..1 )- ( 0 . (
!a // B Z
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For the case of a beam of constant cross-section. Equation (A4) reduces to

Bly B2Y B ~2Y
El -T70. (MS)

A.l.2 Solution of the Differential Equation

When the bess vibrates in one of its normal modes, the deflection at any position and
time may be represented as

SY(,t) X(x) sin (t (AS)

Substituting Equation (A6) into Equation (AS) leads to

El0. (A0)

1

It can easily be verified that coab Ot,1 and coo OLtx are particular solutions of

Equation (A). where
T T

L / + + T

- - Ma
= (Alb)

The general solution can thus be written as

X = Aeoh <z÷! coo Ot I . (AD)

where the coustots A and 5 are ebose in accord with the bomumir oonditions. Let
the origin be at the enter of the bmo. 8iseo both emds are built-Ia. the boamdwy
oonditions are

/ iN O 0 (AlO&)

-. ---- - " O . (Al2b)242

From tquation (AS). 4qatloss (AlOe) and (AlOb) bcame

01•t A a" Ot "I

11 8iel a,, A -( a,-o W , S S 0
/2
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Since A and B are both non-zero, the determinant of the coefficients must vanish

- 0

I Binh - (K1 2 sID0 ~2

or

I~ j t abi (Otl j) (c 2 ")tan (O2) 0(A)

Equation (All) is the transcendental equation which determines the relationship of frequency
to the bees constants and the axial load.

A.1.3 Freqwcy Response

Because of the transcendental nature of Equation fAll) and the form of OL d
an analytical solution for w Is somewhat tedious. However, the results of a computer
proiram have yielded the graph shown In igure 3 of the main text. which '.s the following
series expansion about T 0 or no load:

()0.0031--- + 0.000S5- - ..
a L, S "al \ I/

(A12)

IJ

..

I
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Fig.1 Quartz crystal resonator
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Fig.4 Plating pattern
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Fig.5 Piezoelectric excitation of oscillation
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SUMMARY

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) gyroscope described is a rate integrating single
input axis instrument. It has no moving parts; many of its advantages, such as extreme
acceleration tolerance and lack of reaction toý'ques arise primarily from this feature.
In addition, the nuclear gyro can accommodate large input rate and angle ranges.

Certain nuclides pcssess an intrinsic anjular momentum and hence a nuclear magnetic
dipole noment. The sensing element of the nuclear gyroscope, low density mercury vapor,
contains a collection of such atomic nuclei. This collection of mercury nuclei behaves
very much like mary microscopically small but excellent gyroscopes having bar magnets on
their spin axes and without mechanical interactions with their surroundings. The apparent
changes in the dynamic behavior of the collection of nuclei measured by the surrounding
instrument when it rotates with respect to inertial space provides the rotation sensing
information. More particularly, changes of precessional motion of the nuclear magnetization
in a magnetic field during rotation of the apparatus are detected.

The use of two different kinds of nuclei, 199Hg and 2 0 1Pg, eliminates the need for very
accurate control or knowledge of the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. NKR signals
with large signal-to-noise ratios are obtained with only weak (1.2 gauss) magnetic fields
through the use of optical pumping for orientation of nuclei and through optical monitoring
of the precession motion.

The instrumentation of a recently tested experimental model is described. In this model,
phase comparisons between output signals from NMR controlled oscillators supply the rotation
output information. Design factors affecting random drift rates and application ranges are
discussed.
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AN OPTICALLY PUMPED NUCLEAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCE GYROSCOPE*

James H. Simpson and I.A. Greenwood

The optically pumped nuclear magnetic resonance gyroscope is a rotation sensing device
that measures the integrated rate of rotation about a single axis. In this instrument,
the rotation sensing element is a collection of oriented atomic nuclei. Aside from the
thermal motion of the atoms there are no moving parts; therefore, the operation of the
nuclear gyroscope should not be influenced by high accelerations and should create no
reaction torques. Other desirable characteristics will be shown to be derived from this
characteristic.

In this paper we shall state briefly the fundamentals of operation, examine one form
of a laboratory instrumentation, and discuss the operation and application of the gyro.

Perhaps the basic motivation for the development of a nuclear gyroscope came from the
simplified picture of certain atomic nuclei, which possess inherent angular momentum.
These nuclei act in many ways as if they were microscopic spinning masses at the centers
of atoms. The spinning motion requires no power input and the gimbaling is nearly perfect.
Of course, since the nucleus is positively charged, it will also possess a magnetic moment.
The ratio of the magnetic moment to the mechanical angular momentum is a characteristic
of each nuclide that has angular momentum and is called the gyromagnetic ratio.

In order to see how rotation information can be obtained from a collection of oriented
nuclei, consider the dynamic motion of such a collection in an applied constant magnetic
field H. , as illustrated in Figure 1. The net magnetization V is the resultant of all
the individual magnetic moments. The general motion of the magnetization 9 in the mag-
netic field is one of precession about the direction of the magnetic field. The preces-
sional angular frequency is called the Larmor frequency and, as measured in a non-rotating
frame, is &w = yH0 . Rotation information sensed arises from changes in the phase of this
precession when the observer's apparatus rotates about the direction of the magnetic field.
In order to separate the shifts in phase due to rotation from those due to changes in the
magnetic field, two kinds of nuclei may be used and hence two nuclear phases observed.
Thus, knowledge or exact control of the magnetic field is not required'' 2.

A schematic drawing of the optically pumped NMR gyroscope is shown in Figure 2. The
two nuclei with which the magnetic resonance is observed are the stable odd isotopes of
mercury: 1 9Hg and 2 °1 Hg. The mercury is in the form of a monatomic vapor (about 10- mmHg

pressure or -1012 atoms/c.c.) and is contained in a cylindrical cell about 1 cm in each
dimension. The mercury absorption cell Is made of high-purity synthetic fused silica.

The frequencies at which the signals occur are 1 kHz for 199Hg and 369 Hz for 201Hg in
the 1.2 gauss magnetic field that is used. The signals are obse:ved as the outputs of
NMR-controlled oscillators in which optical pumping is employed to enhance the net nuclear
magnetization and also to monitor the precessional motion of the nuclear magnetization.
Optical pumping refers to the exchange of angular momentum between the circularly-polarized
pumping beam and the mercury atoms. By this process the fractional orientation of mercury

nuclei is enhanced by a factor of about 109. The precessional motions of the magnetization
cause the monitor beam to be modulated at the two frequencies. The signals on the light
beam are converted to electrical signals, amplified, and fed-back to drive the magnetiza-
tion in a steady precession. In Figure 3 we see a schematic diagram of the arrangement
with which most of the test operations have been performed.

* Currently funded through Contract N00017-67-C-2419.Vi
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Here the two beams have been combined into one beam at 450 with respect to the magnetic

field with which both pumping and readout are accompliLhed. The light from a single beam

is divided into two beams to pump and readout two mercury cells, each of which contains

both mercury isotopes. The two NMR-controlled oscillators are arranged with their constant

magnetic fields pointing in opposite directions, so that rotations which add to the phases

of the signals in one oscillator subtract from the phases in the other loop. The rotation

information is extracted from the outputs of the NSt-cortrolled oscillators. This arrange-

ment facilitates the phase comparison of the NMR signals and also tends to minimize the

effects of light fluctuations, The NMR components are shown in Figure 4. The model shown

has been subjected to test operation in the laboratory, as have several models that

preceded it.

Now consider the fundamental experimental parameters and their influence on gyro per-

formance. Fluctuations in any parameter which lead to a deviation in the frequency differ-

ences at the output of the spin generators will contribute to uncontrolled drift in the

output of the gyro. The various sources ot , d, i ih t are listed in Table I. The list

is divided into two parts. The first part contains those sources for which there is no

correlation between the two spin generator loops. The second part contains those effects

which need not be minimized on an absolute basis but only on a differential basis.

Both the noise in the spin generator io,)p and the fundamental magnetization phenomena

lead to random fluctuations in the phase of the oscillations of the spin generators. The

primary source of the noise in the spin generators is the noise arising from the photon

beam and its detection. Its effect is minimized by achieving large signal-to-noise ratios

in the magnetic resonance cells. Current values well in excess of 40 dB put this contribu-

tion below several thousandths of a degree per hour.

The magnetization noise arises from the statistical nature of the collection of nuclear

magnetic moments which form the nuclear magnetization. The effects of these fluctuations

are minimized by attaining long NMR damping times and a very high percentage orientation.

Estimates of this contribution 2 show this to be of the same order of magnitude as the

shot noise.

The phase stability of the electronic components, particularly the amplifier in the

spin generator loop, determines the degree to which the output of the oscillator follows

the ideal precessional motion of nuclear magnetizations. Through the use of large amounts

of feedback, the desired stability can be achieved.

A shift in the effective direction of the H, field, due to, let us say, a change in

the ambient field, has two effects on the gyro output. The first is that it shifts the

direction of the sensitive axis of the gyro so that it no longer coincides exactly with

the externally labelled axis. A small amount of magnetic shielding can reduce this shift

to the point of being not important. The second effect may be to introduce a phase shift

through a change in the effective angle between the H, field and the light beam. A

preferred relative orientation of the H, field coil and the light beam reduces this
effect and makes it negligible.

The observed Laruor frequency, that at which the magnitude of the resonance reaches a

maximum and the phase shift achieves a medial value, is a function in an optically pusped

exp.riment, primarily of the intrinsic gyromagnetic ratio and the magnetic field. It is

also weakly dependent on intensity, polariwtion, and spectral distribution of the incident

beams of light 3 . Through care in equalizing the light in the two cells, the effects of

changes in light intensity may be balanced in the two spin generators. This is accom-

plished in the apparatus that is shown by deriving the two beam of light from a single

beam. through the use of the reflection polarizers.

The parameters presented in Table I represent the major problem areas that have been

identified and studied. In each case a satisfactory solution has been found to eliminate
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or minimize its effect on the performance of the gyro. The more recent work has been
concerned with the development of procedures and techniques which will result in the
reduction of the laboratory instrumentation to one of practical size snd power require-
ments. The design of the latest models under construction shown these changes.

Some of the desirable characteristics of the optically pumped NMi gyroscope are summa-
rized briefly in Table II. Most of the characteristics are derived from the fact that
there are no moving parts. The lack of moving parts should lead to a long operating life-
time, relative ease of construction and maintainance, and low cost. Since all components
of the gyro are firmly fixed in the structure, the instrument should be capable of operating
and providing accurate readout during periods of very high accelerations. The absence of
a large rotating mass also eliminates the possibility of a reaction torque being exerted.
Since there are no gimbals forced to follow rapid motions, the gyro can accomodate the
wide range of input rates and angles associated with strapdown applications.

The use of any unconventional gyro in a guidance system should not be thought of as
simply replacement of a conventional mechanical gyro. In order to fully realize all the
unique advantages of a new device, the system integration should be thought through com-
pletely in terms of the component input and output characteristics; for example, in the
case of the nuclear gyro, the full information stored in the phase of the preceasing nuclear
magnetization should be utilized.

At the present time. the studies of the nuclear gyroscope have demonstrated the validity
of the concept of using two different nuclides in the same mnetic field to eliminate
exact control of the magnetic field. Most of the worx on reduction toward a useful instru-
ment has been accomplished, in that critical problem areas have been identified and practical
solutions have been found. In the next phase of Investigation. Instrument evaluation. the
range of performance characteristics of the instrumentation will be determined.

Through additional investigation of the fundamental phenomena associated with optically
pwmped nuclear magnetic resonance. improvements in basic limiting parameters such as signal-
to-noise ratios, magnitudes of lamp shifts, and phase stability, would lead to e second
group of nuclear gyroscopes with greater accuracy, smaller size. and reduced power
consumption.
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TABLE I

Sources of Random Drift in the Nuclear gyro

1. Noise in spin generator loop.

2. Magnetization no.se.

3. Phase stability of electronic components.

4. Changes in effective direction of the constant

magnetic field.

5. Light induced shifts in Larmor frequency.

TABLE I I

Characteristics of the Nuclear Gyro

I. Capable of operating and providing accurate readout

during periods of high acceleration.

2. ide range of input rates and angles.

3. No reaction torque.

4. Lmo operating lifetime.

5. Relative eou of construction and meintslance. low
cost.
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SYRONETRES LASER ET APPLICATIONS

J. M. Catborin ot B. Dessus

1. INTRODUCTION
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Le phknoin~e est le in~me en hmission stimul~e. donc dans le cas d'un gain (Fig.1).

Cette variation d' ludice. qui est tr~s faible. va engendrer une variation de longueur
de trajet optique, proportionnelle i la longueur du milieu amplificateur travers4.

La foimule prdc~dente devient alors

- 4S~ CL, n (, 2~ -~ ,,

oil L. eat la longueur du milieu amplificateur traverst4 et n(,.) est 1' indice du milieu
en tonctiun de la fr~quence optique.

Cette tonction est tabul~e et s'appelle fonctian de dispersion d'un plasma. Son
expre~axon analytique est assez compliqude et nous en prendroas tin d~veloppenment limit4
valatL, au voisinage du centre de la raie (Ce qui correspond effectivement A nos conditions
de trqvail 4tant donn6 QL ncus employons un m~lange moit~i4 moitiO de NeI et de Ne 2 2
destin4 A ivlter la competition entre les deux ondes progressives dans eette zone de
fr~quence),

Un calcul simplitii destin4 seuleaent A donner des ordres de grandeur donne

1~) + 0.5 x 1 Vl0 11 [ + ýGf (F -(l , 21

Cette formule a hgt obtenue en prenant un gain de 4% pour le laser. Les bases de ce
calcul peuvent se trouver dans la Rkf~rence 3. En portant cette formule dans la, prkc~dente
et en supposant que v, est maintenue 4gal A 7,,, par l'asservissement de fr~quence on
obt jent

4S1

AV=1- - V, =a05l~ ___

la, signification de voet Au-D a Wt donn~e plus haut, le facteur 1 + AG/G0  indique
1' influence d tine variation de gain AG autour d' une valeur G 0de ce gain.

Donnons une application nuridrique:

avec C , vitesse de la lumi~re 3 x108m/s

0,6 x 10- 6M

La 0,15 m

P 0,45 m

!\D 109 HZ

4S 2 10

on a

iO~(i+Aa/a)[I
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avec -. en rad/s soit.

-1

I - 10O'(1 + -ýG/G 0 )1(o~

si P'on exprime 2en degre's par beure. L'4cart ie linkarit;4 E est alors

- 2

E 10-

Ce r~sultat montre que m~me pour des vitesses aussi glevees que 1070 '/h l'erreur de lingaritd
E r10-7 sera tres faible. Les variations de gain auront une influence beaucoup plus
importante en modifiant le facteur d'4chelle.

A cela s~ajoutent les effets de saturation que pr4sentent tous les oscillateurs. Dans
le cas des lasers employ~s pour les gyrom~tres, la raie d' mission est inhomog~ne, c' est
A dire que la variation de gain engendr~e par la saturation reste localiske autour de la
fre'quence d'oscillation au lieu de se r~partir sur l'ensemble de la raie.

Cela signifie que les distorsions dans la courbe de gain, donc dans la courbe d' indice,
sont relativement marqu~es. Le trajet optique de chaque onde d~pend donc du degr4 de
saturation qu'elle provoque dans le milieu amplificateur, donc de la puissance, ou encore
de la diff~rence gain momns pertes de la cavit4 pour ce senis de propagation. Les pertes
peuvent, en effet, 6tre l~ghrement diff~rentes pour les deux sens de parcours 'a cause des
ph~nomh'es de diffusion.

La diff~rence de trajet ainsi obtenue se manifeste mn~me A vitesse de rotation nulle,
c'est A dire lorsque vi = . Pour ces probl~mes voir les RWfrences 4-6 et 8.

Ces phknom~nes mont rent qu' il est n~cessaire de stabiliser au mieux la fr~quence
d'oscillation. le gain du laser et les pertes de la cpvite'.

La stabilisation de fr~quencE&, peut ktre obtenue, soit en comparant la fr~quence optique
du g~yromktre i celle d'un laser stabilis4 annexe par h~te'rodyn'age optique, solt en stabi-
lisant le gyrom~tre sur lui-mfme, c'est i dire au sornmet de la courbe de gain du milieu
amplificateur.

Les deux solutions ne pre'sentent pas de grandes difficulths et les r~sultats sont
sat isfaisants.

La stabilisation du g-ain implique l'emplol d'allmentatlons stables et la stablisationl
des pertes est une affaire de rigidit4 et de propret4 de la cavit4 optique. Mals, cela
nWest pas suffisant pour certaines applications. 11 est alors n~cessaire de mesurer les
variations r~siduelles ot d' intioduire une correction approprige.

On a calciiI4 une formule th~oriqiie reliant divers param~tres importants; elle a la
forme

F 2 - F, ý7(V - L', )[A - R +
1 1) C(12  

1 i1

avec 112- V-'I fr~quence mesur~e, F1 - F2  fr~quence corrig~e. Ii et 1 2 puissance des
deux ondes. A , B and C sont des paramktres dipendart principalement du gain de la
fr~quence et de diverses constantes physiques du milieu amplificateur, mais ne d4penulent,

pas des pertes de la cavit6 qjui W1n'est donc pas n~cessaire de connattre. La frdquence
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4tant fix~e par ailleurs, on peut mesurer des quantit4s proportionnelles & ILI et 1 2
seul le gain reste actuellement tr~s difficile, sinon impossible, & mesurer avec pr~cision
au cotirs du fonctionnement du gyromitre A laser. Cela nWest pas tr~s grave dans la inesure
oýi les variations de puissance sont dues beaucoup plus aux variations de pertes qu'aux
variations de gain.

Cette formule va Otre v~rifi~e exp4rimentalement et dans la mesure ou' elle fournire. des
valeurs invariantes de A , B et C pour un laser donng, on pourra ensuite corriger la
mesure donn~e par le gyrom~tre par un calcul fait en temps r~e1. Il est, en effet, de
loin pr4f~rable d'effectuer une correction par calcul que de fixer Iet 1 2 a des
valeurs de consign. par un asservissernent. Celui-ci apporte en effet plus d' inconvdnients
que d'avantages.

Nous avons piacg en dernier lieu 1'6tude du phknomkne de couplage car le choix des
solutions A ce probl~me d~pend en partie des considdrations qui ont pr~c~dg dans 1'4tude
de la non r4ciprocit4 des trajets optiques.

On a observ4, depuis longtemps, qu'en dessous; d'une certaine valour de la vitesse de
rotation, le battement disparaissait totalement, ce qui signifie quO les deux ondes 4mises
par le laser sont A m~me fr~quence, bien que les trajets optiques vus par chacune d'elles
soient 14g~rement diff~rents. Ce phonom~ne est imputable en premier lieu aux imperfections
des 4l4ments optiques placis sur le trajet des deux ondes et en second lieu aux caract~ris-
tiques du milieu amplificateur lui-mgme.

En of ft. les irr~gularit~s r~siduelles des surfaces optiques provoquont la r~trodiffusion
d'une partie de 1'4nergie incidente dans 1'angle solid. d4limitant l'onde de sens contraire.

La situation est celle de deux oscillateurs faiblement coupl~s dont le disaccord relatif
d~crott. En dessous d'une certain. valeur de ce disaccord, les deux oscillateurs se syn-
chronisent en fr4quenco et en phase. Dans; un laser en anneau. au lieu d'avoir deux ondos
progressives ind6pendantes, on a dans ce cas une onde stationnaire. Bien quo de valour
relative tr~s faible (quelques centainos de hertz de souil pour 5x 10114 hertz do fr~4quence
d'oscillation), ce ph4noine introduit un souil do mesure de l'ordre do quelques containes
de degr~s par heure qui rend le gyrom~tre A laser impropre i toute application de class.
Inertielle sans emploi d'une m~thode de faux z4ro.

La r~duction du couplage est essentiellement une question de qualits' et do propreti
des divers 4l4ments optiqLIes et de simplicit4 do la structure. Tout Wlment ajoutg sur
1e trajot des rayons lumineux eat une source de r~trodif fusion, donc de couplago. De toute
fe-ion, quolles quo soient los prdcautions prises, on abaisse difficilemont le seull de
couplage en dessous d' uno centaine de degrg/heuro, co qul est do tr~s loin insutfisant
pour 4viter l'emploi d'un faux z4ro.

On a eherch4 de nombreuses solutions Qui pouvent se ramener A deux types.

Tout d' abord des moyons visant l obtent ion au ropos d1 une frdquence do battemont aussi
stable que possible. Cep mayens sont 4quivalents 'a une vitesse de rotation constanto
ajoutge A Ia vitesse musurde.

Parmi cos moyens ou pout citer l'otfet Zeemann, l'effot Faraday et l'eftet F'izeau2 "'.5.6

L'explication d~taill4e de ces diffdrents effots sortirait notteinent du cadre de cet
exposA. Disons, simplemont. quo dans lea deux premiers la trdquence de battement est
proportionnelle A un champ magn4tique. Ces deux effets no s'obtiennent qu'au prix d'une
complication notable do la cavitA optique et la stabilit4 du faux zdro eat celle du champ
magn4t iQue.

L'eiffet Lang'nuir qui accompagno tout passage d un courant continu dans un gaz pri)voque
un of fet Fizeau. Le courant 4lectriquo existe diji le plus souvent car cleat le *oyon le
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plus commode pour produire le plasma amplificatour du laser. 11 est donc tentant d'utiliser
cet effet comme faux ziro. Sa stabilitd, qui d~pend du courant et de is pression, eat
meilleuro qus 10-4.

Ces proc~d4s conviennent parfaitement pour mesurer des vitesses de rotation avec pour
seuls condition quo la souwis algibrique de la vitesse fictive correspondant au faux ziro
et de Is vitesse i mesurer ne soit pas infirieure en valeur absolue au seuil de couplage.
Cela impose, soit de no mesuror quo des vitessos de rotation dans un seoul Sons, Soit quo
la plus grands vitesso de rotation i mesurer soit inf~rieure i la valeur de la vitesse do
faux z~ro. Come la pr~cision du faux z~ro est d~finie par une erreur relative et gus
les erreurs dues au milieu amplificateur sont aussi pour l'essentiel des erreurs relatives,
de grandes valeurs ds ce faux ziro peuvent conduire i une erreur absolue prohibitive.
On pout aussi avec ce proci4d mesurer des angles avec uns bonne pr4cisio. It condition quo
la mesure soit faite dana un temps court. Sinon, l'erreur angulaire htant 4gale alors au
produit de l'erreur do vitesse et du temps de mesure, on pout aboutir i des valeurs impor-
tantes de cette erreur pour des temps de mesure importants. Cl est lo problime des mesures
faites par inthgrat ion.

Le second proc~dd cons iste i obtenir ce faux ziro £ý partir d'une vitesse do rotation
m~canique dont l'int~grale eat cette fois directement mesurable puisque c'est un angle.
Remarquons tout do suite que dans ce cas, si l'on utilise 1e gyromhre en mesure dWangle,
Is vitesse de rotation m~canique produisant le faux ziro n's pas bosomn d'@tre constants,

Citons tout d'abord le proc4d4 mis au point et utilisi par Honeywell gui 'nonsiste i
faire vibrer 1'ensemble do la structure au tour d'une position fixe. Ici, peas do probl~me
do mosure du faux ziro puisque 1'angle moyen do rotation eat nul. La mesure eat obtenue
en ef fectuant la soustraction du nombre d' impulsions dilivri par le gyromitre au cours do
sa rotation dana un sons et dans l'autre. A chague demi-piriode. le gyrom~tre passe donc
dana la zone do couplago.

Ii existe ensuite deux autres procddis. P'un consistant & faire tournor 1. gyromitro
autour do son axe sensible et i obtenir Ia mesure en effectuant is diftdrence entre P'angls
mesur4 par is gyromktre et 1' angle dicrit par le gyrom~tre par rapport au support. Un
procWd similaire consiste & faire tourner une lame transparente traverade per los rayons
lumineux du gyromitre. A cause de 1'effot Fizeau, le trajet optigue parcouru par les
doux ondes est dift~rent.

La rotation de la lame est iquivalente & une rotation fictive du gyromitre, et 11 exists
un rapport bien d4fini entre los deux no ddpendant gus des dimensions g~omdtriques.

Uno solution intiressanto consisate i faire tourner riellomont ou fictivement 1e gyro-
mitre & laser i viteaso sensiblemont constante par rapport i un rifirentlsl de Galilge,
c'eat-&-diro & friguence do battement constants. III suff it d'aaservir la vitesse do
rotation du gyroa,4tre par rapport i son support do fagon & maintenir la friguence do
battemont & uno valour do consigne,.

Cotto *dthode a 1' avantage do riaoudre 10 problime do dynamiigue do mesurs poad par
1' existence do la zone do couplage, ls support pout Itre aniud d' une vitesse absolument
guelcongue. D'autre pert, la triguence do battoment oat fie lid une valour suftiaainnt
6levde pour so situer on dohora do la zone do non liniariti et do fluctuations duos au
couplaeo mais aaaoz beass pour gus lea variations do factour ddchelle engendriel per
lee variations do gain ou do puissance no produisent gu'une faible orrour absolue. La
triguoncs choisie serait do luvrdre do guelgueb kilohertz.

on perd ividommont I'avantago du systime purement atatigue. maim 11 taut remerguer gus
lea performances reguissa do lasserviasement, do vitease sont trio taiblos, itant donni
gulil n'y a pas d'accdldrations angulairos & compensor (donc peu ddinergis & dipenser) ot
gu* une errour do vitesse do 20 ou 30% n' aurait prat iguement pas d' infl1uence aur la pricli-
sion du gyromitre.
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4. DIVERSES APPLICATIONS

Suivant le type d'application recherch6, le gyrom~tre i laser pourra 9tre r4alisg sous
des formes et utilisi dans des syst~mes relativement diff~rents.

Dans des problkmes tels que la mesure W'angle dans un temps bref, le chercheur do Nord,
la stabilisat ion d' eugins, dans lesquels la notion de d~rive a peu d' importance, ou bien
ii est inutile d'introduire un faux z~ro, ou bien celui-ci n'a pas besoin de stabilitg 'a
long terme. On pourra utiliser, par exemple, 1'effet Fizeau de la d~charge.

Dans les probl~mes de conservateurs de cap ou de navigation par inertie, la notion de
d~rive eat au contraire essentielle et lVon aura recours aux moyens ciths plus haut pour
avoir un~ faux z4ro stable et corriger los d~rives dues au laser lui-mome.

5. APPLICATION AU CHERCHEUR DE NORD

Avant do conclure, nous d~crirons rapidemont une application particuli~re du gyrom~tre
i laser: le chorchour de Nord. Le probi~me est bien connu; il consiste a determiner la
direction de l'axe des p8les par une mesuro de la rotation torrestro. Les proprifths de
linharit4 et de faible temps de rdponse du gyrom~tre i laser permettent d'adopter une
m~thode dynamique de mesure 61iminant l'effet do la d~rive.

On fait tourner le gyrumkre 'a laser autour do son axe sensible. 11 donne alors une
fr4quence de battemont qui vanie proportionnollomont au produit scalaire -1. , oz ný Oat
le vecteur unitaire port6 par la normalo au gyromktre ka iaser et C~le vocteur rotation
terrestre.

Ce signal est donc une fonction sinusoldale de 1' angle de rotation impos4.

f =k cos (L- ý))

avec (t l'angle compris entre la diroctlot. rep~re et la direction du Nord.

Si on effectue en temps rHel le calcul d'un point de la fonction de corr~lation du
signal obtenu et d'une fonction sinusoldale de l'angle a engendr4 par un codeur angulaire,
on obt lent

si (t est petit.

Comme on connatt k on peut d4duiro l'angle t rep~rant la direction du Nord.

Cette iadthodo donne un rapport signal/bruit croissant proportlonnellement au temps do
mesure et permet donc d'4liminer assez rapidement les erreurs al4atolres.

On peut esp~rer ainsi obtenir des prdcimions convenables dana des temps nettemont plus
courts que ceux ndcessaires i une resure falte avec un gyro m~canique.

6. PERSPECTIVES

On pout considirer lea limites ultimes des performances des gyroin~tres laser sous deux
aspects diffdrents.
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Les limites purement th~oriques ne d6pendent que de la largeur de raie de 1' oscillation
laser. Cette largeur est teilement faible, qu'elle n'a pas encore pu etre mesurde et son
calcul exact n~cessiterait une th~orie quanticue complte du laser en anneau. La thdorie
quantique actuelle n'est que partielle.

Ndanmoins, on peut situer cette limite en dessous de 10-6 1 10-7 O/h (Ref.10).

En fait, les limitations pratiques viendront des possibilit4s de stabilisation ou de
mesure des variations non re'ciproques du trajet optique dans le plasma amplificateur. Ii
est impossible de fixer actuellement des limites mais on peut esp~rer avoir dans un proche
avenir 10-2 voire 10O3/h.
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STATUS AND FUTURE OF FLUID COMPONENTS

D. L. Wright and . G. Wing

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

The majority of inertial instruments produced toda- *"'I over the last two decades hove
employed a rigid body, either spinning or otherwise, as their sensitive element. However.

many of us have reflected on alternative approaches to this problem and to the problems
involved in constructing such instruments. A mass of fluid is potentially attractive as
a gyroscopic element since designs can be envisaged which requhie no mechanical bearings

for the support of the spinning element. Purthermore. precessional torques affecting the
direction of the momentum vector can be sensed by means of pressure transducers which are
non-critical from a mechanical design point of view. Acceleration-sensing devices can

also be envisaged using both spinning fluids and pressure or capacitive sensing techniques.

While the basic concept of such fluid instruments is simple. one does not obtain a
usable instrument without the usual long drawn out battle with nature.

The increasing interest throughout the past decade in fluid sensors of a gyroscopic and
acceleration sensitive nature arose initially as a result of possible applications in the
stringent high g environment of short range, high acceleration missiles. Early designs
and applications of such fluid components are described in this paper.

Particular exemples of fluid gros and accelerometers are described and their performance

analysed.

The moat comnonly discussed fldiid aros are those employing the angular momentum of a
spinning body of fluid. The fluid body in the most simple configuration is contained
within a spherical cavity internal to a spinning case. The basic time constwit of bucb
Oros determines whether the instrument is used in either a "rate" or '•isplaceent" mode.

A further group of fl'tid pros are those depending on the direct measurement of Coriolis
acceleration. In these Instruments the input angular velocity with a reference to inertial
space is sensed by measuring Corioiis forces constralning a fluid mass relative to the
rotating base of the instrument. It is possible to envisage instruments generating either
translaticnal momentum (oscillatory or otherwise) or rotational mosentu to sense such
forces.

Various types of fluid accelerometers have been designed, using the fluid itself either
as the sensitive mass or as the sensitiyt mass-supporting medium.

The information presented here. on the rngse of sensors described. has been collected
from various sourcec. including the Bendix Research Laboratories, Aviation Electric Limited.

the National Water Lift CompanyO. the Douglas Aircraft Company Inc. and the fterry Gyroscope
Company. together with information available from various patents and publications.

A divistim of the Paemo Diumics Corporation. part of Natrotics.
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1.2 Mhy Fluid Instruments?

?he main reason in the past for considering the fluid instrument approach has really
arisen from environmental considerations. Extreme conditions of shock, vibration and
temperature have been typical of the early applications which were conceived. Extremely
low g and g2 sensitivities can be obtained in certain fluid gyroscopic designs.
Advantages claimed for such devices are short reaction times, high over rating capability
during gyro run-up, the possibility of eliminating temperature controls and reducing cali-
bration requirements. Also, long-term storage capability, radiation resistance, bearings
external to the sensitivw elements eliminating certain mass shift effects, high reliability
due to low bearing speedls and ability to effectively lubricate bearings all assist in
obtaining a highly reliable device.

Accelerometers using fluid as the sensitive element have also been developed for reasons
similar to the above, ruggedness in the face of stringent environments. The sensing system
can be made non-pendulous and inherently isoe!astic. resulting in very low g/g cross-
coupling and ;'g 2 errors.

1.3 States am Applicatioms

The development and performance of some of these fluid srnsors has reached the stage
where applications in the following fields may he considered, for some of the following
reasons

Tactical Missile and Aircraft Guidance - High accuracy and inherent g-insensitive
performance combined with low cost. simplicity, maintainability and rug"edness.

Stabilisation and Control - Wide dynamie range, low rate threshold and good dynmic
response. Redundancy can be obtained by using too-degree-of-freedom rate devices.

,*cial Applications - High a designa with littl, or no trade-off in accuracy can be
achieved. such as are required for anti-missile missile applications. Certain devices
have been developed suitable for space vehicle stability applications.

Purther developments into the performaet rante suitable for looner terw applications
are now envisaged.

2. TYPES OF FLUID INSTiRUIENTS

Fluid .lphere (,ros - Using the angular momentua of a spinning sphere of fluid. The
spherical cavity containing the flu'd Is sometimes completely filled, in saw designs only

partly filled. The fluids used hav ranged from low viscosity fluorochesics1 to merrury.

Fluid Tube ,yros - floyian a spinning closed hollow tube filled with liqutd. Disphras
across the hollow tube restrict the flow of liquid around 'he tube. A pressure is produced
across the disphrm as a result of Coriolis accelrration of liquid in the tube. The
acceleration is similar to the Coriolis acceleration acting on the particles of a con-
ventioul gyro wheel. A similar device can be envisag4 %1 %ttg a rotating annular body of
mercury.

Vorset Rate .0-ensors - In such devices the fluid used has normally been in the gsasous
state, to which a measure of the angular rate of the instrumont housing Is transmitted.
The change in tangential velocity imparted to the gaseous stresm causes the latter to
spiral inwards toward* axis of rotation. The chane is tangential velocity is alified
as the gas moves inwards towards the rotation sits. due tU the conserattion of angular
moantrn. Various techniques have been proposed to sense the chanset in radial and
tangential flow as a measure of the app•ied angular rate. A synnnymous liquid device has
been proposed, the spiral stream of fluid driving a paddle wheel free to rotate about the
input angular rate axis.
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Vzbration Gas Rate Sensors - A longitudinal sonic standing wave is maintained in a

cylindrical cavity. Rotation about an axis transverse to this cavity is measured by

pressure sensors such as microphones placed in the cavity on either side of the nodal

point of velocity. Such instruments are another example of Coriolis acceleration sensors.

Free Surface Fluid Accelerometers - Sense the changes in shape of the free fluid surface

internal to a spinning container partially filled with fluid. A three-axis device can be

constructed. The fluid is the actual test mass.

Accelerometer wZith Fluid Suspension - Two- and three-axis units in which fluids are used to
dynamically support a solid test mass with reduccd or near zero suspension friction.

These and various other approaches to the problem of measuring angular rates and ilnear

accelerations are described in more detail below. The possibility of combining a capability

for measuring both types of input. accelerations and argular rates, within one instrument

is mentioned.

3. GYROS

3. 1 Flaid Rotor last roeot*

Since the early l96(Y• several organisations. mainly in the USA have been working on

such instrmtezts. Advantages claimed for them. compared with s;lId rotor devices are as

fo 1 lovs:
.ccurate nPas balance, since a uniform body of fluid has its point of support or centre

of pressure at its ceture of gravity.

Inherent Isoelasftcity if the Mb.id body is Ii.m4itentnun

Absence of mass shift due to sear or bearing sov.-nt'

Absence of magnetic effects and torque% Induced by external mainetit. fields.

Absence of rotor gimballing.

Absence of coulomb friction effect•

Reduces signal mmd power transmission problem from snsitive element 'I.e. absence -if

slip rings on drift-sensitive as1es).

The requirement for the fluid to be bhoftoneous Inttoduces a possible pr-nblwe on such

ins'ruments. that of the appearance of thermal gradients across th, body of the fluid

resulting in a movement of its centre of gravity. If this effect occurs, maios balance

errors are produced

Two postible methods of driving the fluid body ar" available. Cotation may bI Impoted

to the fluid body by rotation of the case wowuntok4 on spin hearings' containing the fluid.

W mareas of &-i e#ternal motor. Alteciatively. by emloing a conductive fluid. rotation

mav be imparted by eddy current coupling with an externul. rotating magnetic field. In

the former tbMd there is no dassipstion of nerrp an the fluid. reducing possible thermal

effects at the exponoe of additional saving parts. i.e. spin bearings. In the latter

method of imparting rotation. disipt ion of energy In the fluid body ,w'.'rt 4%w to riscoux

Mhear effect betweren the stati ¢,ary case and moving fluid, Mhs can result it thermti

gradients in the fluid bo". honver, on the credit side the number of mnvinig parts is

reduced b. he absence of spin bearngs.

Mil rotor gyros Iriren via case motion are In the class cf instrumnts utilising the

angular maenatom of a spinning fluid mss - fluid rors in which a rotation is imparted

to the fluid by an esternal rotating magnetic o'r electrcal field which reacts and ,ouples

witb the fluia are usualay in tLe clas qf irstrumen-.x c-onfigurej U, measure Coriolix

acce erat I Ons.
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Combincttion of these two methods of imparting rotation can be envisaged but has usually
been ruled out on account of increased complexity.

3.2 Fluid Sphere Gyroscope

3.2.1 General Principles

Such an instrument is illustrated in Figure i - consisting of a cavity completely filled
with fluid of low viscosity (1 centipoise at room temperature). In fact, a fluorochemical
was used. The spherical cavity is rotated on bearings by the external motor causing the
liquid to rotate with it at the same speed.

In the absence of viscous shear forces the spinning fluid would generate an angular
momentum vector which, once established, would maintain its spatial direction for small
space rotations of the case. However, viscous shear forces are present, since relative
motion occurs between fluid and case for any relative angular displacement oetween the
spin axis of the fluid and the case. The shear forces produced result in a torque on the
fluid body, precessing it into alignment with the spin axis of the case. Relative angular
displacement is a transient effect, decaying exponentially according to the transfer
function

Ts
K - (1)

1 +Ts

where T -- ( (2)

and T time constant (sec)

R radius of the spherical cavity (cm)

2 :spin rate (rad/sec)

= kinematic viscosity (stokes).

The device may thus be regarded as either a rate gyro with a delay in its response or
as a displacement gyro for high-frequency inputs and a rate gyro for long-term or steady-
state inputs.

The liquid rotor acts much like a solid ball having a diameter slightly smaller than
that of the cavity. This ball is separated from the cavity walls by a thin lubricating

layer of the liquid. It is evident that to make use of the gyroscopic properties of this
"free rotor" some means must be provided to sense the displacement angle between the spin
axis of the cavity walls.

Figure 1 indicates ports through the cavity wall at points about 45o removed from the
spin axis of the cavity. It will be seen from this figure that, if an angle exists between
the two spin axes, the ports are at unlike radii with respect to the spin axis of the
liquid body, and for this reason the centrifugally induced pressures at the two ports are
unequal. One half-revolution after the indicated condition, the two ports will have
switched positions so that the differential pressure will have reversed sign. An alter-

nating pressure, therefore, erists between the ports. A diaphragm placed in the connecting
passage and arranged as a deflecting element in a capacitance bridge will sense a pressure
varying at spin frequency.

The output of the gyroscope is an a.c. voltage at spin frequency and has a phase angle
which Is a measure of the direction of the input rate in the plane normal to the spin axis.
For this reason it is necessary, fcr proper signal interpretation, to demodulate the
signal, using a reference voltage derived from an alternator coupled to the spin drive
shaft. This alternator is built into the gyroscope.
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By making use of two demodulators and two quadrature phases of the reference supplies,
the signal can be broken down into two componeits which represent rates abouL a pair of
orthogonal input axes. The simple electronice necessary are shown schematically at
Figure 2. One gyroscope thus does the work o1 two single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes.

3.2.2 Design Parameters

A large sphere is desirable, since both the time constant and the generated pressure
increase as sphere size increases. In one such instrument, the SYG 2550 developed by the
Sperry Gyroscope Company, a 1-inch diameter sphere was the largest that could be used with-
out sacrificing other important gyro element designs such as the symmetrical placement of
the waistband transducers.

Spin-speed selection is based on sensitivity, noise, and stability. The optimum speed
for this gyro is relatively low as compared with solid rotor gyros. Although the generated
pressure is proportional to the square of spin speed, the time constant decreases with the
square root of speed. Also, vibrations are more pronounced at higher speed, and temperature
gradients are greater. The present design operates at 6000 r.p.m.

As already stated, the generated pressure results from a displacement between the fluid
spin axis and the cavity spin axis. For a step input of case displacement about an axis
normal to the paper (see Figure 1), the generated pressure in dynes/cm2 is given by

P = pfL2R2 sin 8cos 8sin Ot , (3)

where p is the fluid density in gm/cm3 and 8 is the angular displacement in radians.
For small values of 6 ,

P = pQ 2R28 sin t. (4)

This differential pressure, sensed by the transducer, goes to zero when the displace-
ment angle goes to zero. Because the differential pressure is alternating it is detected
easily, and a static shift of the position of the transducer diaphragm produces no output
signal. For this reason there is no hysteresis error or time-dependent bias error due to
the transducers. Also, the null of the alternating pressure coincides with the zero dis-
placement between the spin axes, even if the sensing ports are at unequal angles with

respect to the cavity spin axis.

3.2.3 Environmental Capability

The device has been subjected to 100 g shocks, sustained linear accelerations to 40 g,
sinusoidal vibration up to 90 g peak and acoustical noise to 136 dB. The g 2 sensitivity
was found to be 0.030/hr g 2 and the basic transfer function of Equation (1) was verified
under constant amplitude angular vibration conditions from 0. 1 c/s to 200 c/s.

The diametrically opposed diaphragms around the waistband of the sphere were matched
as closely as possible to the density of the liquid; hence they were essentially floated
and almost insensitive to vibration. Furthermore, with the two transducer outputs being
in phase, opposition under vibration additional cancellation is achieved, the diaphragms
bow in the same direction for axial vibration and in opposite directions under the effect
of the desired rate input.

3.2.4 Anisoelasticity

The theoretical anisoelastic coefficient of the fluid sphere gyro is zero. The liquid
used is compressible and, as a result, its centre of gravity will shift under the influence
of acceleration. However, for a prrfec sRphere, this shift is always directly along the
total acceleration vector. F•i an ellipsoilel ,tavity, there will be an extremely small
drift error given by
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-_x dV .(5
Io

where = drift rate

K = compressibility coefficient

Po = nominal liquid density

ax = acceleration

1o = moment of inertia of nominal sphere

x,y = principal axes.

The term pofxy dV is the product of inertia for the body and is zero for all axes of
a sphere. For an ellipsoid it is zero if x and y are the principal axes, but not for
other axes.

For an ellipsoid that is almost spherical, the product of inertia about an axis at 450

to the principal axes is approximated by

iIxyl = Iol . (6)

where e is the eccentricity. It is thus found that the drift rate from this source for
an ellipsoidal cavity is given by

S Kpoa2E/Q . (7)

If Equation (7) is evaluated for the fluid sphere's operating constants, the drift rate
is 3.7 x 10-2 deg/hr g2, so that, even for a very crude cavity (i.e. E < 0.01), the drift
from this source will be of negligible magnitude.

3.2.5 Linear Acceleration and Mass Unbalance

Mass unbalance of the fluid sphere gyro is inherently low but is affected by thermal
gradients along the spin axis. Experience has shown that a gradient less than O.O10F/cm

is obtained under extreme environments. If this gradient appeared in a liquid ball, drift

of 0.8 0 /hr g would result.

3.2.6 Performance

Figure 3 shows a typical performance trace for the Sperry SYG 2550 gyro showing two
axis outputs in cardinal orientations and under sinusoidal exposure of input axes to earth
rate. The trace begins at the bottom. Recorder zero reading is measured first. Next the
gyro is oriented with spin axis vertical; outputs are recorded for axis 1 North and South,
then for axis 2 East and West. The gyro bias is obtained by comparing the mid-point of
these readings to recorder zero for corresponding axis. The gyro is next oriented with
spin axis horizontal. Outputs are recorded for axis I vertical and axis 2 East. Accelera-
tion sensitivity is obtained by comparing these readings with those obtained with the spin
axis vertical. A calibration for the trace is shown near the top. The gyro spin axis is
vertical and the rate table is driven at % deg/sec, sinusoidally exposing the gyro's input
axis to the earth rate's horizontal component, 22.6 deg/hr peak-to-peak. The swing of
gyro output shown for axis 2 is 13 divisions; one division is 1.74 deg/hr. Using this
calibration, average bias and g sensitivity for the two axes are found to be 0.7 deg/hr

and 1.0 deg/hr g . The rate and displacement threshold for the test gyro can 'e found
from the trace. Threshold is the minimum output about null that provides the expected
output using nominal scale factor. Within limits of the measuring techniques this is less
than 0.05 sec of arc.
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3.2.7 Reliability

From a reliability point of view, a fluid sphere has several advantages over a typical

floated gyro unit. In a typical system, where three single-axis floated gyros are required,

two fluid spheres will suffice, like any two-axis device. In the floated units, the maximum
life of spin bearings is limited and failures are increased because of the higher rota-
tional speed (12,000 to 24,000 r.p.m.), the fact that smaller bearings are required,
theoretical lubrication requirements (necessary to avoid unbalance of the float), and the
higher operating temperature of the bearings as compared to the fluid sphere.

The bearings on the fluid sphere gyro are external to the sensitive element and there-

fore position shifts in those bearings are not important. The bearings can be large and
abundantly lubricated; furthermore, the optimum spin speed is low, 6000 r.p.m. or less,

leading to lower failure rates and longer life.

In the fluid sphere gyro, the spin motor is external to the gyro case, and no delicate
power leads (flex leads) are required. The failure rate of the spin-motor stators should
be much lower than in floated gyros because weight and size are not critical; the motor
is relatively large, it is easily cooled, and does not dissipate heat directly in the
sensitive element. In addition, the stators use wire with heavy insulation and the end
turns are not highly compressed.

Assembly and quality control limitations in floated gyros lead to such problems as

fluid contamination, seal leaks and bubbles, cracked Jewels, and critical machining opera-

tions. In tie fluid sphere gyro, seal leaks and bubbles are of some concern, but critical
m achining operations and complete freedom from micro-contaminants are not of primary

importance. The fluid body is in inherent mass balance, regardless of the actual shape
of the cavity, and contaminants (heavier than the fluid) will be centrifuged to the outer

periphery of the sphere, which is not the primary area of interest. As previously men-
tioned, the fluid sphere gyro has no float and, consequently, no Jewels or pivots. This,
from a reliability point of view, gives further emphasis to the parts count, which is
favourably low.

The effects of the features on an actual reliability assessment are shown in Table I.

The mechanical assembly of a fluid sphere gyro is compared to that of a representative
floated gyro in terms of parts population and failure rates. For a platform with three
sensing axes, the reliability figure of merit using two fluid sphere units is more than

four times that obtainable with three conventional single-axis floated gyros.

The approach described has been pursued by the Sperry Gyroscope Company and actual

hardware has been produced. The performance of such a device is shown in Table I indica-
ting the typical characteristics that are designed for. Development work along these
lines has also been carried out at Autonetics and Martin-Orlando.

3.3 Fully Filled Cavity with Float

An alternative way to sense the angular displacement between the spin axis of the fluid
and the container is to place a low density rigid float in the fluid body, centred by the
radial pressure gradients and forces in the spinning body. Axial restraint has to be
provided by some other means, e.g. electro-magnetically. Electrical pick-offs can be used
to vense angular displacement of a fluid body. Problems arising in this approach are that
the axial position of the float must be precise, since the float represents an inhomo-
geneity in the fluid and, if axially displaced, can cause mass unbalance. If the pick-off
senses displacement between the float and a non-rotating member and the container, spin

axis can be a source of error.

A device of this kind was the subject of a patent issued to R.M.Smyth of Costa Rica in

1928, US Patent No. 1890831. In America, the Arma Corporation have investigated this

approach.
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3.4 Partly Filled Fluid Rotors

Certain devices have been configured in which the angular displacement between spin

axis and case is sensed by leaving a void in the centre of the fluid body. When spinning,
the void in the fluid approaches a cylindrical shape and, in the absence of any input rate,
the spin axis of the fluid and the container are coincident. Under the effect of an input
rate the two spin axes diverge; the divergence can be sensed by a capacity pick-off.
Problems arise with this type of instrument under axial acceleration conditions, the void

becoming parabolic, leading to anisoelastic drift. Under acceleration normal to the spin
axis the void becomes eccentric with respect to this axis and the pick-off could mistake
eccentricity for angular displacement. Work was carried out along these lines in the late
1950's at the Sperry Gyroscope Company.

An alternative approach using a partly filled cavity is that taken by the Pneumo-
Dynamics Corporation, part of Nortronics. A cavity is partly filled with mercury rotating
at a high velocity. The mercury is contained in a spherical cavity supported by spin axis
bearings and is driven by an external two-phase synchronous motor. Piezo-electric pick-

offs are used in tendem, situated normal to the spin axis. The spin axis shaft passes
through the sphere; small paddles jut out from the shaft into the body of mercury and
there are piezo-electric (ceramic) elements at the base of the paddles. Coupling of the
angular momentum vector with the input rate results in the pick-offs generating a sinu-
soidal error signal proportional to the applied input rate. When the spin axis of the
rotor case and mercury body are different the paddles bend minutely, stressing the piezo-
electric devices, thus creating the output signal which is brought out on slip rings. The
phasing of the sinusoidal signal relative to the case is proportional to the direction of
the input; Figure 4 shows this system in schematic form.

A two-phase reference generator mounted on the spin axis permits the error signal to
be discriminated and resolved into rate information along two orthogonal axes. Advantages

claimed for this device are that the error signal being self-generating, does not require
any external excitation, resulting in a low sensing threshold in the absence of pick-off
quadrature and noise at null. Threshold is limited by the spin axis bearings because of

the sensitivity of the piezo-electric crystal pick-offs. Devices are being developed
replacing the ball-bearing suspension versions, which have now reached the hardware stage,
by a gas-bearing suspension system.

As rate sensors these devices have thresholds of 0.5 0 /hr with a maximum rate of 5000 /sec
in a package less than 0.7 in. in diameter and 1.9 in. in length. The company is con-
sidering applications in stability augmentation of fire control equipment, platforms,
antennas and flight control systems. Possibilities are being examined in the strap-down
inertial field. Operation under stringent environmental conditions is envisaged; shock,
vibration and mass unbalance are not thought to be problems. It should be noted that g 2

drift effects have to be carefully considered in partly filled devices. Theoretically it

is possible to adjust these to zero by means of an exact degree of partial fill of the
cavity. Typical performance characteristics of such devices have been published, as shown
in Table I.

A second approach using a partly filled cavity is that which the Universal Match Company
were working on in the early 1960's. Here again, the fluid used was mercury. When this
device was spun-up the mercury formed an annular ring, inside the cavity, about the spin
axis. Permanent magnets located internal to the cavity provided a diametrical flux pattern
across the ring of mercury, which acted as the primary of a transformer. The container

or case of the device acts effectively as the core of the transformer system with a stator
windina positioned about the spin axis as shown in the schematic of Plgure 5.

Any relative angular displacement or motion of the mercury ring relative to the permanent

magnets, and hence to the container, results in a voltage being induced in the mercury,
the primary of the transformer system, and hence an output voltage is obtained across the
secondary winding. The case of such a device could be made of some soft Iron material.
Under an angular rate input orthogonal to the spin axis, the field and voltage induced
into the mercury ring is oscillatory.
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3.5 Vortex Gros

3.5.1 General

Vortex gyros are one of a family of angular rate sensors which are currently being
considered for missile, space vehicle, aircraft and torpedo applications. Complete fluid
control and flight stabilisation systems can be envisaged to operate in environments where
temperatures of 10000 F are likely to be encountered. The schematic shown in Figure 6 shows
a stream of fluid injected through the porous case of a vortex chamber, about the longi-
tudinal axis of which is applied the angular rate input of the carrying vehicle. Due to
the conservation of angular momentum, the tangential velocity imparted to the fluid flow
at the coupling element (porous case) is amplified as it spirals inwards towards the axial
exit hole along the input axis.

The angular velocity increases as the radius decreases. i rious methods of sensing
the output have been employed. A hot-wire anemometer system could be employed as a very
sensitive sensor of this change in velocity. As an alternative, pitot heads could be
mounted in the exit orifice, arranged to measure the tangential velocity of the exiting
gas, two heads being employed in anti-phase to sense whether the input is being applied
in one direction or another.

Aviation Electric Limited of Canada have developed a device of this type generating
differential pressure signals proportional to the angular velocity input. Such a device
has no moving parts and may be operated with air or other commonly available gases. Good
dynamic characteristics are obtained and both the magnitude and direction of rotation are
sensed by means of a push/pull tyee of pick-off. High reliability and potential low cost
are claimed as advantages for thesc devices which may be coupled directly into a fluidic
amplifier to obtain the desired output signal levels. Table I shows typical operating
characteristics for such a fluid vortex rate sensor. Thresholds of 0.050 /sec with a
dynamic range of 3000 can be achieved. A complete fluid state flight stabilisation system
has been a subject of study by the Bendix Corporation and the Flight Dynamics Laboratory
of the Research and Technology Division of the US Air Force. Figures 7 and 8 show a
schematic of the flight system, together with the digital rate sensor employed. The system
is briefly described below.

3.5.2 Fluid State Flight Stabilisation System

The need for a dynamic range of 500:1 in rate sensing, necessitating a marked improve-
ment in a signal-to-noise ratio for pneumatic fluid rate sensors and amplifiers, prompted
the selection of a digital sensing technique. The system chosen is shown in block diagram
form in Figure 7.

The direct use of the rate sensor pulse rate information would require very fast com-
putation rates and was therefore abandoned in favour of a time unbalance or pulse width
modulation approach. The modulator keeps the information stored in the time domain while
it is amplified and converts it finally at the servo input amplifier to an analogue signal
with appropriate filtering, as shown in Figure 7.

Servo feedback of elevon position employs a pneumatic bridge pick-off technique coim-
patible with the fluid state summing amplifier. The vehicle rate information is ted
directly to the latter from the compensation network. The vehicle rate signal is not
amplified by any analogue devices. in order to avoid degradation of the bignal-to-noise
ratio. The rate sensor is outlined below, further details of this system may be obtained
by reference to the paper by L.B.Tapling and J.P.Hall"

"Progress of the IN Air Force. Research and Technology vi'sston - FI)L Program. .Synthesiv of a
Pure Fluid Flight Control System. - AIAA/lON Ouldance and Orntrol specialist •nference.
Minneapolis. Minnesota. 16-18 August 1965.
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,.5. Dtigttal Iortex Rate Sensor

The digital vortex rate sensor, shown schematically in Figure 8. has an output which is

a pulse train, the period of which is proportional to the rate input.

Operation of the vortex rate sensor can be divided into rate coupling, signal amolifica-
tion, and pulse rate conversion functions. The rate coupling mechanisms transmit a portion
of the angular velocity of the transducer housing to the fluid stream by means of a porous
coupling element. The change in tangential velocity imparted to the flow at the coupling
element is then amplified as it spirals inward towards the chamber exit hole, due to the
conservation of angular momentum. The exiting tangential velocity varies the angle of
the conically-shaped free jet leaving the vortex chamber. The proportional signal at the
chamber exit, i.e., the cone angle, is converted to a pulse rate modulated signal by means
of a specially designed pick-off. The pick-off generates a pulse train by charging a

volume to some upper threshold, and then discharging it to a lower threshold. The lower
threshold level varies with cone angle, and thus rate input, and specifies the duration of
the pulse period, or the pulse rate. A typical output train illustrating the variation in
pulse period due to rate input is shown in Figure 9.

Typical sinusoidal performance characteristics of a digital vortex rate sensor operating
on nitrogen gas are presented in Figure 10.

To convert the rate sensor pulse output into a pulse width modulated or time unbalance
signal, the rate sensor is biased by a tangential control jet which sets up a given biased
or centre operating pulse rate. If this bias remains fixed, the addition of inertial rate
will either increase the pulse rate or decrease it, depending on the direction of inertial
movement. The time unbalanced rate concept requires that the bias should fully reverse
its direction between each output pulse. For this type of rate sensor, the time required
to fully reverse the bias should be less than 10% of the average period of an output pulse.
Consider, for example, a time unbalanced rate sensor to be operated at a centre frequency
of 100 pulses per second. Each pulse period is 10 milliseconds. Therefore, the time to
completely reverse the bias should be less than 1.0 milliseconds. The bias reverse time
is related to the rate sensor chamber filling time, and thus the chamber volume. A model
designed for rapid bias switching is shown in Figure 11. In this configuration rate
coupling and rate signal amplification are sacrificed to minimise the time to reverse the
bias.

3.5.4 Time Unbalance Converter

Given a pulsating rate sensor whose output frequency (and interpulse period) is a func-
tion of both pneumatic bias and inertial rate. a pulse network form is required which
converts the rate sensor frequency output to a time-unbalance-modulated pulse train.

In the basic network (Pig. 12(a)), each sensor pulse (ou'put C) switches the output of
a complementing flip-flop (outputs A and B). The flip-flop outputs are fed back to oppos-
ing control inputs on the sensor to establish the sensor bias direction. Since the
flip-flop switches at each sensor pulse, the sensor bias direction also changes after each
sensor pulse. Since the time between pulses is established by the vector sum of the bias
and rate induced angular moments, rate alternately adds to the bias for one pulse period
and subtracts for the next. Only the direction of the bias is alternated (the munitude
is constant) so that with zero rates the alternate pulse durations are equal. The nutput
of the network is the time-unbalance-modulated pulse train which exists at the flip-flop
output (outputs A and B) (Fig, 12(b)).

4. GYROS - CORIOLIS ACCELERATION SENSORS AS GYROSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS

Several instruments have been designed an1 tested based upon the direct measuremet of
Coriolis acceleration forces. Most of the fluidic gyroscopic instruments with non-rotating
cases are dependent upon such a measurement.
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4. 1 Rotating Field Instruments

One such instrument is shown in Figure 13. An annulus of conductive fluid, such as
mercury, is spun by the anplication of a rotating magnetic field applied to a conventional
polyphase motor stator. Any input angular rate with a component about an axis orthogonal
to the axis of spin of the mercury annulus will cause a pressure difference to appear
between a pair of ports located at either end of the annulus. This pressure difference
arises directly as a result of Coriolis acceleration effects. If the radius of the loca-
tion of the pressure sensing ports is R and the axial length of the annulus of mercury
is L , the pressure generated by Coriolis acceleration is

P = 20RLpw , (8)

where n = spin rate of annulus

p = fluid density

S= input angular rate orthogonal to spin axis.

Positioning two sets of pressure sensing ports at right angles allows input rates about

two axes to be sensed.

While such a gyro is attractive from its over-all simplicity and potential life, due to
the absence of moving parts, power input requirements limit the value of C. The d.c.

outrut pressure is also difficult to sense accurately at very low levels. Thermal problems
may also be met in such a design if there is a large power input to the mercury or any
other fluid used.

In the early 1960' s the Speidel Corporation worked along similar lines to the example
above. Their approach was to effectively sense disturbance in the flow pattern of the

fluid by application of an angular rate input. Such disturbances cussed the eddy currents
generated in the fluid to assume an asymmetrical pattern, shifting the magnetic field
pattern, which could be detected via pick-up coils located on the stator. The output
voltage obtained was at the supply, or spin excitation, frequency.

As stated in the Introduction, an oscillatory angular momentum vector can be used in
such devices if the spin of the fluid rotor in the above example is made oscillatory
rather than a continuous motion. The pressure produced by Coriolis forces would then
alternate at the oscillating frequency of the fluid. While making pressure sensing easier.
the r3sultant spin momentum vector, or oscillatory momentum vector. is found to be lower.
since the maximum value of 1) which can be obtained practically is reduced. Additional
errors can occur in such a device If the pressure transucers also sense some part of the
pressure required to cause the oscillatory flow about the annulus. Additional compensation
techniques would have to be developed to overcome this problem.

4.2 Fluid Tube Rate Qyroscap

Such a device senses the Coriolis acceleration forces set up in a spinning tube of fluid
by the application of angular rate input orthogonal to the axis ntf sp.n. Such a device.
as described below. has been prcduced for the stringent environment of missile applications
and has been found to withstand vibration and shock levwls up to several hundred g

Figure 14 illustrates the fluid tube gyro principle. It shows a closed hollow tube

filled with a liquid and a diaphragm across a section of the tube blocking the flow of

liquid around the tube. This assembly is mounted on bearings and spun by an external

motor.

For any input rate acting on this device there will be a pressure AP produced across

the diaphragm. This is given by
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,P 2A•,- sin(t t ;) (9)

where A area enclosed by centre line of tube

p density of liquid

0, spin velocity

input rate

phase angle of output which indicates direction in space of rate.

The pressure is the result of Coriolis acceleration on the liquid in the tube. This
acceleration is comparable to the Coriolis acceleration which acts on the particles of a
corventional gyroscope wheel. The pressure is sinusoidal and causes an oscillation of
the diaphragm, which is sensed as the oscillation of a microphone diaphragm, and results
in an a.c. voltage at spin frequency. This output is obtained for an input about any axis
normal to the spin axis and the angle ( is a direct measure of the space direction of
the input rate. Use of a reference generator on the spin axis and phase sensitive detect-
ion of the signal provides two output signals, one for each of two orthogonal components
of the input rate. This device is, therefore, a two-degree-of-freedom rate gyroscope.

The cutaway diagram of Figure 15 illustrates the fluid tube gyro. Four tubes, 900

apart, are shown with pressure transducers at their centres. The fifth tube, shown through
the centre of the device, is the expansion volume for the liquid when the assembly is
partially filled. Transfer of the spinning liquid between the tubes is by circumferential
flow in the manifold volumes at each end of the tubes. This construction, rather than the
basic model shown in Figure 14, is ured in order to obtain a two-phase signal, phase
rotation information and the cancellation of vibration induced errors. For a very high
acceleration environment, the gyro may be completely filled with fluid. Expansion bellows
can be included.

Typical electronics for processing the fluid tube gyro signal are similar to those
shown in Figure 2. The design described results in an instrument which has a very wide
range and low threshold. The Sperry Gyroscope Company has investigated gyros of this
type.

4.2 Fluid Torold yro

Another form of fluid rotor gyro Is shown schematically in Figure 16. This device was
disclosed in US Patent 2953925 issued in 1960 to T.Yesdon. Fluid is pumped around a
torold by use of two electro-agunetic pumps. The application of an angular rate input
about a diameter of the toroid will cause precession torque about a dimete: orthogonal
to the previous one, resulting in a twisting of the torsion bars on which the. whole device
is suspended, The angle of twist of the torsion bars is a measure of the input rate
applied. It is believed that the Boeing Corporation investigated this device, using
electro-magnetic pumps. The intention of the design is again to improve life and allot
operation in high temperature environments. It will be noticed that this device is a
variation on the conventional rate Lyroacope configuration.

4.4 Vibratory Us Wro

One final device utillslng the effect of Coriolis acceleration on an oscillatory fluid
body It that disclosed to Oranquist in US Patent 2993" in 1961. This is shown sch•mati-
cally In Figure 17. A straight tube contains gas. the flow of which is caused to oscillate
at the resonant frequency of the fluid in the tube. The tube acts in a similar manner to
an organ pipe. The acoustic driver could be a loud speaker type of device located at one
end. Other fluids could be used and this device could be regarded as being analogous in
a trmsi8atory mn•ner to the oscillatory momentum version of the mercury @mulus device
previously described.
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Rotation atvout the axis transverse to the cavity is son~ed by pr•esure transdu:ers.
such as microphones, placed in the cavity on eithor side of the vwlacity nodal point.
Alternatively, the pressure difference at these diametrically opposed pc¢nts can bc 5ensed
by a signal diaphrag, as shown in the attache- schematic. The pressure difference is
given by

PI - P2  Z AP -- 2VNODu,. (10)

where D diameter of cavity

,c 4.;;d denstt)

V instantaneous velocity of osc.llating fluid

u input rate orthogonal to longitudinal kxis.

5. FLUID ACCELEROMETERS

So fai - it has been possible to ascertain. very few fluid sccelerometerz have yet

reached the production stage or have, in fact, even been configured in the form of labora-

tory hardware. The four examples discussed below fall into the two main categories
described in the Introducticn, Those instruments in which th, fluid is used to support
the test mass, and those instruments in which the !u.'d itself is 0Pe sensJtive elemeat.

In general the former devices, those in rhich the fluiJ is used as the sensitive mass
swpporting media. appear to be more complbx in design and coustruction than the latter
devices described abovo and their gyroscovlc counterparts. Advantages which are claimed
for most of the fluid accelerometer acceleration sensing devices are ax follows:

Long life capability, due to absence of sensitive aechanical support elemqntrb.

Multiple axis sPnislng capability.

Low cross-coupling and inherent Jsoelasticity *iiviiating &ig type of errors.

A I A Norimatal lategratlag Actcelerometer

This device is a single-auis sensing Instrwent which eliminates one of the advantages
claimed above. Figure 18 represents the ewntial meehsmncal tlwmnts of stch an

accelerometer. If the cylindrical chamber is spinning In a horizontal attitud" the float.
being lighter than the surrounding fluid, Is rtdially "entrod. Kaew# the fluid is centri-
fused to the outer diameter and the float is brought Into alipient with the spin aiso
The float thus has no physical contact with the structural elentsots. being mAported
entirely by the viscoui fluid, thereby reducing friction 'evels to a vary low ir near zero
value. If acceleration is imparted along %he spin axis. an Iwrtial forro equsa to the
product of the acceleratien multiplied by the effective maex of it* float *ill act on the
float. Since the float is buoyant. havin a lowr density than thC (t144, It% offective
mss is negative and bence the inertial force tends to drive it in the dl*,rctioe of the

acceleration rather than caueing it to lag with respect to the outrt ase. as a s§sas-'w
body would do.

As the float moves it will be retarded bS the fluid resisting sy displacwent doe to

Its viscosity. This resistance ropresaets a velocity dpIfng force appearing in the Wen

of a pressure difference between the end faces of the float and viscous shear or dim
effects al&Io the cylindrical surface. it omly exists when the float Is in motion relative

to the outer cas. Por laminar flow both the retardation effects mentioned ae propor-

tional to the absolute viscosity of the fluid and to the flat velocity with the chibr.

A olIple equal•,o cab be Vritten to describe the losgitudinal motloi of the float tL

retspon to a sterdy-state axial acceleration by equatint the inertial r•action force with

the viscous resistance force.

LI
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ma = KAVp (11)

wnere m = effective mass of float (i.e. buoyancy)

a = applied acceleration along spin axis

k = constant depending upon float and chamber dimensions

A = absolute viscosity of fluid

VP = velocity of float within chamber

Rearranging terms:

ma
VF = -. (12)kA

This states that the float velocity is directly proportional to the applied acceleration,
prcvided buoyance and viscosity remai. constant.

Notice now the result of taking .he time integral of each side of this equation over
some definite period, from zero to t :

St m t
VF dt _ :f a dt . (13)

ka0

On the left side, the integral of the float velocity will be a definite displacement
X from the postulated mid-point starting position, while on the right the integral of
acceleration will be the velocity component of the carrying platform parallel to the spin
axis, so that

m
float displacement X - V (14)

ku

where V is the platform velocity component.

Thus the displacement of the float along the spin axis from its neutral position is a
direct measure of the change of platform velocity in the same direction. The constant of
proportionality, m/k4 , can be varied over many orders of magnitude by selection of
chamber and float dimensions, float buoyancy and fluid viscosity. It is thus possible to
design an instrument having any desired relationship between float displacement and plat-
form velocity, according to the expected velocity range of the vehicle.

From the above it will be seen that the float position relative to its null with respect
to the outer case represents platform velocity. Hence the float will only be in motion
during a period of acceleration, a component of which is along the spin axis of the
instrument. It will otherwise stay fixed in its displaced position as long as the vehicle
velocity remains constant. The float will not return to its original starting point until
the vehicle ceases to have motion parallel to the spin axis of the instrument. The instru-
ment, in its final hardware form, utilises a variable capacitance pick-off as shown in
Figure 19. The structural design is modified so that the float is annular in cross-
section, centred about a centra! pillar or rod which carries one of the pick-off elements.
The float is made of conductive material (aluminium) and the fluid is a dielectric, thereby
allowing capacitances to be formed between the cylindrical surfaces of the float and the
fixed case. As the float moves axially, two of the capacitances, C. and CL vary
linearly but oppositely with float displacement; the other two, C. and C.5, are in
variant with float displacement since they are always fully covered. The pick-off system
is excited with a 400 cycle a.c. voltage. Th6 float when displaced assumes a voltage,
the magnitude of which is porportional to the displacement and the phase of which is de-
pendent upon the direction of displacement from the central position. Figure 19 shows
the introduction of a feedback loop to reduce coercive effects on the float arising by
combination of the float voltage and the excitation voltage. The magnitude of the output
voltbge is given by
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E0 = E - (15)
C F

Temperature effects have to be considered in this kind of device. A silicoae oil was
used for the flotation fluid because of its flat curve of viscosity versus temperature.
The buoyancy term in Equation (13) also varies, since the relative densities of the float
and fluid change with temperature. However, both terms in the ratio me/ vary in the
same sense with temperature changes. It is thus possible to specify a float density which
will result in a rate of change of buoyancy equal to the rate of change of viscosity at

some desired operating temperature. Very close rontrol of float density is still required,

however, to achieve compensation near the desired operating temperature and a heating
element is also fitted to the instrument.

Variations in gaps between thc float and the chamber, and between tie float and central

spool, can cause problems. Very close tolerances on run-out of the float have to be main-
tained, posing speciai problems in dynamic balancing. Tiny distortions in gap thickness
caused by radial float displacement, or by a tapered float or bore, can result in an
intolerable scale factor variation for the instrument. These sources of error are removed
by rneans of by-pass channels for the fluid, from one end of the chamber to another. This
technique also helps to overcome anv -reep of the float due to thernrl gradients. The
general principle can be unders',;uu , ýy easily by referring to Figure 20 and imagining
two extreme situations: fi' 'ly, only a rentral by-pass tube present (outer tubes blocked)
and, secondly, only tae ou~ter channels preent (the centre tube being a solid rod).

In the first case all tne fluid moving to the left through the central bore would have

to return through the float chamber, carrying the float with it to the right. In the
second case the opposite woull be true, the flow to the right through the outer tubes
would retý,rn 'o the left through the float chamber, moving the float in that direction.
Thus, for the sare ccditions of thermal gradient, opposite float motions could be induced.
Evidently, by proper distribution of the flow between the inner and outer pathways, an
equilibrium condition of zero net force on the float can be reached. The circulating
fluid flow still exists, but all the axial forces on the float cancel one another, so that
no erroneous motion results.

Such a dpvice was constructed in the late 1950's by the Sperry Gyroscope Company. The
performance of this device is shown in the typical parameters given in Table III.

5.2 A Three-Axis Integrating Accelerometer

Sperry have also configured a three-axis integrating accelerometer in which a single
test mass is utilised to sense acceleration components along three orthogonal axes. The
test mass ia a 3 inch diameter sphere having positive buoyancy in a fluid-filled chamber
within a 11 inch aluminium cube, Closely surrounding the sphere, but not touching it in
normal operation, are three pairs of spherically contoured support pads, each pair being
at opposite ends of a spherical diameter, the three pairs forming an orthogonal set. The
instrument is shown in Figure 21.

An acceleration component along any of the three principal cube axes will result in an
inerdial displacement of the ball towards one or other of the two support pad faces associ-
ated with the axis considered. Ball displacement is sensed by a capacitive pick-off which
detects any departure of the sphere from its mid-position, and transmits a signal of

appropriate phase and magnitude to an external servo loop which activates a screw-type
hydraulic pump. The pump, also housed in the cube (one for each axis), generates a fluid
pressure differential between the pad faces, through a central perforation proportional
to the rotational speed of the pump shaft, by virtue of the Newtonian properties of the
silicone fluid employed. Since the pressure is also just sufficient to maintain the null

position of the sphere against the acceleration-derived displacement force, pump r.p.m.
is exactly proportional to the acceleration component along the axis. Therefore, shaft
angular displacement represents the time integral of acceleration, or the total velocity

along the axis.



pHydraulic interaction among the three axes is avoided by making the actual volumetric
flow througt the support pads extremely minute, most of the pump's output being circulated
through isolated by-pass channels external to the ball chamber. These hy-pass channels
also serve the purpose of making the total hydraulic impedance of each circuit almost
independent of possible variations in ball-to-pad clearance, such as might be caused by a
slightly imperfect sphere. This sharply reduces the sensitivity of scale factor to such
gap variations, and the small error which still could exist from this cause is almost
totally eliminated by special compensating grooves in the pad faces.

Another important error compensation is achieved by selection of float and fluid charac-
teristics so that, in the vicinity of the nominal operating temperature of the unit, the
percentage change of fluid viscosity is exactly equal to the percentage change in float
buoyancy for a small temperature change. Since scale factor (pump r.p.m. per unit accel-
eration) is proportional to the quotient of buoyancy divided by viscosity, it is thus made
nearly invariant over a small temperature range. The actual extent of the variation is
0.0045% per (°F) 2, so that a control temperature of -!OF, which is reasonably attainable,
results in only 0.0005% scale variation.

Positive coupling, between the pump servo motor external to the cube and the pump shaft
itself, is accomplished by means of a pair of concentric cylindrical magnets. the inner
one being contained within the hydraulic fluid and attached to the pump rotor. In this
way no shaft extension pierces the wall of the accelerometer and no rotating seals are
required. Thus the key elements of the unit (test mass, support pads, fluid ald restoring
pumps) are protected by the integrity of a perfect hermetic enclosure, while the drive
motor, read-out device, and all servo electronics are externally mounted Arnd accessible
for maintenance. Figure 22 shows the system in schematic form.

Read-out is provided by a digitiser geared to each pump shaft, employing no slip rings.
The digitiser is packaged in a Size 8 synchro case and produces 800 voltage pulses per

pump revolution. A logic circuit switches this pulse train to a plus or minus output wire,
depending upon the direction of rotation. The device was scaled for the rarticular applica-
tion such that each pulse represented a velocity change of 0.1 ft/sec.

The principal design features and advanteges claimed for this device are given in
Table IV. It will be noticed once again that the principal advantages claimed for this
approach are those of operational capability in rugged environments, leading to increased
reliability.

The performance of this device is shown in Table II.

5.3 Free-Surface Accelerometer

Such a device employs the fluid directly as the sensitive element of the instrument.
Figures 23 and 24 show the operation and layout of such a device in schematic form.

The free-surface accelerometer, in its most elementary form, consists of a spinning
container partially filled with a dielectric fluid. In a zero-g field (Flg.23(a)), the
centrifugal forces on the fluid maintain a free surface which is cylindrical in shape,
with an axis which coincides with the spin axis of the container. The free surface of
the fluid, however, forms a section of a paraboloid (FIg. 23(b)) when the co:.valner is
accelerated along its spin axis. The free surface of the flu4 d is alro translated in the
direction of the acceleration vector when this vector is normal to the spin axis
(Fig. 23(c)).

With acceleration in the direction of the container spin axis, the Jntercep. of the

paraboloid and any plane normal to the spin axis is a circle. Twu such clrclos are formed
by the free surface and the end plates of the container, and the difference in these two
circular areas is directly proportional to the applied acceleration. The difference in

the areas Is given by
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AA 277La(-CO2" (16)

where AA = difference in end circle areas

az = acceleration in z (spin axis) direction

L = length of fluid body

w = spin rate.

When the components of acceleration in the plane normal to the spin axis of the con-
tainer are ax and ay (x, y and z forming an inertial coordinate system), the
components of displacement of the axis of the free surface relative to the spin axis of

the contain, r ar, rcspoc-vly t; and ey . Inese displacements, or eccentricities.

are directly proportional to the applied acceleration and are given by.

E 1  a (17)

ax (18)

Jn the presence of applied acceleration simultaneously occurring along and normal to the
spin axis, the resultant fluid motions are superimposed; there is no cross-coupling.

Pick-off for Acceleration Along Spin Axis

By using a dielectric fluid, a capacitive bridge pick-off is devised to measure the

area change of the end plate circles. This provides the output proportional to the accel-
eration component acting along the spin axis.

Pick-off for Acceleration Normal to Spin Axis

To detect the translation of the free surface in response to acceleration normal to the
spin axis, a capacitive pick-off, consisting of two split discs and one spool, is employed.

The discs are split into two halves along a diameter, and are placed at each end of the
container. The spool, or element, is placed at the centre of the container. Each half
of the split disc is excited from the secondary of a centre-tapped transformer.

Depending on the instantaneous value of the eccentricity, the amount of fluid encom-

passed between each split plate and the output disc is unequal. Thus the output disc is
caused to assume a voltage whose magnitude and phase is proportional to the magnitude end
direction of the eccentricity.

For a constant input acceleration, normal to the spin axis, the free surface will be

displaced from the spin centre, and will remain constantly displaced in the direction of
the steadily applied acceleration. Therefore, with respect to the rotating split-plates,
the encompassed fluid seen by the individual plates will vary harmonically once per re-
volution of the drive motor. The output of the pick-off is thus an a.c. voltage at the

spin frequency.

Use of a suitable reference generator on the drive shaft, in combination with the phase-
sensitive detection, provides two output signals, each proportional to a cross-axis
acceleration.

Advantages claimed for the device just described are absence of pendulosity, i.e. the

sensitive mass is non-pendulous, and complete isoelasticity. The optimum spin speed of
the container is found to be quite low, which leads to higher reliability and long bearing
life; the latter bearings are also external to the sensitive elements and hence can be
quite large and well lubricated, again leading to long life and allowing their selection
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for high acceleration environment. In the diagram of Figure 24 it will be noticed that
inductive slip rings (air-gap rotary transformers) are employed, eliminating metal-to-metal
contact slip ring and brushes, thereby again extending reliability. Such an instrument
could have been built in the same container as the fluid sphere gyro described earlier,
and the container spin rate imparted by the same motor to give a compact gyro accelerometer
package: the gyro shaft reference generator could also have been used as a common element
in discriminating the cross-axis acceleration components.

The main performance and design characteristics of the free surface accelerometer
devices are shown in Table III. Figure 25 shows the signal-processing arrangement
required.

From the practical point of view a low viscosity dielectric fluid is used and large
gap spacings, outside the pick-off region, in order to reduce phase offset in the direction
of spin due to viscous shear. The latter is caused by relative velocity between the fluid
void boundary and walls of the container. This latter problem can be determined and, being
stable, can be compensated for over a wide temperature range.

The hydraulic scale factor of the instrument is conceptually independent of temperature.
However, in combination with the capacitive pick-off, the three axis voltage outputs are
subject to certain temperature-dependent error sources. Specifically, these errors are
caused by axial dimension changes in the pick-off, coupled with change of fluid dielectric
constant as a function of temperature.

For the geometry of the three-axis prototype, the dimensional and dielectric constant
changes each lead to scale factor changes of approximately 0.08% per OF. Fortunately, the
internal feedback arrangement of Figure 26, in combination with certain passive networks,
makes it possible to trade-off one scale value change versus the other, leading to tempera-
ture error reduced by a factor of approximately 10 to 1.

Thus residual scale value versus temperature errors will be less than 0.008% per OF and,
for an anticipated control excursion of ± 200 F, will contribute peak scale factor errors
of less than ± 0. 16%.

Such a device has been built and tested by the Sperry Gyroscope Company.

6. COMBINED ANGULAR RATE AND ACCELERATION SENSING INSTRUMENTS

Combined instruments can be envisaged; however, few have reached the hardware stage.

One approach which has been considered is the combination of a fluid tube gyro along
the lines already described, with a free-surface fluid accelerometer. Examination of
Figure 15 shows that the central chamber of the fluid tube gyro, if partly filled, would
act as a free-surface accelerometer. Such a device has been considered by Sperry. Problems
involved are that of signal selising and extraction of the data from the sensitive element,
without paying the penalty of excessive design and manufacturing complications.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The author would like to thank all the firms and their personnel who have contributed
information contained within this paper. Presentation of the latest state of the art has
been somewhat restricted by Governmental and Company security restrictions. However, it
is believed that enough has been presented to indicate that such instructions are now
practical hardware propositions and could have wider applications than those in the purely
military missile field for which they were initially configured. The main advantages

.1
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which are likely to be claimed in the future, as the performance of these instruments
approaches that of current solid rotor and conventional acceleration sensors, are those
of low cost, high reliability, long life, together with freedom from g-sensitive error
effects.

If mention of other organisations who are active in this field has been omitted, the
authors wish to apologise and would welcome their additional contribution.

t
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TABLE IV

Principal Design Features of the Three-Axis Integrating Accelerometer

Feature Advantages

Three axes embodied in a Precision of orthogonality attained by basic design
single compact assembly and manufacture; not a function of installation

variables

Smali size and weight

Lower cost than three single-axis units

Extreme rigidity of small cube guarantees no
deformations or relative axis misalignment under
high g stresses

Null-type pick-off Pick-off linearity not significant

Integration included in pump No separate integrator package required
restoration function

Linearity derived from viscous Newtonian characteristics of flotation fluid result
shear integration in inherently linear performance

Test mass heavily damped Excellent vibration and shock resistance

Non-pendulous. non-mechanical Extremely low threshold sensitivity
test mass support No sensitive axis bias

No cross-coupling (g') error

No mechanical supporting elements to introduce
spurious forces, coercion. etc

No fragile suspensions subject to shock or vibration
damage

Output in form of mechanical Plexibility in choice of reed-out elements (wmlogiae
shaft rotation d1gital)

Ligbtly loaded, slow speed Negligible wear io thouseads of hours of operation;
bearings and gears extremely long life capability

No metal-to-metal rubbing No performance deterioration due to wer; minimom
contact In acre pump assembly self-beating of pump

Large percentage of aluminium Excellent beat distribution within Instr ont.
cube structure remains after mininmisin thermal "rldoeuts
amcblhing Nighb structural rigidity; so significant g

deflections

Pow parts, rugged construction Camearatively simple to manufacture asmemable

LiI
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